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solvency and official assignee for the
Geelong circuit district, so far as the
Ballarat portion of that district was concerned. The words ena.bling the Governor
in Council to appoint commissioners of
insolvency, used in the Insolvency Statute
of 1865, were the same words as those used
in the Act of 1854; but in consequence of an
Order in Council, made in 1856, the area
of the Geelong circuit district was altered;
and thus the Statute of 1865 excluded from
the Geelong district a portion of country
which was included in it in 1856. Consequently all the insolvencies and the
proceedings thereon in that portion of the
Geelong district since the passing of the
Statute of 1865 were held to be invalid.
It was intended to insert in the Bill to
amend the Insolvency Act, about to be
introduced, a clause which would rectify
this error; but in view of the circumstance
that that Bill would probably occupy
the attention of Parliament some time,
and also of the necessity for rectifying
this error with the least possible delay, he
had ventured to ask the House to give
him leave to introduce a Bill to deal specially with the matter. It would be quite
apparent to honorable members that the
error was purely technical, and that it
could be taken advantage of only by persons
who would dishonestly seek to set aside
a sequestration, or persons who sought to
recover moneys under the plea that the
insolvencies were not valid and binding.
He hoped the House would, on the .following day, allow the suspension of the standing orders, and pass the Bill through all
its stages.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in and read
a first time.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
Mr. EDWARDS intimated that he relinquished his intention to propose the
insertion in the Bill of clauses to repeal
the law which prevented the establishment
of manufactories on the Yarra. He took
this course because he did not wish to
endanger the passage of the Bill. He
would endeavour to accomplish his object
by a separate measure.
The order of the day was then postponed until the following day.
VOL.111.-U
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POLICE REWARD FUND.
Captain MAC MAHON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the state of the l'olice
Reward Fund, showing the amount from time
to time invested in debentures, the amount at
present so invested, the income and expenditure
during the past year, and the total amount to
the credit of that fund."
Mr. LEVEY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
VOTE FOR BRIDGES.
Mr. WHEELER moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of applications made for grants-in-aid out of the vote last
year of £50,000 for bridges; the names of the
local bodies who have appropriated the sums
granted them, respectively, in the sc.hedule; the
number of works complete and in progress;
and the total amount of the contracts that have
been entered into."
The motion was seconded by Mr.
TUCKER, and adopted.
UNEXPENDED VOTES.
Mr. KERFERD moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return of all votes and portions of votes
under the Appropriation Act of 1866 for which
contracts have not been entered into in that
year."
Mr. ORR seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, January 31, 1867.
Bendigo Water Works Company-Border Duties 'freaty-Protection to .Mining Property-Inquests-Elections and
Qualifications Committee-Scab Act-Ovens Industrial
School-Address to the Queen -AdclIess to General
Carey-Insolvency Amendment Bill-Local Government
-Mining Companies Law Amendment Bill-Public.
Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
BENDIGO WATER WORKS
COMPANY.
Mr. CASEY.-I rise to call the attention of the Attorney-General to the noncompliance of the Bendigo Water Works
Company with its Act of incorporation j
and to inquire whet.her it is his intention
to enforce the penalties prescribed by section 90 of Act No. 69. The Act of in
corporation, under which the Bendigo
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Water Works Company wns 'established,
came into force in 1859. The principal water shed the disttict possesses

has been granted to the company; no
other company has now the means of supplying the town; and for the past three
years Sandhurst has been suffering from
a water famine.
Seven reservoirs described in the Act were to have been
constructed within five years from the
date of the Act receiving the Governor's
assent, under a penalty of £5,000; but
though eight ye~rs have elapsed, only
one reservoir has been constructed. I
admire the desire of the present Government to see our laws enforced, and I think
it would be a blot to allow public companies to set aside the obligations of' their
charters of incorporation.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - Some considerable time back I received a communication from a pri vat.e person upon the
sulJjcct referred to by the honorable
member.
This gentleman complained
that the f!ompany were not carrying out
their obligatiuns, and he called upon me,
in the terms of the company's Act, to
enforce its plovisions against them. This
communication was made by a privnte
person, who did not appear to have the
sanction, approval, or support of any local
or semi-local body interested in the water
supply of Sandhurst. I forwarded the
substance of the statement to the company, and asked for any obsen'ations they
might have to make in reply. That reply
I forwarded to my colleague the honorable
the Minister of Mines, as his, I conceive, is
the department in which the merits of the
question can be most quickly settled. The
matter is still with that department,
and I think it will be taken into consideration with the scheme for the water supply
of the district. It will be a subject for
. consideration whether st.eps shall be taken
to enforce the obligations of the company,
or whether the company shall be invited
to co-operate with the Government in
supplying the district with water..
BORDER DUTIES TREATY.
Mr. EVA ~ S.-I beg to ask the AttorneyGeneral if the appropriation of money out
of the consolidated revenue of Victoria for
the service of the colony of New South
Wales is not repugnant to the 44th section
of the Constitution Act? I believe the
Customs Act gives the Government power
to. enter into an agreement regarding
Border Duties, but I am not aware that it
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authorizes the payment of money out of
the consolidated revenue.
Mr. BIG Il"BOT HAM.-I apprehend
that the appropriation of money out of the
consolidated revenue of Victoria for the
service of the colony of New South Wales
would be repugnant to the 44th section of
the Constitution Act; but I am not aware
that any proposal to make such an appropriation has been either put before the
House or entertained by the Government.
PROTECTION TO MINING
PROPERTY.
Mr. KERFERD.-In calling the attention of the )oJ inister of Mines to the desirability of extending better protection to
mining property, and asking him if the
Government int~nd to introduce a measure for that purpose, I desire to mention
a few facts which will enable the honQrable
gentleman to fOIro an opinion on the merits
of the case. In the district wh ieh I
represent mining claims and mining sluices
are being robbed t) a very serious extent.
'Vith the Chinese especially the practice is
becoming a great evil. They carryon
this business at night, and they arm themselves with long knives for the purpose.
Mr. LOVE.-I rise to order. I was
informed yesterday that I was to ask the
question I had, given notice of without
making any comment.
The SPEAKER.-Tho honorable member will see that there is a difference
between the two cases. In this instance
the honorable member has given notice
that he will "call at.tention" to certain
circumstances as well as ask a question.
That is the mode usually adopted when an
honorable member wishes to Rtate some
facts in addition to putting a question. A
simple question cannot be accompanied by
a statement. Had the honorable member
adopt.ed the other form on the occasion he
refers to, he might have been permitted to
proceed.
Mr. KERFERD.-Only this very day
the Ovens and Murray Ad'oertiser contains an account of the trial of a man
charged with manslaughter for shooting a
Chinese, whom he had ('aught robbing a
sluice. These sluices are very important
claims. In many instances, the miners
wash up only once or twice during the
year; and, if the ground is at all rich, the
earth contained in the sluice-box will be
highly impregnated with gold. It iB cer~ainly an exasperating thing that a man,
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who has worked har(l for five or six without my giving notice of the question,
months, should find his property swept whether it is the intention of the Govern..
away by thieves in one night. I know ment to introduce a Bill to amend the
that the case presents difficulties; but I Scab Act duri ng the present session ?
trust that some way of dealing with it will
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is the intention
be found. Permission might be given to of the Government to do so.
fence in the claims, so that a man found
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS .
.trespassing might be prosecuted under the
Mr. BAYLES brought up a' report
Town and Country Police Act. I think,
also, that .the stealing of the earth itself from the Parliament Buildings Committee.
The report was ordered to be printed.
should be made a larceny. At present, to
prove the offence, it is necessary that the
OVENS
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
gold should be extracted from the par-'
Mr~ ORR movedticular wash-dirt stolen, in order that the
value of the property may be sworn to ..
"That there be laid· upon the table of this
Now, I think that the stealing' of earth House, a, copy of the report of the professional
appointed to fix the site for the Industrial
from a sluice-box. should be· made a larceny board
School in the Ov:ens and Upper Murray district."
of itself.
Mr~. HANN A seconded the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-The subject has
Mr. KERFERD.-There is some other
already come undet· the consideration of
the Government~ The practice the honor- information which it is desirable should
able member comp1ains of is a crying evil, be adduced. I will ask the honorable
and I bope that a measure dealing with member to move for all the 'papers in con..
it will be submitted to Parliament without nexion with the subject.
delay. Auriferous earth which it is inMr. McCULLOCH.-I have no objectended to wash should be protected as tion to place all the papers I have in my
much as any other property•.
possession before the House.
Mr. ORR.-I think it would be hardly
INQUESTS ..
fair for me to accept the suggestion~.
Captain MAC M.A.H0~.-In the ab- Certain one-sided representations bav-e
senceof the honorable member for East Mel- been made from Beechworth as to the
bourne (Mr. Langton), I will ask the ques- propriety of setting aside the report; of the
tion standing in his name :. w.hen a return to professional board, and I have no idea of
an order of the· House,. made·on the 4th May allowing those representations·to be placed:
last, of the number,· of inquests held in before the public without a reply to them ..
Victoria, and certain partic~lars relating If the honorable member wishes·any p.aper&
thereto, will be laid Oll the table of the he can move for them.,
House?
The motion was agreed' to~
Mr. BINDON.-The return asked for
WAYS 1\~D MEANS.
has been prepared, and I nGW lay it on the
table.
Mr. VERDON t;9pvedELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER laid Gn the table his
warrant appointing Mr. Aspinall, Mr.
Langton, Mr. Reeves, Mr~ Burtt, Mr.
Dyte, Mr. J. T. Smith, and MF. Bindon
as the Committee of Elections and Qualifications.
PETITION.
Captain MAC MAHON presented a
petition from the mayor and corporation of
the city of MelboUJ'ne, praying for leave
to introduce a Bill for the removal of
nuisances within the city of Melbourne.
SCAB ACT.
Mr. MACBAIN.-The honorable the
Chief Secretary will, perhaps, inform me

u2

"That this House w·m, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into the Comm,ittee of Ways and
Means."

The motion was agreed'too'.
ADDRESS OF THANKS, '.EO, THE
QUEEN.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a select committee be appointed
to prepare an Address to Her Most Gracious
Majesty, thanking Her Majesty for the
generous recognition by Her Majesty's
Government of the claims of this colony
in regard to its defences; such committee
to consist of Mr. G. V. Smith, Mr. Gillies,
Mr. Reeves, Capt. Mac Mahon, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Kerferd, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Kyte,
Mr. Balfour, Mr. Vale, and the mover-three to
form a quorum."

I am sure (said the honorable member)
that all sides of the House will agree in
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tIle desirability of my moving such a
resolution as this. Last session, just
before its close, this House was quite
unanimous in its desire that the Home
Government should be invited to cooperate with this Government in rendering
our defences more efficient and putting
them in a better state than before. Vol e
had grounds for believing that we should
be met in a favorable spirit, and we
felt confident that the gentleman who
went home to represent the colony would
do full credit to us; and if it were possible to obtain a recognition of our
claims, we felt assured-I speak for all
sides of the House-that my honorable
colle::tgue was the person of' all others best
fitted to attain that object. It is not my
intention to say anything which would
tend to raise a discussion on this point;
but when we remember that the Imperial
Government has granted us something
like £100,000 for defence purposes, it will
be admitted that we have obtained that
recognition from the Imperial Government
which we have desired for some years
past. Our thanks are deserved also, not
only for this liberal grant of money, but
for the assistance afforded by the Imperial
Government to my honorable colleague in
obtaining information of importance to this
colony. Not, sir, that we require anything to increase our loyalty, but the
sympathy manifested and expressed by the
Imperial Govel'llment tends to cement that
feeling of attachment to the mother
country which animates us all, and which
we all desire to encourage.
Capte-in MAC MAHON.-I have great
pleasure in seconding the motion. I presume, however, that we are to regard it as
a formal motion, and to assume that we
shall have another opportunity, when the
subject of the maintenance of the vessels
proposed to be brought out may be discussed without party spirit, and without
any intention of reHecting upon the Home
Government or the honorable the Treasurer. I think that, in the preparation of
the address, some notice should be taken
of the compliment which the Imperial
Government has thought fit to pay to the
House and to the country by the distinction which has been conferred upon the
honorable the Treasurer. When the select
committee, of which I shall have the honour
to be a member, prepares its report, I shall
move that words be inserted recognizing
the compliment paid us in this manner.
Although opinions may differ on the point,
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I do not hesitate to say that, if such distinctions were liberally conferred upon
those colonies in which representative
institutions have reached such a stage that
they have public men entitled to them, it
would be a great inducement to men of all
classes not only to enter the arena of public life, but also to be guided by some better
motive than the mere scramble for office
and emolument which now attaches to too
many who take part in our political proceedings. I think that the time has arri ved
for the consideration of this question,
inasmuch as I learn that some of the leading men in England are perfectly willing
to recognize public men in the colonies,
who are fit to occupy the position, by conferring on them even higher marks of
distinction than that bestowed upon the
honorable the Treasurer.
The home
Government, I understand, is perfectly
willing to accept the views of the colonists
by bestowing distinctions to such an extent
as may meet our approval; and, therefore,
I think that the wishes of the country
should be stated in this address. I have
great pleasure in congratulating the
Treasurer on the compliment he has received. I can say unhesitatingly that,
though not much warmth was manifested
on this side of the House when he went
home, owing to the peculiar political circumstances of the time, yet we recognized
the fact that he was eminently adapted to
represent us in England; that his conduct
had been such, both in this House and out
of it, as to a.ssure us he would meet with
that encouragement and acknowledgement
he has since received. I feel certain that,
irrespective of the bargain he has made
and the expenditure thereby involvedwhich are questions we can consider at
some other time-the colony at large is
indebted to the honorable gentleman for
exertions which have done much credit to
us.
Mr. RIG INBOTH.AM.-With reference to the observations of the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne, I
would suggest that it is not advisable to
introduce into this address anything which
may be regarded as debateable matter. The
honorable member expressed an opinion
that we should suggest in this address an
extension of titles and honours in the
colony.
Captain MAC M.ARON.-No ; I would
merely return thanks for the distinction
confeI:red on the Treasurer.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - Then the
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honorable mem ber does not propose to
introduce into this address the opinion he
expressed, that it would be an inducement
or encouragement to public men, if marks
of honour were more liberally bestowed
upon them, than they have been hitherto.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I merely said
that, by returning thanks for the distinction conferred upon the Treasurer, we
should convey such an impression. If
that impression is contrary to the wishes
of the House, we should not return thanks
for the distinction. I certainly think we
should return thanks, as the distinction
was bestowed on the honorable gentleman not only on account of his position
as a Minister, but also as the representative of the colony.
Mr. HIGINBOTRAM.-I am sure
honorable members will not understand me
to raise the slightest objection to the proposition to acknowledge in due and grateful terms the distinction bestowed upon
my honorable colleague. I certainly understood the honorable member, it now
appears erroneously, to suggest that it
would be advisable to int.imate in this
address, directly or indirectly, that an
extension of titles and honours would be
an inducement to our public men to attend
more earnestly and faithfully to their
duties than they would otherwise be likely
to do. I think such an expression of
opinion, whether' direct or indirect, would
be sure to raise considerable discussion.
It would be found that a gl'eat number of
persons are not desirous of seeing a system
of titles and honours established in this
colony. I am glad to find, therefore, that
I rose under a misapprehension.
Captain MAC MAHON.-What I
wished to say, though I may have failed
to express myself clearly, was that if we
returned thanks for the distinction bestowed
upon the representative of Victoria, we
should convey the impression that we
were favorable to an extension of those
If the Attorney-General
distinctions.
desires that that impression should not be
conveyed, he must be opposed to returning
thanks.
Mr. RIGINBOTHAM.-No.
Captain MAC MARON.-The honorable gentleman must desire then that the
distinction should be confined to the one
isolated case.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member, having addressed the House before, is
scarcely in order in proceeding.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Then I will
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defer my remarks until another opportunity occurs.
Mr. McCANN.-I think, sir, that the
thanks of the members of this Rouse are
due to the Attorney-General for not
allowing the remarks of the honorable
member for West Melbourne to pass unnoticed. Those remarks may appear to
fall well from the leader of the Conservative party; but J am glad that, at the
threshold of the discus8ion, so prominent
a member of the Rouse as the AttorneyGeneral has taken exception to them. I
wonld not for one moment detract from
the eminent success of the Treasurer. I
am delighted with it. I have read his report with the greatest interest, and I
thoroughly endorse all that the honorable
member for West Melbourne has said in
his favour. The honorable gentleman will
not suppose I wish to disparage him for LL
moment. But, sir, I for one object, as a
member of the democratic party, to any
idea being thrown out that we desire
titles of distinction in this colony for
our public men. Weare determined
not to value overmuch distinctions of
this kind. Men will depend here on
indi vidual merit more than on titles of
honour. It would have redounded more
to the credit of the Treasurer if he had
recollected that the position which he
gained in England, and the position he
has acquired here, are alike owing to his
connexion with the democratic party. A
short time since, a distinguished American
did that which brought him under the
favorable notice of the Queen, and a
distinction very much higher than that
conferred upon the Treasurer was offered
him. 1'hat gentleman, however, realizing
his position in the country he hailed from,
respectfully but firmly declined the honour.
I say, without any acerbity of feeling, that
the Treasurer would have done more credit
to himself and to the party he represents,
had he simply declined the distinction
proffered to him. That is my feeling on
the subject. I must admit that I feel
somewhat strongly. I trust that we shall
never introduce class distinctions into this
colony, but that now and always our
public men will rely on their individual
merits, and not on flimsy titles of honour.
Mr. VERDO N.-Sir, I am very sorry
that the remarks of the honorable member
for West Melbourne have led to a discussion which would better have taken place
at another time. The observations which
have fallen from the honorable member
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for South Grant (Mr. McCann) compel
me, however, to say that which I should
never have said otherwise. It is this,
that when in the first instance Lord
Carnarvon spoke to me of the Sovereign's
desire that some mark of Her Majesty's
favour should be conferred upon me, I said
that I did not desire any honour of that
kind -that I considered t.he success of my
missiun a sufficient reward. Through this
interview I was afforded the opportunity
of saying that I should beg Bel' Majesty's
permission to decline the honour of knighthood. It was not until afterwards that
I was informed by Lord Carnarvon that
Her Majesty had given instructions,
without asking my consent, that I
should be appointed a Companion of tho
Bath. So far from this honour being one
that I should refuse, I considered that, as
the representative of tlie colony, I was
bound to accept it. I assure the House
that I specially desired Lord Carnarvon
to understand that I could not accept it
on account of any personal merit of
my own, but solely as the representative
of the colony; and Lurd Carnarvon,
at my suggestion, took care to IPf.l.ke
this plain at the banquet at which I
was present on the eve of my departure
from London. With reference to the
observations which fell from the honorable
and gallant member for 'Vest Melbourne,
I may say that Her Majesty's Government
did me the honour to consult me as to the
general question of creating honorary distinctions in the colonies. Although this
was a difficult matter to advise the
Government on, I ventured to say that
while the colonies remained part of the
British empire, any distinction between
them and the mother country was not
desirable. I am sure, indeed, that nothing
tends to create a worse feeling in the
colonies towards the mother country than
an idea that we are regarded as a little
below the parent state. I therefure ventured to say that, if done judiciously, an
excellent effect in consolidating the empire
might be obtained by conferring on the
public men of the colonies those honours
and rewards which, I may remark,
would be highly regarded even in
America, or any other democratic country.
I do not think that any discredit or any
dishonour attaches to my acceptance of
this distinction. I hope I shall never be
ashamed to confess that it is to the democratic or liberal party lowe any success
I may have achieved in political life, and
Mr. Verdon.

Address to General Carey.

I do not think that it was inconsistent with
my position, as a member of that party, to
receive the distinction Her Majesty was
pleased to confer upon me. This is not
a personal titJe of honour; it is conferred for services which Her Majesty was
pleased to consider I had rendered the
colony in the m:ssion entrusted to me. I
hope honorable members will not suppose
that I accepted the di'stinction in any improper spirit, or in order to minister to selfesteem or pride. I believe that I accepted
it merely as the representative of the
colony. I never for one moment allowed
anyone to overlook the fact that it was as
the representative of Victoria I was in
England; I never forgot the fact myself.
Everything I did was shaped by the desire
to make the colony appear as it ought to
appear in the eyes of the mother country.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I think some of
the observations of the honorable member
for South Grant (Mr. McCann) would not
have fallen from him had he given the
subject a little more consideration. It
deserves more consideration than even the
honorable and gallant member for 'Vest
Melbourne (Capt. Mac Mahon) appears to
have bestowed upon it. There is a great
difference between thanking the Crown for
an honour conferred and l:iu~gesting that
the Crown should confer other honours.
The latter may be said to be an interference with the Royal prerogative, and I
am sure the honorable and gallant member
would not willingly be accused of that.
The object of the Crown in giving this
distinction has been to preserve the Imperial connexion. I think it is a matter
of the greatest consideration that this COJlnexion should be preserved, for where else
than in the union of the Briti~h empire,
the co-partnership of British colonies encircling the world, are we to look for the
brotherhood of nations-that realization of
the great idea of all great statesmen?
The motion was agreed to
ADDRESS TO GENERAL CAREY.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That a select committee be appointed to
prepare an Address to the Honorable BrigadierGeneral George Jackson Carey. C.B., expressing
the sense entertained by this House of his administration of the affairs of the colony during
the period he held the high position of Officer
Administering the Government, and that such
committee consist of Capt. Mac Mahon. Mr.
McKean, Mr. Blackwood, Mr. l>yte, Mr Bunny,
Mr. Riddell, and the mover, three to form a
quorum; and that they do retire immediately."

I am sure, said the honorable member,
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that there will be no opposition to this
motion. We all feel indebted to General
Carey for the efficient manner in which he
discharged the duties of the high office he
was called to.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I have much
pleasure in seconding this motion. Great
credit is due to General Carey for his j udicious action in the very difficult position he
was placed in. The honorable and gallant
officer came here from New Zealand, where
he had been bravtly fighting his country's
battles, totally unprepared for that position, and yet he conducted the affairs of
the country, in a most intricate and involved period, to the satisfaction of all
pal·ties in this House and in the. country.
I would suggest that, as we are desirous
of conferring some real benefit on General
Carey, a copy of the address should be
8ent to His Royal 1-1 ighness the Commander-in-Chief, in ordel' that the heau of
the gallant officer's department may know
the estimation in which he is held in this
country.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH subsequently brought
up the following address:" To the Honorable Brigadier-General George
Jackson Carey, C.B., ~c., ~c.

"We, the members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, desire to express to you the
high sense we entertain of your able and
judicious administration of the affairs of this
colony during the period you filled the high
positiun of Officer Administt!ring the Government.
"We trust you may long be spared to do
honour to the profession of which you are so
distinguished a member."
The address was adopted, and was
ordered to be transmitted to General
Carey.

Mr. McCULLOCH moved" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His Excellency
to forward a copy of the address to BrigadierGeneral Carey to the Right Honorable the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, to be by
him laid before His Royal Highness the Duke
of' Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief of the
Forces."
The motion was agreed to.
G

INSO~VENCY

AMENDMENT BILL.

On the motion of Mr. H I G INBOTHAM
this Bill was read a second time.
On the motion of the Same honorable
member, the necess'ary standing orders
were suspended, and the Bill was passed
through its remaining stages.
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PROGRESS OF BUSINESS.
Mr. RICHARDSON . directed the attention of the Government ·to the inconvenience arising to private members from
not having sufficient notice of the day
when the various items of business on the
paper would come under the consideration
of the House.. He mentioned that the
Attorney-General, when a private member,
had made a similar complaint, and urged
that it was exceedingly desirable that
honorable members should have ample
opportunity of knowing when the measures
on the notice-paper would be discussed.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
Government were most desirolls that privltte members should have the opportunity
of knowillg' when any measul'e which appeared. on the notice-paper would come on
for discussion, but he belie\'ed it would
not always be possible to afford that information.
LOCAL. GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The resolution agreed to in committee,
on the 24th of January, on this subject,
was considered and adopted.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM then brought in
a Bill, entitled "A Bill to amend and
consolidate the law relating to road districts and shires," which was read a first
time.
MUNICIPAL ACT AMEND:\-IENT
BILL.
The resolution relating to this matter,
which was agreed to iu committee on the
24th of January, was considered and
adopted; and a Bill, entitled "A Bill to
amend and consolidate the laws relating to
municipal institut.ions" was brought in by
Mr. McCULLOCH, and read a first time.
MINING COMPANIES LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. MACG RE.G.oR moved that this
Bill be read a second time.. The honorable member· said-I do not intend to.
enter very fully into the discussion of this
Bill, because I believe it will be necessary
to occupy considerable time in d:jseussing
it in committee. As honorable m:embet's
are aware, the Act known as "Frazer'·s
Act" was passed at the end of the session
of 1864, and was passed in very great
haste. A number of defects were permitted to creep into it, 3nd this Bill is to
correct such of those defects as have been
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brought under my attention. Some have
been brought under my notice since I prepared the Bill, which I will consider, with
a view, if necessary, of embodying them
in the Bill when it is in committee. One of
the objects of the Bill is to simplify the
registration of mining companies, and to
make it valid, notwithstanding that any
informality may occur as to the place of
registration. There is also a clause which
:provides that the accounts of the official
agents shall be passed by a judge of the
Court of Mines.
1t has often been
complained that a, great hardship is inflicted
upon shareholders by the official agents
being allowed to charge what they please,
and to make calls to a far greater exten t
than is necessary, and there is no doubt
that this provision will place a salutary
check upon them. It is proposed that a
judge of the Court of Mines shall have the
same authority over them as the Master in
Equity has over receivers and other
persons having the custody of estates.
There was a statement in the press to the
effect that under this Bill shareholders will
be liable to double the amount of capital
they have subscribed. That is an error.
The law in this respect will not be altered,
and shareholders will only be liable to the
amount of their shares. There are other
provisions in the Bill, and no doubt it may
be necessary to introduce a large number
of further amendments in committee. I
am informed that several of the mining
boards have suggestions to make, and
these suggestions shall receive every consideration from me. If the Bill is read a
second time, I intend that it shall merely
be committed pro forma, and that it shall
be diFicussed in committee this day week.
Mr. CASEY.-Very few Bills which
will be introduced into this House will
have to deal with such vast interests as
this Bill. I will therefore suggest that it
would not be unwise for the Minister of
Mines to offer no objection to the Bill being
referred to a select committee. We have
made several attempts to frame a Bill
relating to mining companies which would
hold water, and we find that we have failed
on every occasion. First there was the
measure known as "Haines's Act"; then
there was an Act introduced by the honorable member for Kilmore (Mr. Ireland) ;
then an Act brought in by Mr. Pyke ;
then the Trading Companies' Act; and
lastly the Act known as " Frazer's Act",
to amend which we have this new Bill introduced by the Minister of Mines.
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Having read the Bill, I think that some
amendments may be suggested, though no
doubt the honorable gentleman has givena
considerable amount of attention to the
preparation of the measure. Reference has
been made to the difficult.y of registration.
No doubt considerable difficulty has been
experienced in consequence of the existing
la.w rendering it necessary that a company
shall be registered at the Court of Mines
nearest to the place where it carries
on its operations.
It has often been
a matter of dispute which was the
nearest Court of Mines, and in some instances the dispute has been concerning a
distance of a few feet. The 10th section
of the present Bill says" Any company which may hereafter be formed
under the provisions of this Act shall lodge with
the clerk of the court of mines within the juris,
diction of which the operations, or proposed
operations, of such company are to be carried
on," &c.
Now, the jurisdiction of a court of mines
extends throughout the whole of the mining
district, and we know that there are several
courts of mines within the same district.
A question would, therefore, arise as to
which court of mines a company should
take cognizance of under this clause. Probablv it will be desirable to introduce an
ame~dment when the Bill is in committee,
to provide that the registration of a company shall be effected at the COUl't of mines
held at the place at which the mining
board for the district meets. There are
now, I believe, six mining districts in the
colony, and the mining boards meet at six
different places. Of course the difficulty
at present existing might be got over by
having a general registration office in
Melbourne, but that would, no doubt,
create an amount of local jealousy; so that
it will not be desirable to allow the companies to register outside their own
district. I would submit, however, that,
with the view of preventing technical
objections being raised to the validity of
registration, something more definite than
the words in section 10 should be adopted.
I will not weary the House with suggesting a number of amendments on the second
reading, but will reserve my suggestions
until the Bill is in committee, or referred
to a select committee.
I would earnestly
request the Minister of Mines to offer no
objection to the Bill being referred to a
select committee. At the proper time I
intend to move that it be so referred, as I
believe that will be the best course to
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obtain a measure which will give general of their own, property worth, it may be,
satisfaction and confidence.
thousands of pounds. The 27th clause,
Mr. LALOR.-I am in favour of the I perceive, provides that directors are
Bill being referred to a select committee, to be elected by the "majority in number
as the best and most convenient mode of and value" of the shareholders present at
dealing with a measure of this important a meeting called for the election of d.ireccharacter. There are one or two amend- tors. I think it is only fair that each share
ments necessary, which I consider im- should give a vote, and that, if a man
portant. I think that the 10th clause chooses to hold half the capital of the
requires amendment, because it will enable company, he may carry a majority of votes
dishonest persons to evade payment of their in his pockets as it were. I will only
just liabilities. It is the habit on the gold- again remark that I concur in the suggesfields for persons to hold a large number of tion of the honorable member for Mandushares in the names of "dummies." Those rang that the Bill should be referred to a
persons are dishonest men. If the mine select committe.
Mr. McKEAN.-I fully concur in the
turns out profitable, they pocket the dividends; but if it turns out badly, the suggestion that it is desirable to refer this
"dummies" are not worth a straw. By this Bill to a select committee. I have paid
clause the real holders of the shares will considerable attention to the Act which
evade their liability. It has been decided, this Bill proposes to amend, and I think
in several cases, that if it is proved that a that a more defective measure is not on
shareholder is "dummy" for another the our statute book. From the registration
principal is liable; and I object to this of a company to its winding up there is
clause because it will enable persons who not a single clause in the Act which
employ" dummies" to evade their liability. might not be amended with ad vanIt is very desirable that the "dummy" tage.
With reference to the regissystem should be put down, as it encou- tration of a company, the practice has
rages sharpers to cheat honest people. hitherto been for a memorial to be signed
Again, I think that too much power-a by the subscribers for the various shares;
power which is often very arbitrarily used but some companies have been in the habit
-is given to directors and managers of com- of only having a few shares subscribed
panies. I object to the 9th clause of the for, the manager taking the rest on trust
Bill, if it is intended that it shall give on behalf of the company, and thus perpower to the directors and legal manager sons have been induced to buy 8hares in a
of a company to bind the company by company when not a third of the capital
means of its common seal; it is a power has been subscribed. Again, there is no
vastly too great to· place in their hands. provision in the Act for enabling shareIt is virtually handing over property which holders to inspect the rules and regulamay be worth half a million of money to tions of a company. A person purchases
the entire control of a majority of the shares, and he goes to the office of the
directors. It is very common to insert a company, or to the office of the company's
clause in mining companies' deeds pro- solicit0r, to see the deed or articles of
viding that the holder of ten shares may association, and he is coolly told that he
be a director, so that in the ca,se of a cannot see the document. Even the vencompany whose capital was divided into a dor of shares has not a right to examine it.
thousand shares, four directors out of seven That right has been denied in several
(who might only possess forty shares instan~es, and I believe legal opinion has
amongst them) could use the common seal been obtained that it cannot be enforced.
of the company to destroy the property of Now, it is important that shareholders
the company. I think the Minister of Mines should be allowed to inspect the deeds.
will see that this is a power which ought The deeds frequently contain clauses
not to be given under any circumstances. contrary to the Statute. Some of them
Under the present law I believe that the impose forfeiture of shares. Every issue
directors cannot sell property of the com- of the Ballarat newspapers contains a long
pany (except gold) beyond a certain list of defaulting shareholders whose shares
amount. If that be not the law, I would are to be forfeited, although no company has
make it the law; because it is monstrous a right to forfeit shares for the non-payment
to enable any majority of a board of di- of calls. All that it can do is to sue for
rectors, in a community like this, to destroy, the calls. I believe that there is no Act
or perhaps hand over to some acquaintance . w much abused. I venture to suggest
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that the best course to adopt would be to
embody the lead.ing p:r:inciples of the Bill
DOW before the House in the Trad.i ng
Companies Statute. That is one of the
mOtit perfect measures on the statute-book.
It applies eq.ually to the formation of
mining companies as to other companies,
but it requires that all companies registered under it shall be registered in
Melboume, whereas Frazer's Act requires
that a mining' company shall be registered
at the Court of M.ines nearest to where the
~ompany carries· on its operations. The
honol'able member for Mandurang has
stated that there has sometimes been a
question of on.ly a few feet between registration in one court or in another.
It
has even been contended that the measurement should commence at some particular
part of the building; and some courts
have held that the distance must be
measured along a practical route, and
others have held that it must be reckoned
as the crow flies. I think that· some
better system for the sale and transfer of
shares should be adopted in this Bill,
because the present system is of the worst
possible character. Persons use pseudo-.
Dyms, and,' when th~y are wanted, they
cannot be found. Again, the jurisdiction
given to magistrates over mining property
is far too extensive. The majority of
the magisf,rates are probably unacquainted
with mining, and they know nothing
of the intricacies of the law relating to
the subject, yet they have t.he power to
make orders for the payment of sums
amounting, in some instances, to £3,000
or £4,000. I do not see why this large
jurisdiction should be vested in them,
especially as the jurisdiction of County
Court judges is limited to cases in
which the amount involvea does not
exceed £250. There is a power givp.n
by the Bill to directors and managers
of mining companies which I do not
think they ought to have, except by
the special sanction of the shareholders.
The 8th clause enables a mining manager
to contract debt to the amount of £5,000
or any greater sum, providing that he does
not incur a liability of m(lre than £."50
with anyone person. That is a power
which no mining manager should have.
~he intention of the Legislature was to
gIve power to contract debts to snpply the
immediate necessities of the company, but
it was never intended to give power to
contract debts in this wholesale manner.
There are many other matters to which I
Mr. McKean.
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might refer, but I think that a measure of
such importance ought to be referred to a
select committee. I. think also it might
be found desirable that some of the clauses
should be taken out of this Bill and embodied in the Trading Companies Act;
and when the Bill again comes before us,
I will urge that view of the case. The
machinery of the Trading Companies
Htatute is most complete. It provides for
everything necessary for the establishment
of mining companies, except registration
in the districts in which the companies
carryon their operations, and' one or two
minor points, which might easily be pro"
vided for by the addition of a few special
clauses to that Act.
Mr. RAMSAY.-I think it will be perfectly impossible to deal with this measure
pl"operly in a committee of the whole
House, and that it will be necessary, in the
first instance, to refer it to a select committee. The Bill has been introduced without any great pressure. We have time to
make it a practical and useful measure, and
I hope, therefore, that the best course will
be adopted to gain that object, namely, by
referring it to a select committee.
After some remarks from MR. F. L.
S:\iYTH in favour of referring the Bill
to a select commi ttee,
Mr. MACGREGOR said he had not the
slightest objection to adopt that course,
after the Bill was read a second time.
The Bill was then read a second time.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved that this
Bill be read a second time.
In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
Mr. HIGINBOTHA!Vl said-The first
part of this Bill is the Cemeteries Bill of
the session before last, and the seconr!
part is the first part of the Public Health
Bill of last session, with the addition of
a clause taken from the Sanitary Act of
1860, which has recently come from England, providing tho.t it shall be the duty of
the local boards to inspect their districts
from time to time, to see what nuisances
exist~
Some of the clauses have also
been transpoaed, to make the arrangement
of them more convenient; and in one or
two clauses one or two unimportant words
have been ,introduced. For instance, in
the clause relating to the inspection of
public buildings, the word" ventilation"
has been introduced. With respect to the
clauses giving power to the local bodies to
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dirp.ct the compulsory use of earth-closets,
I shall be glad if, when the Bill is in committee, honorable members will give that
matter their attentive consideration. I
shall be perfectly satisfied with the decision of the committee, 'Y hatever it may be.
I shall regret very much if the Bill is
imperi1led or even delayed by a lengthy·
discussion over this provision of it. I
hope the Bill will be proceeded with in
committee this evening, as it is substantially the same as two measures which
passed this House last year; but if any
honorable member desires an opportunity
for the consideration of auy particular
clauses, I shall be glad to postpone them.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
On clause 6, which empowers the Governor in Council to make regulations for
cemeteries and burial-grounds,
Captain MAC MAHON called attention
to the case of persons who might have
family vaults in a cemetery ordered to be
closed, and asked whether there was any
provision for excepting the case of such
persons from the operation of the Act, or
for giving them the right of interment in
another cemetery without charge?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the 5th clause preserved the rights of
such persons. '1 hat clause was copied
from the Imperial Act, which provided
for the closing of the London burial-yards,
and which was afterwards extended to the
whole of England. The English Acts
provided that a person who had acquired
the right of burial in a particular place
should retain that right, provided he registered his name and obtained a licence from
the Secretary of State. In this colony
such rights could be retained on application to the Chief Secretary within a certain time from the passing' of the Act.
.
Captain MAC MAHON urged that it
would be for the benefit of the community
at large if persons possessing vaults in a
cemetery ordered to b~ closed could be
induced to wah'e their rights in consideration of a piece of ground in a new cemetery.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM said to do this
would be to interfere with the functions of
trustees in whom the burial-grounds were
vested. Moreover it would be difficult to
dete~mine the compensation. He thought
it would be better to follow the English
practice and preserve the rights of those
persons.
Mr. SNODGRASS directed attention
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to the state of the cemetery at Broadford,
which, owing to the breaking down of the
fences, had become a cattle ground. There
was no one in charge of the place, and
there were no funds for the re-erection of
the fence.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
trustees· for every public burial-ground
were appointed by the Governor in
Council. If there was a public burialground without trustees, trustees could be
appointed under this Bill. The measure
also provided for the punishment of trustees who neglected their duty, and for the
closing of a burial ground that was not
properly attended to.
Mr. RAMSAY said he was acquainted
with many cases of the kind alluded to by
the honorable member for South Gippsland. He complained of the numbel' of
small burial-grounds which were sometimes found within a limited area, as in
the case of several of the gold-fields.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 13, which provides for the appointment of a Central Hoard of Health,
:Mr. O'GRADY submitted that this board
should be const.ituted on some well recognized business principles. In the first place
it should be responsible. Most of the
members of the present board were Government officer:;, who had other important
duties to discharge, and it was hardly fair
to impose upon them such duties as were
specified in the Bill, especially after
the issue of the late civil service regulations. The chief business of the present
board was to send to the Government a
periodical report, which was prepared by
one gentleman, and signed by the others
as a matter of form. It would hardly be
fair to make those gentlemen responsible
for the statements contained in such re·
ports. If there must be such a board as
that provided for in the Bill, he thought
it would be advisable to pay the gentlemen
who composed it. This principle was recognized by the Royal Commission on
Education. Perhaps, also, it would be
well to have some Minister, who was not
overburthened with work, as the responsible head of the department.
Dr. EMBLING read from a "General
report on the sanitary condition of the
laboring popula.tion of Great Britain," the
following statement of the qualifications
required by the members of such a body
as the Central Board of Health:"To be really useful in the council, it is

necessary to have an extended knowledge of
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natural philosophy, of the constitution of the
soil, and of the geology of neighbouring countries.
It is necessary, above all, to know with exactness
the action which trades may have on the health
of those who exercise them, and the much more
important action of manufactories of every
species on plants, on men congregated in towns,
~nd on animals.
This knowledge, so important,
of the action of manufactories and trades, is not
to be acquired by ordillary study orin the silence
of the cabinet. It is nbt to be obtained without
positive notions on the arts and on the greater
part of the processes peculiar to each trade. It
requires habit and the frequenting of the places
of work. • . . . . From what has been
said, the neces!lity will be evident to introduce
into the council those physicians who have made
health-and particularly the public health-a
special study; and to join with them chemists,
and above all manufacturing chemists, because
what would many of those persons whose life
has been passed in hospitals and the exclusive
study of medicine be before a steam engine?
It is clear that they would often be deceived by
those adroit and skilful manufacturers who
would have an interest in concealing the truth."
Mr. KYTE.-Where are we to get such
a man?
An HON. MEMBER.-Import one.
Mr. BIG INBOTHAM considered that
the board, as at present constituted,
afforded a sufficient guarantee, both of
capacity and diligence, for the discharge
of the duties required by the Bill. No
doubt the board had hitherto had insufficient powers. He believed that to be the
real reason why they had not been more
effective than they might be expected to
be; but the Bill proposed to remedy that
defect. With respect to the proposal that
members of the board should be paid, he
was not aware that the present members
were unwilling to act gratuitously. He
believed that members of corresponding
boards at home were not paid. The chairman of the central board was the Chief
Medical Officer of the Government, and
his duties in the two positions were to a
large extent identified. He did not know
that the other members of the board
desired to be paid. They attended to their
duties as far as he could ascertain; and
unless it was found that men of capacity
were unwilling to undertake the duties
without payment, it seemed to him a
question of very doubtful expediency
whether the Legislature should introduce
the plan of paying members of a board of
this kind, a very small proportion of whose
time was occupied officially.
Mr. WATKINS said that, in order to
carry out effectually the provisions of the
Bill, competent men should' be employed.
He was of opinion that the central board
should consist of three members, all paid,
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and responsible to the Chief Secretary for
carrying out the Act.
Mr. LANGTON urged that the invidious
duty imposed upon the central board,ofkeeping the local boards in order, was one not
likely to be discharged in an efficient way
by unpaid officers. He recommended that
the board should consist of three personstwo good medical men, and a thoroughly
good analytical chemist-all of whom
would take great interest in the work they
had to perform; and that they should be
paid according to attendances, as it was
proposed to pay the new Board of Education. The Metropolitan Board of Works
was one of the most successful boards
established in England. It had carried out
and completed the largest works which
had probably been executed within the last
twenty years; it had expended many
millions of money in a most economical
way, to the great comfort and benefit of
London and the suburbs. The .members
of that board were all paid according to
their attendances, and the chairman received a handsome salary.
Mr. McKEAN suggested that powers
as recommended should be taken in the
Bill, to be exercif:ed if necessary.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM promised to submit the suggestions to the Chief Secretary,
in whose department the central board was.
He did not think it would be necessary
to change the language of the clause, because, if the Government deemed it advisable to pay the members of the board, the
proper way would be to bring down a sum
on the Estimates.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 14, relating to the appointment of officers of the central board,
Mr. McKEAN urged that the Governor
in Council should have the power of
removing the officers of local boards, and
moved an amendment to that effect. Many
cases, he said, might arise of a local board
appointing officers, and of those officers
exercising such an influence as to secure
for their views
majority at the local
board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was
afraid the adoption of such an amendment
would end in collisions between the central
and local boards, instead of that co-operation which he looked to as the only
effectual means of carrying out the Act.
The local boards must be allowed some
power in discharging the duties imposed
upon them by the Bill, and he feared that,
if they were deprived of the power of
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a.ppointing their officers, they might refuse
absolutely to pay them or to have anything
to do with them. He thought the object
of the honorable member for Maryborough
would be obtained by a subsequent clause,
which gave power to the Government to
compel local boards to do their duty, and
to fine them if they did not do their duty.
With that exception, he submitted, the
local boards should have full control over
their officers, and be responsible for the
carrying out of their duties.
Mr. WHITEMA~ considered that the
adoption of the amendment would frustrate
the very intentions of the Act. The
local boards should have flome power; and
the supervision of the central board would
be a sufficient check against the abuse of
that power.
Mr. WATKINS contended that the
duties of a health officer could not be
effectively performed unless the officer was
His
independent of local influence.
experience showed that councillors (who
would be the members of the local board)
and influential ratepayers could have
nuisances in their yards without any interferfmce from the health officer. If the
Attorney-General wanted the law carried
out effectively, these appointments must
not be dependent on the locnl bodies.
Dr. HEATH thought that a subsequent
clause-that to which the AttorneyGeneral had referred-would completely
meet the objections of the honorable
member for Evelyn; because, under that
clause, the local boards would be subject
to a penalty for not performing their
duties.
Mr. ORR submitted that it would be
better for the Governor in Council to have
power over local boards of health. The
next clause in the Bill stated that the local
corporations should be local boards of
health; but anybody who had paid atiention to the way in which these bodies
managed their respective districts must be
quite satisfied that they paid little attention to the sanitary requirements of those
districts. Take the case of the corporation of Melbourne. That body had just
created a second manure depot, close by
the University. He did not know another
civilized city in the world where such a
thing would be tolerated. Driving every
morning by the places, as he did, he could
say that it was becoming a worse nuisance
than the old manure depe)t. Deposits
of the filth of the city were made
in Prince's-park, and over them was
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scratched an inch or two of dirt. The
place looked as if a lot of hens had
been scratching over the surface of
the ground.
He mentioned this as a.
reason why he held that the Governor in
Council should have some effectual control
over the officers whose duty it would be
to enforce the provisions of the Bill.
True, the 20th clause provided for the enforcemen t of an order of the central board;
but seeing that the decision was to be
given by the Chief Secretary, that a
monetary penalty had to be inflicted, and
that the district in fault might return four
or five members to Parliament, he feared
that clause would prove little more than a.
dead letter. To make the measure work
effectually, some more stringent control
over the officers, both of the central board
and the local boards, was required by the
Government.
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to
the fact that the 17th clause provided that
the appointment of the local officers of
health "shall be subject to the approval
of the central board," and "shall perform .
such duties and in such manner as the
central board may from time to time,
by instructions issued by them, direct."
What more could the honorable member
for the Murray want? The honorable
member complained of the manure depot
at· Prince's-park; but it was a pity,
when disposed to stigmatize local
bodiAs, that the honorable member could
not bring forward a better case.
As
chairman of the health committee of the
city council, he (Mr. J. T. Smith) might
state that, last week, contracts were entered into for the excavations necessary in
Prince's-park, where the deposits now
complained of were made for the purpose of
being deodorized. The excavations were
twel ve inches deep. A considerable portion
of Prince's-park had been ploughed, preparatory to the laying down of English
grasses, and the corporation, in the process
they were adopting, were fertilizing this
The deposits consisted merely
land.
of the surface water which flowed into
cesspools and filled them up. The corporation had been thrust out of the
North Melbourne abomination, and now
they were endeavouring to get rid of
the nuisance in another way, hoping at
the same time to fertilize their reserves,
that those reserves might be cultivated and
improved. The corporation were doing
the best they could. On the one hand
they had the oitizens of Hotham begging
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and praying for a removal of the nuisa,nce,
and on the other there was the absolute
necessity for providing some place for the
deposit of the night soil. The corporation had adopted a temporary expedient;
and as to the fresh nuisance said to be .
occasioned, the officer specially appointed by
the Central Board of Health had declared
that he could not detect a smell fifty yards
from the place where the deposit was made.
Mr. ORR condemned the deposit of
night-soil in Prince's-park as a most
barbarous practice. The reserve the corporation was most likely to fertilize was
the cemetery. If the corporation had
applied to the. Government for a proper
site, the responsibility of course rested with
the Government.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-They have applied,
over and over again.
Mr. 0 RR was afraid they had not
pressed their application very strongly.
It appeared to him that the object of honorable members would be met by the 17th
clause, which gave the central board power
to remove officers, a power they did not at
present possess.
Mr. RAMSAY denied that the corporation was giving the system of earth
deodorizing a fair tdal. Why, the trenches
used in Prince's-park were but twelve
Dr. Bowie tried the
inches deep.
experiment first, at the Yarra Bend, but
the trenches there were never less than
two feet six inches deep, so that there was
always a good eighteen inches of earth
over the deposit.
Mr. HARBISON was convinced that
the dislike manifested by honorable members to the city corporation was of the
Doctor Fell school, "The reason why
they could not tell." The corporation had
abolished the IluiRance which had occasioned so much outcry before, and were
now trying that deodorizing process which
had been actually recommended by the
House. The corporation wished to deal
effectively with the nuisance,- and they
asked the House to give them power to do
so. At present they were simply manuring their lands, and that every citizen
had a right to do. As to the proposed
infliction of fines, he was sure no one would
consent to be a member of a local board if
he was to be subject to such penalties.
Mr. McKEAN said that, after the explanation from the Attorney-General, he
would withdraw his amendment.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 15, providing that the local
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corporations, councils, and road boards
shall be the local boards of health,
Mr. LEVEY suggested that this provision should be withdra~n. He admitted
the general praise these municipal bodies
were entitled to, but everyone must know
that they were the very last to be entrusted
with the great powers conferred by the
B ill. It would be better to put those
powers into the hands of commissioners
appointed by the Government, who would
be free from petty local influences. The
duties of the municipal bodies were already
quite heavy enough, especially in the
country districts, where they had the sole
control of the road making-a work which
in a new country must always be enormous.
At present there was a great difficulty in
inducing men to come forward as members,
on account of the work and responsibility
invoh:ed; and what would it be if these
more arduous duties were added? BeRides,
members of shire councils, though most
efficient local men, were not, as a rule, the
class to be acquainted with the great facts
of deodorization and chemistry, or to keep
pace with the rapid progress of scientific
knowledge. The Government should vest
the appointment of the local boards in
tbemselves, just as they proposed to do
with reference to the central board. Corporations thought more of property than
of health. In the mother country, even
when an epidemic was threatening, there
was always great difficulty in inducing
them to take action. Cities governed by
corporations were always worse managed
in this respect than those in which the
opposite system prevailed. A stronger
instance could not be found than the contrast presented by London and Paris.
Without desiring to depreciate in any way
the policy of local self-government, he
considered that the care of the pu bUc
health should be entrusted to Govecnment
nominees, and he would therefore ask for
the postponement of the clause.
Mr. KYTE remarked that the honorable
member for Normanby had forgotten, when
he remarked upon the difficulty of obtaining men for municipal labours, that there
must be a still greater difficulty in obtaining commissioners to carry out the provisions of the Act. There could be no
more natural guardians of the public
health than the municipal bodies, and
besides, he Ret his face against creating
any additional Government patronage.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that
some of the criticisms of the honorable
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member for Normanby on municipal
government might be difficult to answer.
It did not follow, however, that the local
governing bodies should be relieved from
the duty of attending to the health of
their localities, because they had not shown
themsel res attentive to those duties
hitherto. The state policy of late years
had been to increase the powers and the
revenues of local bodies, and yet the honorable member would now relieve those
bodies from what he should rather seek to
fix on them, namely, the performance of
local dut.ies in return for great loca.l powers.
It might be, that the local bodies had not
been sufficiently active in the matter of
presel'ving the public health.
Mr. WHITEMAN.-They have not
bad the power.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM acknowledged
that that consideration ough t not to be
()verlooked. Moreover, Parliament should
-endeavour, in this and other matters, such
as education, to educate these bodies to
a knowledge of their duties, and should
insist on a performance of those duties.
Mr. LEVEY.-Yes, if you force them,
that is a different matter.
the
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said
honorable member would find that a
step in that direction w~s taken in a
subsequent clause. A similar provision
was included in the Bill of last session, and had since been inserted in an
Imperial Act. The honorable member's
suggestion would not only render a new
Bill necessary, but also an important change
in the existing law. For instance, how
did the honorable member propose to raise
funds for the performance of these duties
by a second body? The local bodies could
raise funds themselves; but in the other
case the expense must either be borne by
"the State, or powers of rating must be
given the one body, which would inevitably bring it into conflict with the others.
Again, where was the Government to find
competent men for the work? The qualifications of the members of the local
boards might not be of the highest class,
but still these gentlemen were the best to
be obtained in their districts.
Mr. LEVEY. - Employ professional
men-medical men, I mean.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM poipted out that
professional men could now be elected to
local bodies, and prob~bly many were. If
they were elected they could attend to these
matters; if not, perhaps they were not the
men to discharge duties in the perfop-
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mance of which they would be under no
supervision whatever.
Mr. "VILSON did not see how the selection of the local bodies for the discha:rge
of these duties could be improved upon.
Power might be given, however, for the
appointment of a paid chairman, who
would look after this particular 'questi()n
of puhlic health.
Mr. WHITEMAN maintained that no
men had discharged their duties more
zealously and efficiently than the 'members
of the various borough councils ·and other
local bodies. The appointment of commissioners would be superfluous, and also
highly unbecoming. The local bodies were
desirous of effecting thorough sanitary
reforms, but they had been checked by a
want. of' power. Greater power was required even than that given in .the Bill ;
as, for instance, a power to :take land for
drainage purposes. Again, if -the matter
was left in the hands of commissioners,
where would the expense end 'I And if
the ratepayers had to pay, would 'they not
object to taxation without representation?
Mr. RAMSAY agreed to a considerable
exten t wi th the views pu t forward by the
honorable member for Normanby. Members were now returned to ·shire coancils
for ridings. Consequently most of them
lived at so great a distance from -the town
the meetings were held at, that wheE. they
did attend their time was fully occupied
with the routine business of the' Council.
When it was remembered, also, ·that the
town members often had an interest in
some obnoxious mill, factollY, or 'other
nuisance, which consequently.noman dared
to grapple with, the feeble action of municipal bodies as local boards of health was
not to be wondered at. Perhaps the object
in view could be best attained by giving
power to the various municipal 'bodies to,
appoint sub-committees of medical men
and others who would be wilIing;to do the
work for a small remuneration. He was
unwilling to take the power from the local
bodies:; but at the same ·time he 'doubted
whether the members of those bodies,
admirably as they discharged their other
duties, were altogether qualified :.10 undertake this.
Mr. J. T. SMITH was sure:that, if the
member for Normanby could induce the
Government to undertake the responsibility
and cost of the works -spoken of in connexion with the public health of the city,
the corporation would present him with a
testimonial that would be.highly gratifying
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to his feelings. Why, the sewerage of
Melbourne alone would cost a million of
~oney.
The honorable member probably'
dId not contemplate that. If corporations
would adopt the view that the public
health was the first thing to be provided
for, or if Parliament passed a law that
one-fourth of their revenue should be devoted to the purpose, something might be
done. Even in Melbourne, however, the
means did not permit of the metalling of
all the streets, so that the corporation
could but progress by degrees. He confessed that the municipal bodies needed an
impetus in the matter. The city corporation would rather spend £1 000 on a
highway than £100 on the ;emoval of
some abominatio~ prejudicial to the public
health.
Mr. LEVEY maintained that the last
assertion of the honorable member for
West Bourke proved the truth of his own
argument, that municipal and other local
bodies ~onsidered that their duty lay in
conservmg property rather than the public
He instanced the neO'lect
of the
health.
•
0
CIty. corporation to provide ordinary convemences for the suppression of nuisances
in the streets. Should the colony ever be
visi~ed by a severe epidemic, these public
bodIes would prove themselves ludicrously
incompetent for the dischal'ge of their
duties. During the last three months the
death rate in Melbourne had been double
the ordinary average of the city, and yet
not one of the municipal bodies whose districts were affected had bestirred themselves in the slightest degree to get rid of
the abominable nuisances existinO'
o alllonO'
0
them. He had thrown out a suggestion,
but he had no desire to press the matter
to a division.
Mr. REEVES mentioned that, in the
district which he represented, the local
authorities were doing all their finances
woul,d. allow them to improve the sanitary
condItIon of the place. The situation of
the district being very disadvantageous, a
sum of £ 15,000 had been raised to drain
it properly. As yet the district had received no assi:::;tance whatever from the
State, but he did hope that sufficient aid
would now be granted to seCUl'e the completion of the work.
Dr. EMBLING dwelt upon the absolute
~ecessity of: cleanliness being insisted on
m towns, masmuch as fever and other
epid,emic diseases were brought on solely
by filth and neglect. On this point the
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report of the 13ri tish Poor Law Commissioners contained the following passage : "A conception may be formed of the aggregate
effect of the several causes of mortality from the
~act that, of the deaths caused during one year
ill England and Wales by epidemic, endemic,
and other contagious diseases, including fever,
typhus and scarletina, amounting to 56,461, the
greater proportion of which are proved to be
preventable. It may be said that the effect is
as if the whole county of Westmoreland, now
containing 56,469 souls, or the whole county of
H~ntingdonsbire, or any other equivalent distrIct, were entirely depopulated annually, and
were only occupied again by the growth of a
new and feeble population, living under the
fear of a similar visitation."
Great care ought to be taken to secure the
appointment of suitable men to the local
boards of health. If these boards did not
attend to their duties, the cholera or some
'other pest-ilence would, sooner or later,
desolate the colony.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that the
city corporation had themselves applied
for powers to deal with the removal of
nuisances in their jurisdiction.
Mr. VALE remarked that very few of
the arguments which had been adduced
applied to shires, the scattered popu lation
of which freed them from many of the
dangers of large towns. The principle of
~ll British legislation was to place power
111 the hands of local bodies, and not to
centralize it, as was done on the continent
. commISSIOners.
. .
m
Our own experience of'
local government had been most satisfactory, when the difficulties of the case were
taken into consideration. If Parliament
now set the local bodies aside in favour of
commissioners, it must also undertake the
responsibility of such works as might be
required; and, considering the present
extent of the national obligations, no fresh
burthens ought to be thl'own on the central
Government without the most careful consideration. Besides, he was not aware
that there was much to complain of with
regard to the action of the local bodies in
this matter. Many of them had endea. voured to do all they oould with the limited
powers conferred upon them. At all events,
he would sooner place confidence in local
bodies than in the nominees of Government commissioners sitting in Melbourne.
It was fully within the power of the local
bodies to appoint a medical man, or some
oth~r scientific authority, to act as inspec.tor, and furnish the board with perIOdICal reports of the results of his
inspection. There was one thinO' to be
borne in mind, namely, that we had as yet
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but little reliable data as to the comparative
rates of mortality in different districts,
so that a spirit of ri vall'y had not been
excited amongst the different local boarns of
health; but as soon as it was clearly shown
that one suburb or one district was
healthier than another, that particular
district would attract population, and the
property in it would increase in value.
Mere self-interest would then induce the
local boards of health to attend to the
discharge of theil' duties. If they neglected their duties, there would be means
of bringing them to book before the Chief
Secretary, which he thought would practically meet the requirements of the case.
Mr. WHITEMAN remarked that the
local board of health of Emerald Hill paid
very carefu I attention to the l'etul'llS of the
Registrar-General, so far as they affected
the district under their control; and he
believed that other local bodies were
eq ually anxious that their districts shou ld
stand well in reference to the rate of mortality amongst the population.
Mr. RAMSAY defended the local
boards of health from some of the charges
which had been made against them.
The clause was then agreed to.
Some discussion arose on clause 17,
which was as follows : "The local boards of health of the city of
Melbourne. the town of Geelong, and of all
boroughs shall, and the local boards of health of
shires and districts may, if they think fit,
appoint, subject to the approval of the Central
Board of Health, a fit and proper person to be
called 'the officer of health,' who shall be
removable by the said local board, and shall
perform such duties and in such manner as the
central board may from time to time by instructions issued by them direct ; and the local
board may direct such remuneration to be paid
to such health officer as they may see fit out of
such moneys and in the same manner as herein
is directed in reference to other officers or servants."

Mr. LEVEY observed that the appointment of an officer by a local body was
generally" a corporation job," and, though
that might not be attended with any
serious consequences in respect to the
majority of officers, the appointment of
health officer was far too important to be
determined by the usual influences which
were brought to bear in the election of
corporation officers. He suggested either
that the hea.lth officer should be appointed
by the Governor in Council or by the
ratepayers of the district in which his
duties would be discharged.
Mr. HIGINBOTH~M said that the
vot.IlI.-X
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appointment of health officer was to be
subject to the approval of the Central
Board of Health, which he thought was
as far as the Legislature could safely
interfere with the discretion of the local
bodies. If they interfered with the local
bodies too much, they would make them
reluctant to administer the Act. Unless
the local bodies would willingly assist to
carry out the law, it would be impossible
to introduce a system to compel them to
do so. He thought that the election of
the health officer by the ratepayers would
at least be equal to the same objection as
vesting the appointment in the hands of
a body who were themselves elected by
the ratepayers.
Dr. EMBLING saw objections to making any alteration in the present system of
appointing health officers; but he thought
that the local boards' ought to appoint really
efficient men, remunerate them adequately,
and see that they fulfilled theil' duties properly. 'In a city like Melbourne, the
health officer ought to receive a salary of
£800 or £1,000 a year, and be a thoroughly
competent man, and a bona .fide officer of
the board. One portion of the duties of
the health officer would be to mark upon a
map of the city the localities which had
been visited, or were likely to be visited,
with epidemic diseases, and specify their
character, as was done by health officers in
England.
Mr. RAM SAY thoughtthat the existence
of the local boards would be a mere farce
if the health officers were simply to carry
out the instructious of the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
central board, as a professional body, was
the best calculated to issue general directions for the health officers, which was
simply what the clause contemplated.
Mr. WATKINS suggested that the appointment of health officers should be
made compulsory on the local boards of
shires and districts as well as of boroughs.
Mr. HIG I~BOTHAM said this question was discussed last session, and it was
represented that in many shires and districts there were really no duties for a
health officer to perform, and that it would
impoae a useless expense on the local
boards in those places to compel them to
appoint health officers.
Dr. HEATH remarked that his experience as a member. of the Mount Moriac
Shire 'Council satisfied him that, in !:Iuch
districts as the one under the control of
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hat body, it was perfectly unnecessary to
appoint a health officer.
Mr. RAMSAY observed that the shire
of Mount Moriac could not be taken as a
criterion. Ballarat, for instance, formed
part of a shire, and so did MaId on.
Dr. HEATH explained that he did not
intend his objection to apply to populous
places, but only to sparsely populated districts.
The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 26, giving power to the Chief
Secretary to decide disputes arising between
the Central Board of Health and any local
board, as to the non-fulfilment of an order
of the central board, ·and to inflict a penalty not exceeding £50 for the refusal or
neglect to can'y out any such order,
Mr. SNOWBALL reminded the committee that last session the Upper House
substituted "a chairman of a court of
general sessions" for the Chief Secretary
in this clause.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
Sanitary Act passed in England last session provided that such matters should be
decided by one of Her Majesty's Principal
Secretaries of State. He thought it would
be better t1lat the power contained in the
clause should be in the hands of the Chief
Secretary, rather than that of the chairman of a court of general sessions. There
was no danger of its being abused, as it
was a function quite removed from the
sphere of politics.
Mr. LANG TON suggested that the
order of the Central Board of Health
should be final.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM pointed out that
in that case the central board would both
have the power of issuing directions and
inflicting a fine upon a local body for not
carrying them out, whether they were
reasonable dirp.ctions or not. In other
words, it would stand in the positioll of
both judge and jury.
Mr. ORR said that, although a similar
clause existed in the English Act, it
should not be forgotten that the circumstances of this country and of England
were very different. In his opinion, it
would be wrong to impose this duty on the
Chief Secretary. It would place him in
a very difficult pOlSition; because, in any
disputed case, a great amount of' pressure
and influence would be brought to bear
upon him by the district represented. He
suggested that the clause should be postponed for further consideration. At
present, he was inclined to favour the
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suggestion of referring these disputes to
the chairman of general sessions; but he
should like further time to consider the
subject. Perhaps it might be desirable
that they should be decided by the Supreme
Court.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
if the matter were referred to the Supreme
Court, not only would great expense be
involved, but great delay would necessarily
take place in dealing with the practical
questions of whether a nuisance existed
or not, and whether the means of remedying it had been neglected. Serious results
He had,
might arise from such delay.
however, no objection to postpone the
clause.
After some further discussion, the clause
was postponed.
On clause 34, relating to the consumation of smoke,
Mr. COPE said that this clause would
seriously affect the interests of a very
industrious class of men-the bricklayers.
Many of' them had purchased property at
a high price for the purpose of carrying
on their trades, at a time when there
was no population in the vicinity of their
premises. As popUlation had followed
them, and not they population, it would
be unfair to interfere with their rights. The
honorable member moved an amendment
to exempt from the penalties imposed by
the clause any pursuit or manufacture
established previous to the passing of the
Act.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM s~ggested that
the clause should be postponed. It seemed
to him that the honorable member proposed to exempt certain existing nil isances
from being interfered with. If that princi pIe was asserted in one clause, it might
be asserted in .other clauses.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 47, which requires abg,ttoirs
and slaughter-houses to be paved or
flagged, and empowers local boards to inflict
penalties on persons neglecting to fulfil
this requirement,
Mr. J. T. SMITH called attention to the
fact that in some localities the abattoirs
belonged to the local bodies, and in such
cases, according to the present wording of
the clause, the local bodies would have to
take action against themselves.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thanked the
honorable member for his suggestion, and
promised to deal with it.
The clause was agreed to.
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Mr. LANGTON mentioned that the
Pu blic Health Bill brought before Parliament last session contained a clause prohibiting the pollution of streams from
which water for domestic purposes was
obtained. There was a strong feeling in
favour of that clause, but it was rejected
by a small majority. He did not see how
anybody who desired to promote the public
health could object to such a provision, but
he did not find that clause in the Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he remembered the discussion which took place last
session on the clause. It was asked,
" \Vhat are you to do with the rivers and
streams passing through gold-fields?" It
was sought to modify that objection by
excepting rivers in gold fields districts.
Again, it was objected by the honorable
members for Geelong that the clause
would put an end to a large manufactory
just established on the river near that
town, and in such a situation that the
town would not be inj ured by the
manufactory. Thede things had to be
considered; and, therefore, he thought
that, on the whole, it would be better to
omit the clause. Although a reasonable
clause, it was exposed to many difficulties
which were not easily got over.
The remaining clauses of the Bill (with
the exception of a few postponed) were
agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
CpUNTY COURTS.
Mr. KING (in the absence of Mr. F.
L. SMYTH) moved"That this House will, ou Tuesday next, resolve itself into a committee of the whole, to
consider the following resolutions :-1. That it
is desirable to amend the law relating to County
Courts. 2. That an address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor, requesting him to be
pleased to recommend tilat an appropriation be
made out of the consolidated revenue fund, for
the purpose of a Bill to carry out the above resolution."

Mr. WATKINS seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
DISCOVERERS OF GOLD FIELDS.
Mr. FARRELL moved"That this House will, on Thursday next,
resol ve itself into a committee of the whole, to
consider the propriety of presenting an add reps
to His Excellency the Governor, requesting His
Excellency to place upon the Estimates for
1867 a sum pot exceeding £750, as rewards to
be paid to the discoverers of the Alma,
Stringer's Creek, and Steiglitz gold fields, in
accordance with the recommendations contained
in a report from a committee of thi3 House
appointed during the last session."

Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
x 2
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Mr. RAMSAY observed that at the
proper time he should have to call attention to the fact that a petition had been
presented to the House by persons who
were examined before the select committee,
and who compiained that the opportunity
was not then afforded them of establishing
their right as discoverers of one of' these
gold fields. They were now in a position
to give a large amount of evidence to
establish their claim, and they prayed
that the matter might be referred back to
the committee to deal with this fresh
evidence.
Mr. BURTT considered that the evidence given before the select committee
of last session was of a very conflicting
and contradictory character, and that,. if
the commi ttee were re-opened, some other
conclusion would be arrived at. He
begged to move the adjournment of the
debate.
Mr. McLELLAN desired to say a word
or two in reply to the honorable member
for Maldon. That honorable member was
a member of the committ.ee appointed last
session, but he did not discharge his duty
as he ought to have done: The gentlemen
who had presented a petition to the House
had every opportunity of bringing their
case fully before the committee; but they
failed in adducing a single fact that would
entitle them to reward. The honorable
member for Maldon did not attend the
committee until the report was taken into
consideration; and, after the committee
had endeavoured to do justice to all parties, he tried to upset the arrangement.
He (Mr. McLellan) was aware that the
gentlemen referred to had been for some
time' back getting up a petition to influence
honOl'able members. One of them came
to him, and held out an inducement to him
to present this very petition to the House,
but he refused to do so. He was instrumental in moving for this cO"1mittee in the
fil'st instance, and simply because he was
anxious that justice should be done to a
poor old man named Smith, of Castlemaine-a pensioner-who had been robbed
by his former mates of the sum of £200,
because they repredented that he was
dead. The present claimants had no
justification whatever for their claim. The
claim was simply based on the fact that,
when passing ~teiglitz on a certain occa,,:
sion, a man with a dray turned up what
he supposed to be a speck of gold. The
Steiglitz gold fields were not discovered at
that time, nor were they discovered by
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these persons. Mr. McLellan concluded
by stating that he was astonished at the
honora.hle member for Maldon taking such
a c~se in h'lnd.
MI'. RAMSAY declared that the cha.rge
brou.2:ht against him by the honorable
member for Ararat was unfounded. When
the committee sat, he was acting as chairm~n of the Cape Paterson Coal Fields
Commit.tee, and he could not at.tend two
meetings at the same time. The action
which he was now taking would not interfere with the rights of the old gent.leman
at Casllemaine, to whom the honorable
mem bel' for Ararat had referred.
Mr. WATKI~S supported the motion
for adjournment.
The dpbate was then adjourned until
Tue~day, February 5.
The House adjoul'llecl at seven minutes
to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, February 5.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 5, 1867.
Lotteries-Water Supply <-'harges-Reform of Legislative
Council-Furniture Duties-Address to General CareyInsolvency Amendment Bill,

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes pa.st four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
LOTTERIES.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I desire
to call the attention of the House to the
circumstances connected with a theatrical
art union, or lottery, projected in 1866 by
Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds, and announced by them as permitted by the
Attorney-General, and sanctioned by a
commit.tee which included five members
of Parliament. Advertisements were inserted in the newspapers, and handbills,
such as are on the table before me,
were circulated in all directions; and
on the faith of the representations I
11ave alluded to a large number of tickets
were sold in the adjacent colon ies. The
prizes were to be drawn on November 7,
1866, but on inquiry I find that. there has
been no distribut.ion up to the present
time. It will be a disgrace, I think, if,
after the public statement that the scheme
was sanctioned by the Attorney-General,
no lottery is held. Persons desiring to
benefit benevolent institutions have been
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proceeded against for establishing lotteries,
while play-actors have been able to boast
of the Attorney-General's permission. I
have now to ask the honorable member
representing the Government-Whether
there are any set rules fur licensing lotteries; if so, what are these rules? Whether
Messrs. Hoskins and Himmonds, or either
of them, applied for a licence or permission
to hold a lottery of pictures, a kind of (so
called) art union; if so, under what terms
or conrlitions did they advertise such
lottery? If a:lY conditions or propositions
were made in writing, what are they? If
these lottery holders fail in drawing the
tickets so as to awald the prizes, a.re they
punishable, or are the whole of the promoters of the lottery-the committeeanswerable for the money they have obt.ained from the persons taking shares in
the above lottery? Had the AttorneyGeneral any proof that the prizes announ ced
were ready for the drawing of the lottery,
or whether they were of the value set
down, namely,. £1,000 ?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I have been
furnished with the following replieR to the
questions put by the honorable member:Question 1. Previously to a recent decision of the Supreme Court, it was the
practice of the Attorney-General to allow
all applications for lotteries of works
believed to be works of art. A.ll other
lotteries, not being raffies of a private
nature, were prohibited, and the police
had strict instructions to prosecute in
every case of a violation of the law. The
practice has been reversed since the decision of the Supreme Court, by which it
has been held that a person incurs no
liability under the section of the Police
Offences Statute, prohibiting lotteries, unless he be beneficially interested in the
lottery. The effect of this decision is to
render this law inoperative against any
offenders but those who are too ignorant
or incautious to adopt the obvious means of
evading it. The A.ttorney-General, believing that such a law should not be enforced against any, if it cannot be enforced
against all, and especially against educated
offenders, now declines to prohibit a lottery of any article when application is
made to him; and instructions have been
issued to the police not to ta,ke any steps
under the above section of the Police
Offences Statute against persons who gamble by means of lotteries only. While
the law remains as 3.t present, therefore,
Chinese gamblers, promoters of church and
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charity bazaars, and all other persons
addicted to this kind of criminal amusement, will enjoy practical impunity.
Questions 2 to 6-Messrs. Hoskins and
Simmonds applied by letter, dated March 5,
1866, to the Attorney-General, requesting
permission for the presentation to the
patrons of the Theatre Royal, tbe Haymarket, and the Princess's Theatres, Melbourne, of oil paintings and water-colour
sketches, the works of artists resident in
the Australian colonies, to the value of
£2,000. The conditions proposed in their
letter were, that the works of art were to
be distributed on the art union principle,
a free ticket being given to the purchaser of a dress-circle ticket of any
of the theatres mentioned, to witness
the performances of various actors and
actresses, the first prize being original
paintings of the value of £1,000, the
second of the value of £500, and 100
other prizes of water-colour sketches, the
works of Victorian artists, of the val ue of
£500, the drawing to take place about the
1st September then next. Upon this statement the lottery was allowed by the
Attorney-General. In the beginning of
October, in reply to inquiries by the police,
Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds stated that
they were not then in a position to gi ve
the order to their artists; w hereu pon, on
October 12, the Attorney-General withdrew the leave previously gl'anted, and
prohibited the further sale of tickets for a
raffie of work$ of art which had not even
been ordered, and which, after the time
for distrihution had passed, was apparently
an evasion of the law. The AttorneyGeneral had no proof that the prizes
announced were ready for delivery at the
time the application for leave was made;
nor was there any evidence of the value
beyond the statement of Messrs. Hoskins
and Simmonds. The terms and conditions
under which those persons advertised the
lottery are not known to the AttorneyGeneral. Persons who took shares in the
lottery can cOfJsult their legal adviser.::!
respecting the liability of the promoters of
the lotterv.
Mr. FAWKNER.-A most unsatisfactory answer.
The main point is not
replied to. Are the public to be plundered
of their money?
WATER SUPPLY CHARGES.
The Hon. W. BIG HETT asked the
honorable member representing the Government by what authority ratepayers
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who are supplied with water by measure,
and who have not been able to get a
sufficient supply, are sometimes charged
in excess of the quantity shown by meter
to have been consumed?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-The 4th
bye-law of the Board of Land and Works
provides that when water is used for
" domestic" and for" other than domestic
purposes," the minimum rate shall be the
amount of the assessed rate; the intention
being that all persons shall alike pay the
assessed rate for domestic supply. If
water is also required for irrigation and
for other purposes not domestic, a meter
iii affixed, and the assessed rate for
domestic supply charged. Any extra
quantity consumed beyond the amount of
the assessed rate is charged at the rate of
one shilling per thousand gallons.
REFORM OF THE COUNCIL.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
moved"That the subject of altering Rnd amending
the constitution of this House be referred to a
select committee of ten members, with power to
call for willlesses and papl'rs, and that the committee have power to sit during adjournments
of the House."

Although the motion (saill the honorable
member) is a new one, it proposes merely
to continue the committee appointed last
year. That committee, I may remind
honol'able members, was not able to bring
its labours to a conclusion, owing to the
early prorogation of Parliament. It presented, however, a progress report, which
contained the following recommendations : "1st. Tha.t the qualifica.tion of electors should
be reduced one-half; and that, in determining
the value of an elector's property, it should be
shown that it was rated on the roll of a borough,
shire. or road board, at not less than £50 a year.
2nd. That any tenant rated at not less tlulll £50
a year should be entitled to vote. 3rd. That the
qllalification of members should be reduced to
£3,000 in lands and tenements; and that in determining the value of a member's qualification,
he should be required to show that it is unencumbered, and rated at not less than £300 a year;
and that a member no longer possessing a qualification -should vacate his seat. Your committee
regret that they have not been able to approach
the consideration of the important questions as
to increasing the number of members and redistributing the provinces; but they do not doubt
that these and other matters, as well as those to
which your committee have applied their recommendations in this report, will receive early attention in the next session of Parliament."

The committee I now propose would, as
a matter of course, go over the same
ground as the previous committee did,
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but it would also, I hope, consider the
important questions as to the increase in
the number of members of the Council,
and a redistribution of the seats.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL then moved"That the select committee consist of the
Honorables T. T. a'Beckett, J. F. Strachan, C.
Sladen, A. Fraser, T. H. Fellows, \V. Degraves,
H. M. Murphy, J. P. Fawkner, W. Righett, and
the mover."

I may explain (said the honorable member) that the committee is the same as
that of last session, except that in stead of
the Hon. H. Miller I have substituted the
honorable member who sits in his place,
the Hon. J. F. Strachan; and instead of
the late Hon. J. Lowe I have substituted
the Hon. T. T. a' Beckett, a gentleman
whose views always receive attention and
respect.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-Can the
honorable member say if the committee
will bring up a final report this session in
time for a Bill to be submitted to us?
Mr. MITCHELL.-The reason the committee did not deal with the whole question
last session was, that certain returns called
for were not presented until immediately
before the prorogation. I hope now to
see a Bill before the House very speedily.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I cannot
help thinking that, to say the least of it,
this is a very gratuitous motion. I do not
observe any petitions from our constituents
demanding an alteration in the constitution
of this House, nor do I observe any
nllusions to the subject in the public press.
The count,·y appears to be well satisfied
with the constitution of this House as it
stands. We have been se~t to this House
under a certain constitution, that constitution is a trust committed to our charge,
and we have no right to alter it unless
at the expressed desire of our constituents. As the honorable member has
secured a majority, it would be folly on my
part to oppose the motion; but, at all
events, I think that the other House should
be consulted on this matter. Unless this
is done no practical result can be attained.
The Hon. T. T.A'BECKETT.-I should
be sorry to think that this House required
any severe pressure from without to induce
it to originate such a measure of reform
as reasonable men may think desirable,
even though that measure should affect
the position of honorable members them-

tke Council.

selves. Few will deny that there is an
admission on all hands that the altered
circumstances of the colony necessitate to
a certain extent an alteration in the constitution of this Chamber, leaving the question
still open as to what that alteration should
be. As to details, we Illay of course differ.
On previous occasions I have asserted my
belief that some change is necessary, and I
quite sympathize with the opinion of the
honorable member (Mr. Campbell), that it
would be desirable to obtain the co-operation of the other branch of the Legislature,
with a view perhaps to a general alteration
of our electoml law. I am not by any
means satisfied with the alterations which
have been made in the other branch of the
Legislature. I wish it to be distinctly
understood that I have no desire to go
back to a former state of things. I adopt
the principle-I believe it to be a true one
-that every man has a right to some voice
in the selection of the Legislature, but I feel
it to be a most pernicious doctrine that
every man' should have an equal voice.
It is a burlesque upon wh~t is called
liberalism that the veriest loafer, who disgraces the manhood which forms his
electoral qualification, should be placed on
the same footing of political power as the
man of the highest intelligence and the
noblest moral qualities. Yet such is the
state of things existing here at the present
time. A reform of our electoral law
would, I believe, be acceptable to the
colony at large. I do not wish to shadow
forth any details, but I feel that, over and
above the rights of manhood, there is something due to property. What is it that
our legislation aims at but the advancement of the material prosperity of the
colony ? No dou bt we should not measure
the moral worth of a man by his wealth,
but it ca.nnot be denied that good moral
qualities have a tendency to promote per
sonal welfare. It is a merciful dispensation of Providence that it should be so.
Property, therefore, is to be accepted as an
indication of a course of industry, and of
the possession of those qualities which
gain the owner both material ad vantages
and the respect of his fellow men. Consequently, J do not think it is right that
property should be altogether ignored.
We should also look more to intelligence.
We have a system of education which
enables us to discover and to mark the
more intelligent portion of the community,
and it would be very desirable if we
could give to persons who show special
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intelligence, some special privilege in the
way of exercising the franchise. Nor
would I confine plurality of votes-for
that is the principle I have in view-to
these two classes alone. The mere fact
of a man having supported himself by a
long life of industry in any particular
place should entitle him, even though he
could claim nothing beyond his manhood,
to an additional voting power. I will not
pursue this subject further. If we cannot
have a joint committee, we can at least
throw out some suggestions in our report
for an improvement of' the electoral system
of the colony. I agree in the propriety of
appointing this committee, and I shall
give to the subject we are to consider my
most serious attention, trusting that our
labours will eventuate in good.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.~My own
impression is that the committee will be
inoperative. We shall do no good unless
we go back to the intentions of the
framers of the constitution, and last
session that refel'ence was completely
ignored. It would be well to get the
debate on the second reading of the
Constitution Act printed in some handy
form. Then we should be able to see
fOl' ourselves what the intentions of the
framers of that measure were, and we
need not again appoint committees to
search for precedents. The committee
we appointed last session could bring up
precedents 100 years old, but they took
not the slightest notice of the debates
on the Imperial Customs Bill of 1861,
though those debates contained the opinion
of all the great statesmen of the day, on the
relative position of the Lords and Commons as to financial legislation. These
matters might very well be printed as a
supplement to Hansard. A work of that
descri ption would be better than a report
with half a dozen patched up lines fi'om
Mr. Gladstone, whose speech would tell
us everything. If the House would do
this, and would ascertain what its rights
and privileges really are, I would never
give up one iota of them.
Mr. MITCHELL.-In reply to the
remarks of the honorable member beside
me (Mr. Campbell), I would point out
that, in granting the committee, the House
does not pledge itself to anything. 'When
the report is brought up, honorable members can take such objections to it as they
may think proper.
The motion was agreed to.
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FURNITURE DUTIES.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-With
the permission of the House, I will move,
without notice- .
"That copies of all orders, memoranda, and
correspondence, regarding the payment of duty,
last year, upon certain cases of furniture, ex
Queen of the Mersey, by Messrs. Wallach
Brothers, be laid on the table of the House."

I submit this motion because a letter has
appeared in the Age newspaper from
Messrs. Beauchamp and Rocke, denying
that they were the purchasers of the
furniture on which, as I stated last week,
duty was claimed by the Customs department after its delivery to the importers,
and its sale by them. It matters nothing
to my argument who the purchasers were,
but 1 would like the House to have the
facts before it. It will be found that the
furniture was landed in May, 1866; that
Messrs. Wallach Brothers obtained delivery of it clear of duty; that they sold
it to different persons, and that afterwards,
the Customs department claimed £28 4s.
duty, which the importers found themselves compelled to pay.
The motion was agreed to.
ADDRESS TO GENERAL CAREY.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That a select committee be appointed to
prepare an address to the H:morable BrigadierGeneral George Jackson Carey, C.B., expressing the sense entertained by this House of his
administration of the affairs of the colony
during the period he filled. the high position of
Officer Administering the Government; and that
such committee consist of the Honorables T, T.
a'13eckett, C. Sladen, G. Rolfe, W. Campbell,
W. H. F. Mitchell, C. J. Jenner, J. McCrae, J.
Graham, and the mover."

The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
seconded the motion.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER expressed
his belief that the period during which
General Carey held office was too brief to
render an address of thanks necessary.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT stated
that it would ill become the House to
refuse an expression of the thanks which
all parties admitted to be due to General
Carey.
Mr. MITCHELL reminded honorable
members of the peculiar circumstances of
the colony when General Carey was called
upon to administer the Government.
Honorable members on both sides stated
at the time their satisfaction with the
manner in which General Carey discharged
his duties, and it would be most ungracious
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now to withhold the thanks such services
deserved.
The motion was carried. The committee retired, and subsequently brought
up the following address : "To the Honorable Brigadier-General George
Jackson Carey, C.B., ~c., ~c., ~c.

Railway Travelling.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W. COLE,
it was resolved that the House at its rising
do adjourn until Tuesday, February 12.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I
should like to ask the honorable member
representing the Government when the
civil servants are to be paid? As the
motion for adjournment is made on behalf
of the Government, I do not suppose that a.
Money Bill is expected from the Assembly;
but, if there is any likelihood of our
recei ving a measure of that descri ption,
honorable meulbers would willingly sit
to-morrow.
The PRESIDENT.-The motion for
adjournment until Tuesday has been
carried.
The House adjourned at a quarter past
five o'clock, until Tuesday, February 12.

" Sir,-We, the members of the Legislative
Council of Victoria, desire to express to you the
high sense we entertain of your able and
judicious administration of the affairs of this
colony during the period you filled the high
position of Officer Administering the Government.
" We trust that you may long be spared to do
honour to the profession of which you are so
distinguished a member."
Mr. COLE moved that the address be
adopted, and be presented by the President.
He remarked upon the arduous duties
General Carey had been called upon to
perform. During the gallant officer's term
of officE', a most unsatisfactory state of
affairs had been brought to a fair conclusion.
LEGISLATIVE· ASSEMBLY.
Mr. MITCHELL seconded the motion.
There was scarcely an horwrable member
Tuesday, February 5, 1867.
who did not agree with the sentiments
the address expressed.
Railway Travelling-Supply-Ways and Means-The Budget
The motion was adopted.
-Pt:tty Sessions BUSiness-Railway to Colac-Railway
On the motion of Mr. COLE it was also
Department Reductiolls-Parliament Buildings-County
Courts.
ordered"That a copy of the address be sent to His
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfExcellency the Governor, with an address praying that His Excellency will be pleased to trans- , past four o'clock.
mit it to the Hight Honorable the Secretary of
RAILWAY TRAVELLING.
State for the Colonies, with a view to its being
conveyed to the Commander-in-Chief."
Mr. BUNNY asked the Acting Minister
of Railways whether a passenger by the
INSOLVENCY AMENDMENT BILL.
railway was recently locked up at CastleThis Bill was received from the Legis- maine all nigltt, for travelling beyond the
lative Assembly, and was read a first time. station for which he paid his fare; and if
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I now move so, under what authority such passenger
that the Bill be read a second time, and I was so locked up ?
Mr. FRANCI S stated that, on the arrival
shall ask the House to pass the measme
through all its stages this evening. The of the evening down· train at Castlemaine
Bill is rendered necessary by a recent on Sunday, the 27th January, it was
decision of the Supreme Court that, under ascertained that a passenger, named Peter
the Insolvency Statute of 1865, a portion Murphy, had overtravelled his fare from
of the Geelong circuit district, including Malmsbury to that station, and, when
Ballarat, is no longer included for insol- asked to pay the excess, he stateu that
vency purposes in the Geelong circnit he had no money, and ueclined to give his
district; hence a large nnmber of insol- address. The man appeared to be under
vencies have been rendered invalid, and the influence of drink. The station-master
the Bill is needed to legalize the proceed- endeavoured to make him understand that,
ings which have taken place in these unless he paid the money or gave his
address, there was no alternative but to
instances.
The necessary standing orders having give him in charge of the police. He was
been suspended, the motion was agreed to, so given in charge; and, on the following
and the Hill was passed through its remain- morning, he was brought before the police
court, and ordered by the magistrate to
ing stages.
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pay the amount of fare deficient and a fine
of 5s.; or, in default, to be imprisoned for
twenty-four hours.
Mr. BU~NY.-Under what authority?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Under the authority
of law.
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to honorable members on this occasion.
I am glad to be able to say that we shall

emerge from the year 1866 without a
deficiency. I feel it due to my honorable
friend and colleague, the Chief Secretary,
to say that we are indebted to his administration of the Treasury department for
OVENS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
this result; for, although he had much to
Mr. McCULLOCH laid on the table. do in his own office-although his duties
pursuant to an order of the House, dated as chief of the Government were heavyJ anum'y 31, 1 ~66, a copy of the report of he, nevertheless, found time so to adthe professional board appointed to fix the mOinister the affairs of the Treasury in my
site for the industrial school in the Ovens absence, as to enable me, as otherwise I
should not be able, to announce that the
and Upper Murray district.
finances of the year 1866 are square, and
SUPPLY.
that I shall not have to ask the House to
The House resolved itself into Com- allow me to bring forward a deficiency
from that year to this. Now, sir, the first
mittee of Hupply.
The CLERK ASSISTANT having read the year with which we have to do to-night is
Governor's Mess3ge, which was brought 1865. Honorable members are aware that,
down on the 29th January with the under the provisions of the Audit Act, the
accounts of that year absolutely close at
Supplementary Estimates for 1866,
the end of the year 1866. I have, thereMr VERDON moved"That a sum not exceeding £45 Is. 7d. be fore, to commence my observations with
granted to Her Majesty towards defraying the the year 1865. When last I addressed the
Hotise on finan~ial subjects, I estimated
supplementary charge for the year IM6."
The motion was agreed to and reported. that the balance from the year 1864, to be
carried over to the year 1865 would be
THE BUDGET.
£132,727. It has actually proved to be
The House then went into Committee £ 132,458. Then, sir, the revenue for
1865 has exceeded the estimate which I
of Ways and Means.
Mr. VERDON said-In making the was able to give by £32,126. Honorable
financial statemetlt for the year 1867. I members will probably recollect that, on
feel t.hat the committee will probably be the occasion of the last financial statement,
disposed to agree with me that consider- I took credit for 1866 for the amount
able importance attaches to the observa- of bonds and cash deposits given and
tions which I shall have the honour to paid under the resolutions under which
submit. When last I addressed the com- the new Tariff was originated.
Now
mittee on this subject, it was considered although I thought it proper, bethat the financial statement which I then fore the amount was actually collected,
made was one of considerable importance, to consider it an asset on account of 186':>,
because it dealt with certain changes which it seems more properly to belong to the
for many years this country had been dis- finances of 1865, inasmuch as it is properly
cussing in its fiscal policy. Now, sir, I due to that year; and, therefore, as a
apprehend that the statement which I shall matter of account, I think it proper to
have to make to-night will not be so credit it accordingly. This, however, is a
important, because I am not in a position mere question of' account, and cannot
to state the effect of those changes, although affect the result. The effect of these
for the last year surmises have been, and changes nominally is that the baiance
I must say not unnaturally, indulged in from the year 1~65 to the year 1866 is
by honorable members and the press as to £225,898. The expenditure to the 31 st
the probable result of the financial trans- January, 1867, on account of the year 1866
actions of the last year. I say, sir, that is£2,837,2f:3. The receipts to the 31st of
this statement will not be of such import- January, 1867, on account of the year
ance as some future statements will be, 1866 amount to £3,046,097. There will
because I apprehend there has not been probably be a further receipt of £50,890,
sufficient time to ascertain what the effect against which must be placed a further
of the Tariff lately enacted has been. probable expenditure of £367,410, on
But I am glad to be able to say that account of votes already taken, and Supthis consideration will not be a difficulty plementary Estimates to the amount of
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£117,106, leaving the small balance of
£1,108 to be carried from the year 1866
to the credit of the year 1867. The total
receipts for the year 1866 amount to
£3,322,887. Now, sir, the committee will
expect that I should give detailed and
accurate information as to the revenue
received during that year. It will be remembered that, from the statement which
I made at the beginning of last year, I
omitted much of the detailed information
which I have been in the habit of giving,
because I was desirolls of directing more
of the attention of honorable members to
the policy of what I proposed to do.
Now, however, I think it my duty to
gi ve accurate informatiom in detail
as to the way in which the Estimates for the year 1866 have been
rea.lized. I propose to take, first, the ord inary heads of revenue, making for the
new duties a still more specific and
detailed statement. The first observation
which occurs to me, in considering the
recdpts for the year 1866, is that a most
extl"aordillary deficiency occurs under the
head of customs revenue, and particularly
under the heads of spirits, wine, beer,
cider, tobacco, cigars, and tea. I will now
read, as I have been in the habit of doing,
the differences, whether more or less,
between the amount estimated and the
amount actually received under the various
heads of customs revenue. It appears,
then, after taking into account, as perhaps
honorable members have not yet had the
opportunity of doing, the amounts received
in January of this year on account of last
year-in every case taking these sums into
consideration-that there will still be a
Det deficiency, under the head of spirits, of
£62,52'2; wine, £4,503; beer and cider,
£4,347; tobacco, £7,714; cigars, £4,144;
and tea, £23,431; and an increase, under
the head of sugar, of £1,494. Coffee
shows a reduction of £300; opium, of
£1,250; and rice, £2,035. In hops there
is an increase of £278 ; in malt, a decrease
of £885. Under the head of wharfage
and harbour rates, there is an increase of
£14,442. The export duty on gold also
shows an increase of £1,912. I now
come to the new duties. For the purposes
of a comparison I have prepared an estimate for the proportion of the year durin~
which these duties were collected. Of
course, as honorable members are aware,
the estimate was prepared for the whole
year; but to compare the estimate for the
whole year, with the receipts for a portion,
J1:fr. Verdon.
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would be manifestly incorrect. I have,
therefore, made a proportionate reduction
in the estimate-to make the estimate correspond, as to time, with the actual receipts
-and the result of the comparison I win
now supply to the committee.
(T nder
the first head, dried and preserved fruits,
the proportion of the amount estimated
was £28,274; the amount received was
£45,735; showing the large increase on
the estimate of £17,461. Under the head
of salt, there appears an increase of £508.
Vinegar has produced £845 more than we
expected; and there is an increase under
the head of varnish of £104 ; and salted
provisions, including fish, £1,516. The
item of doors and window sashes produced
£1,555; and plate of gold and silver, £1i4
less than we expected. Barley and oats, together, brought£3,486 in excess of the estimate. Millinery produced £1,791 ; apparel and slops, £ 12,357 ; and watches and
jewellery, £ 1,986 less than the estimate.
Adding up these various differences, we
find this result: that while the amount
rp.ceived on certain items has been in excess of the estimate by the sum of £25,165,
it has been less than the estimate on other
items by £20,469 ; and putting these sums
together, the result is a plus differencethat is, an amount in excess of the estimate-of £4,696.
So that although
these duties were en tirel y new, and although
the estimate was necessarily to a large
extent conjectural, we find, after taking
the deficiencies from the excess, that the
net amount received, beyond the estimate,
is £4,696. I will now, if honorable members will permit me, go back to the ordinary statement, and extend the comparison
of estimates with results to the other items
of revenue. Under the head of excise, the
fir~t item is spirits distilled in Victoria,
which shows an increase, as compared
with the estimate, of .£ 14, 171. Probably
in this fact we may find some explanation
-though not sufficient-for the large
reduction which appears in the amount
received on imported spirits. Licensed
publicans' fees produced £2,780 below
the estimate. That, of course, is to be
accounted for by the fact that, from time
to time, these fees are handed over to the
local bodies.
Auctioneers' licences realized £1,377 more, and all other licences
£206 more, than was expected. So that
the total, under the head of excise, shows
an excess on the estim::tte of £12,973.
Coming to the head territorial, we find
that the amount derived from land sold
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by auction is £80,569 in excess of the because mistakes are constantly made in
estimate.
Rents and selections bring estimates-still I think it ought to be
£20,853 more than the estimate, but the satisfactory to the committee to find that,
item of pastoral occupation is £5,792 on the whole, the estimated revenue for
below the estimate. Fees, leases, and the year 1866 has come out very nearly as
licences produce £19,075 more, and rents was expected. If honorable members
under the Amending Land Act bring attach importance to the correctness of
£73,868 less, than the estimate. There estimates-I know some newspapers do,
is an increase in the items of miners' perhaps more than is necessary-it may be
rights and business licenses, in the one useful to know how the Estimates of
case of £1,442, and in the other of £712 ; former years have come out. Now, I have
while the leases of auriferous land pro- taken the eleven year~ extending from
duced £6,215, and otlier leases and 1856 to 1866, and I find that the difference
licenses £936, less than the estimate. between the amount estimated and the
'.raking the increases and decreases as amount received was, in 1856, £233,000 ;
under the heads of customs and excise, 1857, £373,000; 1858, £224,000; 1859,
we find. as the net result., that the terri- £122,000; U~60,£67,000; 1861, £183,000;
torial revenue realized £35,~40 more than 1862, £L55,000; 1863, £liO,OOO; 1864,
was estimated. Under the head of public £ 17,000 ; 1~65, £18,000; and 1866,
works, I find that the sum received from £31,000. So that honorable members will
railways was £12,965 less than the esti- perceive that of late years we have been
mate, but I have every reason to believe able to make our estimates a little more
that this state of things will not be con- close than formerly. But, sir, far more
tinuous. The receipts from water supply important than any comparison between
were £8,180 less than was expected; the amount estimated and the amount re"
while the elect.ric telegraph brought £208 ceived, is the comparison between the
more than the estimate. There is thus, amount received the year before with the
under the head of public works, a defi- amount received in any year which may
ciency, as compared with the estimate, of . be in question. Therefore, I thought it
£20,937. Ports and harbours brought right to prepare an exact statement show£40 more, and postage £5,397 less, than ing comparatively the revenue received in
was estimated. The latter may be attri- the years 1805 and 1866 respectively ;
buted to the reduction in the rates of post- and, if these details a.re not too wearisome
age. Under the head of fees, £4,980 to honorable members, I will give the
was received .in excess of what was results of the comparisons. I find, under
estimated.
Under the head ·of fines the head of customs, that we received in
and forfeitures, the sum received was 1866, as compared with 1865, from
£10,173 below the estimate. Under spirits, £52,439 less; wine, £5,779 less;
the head of miscellaneous expenditure, beer, £4,216 less; tobacco and snuff,
which includes everything not already £9,829 less; cigars, £3,655 less; tea,
enumerated, the total sum received was £80,902 less. Of course, a portion of the
.£29,6~3 more than was estimated.
A last item must be considered as having
summary of these comparisons shows that been reducfld by law; and, therefore,
the total received under the head of cus- ought not to enter into this comparison·
toms was £88,309 less than the estimate; under like circumstances to other reducexcise, £12,973 more; territorial, £35,840 tions which cannot be accounted for in the
more; public works, £20,937 .less; ports same way. In sugar and molasses there
and harbours, £40 more; postage, £5,397 is a decrease on the previous year of
less; fees, £4,980 more; fines and for- £42,448. Of course these amounts will
feitures, £10,173 less; and miscellaneous, come into comparison, when honorable
£29,683 more than the estimate. It members understand that on the other side
shows further that, whereas we received I put the new rluties. We received for
£88,913 in excess of the estimate under coffee, £622 more; opium, £11,737 less;
certain heads, we received less than the rice, £2,076 less; hop·s, £919 more; malt,
estimate by £119,419 under other heads; £547 less; wharfage and harbour rat.es,
so that the net result is that we have less £8,715 more, than in 1865; and the new
than we estimated by £30,506. N ow I duties which go against the reduction I
believe that is a very close estimate. have referred to realized £123,979.
Although I don't think it desirable to take Under the head of excise the result apcredit for the correctness of the estimate- pears to be that, while we received
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£13,430 in excess of 1865 on certain
items, we received £5, l6l1ess upon others.
Under the head of territorial, we received
in 1866, as compared with 1865, for the
sale of land by auction; £33,655 more;
for rents and selections, £44,996 more;
for pastoral occupation, £13,407 less; for
fees, leases, and licences, £27,740 more ;
for rents under the Amending Land Act,
£34,901 more; export duty on gold,
£26,584 less; miners' rights, £12,0981ess;
business licences, £3,728 less; and leases
of auriferous land, £3,183 less; showing
that the amount of increase was, under
certain headings, £101,706 ; and that the
decrease under other headings was
£59,000. With regard to public works,
I find that, owing to a large sum of money
on account of water supply due in 1865
not having been paid until 1866, the
amount received under that head is
£29,267 more in 1866 than in 1865.
Ports and harbours also show an increase
of £] ,660 on 1865. Postage, of course,
produced £6,850 less, because of the reduction of rates. Under fees, there is a
deficiency of £7,:H3, with the exception of
the Hupreme Court, where there is an
increase of £945. The fines and forfeitures were less, and the miscellaneous
little more, in 1866 than in 1865. A
summary of all these figures show that we
have received in 1866, as compared with
1865, under the head of customs, £78,853
less; excise, £8,269 more; teniiorial,
£42,707 more; public works, £23,041
more; ports and harbours, £ 1.660 more;
postage, £6,850 less; fees, £6,398 less;
fines, £17,192 less; miscellaneous, £3,114
more. These figures show that in 1866
we received, under certain headings,
£78,791 more than in 1865, and under
other headings £110,013 less than in
1865, showing a net difference against us
of £31,000. I now invite honorable members to consider the expenditure of 1866.
The amount voted for that year was
£2,370,673 ; the special appropriations
for the same year were £1,120,000;
making a total of £3,490,673. The actual
expenditure, including £ 117,000 of Supplementary Estimates which will be submitted
to us as soon as the Est.imates arrive,
amounts to £3,321,779. This shows a
difference of £169,000 not spent. Now,
lest honorable members should be disposed
to form any exaggerated views on the
subject of savings, I propose to state very
briefly the amounts which have been
saved in other years, in the same way.
Mr. Verdon.
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The amount saved in 1856 was £366,000;
1857, £364,000; 1858, £453,000; 1t559,
£347,000; 18nO,£306,339; 1861,£277,000;
1862, £263,000; 1~63, £380,000; 1864,
£367,000; 1865,£511,000; 1866,£286,000.
The latter is the difference between the
original votes and the ordinary expenditure,
and is subject to the dedllction of£117,ClOO,
which, as I have mentioned, is the amount
of the Supplementary Estimates.
The
savings of 1~66 will therefore be £169,000;
the average for the last eleven years being
£355,~21.
Now, as honorable members
are entitled to know of what these savings
of £286,000 consist, I will read the information for the benefit of honorable members, and particularly for the benefit of the
honorable member opposite, (Mr. Kerferd),
who asked for a statement of this sort.
We shall not require, under the head of
salaries, £20,171; contingencies - which
honorable members know comprise a
very great 'number of things, chiefly the
varions stores for the Government service
-£24,115; miscellaneous expenditure,
which can scarcely be classified, £32,330 ;
special appropriations (mail sen-ice,
and public worship), £ 13,000; immigration-the amount ordinarily remitted
could not be spent under the reg Illations-£60,000; railways, £1,100; roadworks, and other public works, £135,284;
total, £2>i6,000. Now, I will say, in reference to this matter, that even if it were
necessary, far more stringently than was
actually done, to restrain the expenditure
during 1~66, in order to bring it within
the revenue ot the colony, if I had been
here I should have taken that course;
because I feel bound to say that very much
of our credit at home is dependent upon
our bringing out e'"ery year without a
deficiency. I venture to say that it is
more important to accomplish that result
than even to cany out the public works to
the full extent of the votes, if the 'effect
of that be to bring out the year with a
considerable deficiency. I believe, sir,
it is the duty of the Government to
carry out every vote which the House
sanctions, if the House will enable them
to do so; but if the House thinks fit-and
the House has a perfect right to do it-to
increase the expenditure proposed by the
Government by a very large sllm: notwithstanding that the House is informed that
there are no ways and means to meet this
additional expenditure, the House must
not be surprised if it be found impo!:isible
to carry out all the votes which the House
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may have thought proper to pass. Now
in the year 1~66 very large sums were
voted in opposition to the Government. I
don't say that all the additional votes were
proposed by honorable members - some
wel'e found necessary by the Government
-but the sums voted last year, in a.ddition
to the Estimates submitted by the Government, amount to £ 172,433. Now, sir, as
it seems to me, the time has come when
the House will have to consider whether
or not it will continue its present system
of expenditure, or whether it will make
radical changes; for I venture to say it
will be;utterly impossible to maintain the
expenditure to which the House has now
for some years been accustomed without
making changes on the other side of the
account. In order that the House may
understand the view which I desire to
submit as to this part of the subject, I wish
to give honorable members a notion of the
various kinds of expenditure which we are
called upon to incur. I also wish to
make a comparison between the expenditure under the various heads under which I
have classified it a few years back and
now. I have in my hand a statement
showing the expenditure during the years
extending from 1860 to 1866 inclusive,
under these various headings-salaries
and wages, contingencies, public works,
roads and bridges, municipalities, charitable institutions, railways, immigration,
miscellaneous and other expenditure, and
special appropriations. Without asking
honorable members to go with me through
every year, tracing the differences which
at last come out as between 1860 and
1867, I will at once compare, under some
of the heads I have mentioned, the amount
we had to spend in 1860 with the amount
we have to spend in 1867. Honorable
members will observe from the figures,
which I shall read, how it is that, under
some heads, our expenrliture has decreased,
while under others it has gradually but
surely increased; and they will thus see
the relation between the present time of
lR67 and the past time, as represented by
lS60, in these respects. The amount paid
for salaries and wages (exclusive of railways and special appropriations) amounted
in 1860 to £877,H79. The amount estimat.ed for the same service in 1867 is
£666,722. In other words, we are spending less in 1867 than we did in 1860,
for th is service-salaries and wages
- by £200,000. Under the head of
contingencies, we are spending more.
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The amount required in 1860 was
£274,000, and it has gone on steadily
increasing until 1867, when it is
£460,253. The contingencies amounted,
in 1860, to £274,000; H~6 I, £271,000;
1862, £287,000; 1863, £309,000; 1H64,
£337.000 ; ] 865, £357,000; 1866,
£48J,000; 1867, £460,000. Under the
head of public works, the same law of
increase does not appear. The amount
yoted in 1860 was exceptionally large for
the purpo~e-it was £438,000 ; in 1861
it was only £~83,000; 1862, £284,000;
1863, £256,000; 1864, £272,000; 1865,
£231,000; 1866, £295,000; and the
sum required in 1867 is £379,000.
The expenditure on roads and bridges
has fluctuated in the same way. Before,
the special appropriations were created,
it amounted to £476,000; afterwards
the minimum was £130,000; and now
in 1867, notwithstanding the special
appropriations, it has risen to £273,000.
Municipalities have been, of course,
specially provided for in a special Act,
and therefore they cannot well come into
comparison. Charita.ble institutions represent almost a uniform sum for maintenance,
averaging about £85,000 per annum.
Rail ways show a progressive increase.
The annual expenditure was, in 1860, only
£ 130,000; this year it is estimated at
£273,000. With regard to immigration,
nothing was spent in 1860, but the amount
on the estimates for 1867 is £70,000. The
miscellaneous expenditure amounted, in
1860, to £397,000 ; in 1867, to £337,000.
The last item-perhaps the most important
of all-is that of special appropriations,
which, in IH60, were only £462,200;
while in 1867 they amount to £795,711.
This, however, is inevitable, and therefore
must be provided for; it needs no explanation. The result shows that the total expenditure for all these purposes amounted
in 1860 to £3,315,307; 1861, £3,092,000;
1862, £3.039,000; 1863, £2,882,000;
1864-, £2,928,000; 1865, £2,983,000;
1866, £3,321,000; 1867, £3,379,944.
The committee will perc'eive from this
statement that while salaries and wages
have actually been reduced between the
years 1860 and 1867, by the sum of
£200,000, other large items-the special
appropriations being the greatest-have
steadily increased.
The question, as
I have already said, comes to this: Is
the country prepared to maintain the
present expenditure, or does it prefer
radically to change the whole system,
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striking
off some of these large
items for public works, roads and
bridges, charitable institutions, and yotes
of that nature? The special appropriations
cannot be touched. Salaries and wages
can scarcely be touched. I ask-Is the
House prepared to reduce the expenditure
so as to make it square with our means;
or is it prepared to make the means come
up to the expenditure? At present, I
confess, my colleagues have been unable
to see by what means they can bring the
expenditllre proposed for 1867 below
£3,379,000, because, if we do so, we can
do so only by reducing votes which this
House will be sure to restore if we strike
them off-votes fOl' public works, and roads
and bridges, which have been added by the
House itself on more than one occasion(An honorable member-" And not been
spent,")-and which, although the honorable member says they have not been
spent, have been spent, and I take it, will
have to be spent if the House will only
provide means for the purpose. I say it
comes to this: the Government can see
no means by which this expenditure can
be reduced without striking at those votes,
which seem to be the very best evidence
which we can give of our continued prosperity and vitality as a people. If we are
to go on opening up our roads; if we
are to continue the prosecution of our
public works; if we are still to provide for
our charitable institutions; if, in fact, we
are to do all those things which, as a rich
community, we have been accustomed to
do; knowing and believing that these
things are necessary in new countries, then
I say it behoves us to look at the other side
of the account, if we desire that these
works should be continued, and that all
the votes of the House should be carried
out as far as iL is possible to do so.
Another consideration which must force
itself upon the attention of honorable
members at this stage of the statement
is, that every year, until this year, a considerable balance has been realized from
the year before. This balance was from
1856 to 1867, £249,000; from 1857 to
18!i8, £609,000; from 1858 to 1859,
£490,000; from 1859 to 1860, £357,000;
.from 1860 to 1861, £124,000. There
was a debit balance of £15,000 carried
forward from 186L to 1862. But the
balance carried forward from 1862 to 1863,
was £214,000; 1863 to 1864, £106,000;
1864 to 1865, £132,000; 1865 to 1866,
£225,000; 1866 to 1867, £1,108. So that,
Mr. Verdon.
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if we desire to carry out the votes for
the year 1867, we must rely upon the
ordinary receipts for the year. We shall
have no assistance from former years.
It is not my intention to call the attention
of honorable members particularly to
indi vidual votes on the Estimates, partly
because the Estimates are not yet in the
hands of members, but cbiefly because
there is nothing in them which calls for
particular attention on this occasion. It
will be quite sufficient to discuss the
details of the Estimates when the committee is considering them in detail. I
will only repeat what I have already said,
namely, that we cannot see our Wily to a
less expenditure than the total I have
already mentioned. Now, sir, the next
consideration is, the ways and means out
of which this expenditure is to be met.
I will first invite honorable members'
attention to the eustoms, and I will read
the estimate of my honorable colleague
the Commissioner of Trade and Customs
of the revenue to be derived from that
source, under the various heads. It is
estimated by my honorable colleague that
we shall receive during 1867, under the
head of spirits, a sum of £500,000. With
reference to this, I will at once iDfol'm
honorable members that it is the intention
of the Government to propose an alteration
in the terms of the Act under which this
duty is collected. Honorable members
are aware that the duty is now paid upon
spirits whether they be over proof or
under proof, the difference of course being
taken into consideration. It is the intention
of my honorable colleague that, after the first
day of July next, duty shall be collected
upon all spirits as of proof. The financiul
advantage of this change is not greatwe shall get perhaps £20,000 more under
this new system of collection; but, when
the proper time comes, my honorable colleague will show commercial reasons why
this change should be made. I mention it
as first in order of the changes we propose. Now, sir, I will refer to the next
items. We hope to receive, from wine,
£40,000; from beer and cider, £32,000)
from tobacco and snuff, £134,000 ; from
cigars: £ 10,000; from tea, £70,000; from
sugar and molasses, £84,000; from coffee
and chicory, £15,000; from opium,
£18,000; from rice, £15,000; from hops,
£8,000; from malt, £8,000 ; from wharfage
and harbour rate~, £95,000; and from
the export duty on gold, £40,000. We
expect that dried and preserved fruits will
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produce £16,000; butter and cheese,
£9,500; candles, £18,500; bacon, lard,
and hams, £3,500; starch and soap,
'£2,000; confectionery, £2,000; macaroni and vermicelli, £600; preserved
meat and fish, £4,750; salt, £3,250;
vinegar, £2,650; varnish, £1,000; salted
provisions, £3,500; doors and window
sashes, £1,000; gold and silver plate,
.£400.
Then comes another item, in
this place which I shall mention specially. It is proposed to obtain from
gl'ain and pulse the sum of £ 18,750, by
charging 9d. per cwt. upon all grain, and
Is. per cwt. upon all manufactured grain.
I may menti0n that this it.em appears thus
distinctly because it has been decided by
the Government to exclude it from a
general charge of 5 per cent. ad valorem
which we propose to levy upon commodities which have heretofore come in free.
It seems, for many reasons, expedient to
withdraw this item from the list, but the
amount which will be obtained from it
will be as nearly as possible equivalent to
the per centage I have mentioned, and
this item might have been left with the
other things charged generally 5 per cent.,
if we had not thought it desirable to make
it fixed. It is desirable, in all cases, to
prefer fixed to ad valorem duties; and
there are other reasons why this ehould
be a fixed duty, which will be stated by
my honorable colleague. One of the reasons is this, that in so far as this dutywhich, I may say, is not proposed for protective purposes, and is not a protective
duty, but is one of several which we
are obliged to obtain strictly and
properly for revenue purposes-I say
that in so far as it can be regarded at all
as having any protective tendency, that
will be considerably affected by the difference, which I just now stated, between a
fixed duty and an ad valorem duty.
Honorable members will observe, without
the necessity of my pointing it out, that,
an ad '"alorem duty would, of course, rise
and fall with the value of the commodities
imported; and it might be that just when
the farming interest desired to have the'
largest amO!.lnt imposed on those commodities, the lowest amount would be imposed under an ad valorem duty. For
these reasons this item has been withdrawn
from all those things which have hitherto
been free goods, but which will now have
to bear, as they do in New Sou th Wales,
an ad valorem duty of 5 per cent. Now,
it must not be supposed that, in putting on
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this duty, as well as many others, for
revenue purposes, we desire to wage a war
of tariffs with ouI' neighbours in South
Australia. We have every reason to
believe that we shall be able to make a
satisfactory arrangement between this
colony and South Australia, the result of
which, perhaps, may be a uniform Tariff
between the two countries. At all, events,
I desire, at the very outset, to assure
honorable members that the Government
have been careful to consider the probable.
effect of this upon any negotiation which
we may make with South Australia, and
that the desire and intention of the Government is that no portion of this Tariff
should be an insurmountable barrier
to such an arrangement either with New
South "Vales or with South Australia. I
may, perhaps, conveniently mention here
the other general changes which the Government propose, before I proceed to read
a statement of the amount we expect to
receive under the various heads. Honorable members are aware that we are collecting, under the head of new duties
imposed last year, partly by a measurement duty, partly by an ad va.lorem duty.
My honorable colleague the Commissioner
of Trade and Customs has been forced to
the conclusion that it is expedient that this
inequality-this diffdrence-should be removed. We, therefore, propose to substitute for the measurement duties-which,
as nearly as possible, equal an average
of 5 per cent. on the value - an
ad valorem duty, not of 5 per cent.
equivalent, but of' 10 per cent. Another
addition which we propose is a duty on
oil, which we expect will realize £20,000.
One or two new items are also includedcarpeting is one of them-under the general
heading of soft goods, which have been
heretofore chargeable, and which will be
chargeable now under the new arrangement at the rate of 10 per cent. ~ow,
sir, having stated these cbanges in such a
way as will fix them on the attention of
honorable members, I will proceed to read
the estimated revenue, under the various
items, always, of course, assuming-and
honorable members will bear this in mind
-the increased per centage which we pro ..
pose to charge. Under the head of millinery, we expect to receive £10,000;
from apparel and slops, £56,000; boots
and shoes, £23,000; hosiery and gloves,
£13,500; hats, caps, and bonnets, £21,000;
saddles" harness, &c., £4,400; watches,
jewellery, &c., £5,500; silk, £35,QOO.
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And here I may mention that my honorable colleague, the Commissioner of Trade
and Customs, proposes to make a change
in the denomination under this head.
There has been great difficulty in collecting the duty on articles more or
less made up of silk. My honorable colleague proposes to include everything that
contains silk under this denomination, in
order to secure the revenue which ought
to be obtained from this item.. From
musical instruments we expect to receive
£3,000; from carriages, £1,000; glass
and glassware, £5,000; furniture, toys,
&c., £9,000; wickerware and brushware,
£2,500; earthenware, £5,000; oilmen's
stores, £14,000; woollens, blankets, &c.,
£3,000; carpeting, £4-,000. From oil.,
(which I have already mentioned) we
expect to receive £20,000; from flour,
£8,000; and a 5 per cent. ad valorem
duty upon all other free goods, with certain
usual exceptions, we expect will realize
£135,000. Now, sir, this will make up
the total of the customs revenue. I will
now go to the other items of revenue.
Mr. LEVEY.-What are the exceptions ?
Mr. VERDON.-It is a very long list.
It includes books and other printed matter,
• and-which perhaps the honorable member will be glad to learn-newspapers.
Of course the total amount of the customs revenue-£1,532,000-is subject to
a reduction, £60,000, the amount of duties
to be paid to New South Wales, making
the llet amount of £1,472,000. Under
the next head of revenue-that of excise
-we expect to receive the sum of
£25,000 from spirits distilled in Victoria;
from publicans' licenses, £5,000; auctioneers' licenses, £3,000; and all other
licenses, £5,000; making a total under
this heading of £38,000. Under the head
of sale of laud by auction, we expect to
receive £120,000; from rents and selections, £195,000; pastoral occupation,
~] 86,000; fees, leases, and licenses,
£134,000; leases under the Amending
Act, £245,000; miners' rights, £ 12,000 ;
business licenses, £3,500; leaEles of auriferous and mineral land, £20,600; water
rights, £1,100; making a total from these
sources of £80 I ,600. The income from
public works, we expect, will be as follows :-Railways, £620,000; water supply, £65,000; electric telegraph, £36,500.
Under the head of tonnage, we expect to receive £19,000. From fees
we hope to receive £67,808. Under
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the head of fines and forfeitures
the amount we hope to obtain is £9,855.
Under the head of miscellaneous we
expect to receive a larger sum than usual,
amounting to £124,260. because my honorable colleague the Chief Secretary has
decided to recommend to the House some
satisfactory and permanent provision for
the police force. Honorable members, I
dare say, will be aware that a great many
questions have been asked in the House,
and many discussions have taken place,
upon the subject of the police reward fund,
but it has never been possible hitherto
to make a satisfactory settlement of that
matter. It is proposed, therefore, to introduce It Bill making proper and equal
provision for the police force, chargeable
on the consolidated revenue in the ordinary way, like any other portion of the
public service. This will, of course, give
us £60,000 to go against the expenses,
whatever they will be, which will be
incurred in making satisfactory arrangement for this very importftnt part of our
service. The results of this will be that,
while we expect to receive £3,380,186 in
all on account of the year 1~67, bringing
forward £ 1,108 as the balance from 1866,
we shall have to expend-according to the
Estimates, £2,245,495; special appropriations, £ 1, 134,445, leaving a nominal
balance of £242 at the end of the year.
Now, sir, I think I have, with sufficient
clearness and plainness, informed honorable members of all the details of the
financial scheme which I have to submit.
I have endeavoured to show, in the first
instance, by what gradual means the
requirement3 of the year have been increased from year tv year, until they have
reached the amount which we now propose
to spend. I have also pointed out to
honorable members that the only course
open to the committee will be either, on
the one hand, to reduce the expenditure,
or on the other to increase the ways and
means. Now there are many ways of
increasing the ways and means. One of
them might have been direct taxation.' I
have no hesitation in saying, whatever the
ad vantages of direct taxation may be, that
in new countries it is a matter of great
difficulty-I might almost venture to say
even of impossibility - to impose direct
taxation of sufficient amount to obtain all
we require. I say that in a new country
there are difficulties in the way of collecting
an income-tax which you will find, when
you come to work at it, almost in super-
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able. Then if you come to stamps-as I
have been told we ought to have done-I
think you will find that the experience of
other neighbouring colonies is that, though
before they were tried stamps were regarded as a most convenient means of
raising revenue, the inconvenience and
annoyance which they caused to all who
had to do with commercial affairs were so
great that those who advocated them
would have actually preferred (although
they did not think so at first) customs
duties of any sort to stamp duties. Well,
then, sir, if, as I maintain, in new countries
the difficulties in the way of direct taxation
are too great to warrant the experiment
being tried at a time when we actually
want the money, I take it that we have no
alternative left but to come back to customs. When we consider the amount we
have to make up, which results partly from
the reduction of sources of revenue which
have been made recently-the reduction of
the postal revenue, the reduction which
has appeared in the customs revenue
under the head of spirits, which I
cannot venture to suppose will be made
up this year, especially as I find so large
an increase under the head of spirits distilled in Victoria-I say that to make up
for these reductions, for the reduction
caused by the remission of the duty on
gold, and especially to render it unnecessary
that we should unduly sell public lands by
auction (and from this source in 1867 there
will be a deficiency as compared with
former years of about £130,000). it has
been thought necessary by the Government
that fresh taxation should be imposed, and
it has neen decided to do that by means of
the custom-house. We have not thought
it well to disturb the duties which were
imposed last year, because we believe that
it is only right that they should have a
fair trial before they are disturbed, even
if it were not inexpedient to disturb them
unnecessarily for commereial, as well as for
financial reasons. But, in order to get
what we want, we have increased all those
duties practically to twice the amount
which we obtained from them last year;
and in addition to this-partly in order to
raise revenue, partly in order to assimilate
our Tariff to that of New Sou th Waleswe propose to obtain a good round sum
of money by the imposition of 5 per
cent. upon free goods which have not
yet been chargeable with any duty. Of'
course, I quite know that objections can be
raised to any scheme of taxation. I have
VOL. lII.-Y
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no doubt that great objections will be
raised to this. I hope that there will be,
because it will be well that it should be
thoroughly discussed. There can be no
doubt, I think, that the proposals of the
Government are sure to be thoroughly
well discussed. All I can say is that, after
anxious deliberation, after carefully considering what our duty required of us at
the commencement of this year, we have
decided upon the proposals which we have
submitted to honorable members. I don't
know, sir, that it will be necessary to add
anything to what I have already said in
relation to this subject. Indeed, perhaps
it may be better that I should not add to
the plain statement of facts and figures
which I have made any observations that
would have the effect of removing from
the minds of honorable members the precise statements they have to deal with.
Therefore I do not intend to occu py honorable members any further with the subject of the changes which we are led to
propose. And there are only one or two
matters~I think only one-with which I
need detain the committee. I propose to
refer to that, and then to conclude by moving
a formal resolution. Honorable members,
upon the last occasion that I adJressed the
House, expressed their anxiety to have
information upon a very useful change
which has been recently made in the law
relating to post office savings banks; and
I was requested by honorable members to
give information on this subject. I am
very glad to be able to give information
now upon the subject, which I think will
be satisfactory to honorable members. I
find that the balance on the 31 st January,
1866, to the credit of the post office
savings banks amounted to £18,000, and
going on month by month, from January,
1866, to January, 1867, a progressive increase is exhibited in the figures, which I
will read in round numbers :-1n January,
1866~ the amount was £18,000; in February, £22,000; March, £24,000; April,
£25,000; May, £30,000 ; June, £34,000;
July, £38,000; August, £46,000; September, £48,000; October, £51,000 ; November, £55,000; December, £57,000;
and January, 1867, £60,000-showing a
progressive, regular, steady increase in the
amount of business doue in these banks,
represented by the difference between
£18,000 in January, 1866, and £60,000
in January, 1867. ' It is not, sir, my intention to occupy the time of honorable
members by making any observations in
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relation to my recent negotiations on financial matteI's in England. I have already, in a
report wldeh has been presented to Par~
liament, said all I considered necessary in
relation to this matter, and, as I said
before. I think it better for every reason
-having stated plainly, and I assure the
committee with the most perfect frankness,
all that the Government propose, in detail
-to leave honorable members to consider
what I have said, and to discuss it whenever
it meets the convenience of honorable
members opposite. At present, I shall
condude by moving the following resolutions : "That, towards raising the supply granted
to Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of Customs
now chargeable on the artic'les unilermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties
shall he charged from and after the 1st of
July, 1867:Spirits or strong waters of any strength not
exceeding the strength of proof by Sykes's
hydrometer. and so in proportion for any
greater strength than the strength of proof
-lOs. per gallon.
"That, towards raising the Supply granted to
Her Majesty, ill lieu of the duties of Customs
. now chargeable on the articles undermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties shall
be charged : ARTICLES IMPORTED BY LAND OR SEA.

Apparel and Slops, and all articles made up
wholly or in part from fabrics of Silk,
Wool, Cotton, Linen, or mixed materials,
exeepting Corn and Wool Bags; Boots and
Shoes. Doors and Window Sashes, Gloves,
Hats, Caps. and Bonnets, Hosiery, Leatherware. ~addles and Harness-lO per cent.
ad valorem."

"That the following duties of Customs be
charged on the articles undel'mentioned imported
into Victoria, viz.:Carpeting and Druggets, Tapioca, Sago, Arrowroot. Spices, Pepper, and Ginger, Ornamental Castings, all manufactures containing ::;ilk- \0 per cent. ad t'aiorem.
All imported goods (including Corn and Wool
Bags), not otherwise chargeable with duty,
nor included in the appended list of exemptions-5 per cent. ad valorem,
Oils of all kinds in bulk-6d. per gallon.
Grain and Pulse of every kind not otherwise
enumerated-9d, per cwt.
Grain and Pulse when ground, or in any way
prepared or manufactured- Is. cwt.
LIST OF .ARTICLES EXEMPTED FROM THE PAYMENT
OF IMPORT DUTY.

Animals (living), Printed Books and Newspapers, Spceimens of Natural History and
Cllriosities; Coal, Coke, and Fuel; Alkali,
Sulphur, Resin; Hemp, Flax.•Jute, Cocoanut Fihre, fresh Meat and Fish; Guano
and other' Manures, IJlants atld Seeds;
Wool, 'fallow, Hides and Skins, Horns and
Hoofs; Coin and Bullion; Timber in the
log; Shooks and Staves; Metals of all sorts
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in the ore, and in pig, bar, sheet, or plate;
Hoop Iron, Iron Pipes, and Rail way Iron
Rails; l)assen~ers' Luggag-e, Cabin and other
Furniture or Personal Effects, which have
been in use and are not imported for sale;
Carriages used in the conveyance of goods
or passengers across the frontier; and all
Packages in which goods are ordinarily imported-shall be exempt from duty."

Mr. VERDON again rose and said-I
will take this opportunity of remarking
that, so soon as the committee considers it
proper that I should ask it, I propose to
move a vote of credit of £500,000 (su bmitting also Supplementary Estimates for
1866) to enable the payments for January to
,be made~ and I fihall also submit a Bill for
that purpose. I did not think it right to
ask for this before the financial statement
was made. N ow that statement is made,
I will take the opportunity, if honorable
members opposite will allow me, to submit
a resolution which will enable me to bring
in a Bill to pay the salaries for the last
month, and send it up to the Upper House.·
I shall also have to ask honorable members
to allow the ordinary resolution to be taken
to protect the revenue, pending the' discussion of the changes in the Tariff.
Mr. LEVI.-I should like to ask the
Treasurer whether the whole of the correspondence between himself and the committee of the associated banks relative to
the new loan is contained in the report
laid on +he table?
Mr. VERDON. - All the correspondence which took place that can be regarded
as official correspondence between myself
and the committee in London. Most of' the
<!omrnunications between myself and the
committee took phice in the committeeroom, and, of course, no notes were taken
by ,me of what transpired there. The
ordinary correspondence between the
Government and the committee of the
associated banks has, of course, gone on
without interruption by anything I did or
said. This will appear in the ordinary
bank correspondpnce, whenever the honorable member desires to call for it.
Mr. LEVEY.-I beg to suggest that'
the honorable the Treasurer should submit
the necessary resolution to enable a Consolidated Revenue Bill to be introduced at
once.
Mr. VERDO~.-I am sorry to Jearn
that the Upper House has adjourned till
Tuesday next, so that it will be impossible
to get a Bill passed before then. I will,
however, submit a resolution, in' order to
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advance the matter as far-as I can. I beg
to move"That a sum not exceeding £117,100 be appropriated out of the consolidated re\'enue to the
service of the year 1866; and that a sum not
exceeding £500,000 be appropriated out of the
consolidated revenue to the service of the year
]867, for the payment of wages, salaries, and
contingencies."
Of cours~ these payments will be subject
to any alteration which the committee
may see fit to make.
Mr. LANGTON.-What is the usual
method of procedure in reference to the
resolutions imposing new duties?
Mr. VERDON.-Before they are discussed I shall be glad if honorable members
will agree to the resolution which I have
now submitted to enable payments to be
made.
Ml'. LEVEY.~I think it will be better
to confine the resolution to the appropriation of £500,000 on account of the year
1867, and postpone t.he other portion until
the Supplementary Estimates for I ~66 are
discussed in the usual way.
Mr. VERDON.-Thereal'e certain fees
req uired for jurymen on account of the
year 1866 which cannot be paid without
authority, and I should take the necessary
amount out of the £116,000 if that amount
were voted. However, I have no objection
to adopt the suggestion of the honorable
member for NorlOanby, and limit the resolution to the appropriation of £500,000 on
account of 1867.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I beg to call
the attention of the Treasurer to the fact
that we are now in Committee of Ways
and Means, and that it will be necessary
for this resolution to be submitted in Committee of Supply.
Mr. VERDON.-That is the case, and
t11e1'efore I will withdraw the resolution,
and submit it in Committee of Supply
to-morrow.
The resolution for the appropriation of
revenue was accordingly withdrawn.
Mr. VERDON.-I now beg to propose
the usual formal resolution for the protection of' the revenue, pending the discussion
of the proposed fiscal changes"That the Commissioner of Trade and Customs be authorised to take such measures as
may be necessary for the prote~tion of the
revenue with reference to the duties proposed to
the committee this day."
Captain MAC MAHON.-To what
day is it intended to postpone the discussion
on t.he financial statement?
y 2
'
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Mr. VERDON.-Till to-morrow, if that
is the wish of honorable members.
Mr. LANGTON.-I would submit that,
as the Government prop05e to make a
great many changes in the Tariff, many of
them of very serious moment, and the
actual effect of which it will take honorable members some time to consider, it
would be well if we had a longer adjour~
ment than till to-morrow. It is usual in
the 'H:>use of Commons, when Changes in
the Tariff are proposed, to have a Ion O'er
adjournment than one day. In 1861 the
Budget was not discussed until a week
after the financial statement was made.
I do not suggest so long an adjournment as
a week, but I think that eight and forty
hours is not too long to study . the figures
which have been submitted, and to form
an opinion of the merits of the new
scheme of taxation which has been propounded.
Mr. LEVEY.-I would remind the
honorable member that, even if the debate
commences to-morrow night., there is very
little probability of its being concluded
then. In justice, therefore, to country
members, I think that the sooner we com, mence the debate the better. I propose,
therefore, that the debate be adjourned
until to-morrow, on the understanding that
the Government do not intend to press the
division until honorable members have
had full opportunity of discussing the
Treasurer's statement.
The resolution for the protection of the
revenue was then agreed to, and was reported to the House Rnd adopted, leave
being given to the committee to sit again
next day, to which day the discussion on
the Tariff resolutions was adjourned.
ESTIMATES.
l\fr. VERDON brought ~own a message
from the Governor, transmitting the Estimates of revenue and expencliture for 1867
and Second Supplementary Estimates of
expenditure for 1866, and recommending
an appropriation of the consolidated revenue accordingly.
The message was referred to the Committee of Supply.
CO"GRTS OF PETTY SESSIONS~
Mr. DYTE moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return showing the number of cases that have
been tried at the various conrts of petty sessions
during the year 1866; the days on which the
court sat; the amount of fees paid into each
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court; the names of the police magistrates alloted to the various courts, and their attendance
during the same period."

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAY TO COLAC.
Mr. CONNOR moved"That a select committee be appointed to
consider and report upon the desirability of extending railway communication to Colac; such
committee to consist of Mr. J. G. Francis, Mr.
Vale, Dr. Heath, Mr. Bayles, Mr. Kerferd, Mr.
McCann, Mr. Gillies, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Dyte,
and the mover, with power to call for persons
and papers; three to form a quorum."

My object in moving for this committee
(said the honorable member) is to flScertain
which is the best route for a railway to
Colac, three routes having been suggested,
and to have the land which will be required for the line reserved.
Mr. DYTE seconded the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I have no objection
to the appointment of a committee if the
House consents to it, on the understanding
that it involves no obligation on the part
of the Government or the House as to the
adoption of the report.
Mr. LEVEY.-I think that, until the
Government are in a position to submit to
the House a well-defined scheme of railway extension, it is a waste of time for
motions to be submitted session after
session for the appointment of committees
to report as to the desirability of constructing lines in particular districts. The
only result of such motions will be to
create ill-feeling between one district and
another, and to encourage other members
to bring forward similar motions, with a
view of increasing their popularity with
their constituents.
I think that such
motions are conceived in the worst possible taste, and assented to by the Government in the worst possible taste. Until
the Government is in a position to recommend the appointment of a select committee to consider the whole question of
railway extension, it would be far better
to oppose such motions, ·which involve a
great waste of time, and considerable
expense in preliminary surveys, without
any corresponding benefit. A large sum
has been expended on preliminary surveys
for a line to Beechworth, for one between
Melbourne and Sale, and for another
between Geelong and Colac; and all for
no good result.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I trust that this
motion will not be opposed. Every member named on the committee has consented
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to act; and, as money for the survey was
voted la!:it year, and. the plans are now
nearly completed, the committee will be
able to submit practical information to the
House as to the traffic available for a line,
were one established.
Mr. KERFERD.-I must take exception to the remarks of the honorable member for N ormanby with regard to the
value of the report recommending a railway line to Beechworth. I think that
that report has demonstrated to the House
that the line in question would pay; and
whenever the Government undertake an
extension of our rail way system, no doubt
the Beech worth line will recei ve fair
consideration. I am satisfied that the
report has called the attention of the
House and of the country to the importance of the district, and that, sooner or
later, a railway will be constructed to it.
The object of the mover of the present
motion is, no doubt, similar to my ownnamely, to place before Parliament such
information regarding the prospect of the
proposed railway paying as will enable
the House to deal with the claim when it
considers the general question of railway
extension. I expected that the subject of
railway extension would receive some
acknowledgment at the hands of the
honorable the Treasurer this evening, and
I certainly do not think that the session
should be allowed to terminate without a
definite understanding being arrived at on
this question.
The motion was agreed to.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to enable the shareholders of a
joint stock insurance company, established in the colony of Victoria, under the
name or style of" The Australian Alliance
Assurance Company," to sue and be sued
in the name of the chairman for the time
being of the directors of the company,
and for other purposes.
Mr. COPE seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
RAILWAY PAY REDUCTIONS.
Dr. HEATH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
Hou'se a return, showing the net amount saved
to the Government by the reduction in pay of
6d. per diem of railway guard s and porters; and
whether the reduction applies to all those
servants, or only a part."
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As I was aware (said the honorable mem- rooms under the Library. Your committee also
ber) that a deficiency in the revenue was recommend, that the bluestone stairs at the
entrances to the chamber be covered with lead
expected, I saw at once that the object and painted."
of the Minister of Railways, in making
these reductions in the pay of a number of , Mr. BAYLES moved that the report be
adopted.
hard working men, was to effect a saving
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that some
to the State; but I would like to know how
thousands
of pounds had been spent since
far the reduction has gone towards making
up any small deficit now ascertained to he first became a member in ventilating the
chamber, and now matters were in a worse
exist?
position than ever. It would be folly for
Mr. RICHARDSON seconded the
honorable
members to pledge the country
motion.
to a further expenditure of £700, unless it
Mr. FRANCIS.-I beg to lay on the
table the return moved for. I am obliged could be shown that some real benefit
would accrue. As he wished for some
to the honorable member for the zeal he
better authority on this point than the
attributes to me in protecting the interests
of the State, but I must inform him that statement of the committee, he would
move that the chairman report progress.
the reduction he alludes to was not made
~r. BAYLES explained that, as the
during my connexion with the department.
It was found some time back that the pay engme now employed had worked well
having beneficially lowered the tempera~
of the guards and porters on the Governture
of the House, the committee proposed
ment line were in excess of the rates paid
to continue the present system, and to
?y the Melbourne Railway Company, and
It was con~idered that a reduction of 6d. purchase an engine, instead of paying from
£3 to £5 per week for hire, as was now
per day, to include unskilled labour would
done. The SUCCASS of the present system
still leave the wages at a fair rate: The
was shown by the fact that at that moment
reduction was, however, postponed until
the temperature of the chamber was not
the price of provisions and the warm
higher than 75°.
season should cause the change to be felt
~r. ~URTT asked what description of
as lightly as possible. Ticket collectol's,
engme It was proposed to purchase? He
watchmen, men in charge of junction
believed that not one-half the sum named
semaphores, and the labourers at Spencerneed be given.
street goods sheds were not red uced. The
Mr. VALE said there could be no doubt
men employed on the Williamstown pier
that the present system had worked
were reduced 6d. per diem, but as they
well. The average temperature inside the
had previously received 78. 6d. per diem,
House
was 14 per cent. below the temthey are still paid Is. per day more than
perature outside. The engine now used
the Rpencer-street labourers. Regard was
was rented at a cost of about £200 per
had, however, to the nature of their work,
annum, and in its present position it
and the exposure they are subject to. I
caused considerable annoyance in the
have satisfied myself that plenty of men
offices in its neighbourhood. It would be
can be obtained at the present rates,
an economy to purchase an engine.
which are still slightly in excess of those
Mr. McLELLAN maintained that if a
paid privately for similar duties. The
saving in the traffic branch, toO'ether with few practical men had been consulted as
the engineer's uranch, and ~thers the to the best mode of ventilating the
honorable member has not mentioned, will chamber, the work would have been
accomplished long since.
He did not
amount to £6,000 per annum.
regard the committee as an authority.
The motion was carried.
Let honorable members look at the exPARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.
pensive machinery erected at the top of
The House went into committee to con- the House, at the instance of committees
sider the following report from the select ,:hich machinery. was not worth a singl~
(joint) committee on the Parliament Build- SIxpence. PractIcal mechanics could, be
found in Melbourne who would vena'late
ings : the chamber for one-third the sum now
"That ~our c?mmi~tee, having again had
asked for. The employment of a steam
under theIr conslderatlOn the question of the
ventilation of the Assembly chamber are of engine was an absurdity.
opinion that provision should be made for the
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY observed that
purchase of a steam-engine, at a cost not to exceed the sum of £700, to be placed in one of the having been a member of the Parliament
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Buildings' Committee from the first, he
was cognizant of the various experiments
which had been made by employing water
power, and otherwise to ventilate the House.
Great expense had been incurred, and every
attempt had proved a failure until last session, when, on the recommendation of the
Inspector-General ofPu hlic Works, a steam
engine was employed to drive the heated
air out of the building and to force fresh
air in. The committee, gathering from
the opinions expressed by honorable members who could judge from their own feelings, and also from the observations of the
temperature inside and outsirle the House,
that the present experiment was a satisfactory one, recommended its continuance.
A number of inconveniences, however, were
att.ached to the existing arrangements. The
noise, the smell of grease, and the dirt of
the engine, occasioned considerable annoyance to the adjacent offices. By shutting
his eyes in the room which he occupied as
a private apartment, he could fancy himself on board a steamboat. The InspectorGeneral of Public Works now suggested
that, if the system itself had given satisfaction, an engine should be purchased instead
of hired ; that one should be obtained which
could be more economically worked; and
that it should be erected in a more convenient part of the premises. The committee brought the matter before the
House, to ascertain whether the system
was giving satisfaction or not. If not, it
should be discontinued; but if it was,
then it should be freed from its present
expense and annoyance.
Mr. EDWARDS suggested that progress should be reported, with a view to
the Min ister of Pu blic Works ascertaining
how much had been already spent in the
failures alluded to by the honorable the
Speaker. This information ought to be
available before a further expenditure of
£700 was blindly incurred.
Mr. HARBISON expressed his dissent
from the recommendation of the committee.
He had suggested that a reward should be
offered for the best scheme for ventilating
the building.
Mr. LEVEY said that the various ventilation schemes which had been propounded from time to time were more
worthy of professors in the isle of Laputa
than of sensible men. If two or three
panes of glaFis at the top of the chamber
were broken the problem might be solved.
It would be wise to sacrifice a little
architectural beauty in this matter.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. LANGTON complained that not
only was the ventilation of the House
deficient, but t.hat odours arose from the
kitchen, and that cleanline5s was sometimes too much disregarded in the general
arrangements of the I-louse.
Mr. VALE remarked that the In spectorGeneral of Public "Vorks had given his
ad vice because it was asked for. The Public
Works department was not responsible for
the plan suggested by the committee.
Mr. RAMSAY urged that the report
should be sent back to .the committee, with.
a recommendation that a premium be
offered for the best plan of ventilating the
chamber.
Progress was then reported, and leave
obtained to sit again.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee to consider the following resolutions : "That it is desirable to amend the law relating to county courts.
" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting him to be pleased
to recommend that an appropriation be made
out of the consoliuateu revenue fund for the
purpose of a Bill to carry out the above resolution."

Mr. F. L. S MYTH, in moving that
the resolutions be adopted, said that the
existing statutes merely gave a common
law jurisdiction to the county courts.
By an Act of the Imperial Parliamentnamely, the 28th and 29th Victoria,
cap. 29-an equity jurisdiction had also
been conferred on British courts; and this
power he now sought to introduce here.
The reasons urged by the Lord Chancellor, in introducing the Bill he had
referred to, would apply equally well in
the colony; and, on the occasion of the
second reading, he would take an opportunity of submitting a full statement of those
reasons. Mr. IRELAND objected to an attempt
to push through a Bill of any nature
during the usual hour of adjournment.
Besides, on the merits of the case, he
would point out that the present jUl"isdiction of' the county courts-in cases up to
£250-was in excess of the jurisdiction
those courts enjoyed in England. If any
measure was to be introduced, it s40uld
come from the Government. He moved
that progt'ess be reported.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM trusted that the
honorable member would not press his
motion for reporting progress, inasmuch as
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the effect of that motion would be similar usual courtesy to honorable members on
to refusing leave to a member to introduce introducing a Bill; but the resolutions
a Bill. It was not usual for the House to ca.lled upon honorable members to act-to
take such a course as that, and he trusted affirm a principle which he for one could
that it would not be adopted in this in- not subscribe to. He considered tha,t the
stance, when a valuable and an important Government, instead of giving a leftmeasure was promised. He had not seen handed support to such a motion, shonld
the Bill, but he understood that it was a themselves bt'ing in a measure to deal
copy of the Imperial, Act, conferring an with the administration of just-ice, in
equity jurisdiction on county courts, and which case he (Mr. Irelnnd) would give
was identical with the meaSUl'e whieh the them every assistance in his power. But
honorable member for Villiers and Heytes- this kind of toying with the administmtion
bury had introduced last session, and of justice-this endeavour to get rid of
which was received with much favour by some grievance, and make things smooth
the II ouse, though, through the closing of for certain persons-was altogether ob
He belie\-ed amendments
jectionable.
the session, it did not become law.
Mr. EDWARDS said he understood were required in the law relating to county
that the consolidation of the existing laws courts, but perhaps in a very opposite
was attempted, in order that any future direction to that in which the honorable
amendment should come in a complete member for Villiers and Heytesbury
form from the Ministerial benches. At all thought they ought to be made. But
events, he did not think that the Bill under whatever they were, let them be proposed
consideration, dealing with the gigantic by some responsible authority. He did
interests it did, should emanate from a not like the Attorney-General to recomprivate member. He could not see why mend a sort of hocus-pocus about which
the honorable member should have the nobody knew anything.
privilege of proceediilg with his motion at
Mr. EDWARDS here called attention
a very unusual hour. Besides, honol'able to the fact that there was not a quorum
members ought to be afforded some further present.
information regarding the objects of the
The House baving resumed, the fact
measure. He denied that reporting pro- thnt there was not a quorum was reported
gress was tantamount to throwing out the by Mr. LALOR to the Speaker.
The SPEAKER counted the members
Bill.
Mr. ~rcKEAN expressed his regret present, and, finding there was not a
that a course of opposition to the Bill quorum, declared the House adjourned
should have been adopted. Such factious unt.it the next sitting day.
opposition was very discouraging to young
~ The adjournment took place at ten
members who desired to bring forward minutes past seven o'clock.
useful measures. It was very advisable
that an equity jurisdiction should be given
to the county courts; and certainly
honorable members were not justified in
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
objecting to the formal resolutions required
Wednesday, February 6, 1867.
to place the Pl'oposition fairly before the
House.
Mr. IRELAND considered that there Address to the Queen-Charge against a Clergyman-Civil
could be no more important subject than
Servants as Municipal Officers-Removal of Nuisances
Bill-Disputes on the Guld Fields-Education Commis
the administ.ration of justice in this
sion -Mining Companies Law Amendment Bill-Deba.te
country, and yet the honorable member
on the Budget.
for Villiers and Heytesbury had communicated nothing to the committee in
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfsupport of his motion beyond this-that past four o'clock.
he wanted to give an equitable jurisdiction
to the county courts. The strict common ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE
QUEEN.
law rules were easily followed;- but to
Mr.
McCULLOCH
brought up the
give itinerant tribunals like the county
courts jurisdiction in intricate cases of report of the committee appointed on
equity would be to commit an egregious Thursday, January 31, to prepare an
mistake. It had been said that to oppose address to Her Most Gmcious Majesty,
the motion would be to withhold the thanking Her Majesty for the generous
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recognition by Her Majesty's Government
of the claims of this colony in regard to its
defences.
The CLERK read the address prepared by
the committee, which was as follows : To Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY-

"We, Your Majesty's faithful subjects, the
members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, beg leave to
approach Your Majesty with renewed assurances
of our loyalty and affection.
"We desire humbly, but heartily, to express
to Your Majesty our thanks for the generous
recognition by Your Majesty's Government of
the claims of this colony in regard to its defences against foreign aggression, and for the
material assistance which Your Majesty has
been advised to grant in that behalf.
" We pray that God may long spare Your
Majesty to reign over a united and loving
people."
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
the address was adopted, and urdered to
be forwarded to His Excellency the
Governor, with an address requesting His
Excellency to transmit the same to Her
Majesty's Secretary of State for the
Colonies, for presentation to Her Most
Gracious Majest.y.
VOTE FOR BRIDGES.
Mr. VALE presented-pursuant to an
order of the House, dated January 31a return, showing the number of applications made for grants-in-aid out of the
vote last year of £50,000 for bridges, and
the total amount of the contracts that have
been entered into.
MR. JOHN USHER'S CLAIM.
Mr. MACGREGOR presented - pursmmt to an order of the House, dated
January 23 - the report of the arbitrators recently appointed to inquire into the
claim for compensation made to the Mining
department by Mr. John Usher, jun.
CHARGE AGAINST A CLERGYMAN.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called the attention
of the Attorney-General to the matter of
the Rev. Charles Booth, of Wangaratta,
and asked whether any and what steps
had been or were intended to be taken by
him towards a criminal prosecutiun of Mr.
Booth; also, whether, if the Bishop of
Mel bourne should send in to Government a
recommendation that any portion of the
grunt-in-aid should be appropriated to or
paid to that gentleman, would the Govern-

Clergyman.

ment act on such recommendation? The
honorable member said-I will not' press
the latter question upon the attention
of the Attorney-General, as I understand the matter is one over which the
Government have no control; but as
regards the first question, as to whether
any steps have been or are to be taken
towards a criminal prosecution of Mr.
Booth, I am reluctantly obliged to bring
the facts of the case under the attention of the Attorney-General. According
to a recent ruling of the Speaker, an
honorable member, in asking a question,
ought to limit his remarks to a simple
statement of facts. I shall, therefore,
abstain from making any comments on the
matter, and confine myself strictly to a
statement of facts. The full facts of the
case will be found in a correspondence
between the trustees of the church at
Wangaratta and the Bishop of Melbourne,
which was published in the Age newspaper
of the 15th of December last. The occurrence to which I refer took place on Sunday
the ~8th of October, in the church at
Wangaratta, during the afternoon serdce.
A full congregation was assembled, and, in
the midst of the service, an unfortunate
animal-a dog-happened to go into the
church, and create some little commotion
and confusion.
Mr. Booth thet'eupon
came down from the reading-desk and
seized the dog. A Mr. Evans also took
hold of the dog for the purpose of' removing it out of the church, but the reverend gentleman, Mr. Booth, wilfully and
maliciously broke the animal's leg.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I rise to order.
I wish to know if the honorable member
is justified in making a statement which
must seriously affect the character of the
gentleman referred to, when the statement
is not made on his own knowledge of what
occurred?
The SPEAKER.-I presume that the
honorable member is confining himself to
a statement of facts.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH..-I have already
explained that I state the facts upon the
authority of the published correspondence
between the Bishop of Melbourne and the
trustees of the church. 'I wish to direct
the attention of the Attorney-General to
the fact, that the 194t.h section of the
Criminal Law and Practice Statute enacts
that "whosoever shall unlawfully and
maliciously kill, maim, or wound any dog,
bird, beast, or other animal," shall, upon
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conviction before a justice of the peace,
be lia~le to be imprisoned for any period
not exceeding six months, or to pay a
penalty of not exceeding £20. There are
other facts to which I will draw attention,
namely, that there is likely to be a trial of
Mr. Booth, though not under this Act;
that the Bishop of Melbourne will be the
judge who will preside at that trial; that
the judge has, in one of the letters written
by himself, stated his impression of the
conduct of Mr. Booth; and that the jury
will consist of twelve persons, six of whom
are to be selected by that gentleman as his
particular friends. Under these circumstances, I feel perfectly justified in asking
whether any steps have been taken, or
will be taken, by the Government, towards
a criminal prosecution of Mr. Booth, and
in drawing the attention of the AttorneyGeneral to the 194th section of the
Criminal Law and Practice Statute.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The honorM
able and learned member is under a misapprehension if he supposes that the
Government disclaim the power of interfering in any case, or under any circumstances, with the stipend proposed to be
granted to a clergyman out of the funds
provided by the State. By the regulations
under which state ai4 to religion is granted
the power does exist for the Gov~rnment to
intecfere with the stipend of any particular clergyman, though I certainly think
that it would be exceedingly unwise for
the Government to exercise that power,
except under very special and extraordinary circumstances. With reference to
the first question of the honorable member, I would remind him and the House
that the facts which he has brought under
the attention of the House are facts only
known by public rumour. Although they'
are facts which are known to me by the
same means as they are known to the
honorable and learned member, still they
are not sufficient, in my opinion, upon
which to base any action on the part
of the Crown law officers, with a view
of instituting criminal proceedings. The
circumstance to which the honorable member has referred took place
several months ago. It took place in
a church, in the presence of some of
the trustees or persons whose duty it
was to take care of the church-to take
care that the proceedings of the church
were conducted properly and decentlyand whose duty it would be, I apprehend,
under ordinary circumstances, to institute
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criminal proceedings against any person
who committed a criminal act within its
walls. I apprehend, therefore, tba:t it was
the duty of the trustees to act in the
first instance, if they intended to act at
all, against this gentleman. And then the
question arises whether, as they have not
taken action, the Crown ought, after
several months delay, to institute proceedings against Mr. Booth? I believe, sir,
that if we consider all the facts of the case
as they are known to us through the newspapers (and that is the only way in which
they are known to me), there will be very
few of us who will not be of opinion that
this gentleman, whatever his misconduct
is attributable to-whether it was occasioned by a temporary phrensy or by
deliberate cruelty-has been very considerably punished already. Considering
his position, and the terrible consequences
which must attach to him during his whole
life, I think he has suffered a more severe
punishment than any criminal law could
inflict, and that it would almost be pursuing
a spirit of vengeance if criminal proceedings were now taken against him. I beg
to say that it is not the intention of the
Government to take criminal proceedings
against Mr. Booth.
ILLICIT GROG-SELLING.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the Chief
Secretary whether instructions had been
issued to the police, directing them not to
interfere with illicit grog-selling within
the boundaries of shires or road boards?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I may state that
such instructions have not been issued. I
dare say that the honorable member may
have tabled the question from the circumstance that the police were informed tha t
it was no part of their duty to enforce the
payment of publicans' licence fees, inasmuch as they belong to the municipalities,
road board districts, and shires.
MARYBOROUGH MINING BOARD.
Mr. BOWMAN asked the Treasurer if
it was true that the salaries due to the
members of the Maryborough Mining
Board could not be obtained?
Mr. VERDON said that the payment
under the first scheme of division had been
protested ag'ainst bya member of the board.
A fresh scheme had been subsequently
adopted, and the warrants for payment,
on that basis, were being issued in due
course.
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CIVIL SERVANTS AS MUNICIPAL
OFFICERS.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Chief Secretary
whether he had any objection to allow
members of the civil service who hold
office as mayors of boroughs, chairmen of
road boards, shire councils, or members of
such bodies, to retain office until the next
annual election? The honorable member
was proceeding to state why he had put
the question on the notice-paper, when
Ml'. DYTE rose to a point of order.
The Speaker, he said, had ruled the other
day that an honorable member, in asking a
question, was not entitled to express any
opinion in connexion with it-he· could
only state facts.
The SPEAKER expressed a hope that
honorable members would adhere to that
rule.
Mr. LEVEY said that he had no desire
to act contrary to the Speaker's ruling.
He was about to state, when he was interrupted by the honorable member for
Ballarat East (Mr. Dyte), that several
persons in the ci viI service held offices in
connexion with road boards, borough
councils, and shire councils. Without
wishing at present to discuss the policy of
the recent civil service regulations, he
thought that, if these persons were called
upon to resign their offices in connexion
with the local bodies immediately, considerable inconvenience would be caused
thereby.
.
Mr. KI~G insisted upon the honorable
member for Normanby obeying the
Speaker'S ruling.
The SPEAKER.-The ruling is not
~ine: but a standing order of the Assembly.
]Sohon?rable member, in putting a question,
has a rIght to state any reasons, but must
confine his remarks to a statement of
facts.
Mr. LEVEY concluded by simply submitting the question.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in reply, said it
was most objectionable that members of
the ci viI service should hold such offices as
those to which the honorable member
referred. Many of the gentlemen holding
such offices had already resigned, and it
was his intention, under the circumstances,
to carry out the rule strictly.
REMOVAL OF NUISANCES DILL.
Captain MAC MAHON, in moving for
leave to introduce a Bill for the removal of
nuisances from the city of Melbourne,
said-It is not intended to proceed with
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the Bill if the Public HeaHh Law Amendment Bill becomes law; but, at tl1e request of the Corporation of Melbourne, who
have incurred expense in connexion with
the Bill. I desire that the HOllse may be
in a position to consider it without delay,
in the event of the general meaSUl'e introduced by the Government not being
passed. The only material difference be ..
tween the two, as affecting the Corporation
of Melbourne, is that by this Bill the
corporation would have direct power to
order the removal of n9i!;ances; whereas,
by the Public Health Laws Amendment
Bill, the power will be given through the
Central Board of Health.
Mr. IRELAND seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I see no objection to the introduction of this Bill, on the
understanding stated by the honorable and
gallant member, that it will not be proceeded with until the fate of the Public
Health Bill is ascertained.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I am very glad to
hear that it is not the intention of .the
corporation to proceed with this Bill if the
Public Healt.h Bill becomes law. I have
looked carefully into the Bill, and I think
that pet'haps some portions of it might,
with ad vantage, be embodied in the general
measure.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought iu and read a first time.
COMPLAINTS BEFORE" WARDENS.
Mr. CASEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House, a return of the number of complaints
made to and heard before each warden of the
gold fields during the year 1865 and 1866
respectively, the aggregate amonnt of damages
claimed and recovered, and the amount of costs
awarded."
It will be in the recollection of the House
(said the honorable member) that under
the old Gold Fields Act, litigation between
miners who had disputes with one another
was initiated in the warden's courts by
complaint being made by one of the
parties. The usual course of proceeding
then was, for the warden to visit the
locality of the dispute, and settle the
matter on the ground, in the presence of
the persons conc(\rned, no professional
gentlemen attending, and no costs being
incurred by either party. Under the
Mining Statute, the procedure is different.
All the proceedings before wardens must
be initiated by a summons, which is afterwards heard in the warden's court. Professional gentlemen attend on behalf of the
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litigants, and in many instances there is
great difficulty in getting at the real facts
of the case, owing to technical objections
being raised, and the summonses are dismissed, costs being given against the unsuccessful party. This has had the effect
on some of the gold fields of virtually
shutting the doors of the wardens' courts,
and preventing miners who have disputes
with other miners from obtaining the assistance which those courts were intended
to afford. In my own district, the effect
of this system has been that the wardens
in some cases have agreed, with the consent of the professional gentlemen on both
sides, not to allow costs to either party.
Indeed, to induce miner!; to avail themselves of the assistance of the wardens to
settle disputed questions, something like a
guarantee has had to be gi ven that no costs
would be allowed on either side. From all I
can learn, I believe that the new system
has had the effect of preventing miners
llaving their disputes settled as easily as
under the old system; and it is with the
view of ascertaining how far the new
system has operafed in that direction that
I have moved for this return, so that, if
necessary, legislation may be adopted in
order to restore the old system. I think
it will be the wish of honorable members
generally that fiteilities should be g'iven to
miners to get their disputes settled as
quickly and inexpensively as possible. I
would suggest that tha return should be
prepared so "as to show the number of
complaints made in each quarter of the
years mentioned in the motion, if that will
not entail mueh extra trouble.
Mr. BURROWES seconded the motion.
Mr. BI~DO~.-I agree with the honorable member for Mandurang, that it is extremely desirable that litigation concerning
disputes between miners should be conducted in as chen.p and inexpensive a
manner as possible. I may inform the
honorable member, however, that I am
not aware that any complaint has been
made to the Mining department that the
system of deciding those disputes in force
in 1866 is not so satisfactol'y as that in
force in 1865. This is the first time I
have heard any complaint in reference to
the matter. "I have no objection to the
retul'U asked for being supplied, and in
the form in which the honorable member
has suggested.
Mr. LALOR.-Various complaints have
been made on gold fields with which I am
acquainted, that the jurisdiction possessed
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by the wardens is too large. In a case
decided at Smythesdale some time ago,
the warden awarded damages to the
amount of £7,000. The general opinion
of intelligent miners is, that wardens
should not be vested with such large
powers as they at present possess.
The motion was then agreed to.
EDUCATION COMMISSION.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House copies of all correspondence between Mr.
Casey, M. P., Dr. Bt;ownless, and the Government, with reference to the appointment of
those gentlemen as members of the Education
" Commission,"

Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
MINING COMPANIES LAW
AME:S-DMENT BILL.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-As a general
desire was expressed on the second reading of the Mining Companies Bill, that it
should be referred to a select committee,
I beg to move" That the Bill to limit the liability of mining
companies be referred to a select committee,
consisting of Mr. Bunny, Mr. Bindon, Mr. Uasey,
Mr. Frazer, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Dyte, Mr. McKean,
Mr. Ramsay, Mr. Smyth, Mr. Sullivan, and the
mover-three to form a quorum, with power to
call for persons and papers, to report to this
House, and to sit on days when the House does
not meet."

Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion.
Mr. DYTE suggested that the latter
portion of the motion, giving power to
the committee" to sit on days when the
House does not meet," should be omitted.
Mr. MACGREGOR acquiesced in this
suggestion, and the motion, as amended
by the omission of these words, was agreed
to.
SUPPLY.
The resolution agreed to in Committee
of Supply on the previous day was considered and adopted.
The House then" resolved itself into
Committee of Supply.
Mr. VERDON moved"That a sum not exceeding £ 117,100 be
granted to Her Majesty. for or towards certain
of the services for the year 1866, specified and
set forth in the Supplementary Estimates submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the 5th
day of February, 1867."

Mr. GILLIES suggested that, until the
committee had had an opportunity of considering the Supplementary Estimates in
detail, the Treasurer should simply take a
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vote for a sum sufficient to meet items
about which there was likely to be no
discussion, and for which money was required immediately.
Mr. VERDON intimated that he would
not object to that course, and substituted
£10,000 for £117,100.
.
The motion, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. VERDON next moved"That a sum not exceeding £500,000 be
granted to Her Majesty for or towards the
services for the year 1867, set forth in the Estimates submitted to the Legislative Assembly
on the 5th day of February, 1867."
The resolution was agreed to..
The House resumed, and both resolutions were reported.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House having gone into Committee
of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON moved"That, towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the articles undermentioned,
imported into Victoria, the following duties
shall be charged from and after the 1st of
July,1867-Spirits or strong waters, of any
strength not exceeding the strength of proof
by Sykes's hydrometer, and so in proportion for
any greater strength than the strength of proof
-lOs. per gallon."
Mr. LEVEY said it had been suggested
to him by honorable members on the
Opposition side of the House that, as the
Budget proposed a complete change in the
fiscal system of the country, it was
desirable that an opportunity should be
afforded of ascertaining the opinion of the
public upon it, and that with that view,
and also to enable honorable members to
consider it more carefully than they had
yet been able to do, it was necessary that
there should be a longer adjournment of
the debate than was asked for on the
previous evening. He would remind the
Treasurer that it was not unusual to ask
for a few days adjournment under such
circumstances, and that, of course, the
Opposition had not had the same opportunity of forming an opinion upon the
proposed changes in the Tariff as the Government had had.
Mr. VERDON said he was somewhat
surprised at the suggestion of the honorable member, because he understood that
the committee would be prepared to go on
with the discussion that evening. He was
very loath to object to an application for
time to consider an important matter like
the Budget, although he felt it was desir-
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able, in order to prevent any undue disturbance of trade and for other reasons,
that the matter should be disposed of with
as little delay as possible. He, therefore,
left himself in the hands of the committee.
He could only repeat that, while the Government were most anxious to give
honorable members every opportunity of
obtaining information on the matter, they
were equally anxious that it should be
disposed of, one way or the other, as
quickly as possible.
Dr. EMBLING admitted that business
engagements had not permitted him to go
fully into the question. The fiscal policy
of the country was now to be changed for
good or ill, and he desired time for consideration.
Mr. BUNNY said that, without time
for consideration, he could not profess to
understand the subject, and therefore he
would not be able to represent the interests
of his constituents.
Mr. FRANCIS stated that, unless there
was unanimity in the request for an
adjournment, the Government were bound
to go on. They could not take their
policy from honorable gentlemen opposite.
The alterations proposed by the Government were summed up in the resolutions
before the committee, and these alterations
might very readily be discussed by commercial members that evening. Time
might be wanted by the Opposition for
other purposes than to consider these
matters. He doubted whether the patriotism
of those honorable gen tlemen did not cloak
something else.
Mr. KYTE called attention to the fact,
that all the troubles of last year were
traceable to the week's delay granted by
the House. It did not require a wiseacre
to see through the object honorable members had in asking for a similar delay on
the present o~casion.
Mr. DYTE commented upon the remarkable change which had come over the
spirit of the honorable member for N 01'manby, for the previous evening that
honorable member had declared that four
and twenty hours were sufficient for a
consideration of the question. 'lhe subject had been so long before t.he country,
that honorable members could form an
opinion on it, without appealing to their
cOBstituents.
Mr. GILLIES expressed his surprise
that honorable members should be in such
a hurry to saddle, not themselves, but their
constituents with a large amount of
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additional taxation. Whenever a proposition of this nature had been made before,
time h~d always been allowed, both here
and in England, for its consideration. No
evil could follow from a postponement for
a few days, inasmuch as a resolution for
the protection of the revenue had already
been agreed to. The constituencies ought
to be given an opportunity to speak out
on the subject.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that he saw no
reason for an appeal to the constituencies,
nor did he believe that a postponement
would alter a single vote. At the same
time, if honorable members on the Opposition side real1y desired an adjournment,
the Government would do well to give
way and not to exercise their strength.
Mr. REEVES remarked that so many
of the proposed alterations in the Tariff
would lead to discussion, that he was
- decidedly in favour of proceeding with
business without delay.
Captain MAC MAHON pointed out
that there was a more important matter
than suiting the convenience of the Government, and that was, that time should be
allowed for an expression of opinion out of
doors. No doubt the proposal of the
Government would be carried into effect,
but persons outside ought to have the
opportunity of pointing out what amendments were required by the various interests that proposal affected.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that whatever
reasonable adjournment the Opposition
might have asked for the previous day would
have been willingly conceded. The proposition to proceed the next evening emanated,
however, from an Opposition member.
The Government were anxious to go on
with the business of the country, but if
honorable members were not prepared to
deal with the question, the Government
could only say that they placed themselves
in the hands of the House. As to any
expression of opinion out of doors, he was
satisfied that the more thoroughly the
Government scheme was examined, the
more thoroughly it would be approved of.
Mr. McKEAN urged that, if there was
an adjournment at all, it ought to be for a
sufficient time to allow the country
districts, as well as the Melbourne and
suburban constituencies, to express their
opinion on the Government policy. He
was sure, however, that a majority of
honorable mem bel'S were desirous of proceeding w~th the discussion.
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Mr. SANDS said that, to give the
country districts time to speak out, an
adjournment until Tuesday week would
be necessary.
He was convinced that
the Government would find their hands
strengthened by the measures they had
proposed. He knew that these measures
had been, most favorably received in his
own district.
Mr. DYTE also maintained that, if the
country districts were to express an
opinion, an adjournment until Tuesday
week would be necessary.
The committee divided on the motion
that progress be reportedAyes
24
Noes
32
Majority against reporting} 8
progress
••.
•••
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"

Bayles,
Bunny,
Connor,
Dyte,
Embling,
Gillies,
Hanna,
Heath,
Hopkins,
Jones,
Kerferd,
Levey,
MacBain,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Baillie,
Balfour,
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Evans,
Farrell,
Francis,
Halfey,
Harbison,
H. Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Kyte,

Mr. McLellan,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Moore,
" O'Grady,
" • Orr,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Watkins.

Tellers.
Mr. Langton~
" Longmore.
NOES.

"

"
"
"

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Love,
Macgregor,
McCaw,
McCulloch,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Sands,
G. P. Smith,
G. V. Smith,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Vale,
Verdon.

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Bowman.

Mr. LEVEY.-Since it is the wish of
honorable members that the debate should
continue, I will proceed with my observations on the statement made yesterday
evening by the honorable the Treasurer.
The honorable gentleman, in the course of
his address, went more fully than he has
been wont to do into a large number of
figures relating to the fiscal progress of
the colony during the last three or four
years, and to a comparison of the revenue
for a still longer period. It will be my
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duty to extract from the great quantity of
chaff in this statement the few grains of
wheat which really have reference to the
question before us. The honorable gentleman stated that we commenced the present
yenr with a balance from 1865 of
£225,898, or, in round numbers, a quarter
of a million of money; and we learn
that, owing to the financial system
adopted by the Government, owing
to the revision of the Tariff, and owing
to the general legislative hocus-pocus
indulged in, the year which commenced
with a credit balance of a quarter of a
million is to wind up with a credit
balance of £ I, 108. . And how does the
honorable gentleman arrive at this surplus, which is so near a deficit? He does
it by three operations, which I cannot find
language sufficiently strong to characterize. The first is by not spending a
sum of £60,000 which ought to have been
spent under the Immigration Act; the
second by not spending a sum of £130,000
voted for public works; and the third by
raising a sum of £80,000 by the sacrifice
of the public estate at the auction mart
without the authority of this House, and,
consequently, in express defiance of the
Land Act, the 68th section of which provides that no land shall be sold by auction
unless the President of the Board of Land
and Works lays a statement before this
House of the quantity he intends to sell,
and obtains permission to sell it. I
:find that the Treasurer-for though
the honorable gentleman was absent
the grenter part of the financial year, yet,
as he endorses the administration of the
Chief Secretary, I am justified in referring
to the Government policy as his-I find
that he took upon himself not to spend a
sum of £60,000, which should have been
devoted to immigration. The Land Act
of 1862, and the Amending Land Act of
1865, set aside a certain proportion of the
land revenue for immigration purposes,
and the Immigration Act states the way
in which that money shall be applied.
The honorable gentleman himself, in the
report he has presented to the House of
his proceedings in England, points out
the desirability of giving effect to this
Act. He says"Many of the misapprehensions most injurious to Australia only exist because is is impossible to obtain reliable information. Everyone knows, or at least can find out without
difficulty, where to go for information as to
America, Canada, and most of the Australian
colonies; but, save the obscure little office
Mr. Levell.
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occasiollal1y visited by Major Pasley, there is no
place in England where anything concerning
Victoria can be learned."

Every Victorian colonist who has visited
England makes the same complaint. The
Immigration Act was brought forward,
during the regime of the late Ministry, to
end this. stnte of things; and, together
with the Land Act, it took it out of
the power of this House to determine
the amount of the annual vote for immigration. It was felt that a constant stream
of immigration was of such importance,
that it ought not to be left to an aunual
vote. But since this Government came
into office,· they have treated these Acts
as though they were dead letters. An
Act of Parliament directs that certain
regulations shall be framed; but the
Minister of Customs says, "I will refuse
to carry out these regulations." What the
result has been I do not now care to say.
Whatever objections there may have been
to immigration when there was no access
to the public lands, there can be none now,
when every man desirous of settling in
th.e colony can do so. We have only to
look at other countries, notably the United
States, to ascertain the effects· of a constant stream of immigration. The United
~tates have passed triumphantly through ..
a crisis unexampled in the last century,
and have crushed a powerful rebellion,
because their liberal Homestead Act
attracted a' stream of immigration
which they utilized against their adversaries. Immigration would have saved
us from the depression in trade, and the
monetary crisis from which we are now
emerging. With it" endowed as the colony
is with every possible advantage, we
should become a nation; without it, we
must remain as we now are. One of the
most serious charges against this Ministry
is their systematic policy of stifling the
Immigration Act.
Mr. COPE.-They have prevented poorhouses.
Mr. LEVEY.-The honorable member
can know nothing ahout the question. If he
knew the struggle the farmers have had to
get their crops in this summer, he would not
talk of poor-housf's. I am informed that,
in the agricultural district I have the
honour to represent, one-fift.h of the corn
crop has been lost, owing to the impossibility of obtaining agricultural labour.
For months past the newspapers have
teemed with paragraphs regarding the
necessity of employing Chinese, and rela-
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ting how the European labourers have
congl'egatcd at public-houses, smoking and
drinking, and have stood out for higher
wages than the farmers could afford to pay.
In many instances the cost of reaping
has been a third, and even a half of the value
of the crop. The Government, which by
its stoppage of immigration for four years
past has induced this state of things, can
hardly regard the prospect with complacency. If they can only obtain their
enormous balance of £1,108 by such
means, it would be better, perhaps, to come
before the House with a deficiency. The
next thing the Government did to obtain
their balance was to deliberately repudiate
the votes of this House. Ministers, last
session, came down with a scheme for the
public works for the year. The House,
after a great deal of deliberation, voted
sums amounting to £379,000.
We are
told by the Treasurer that it is necessary
to make the public account balance in
order to maintain the credit of the colony,
and that it is owing
our having done
this in the past that the success of our
loan with the English public is greatly due.
Perhaps I should rather say our success
with the French public, who, may be,
knowing less of our affairs, were more
willing to lend their money. But if' this
painful necessity does exist, if the
Treasurer has to come down and acknowledge that his estimates were a blunder,
he should not do so in his jaunty and somewhat glib manner of yesterday, but rather
with a certain amount of contrition, and an
acknowledgment of the incompetence of
the gentleman by whom the finances were
administered during his own absence. The
third matter to which I have to allude is
the sacrifice of the public estate by auction.
We are all agreed that the greatest blunder
made in years past was the sale of our
lands to raise a revenue, without considering whether or not we settled a population
on the soil. -Much, if not aU, of the popularity of the present Ministry is 'due to the
belief that they were not the men to continue this system-that they would not
sell land unless set.tlement was to follow.
It was under this belief that they obtained
power to sell by auction, provided that
they laid upon the table of this House a
statement of their intentions, and provided
that that statement,was approved of. But
the Government have treated this provision
in the same way as they have the Immigration Act and the Land Acts of 1R62 and
1865. Finding tpat there was a deficit, they

to
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proceeded in the most profligate and wicked
manner to confiscate 250,000 acres in the
Wimmera district. They knew that none
of this enormous tract was at present
available for settlement; they knew that
it must fall into the hands of the
squatters; and yet, rather than meet
the House with a deficit, they sacrificed
the land. At the very snme time that this
was being done the Minister of Lands was
promising to a deputation of' Mount Moriac
farmers that he would introduce the
system of free selection before survey; that
in a few days, regulations would be promulgated which would allow any man to
take up 640 acres when he pleased and
w here he pleased. Whether the honorable
gentleman ascertained that he was too
rash in his promises, or whether he fell
into the evil company of the more nstute
Chief Secretary, I cannot say; but his whole
conduct this session-his unwillingness to
appear in the House when his presence is
not absolutely required by departmental
business-shows that he is not prepared to
carry out his proposition. And what has
been the effect of the honorable gentleman's statement? Why that, while the
industrious population has not been afforded
the promised facilities, a death blow has
been dealt to the poorer squatters; for, as
honorable members more behind the scenes
of banking policy than myself can inform
the House, that statement has rendered it
impossible for any pastoral tenant to obtain
an advance on the security of his run.
In short, the land policy of the Government, like their other policies, has been most
disastrous to the interests of the country.
The next subject to which I desire to
direct attention is the expenditure which
the Treasurer proposes for the present
year. The honorable gentleman pointed
out fairly enough that, although the expenditure for the year would probably
amount to nearly £3,400,~00, something
like £1,134,000 of this sum would consist of special appropJ.'iations under the
authority of various Acts of Parliament.
It appears that the sum of £697,000 is
for the salaries and wages of the civil
establishments; £700,000 is set apart for
departmental contingencies; and £907,000
is put down for "other expenditure." In
other words, if we deduct the sum which
we have to pay every year for our funded
debt-this year it will be £665,000
-the proposed expenditure for the
present year will amount to £2,650,000 ;
or nearly £5 per head for every
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man, woman, and child in the country.
Now I beg to point out that this expenditure is gradually working up to something
perfectly monstrous; and that, ifit goes on
increasing, it will ultimately bring us to
national insolvency. The expenditure is
on a scale unequalled by any other country
in the world, however prosperous or extravagant. It is at a rate four times that
of the mother country. Last year the
Imperial expenditure was £66,462,206,
of which £26,369,939 was devoted to the
management and interest of the funded
debt; so that, in England, the total expenditure on civil establishments, the army
and navy, embassies abroad, packet service,
&c., does not exceed £40,000,000; and
this for a population which, according to
the last census, numbers 29,346,000 souls.
In other words, in the mother country, the
annual public expenditure (excluding the
amount paid as interest' on the funded
debt) is at the rate of £ 1 6s. 8d. per head;
while here the public expenditure is at the
rate of £4 lOs. per head.
Mr. VERDON.-The comparison is not
fair.
Mr. LEVEY.-I am ready to admit
that we spend a much larger amount of
our revenue on public works than is done
in the mother country; but, on the other
band, it must not be forgotten that we are
entirely relieved of any expenditure for
an army and navy, like that borne by the
mother country. And what, after all, is
our expenditure on public works? I find
that it is proposed to spend, during the
present year, only £515,000 for the endowment of road districts and boroughs,
the construction of roads outside road
districts, and on public works. Well,
the civil expenditure of the mother
country is £15,000,000, while here
(excluding the expenditure for public
works) it is over £2,000,000. I am quite
prepared to admit that a country like this
should bear a larger amount of taxation
per head than the mother country; but
while I admit that our resources are very
elastic, I say that there is a limit to
elasticity, there is a limit to the tax-paying
powers of a people. I am quite willing to
admit the difficulties experienced by the
Government in their endeavours to effect
retrenchment; I admit that they have done
something in this direction; but I say that
their retrenchment has not gone far enough.
To lop sixpence a day from the wages of
a railway porter is a very cheese-paring
way of making retrenchment. I should
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like to see a less expensive and less
complicated system -of Government. I
should like to see wholesale reductions
made in the expenditure on the administration of justice, the civil service,
roads and bridges, and public works;
unless this be done we shall find before
long that the resources of this country are
unable to bear the pressure which has
been brought upon them. The Treasurer
has taken credit for having done much
towards reducing the annual expenditure;
but I find-on comparing the Estimates
for 1866 with those which we are now
called upon to discuss-that in every department of the State there is a considerable increase. The special appropriations
amounted last year to £1,120,000; this
year they amount to £1,134,000, showing
an increase of £14,000. The reason of
that may be that we have proposed to
somewhat increase our funded debt; but
we cannot go on increasing our funded
debt to an indefinite extent. I willingly
admit that the policy of spending a large
portion of our means every year in reproductive public works is a very wise one;
but our borrowing powers must sooner or
later be severely crippled, if it be found
that the interest on our national debt is
increasing at such a ratio. I find that
there is an increase under the head of
salaries and wages from £680,000 to
£697,000.
Mr. VERDON.-Caused by increments.
Mr. LEVEY.-I don't deny this; but I
say that a system like that sanctioned by
the Civil Service Act, which commits the
House to annual increments, may ultimately lead us to a position which I dare
not contemplate. I admit that Government officers should be able to feel something like certa~n of the tenure on which
they hold their situations; and I say
that a good civil servant, like a good
private servant, deserves 1;0 have his
But a private memsalary increased.
ber of this House cannot live beyond
his income; he must cut his coat according to his cloth. And the same
principle should apply to the Government.
If salaries increase in this way, by increments under the Ci vi! Service Act, the
time will come when the pressure on the
public finances will be harder than they
can bear; and although I should be the
last to propose a reduction of the salaries
of civil servants, yet I say that we ought
to look this difficulty fairly in the face. I
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find that the contingencies have increased
from £693,000 to £700,000 ; and that the
"other expendi ture" has increased' from
£823,000 to £907,000. In short, the
total increase to our expenditure this year
is something like £65,000. Now, I ask,
is this a time for increasing expenditure?
Is any private gentleman, merchant, director of a public company, squatter,
farmer, or any man in business prepared
to increase his annual expenditure at
the present time? I say that we ought
to take very good care, at the beginning
of a financial year, that the burthens
laid on the people of this country are
not more than they can bear - are
not more than they are likely, in future
years.' to be able to afford. The present
Government have been in office for four
years; this is the fourth or fifth Budget
which the Treasurer has brought down;
and I say that long ere this we ought to
have introduced a system of economy into
the public service. While we are indulging in this extravagant expenditure, I
would ask what is the condition of this
city? I would ask the Treasurer what he
thought of Melbourne on his return from
Europe? Is not the state of the public
buildings a positive disgrace to us? Before the existence of the present Government-when the Chief Secretary was only
the member for :Mornington-that honorable gentleman proposed that a sum of
money should be raised by loan, for the
purpose of finishing our public buildings.'
Whether those buildings were commenced
ona cheap or on an expensive plan, certainly
they ought to be finished. But the Houses
of Parliament, the Treasury, the Supreme
Court-indeed, nearly every public building we see-is in an unfinished and incomplete condition, creating the impression of
a bankrupt exchequer-of a community
with large desires and very small means.
No stranger arriving here would imagine,
from the appearance of our public buildings,
that this is one of the most expensively
governed countries in the whole world. I
do trust that the Government will look
fairly into this question of public expenditure. I am glad to find that the AttorneyGeneral has, in his department, applied
the principle of retrenchment pretty
vigorously; but I repeat that I object to mere cheese-paring reductions. I
regard our system of Government as
needlessly complicated and expensive. I
believe the Government to be split up into
far too many departments; and I think
VOL.m.-z
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that if there was a much smaller number
of Ministers, and a much smaller number
of heads of departments, the arrangement
would be far wiser, and the expenditure
of the country might be very much reduced. I have gone at this length into
the question of our extravagance, because,
although we have had the public estate to
fall back upon, although we have been in
the habit of drawing about one million
sterling per annum from the public lands,
yet, sooner or later-when that land fund
is materially diminished-we shall have
to adopt a system of retrenchment which
will be all the more painful because of
the extravagance to which for so many
years we have been accustomed. I do not
believe in giving such enormous powers
into the hands of any Government. I
believe that such a large revenue may
tend to smooth the difficulties of a Government "struggling fOl'-existence," but
it is quite unworthy of a Government like
the present. I am certain that there is
not a Minister who does not feel that the
amount of patronage placed at· his disposal
is excessively inconvenient and unpleasant
-and who would not be glad to see that
amount of patronage greatly diminished;
because, where there is one appointment
to be given away, with a dozen applicants for that appointment, you may
make one friend, and at the same time
eleven bitter enemies. For these and other
reasons-reasons not germane to the
existence of the present Ministry-I trust
that, even at the eleventh hour-at any
rate, before the next session, the Government will vigorously do what I maintain
every private individual, every firm, and
every public company, has had to do
during the last two or three yearsnamely, to set to work in reducing expenditure. I now come to the third branch
of the subject--namely, the taxation
which the present Government seek to introduce. The Government, as I understand, ask that they may bring in an
entirely new system of duties .. The duties
levied up to the present time may be
divided into two classes, first, the old
duties, which were levied under the
old Tariff - the Tariff which was in
existence prior to the year 1864and the new duties levied by this
House, after the very stormy political
crisis from which we emerged a few
months ago. It is proposed to retain all
the"old duties; and it is proposed, with
respect to the new duties, to make an
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enormous change. I confess that, considering the great exertions made by the
Ministry to carry the late or rather the
present Tariff-considering that they did
not scruple, in order to carry that Tariff, .
to keep this country in a state of political
turmoil for something over twelve months
-considering that they wished that Tariff
carried for three years, and that that
proposition was one of the causes of the
dispute with the other branch of the
Legislature-I am surprised that, at the
very first opportunity afforded them, they
should be prepared to throw over that
Tariff. What do we find? Last year
the Commissioner of Customs thought
that anything like an ad valorem Tat'iff
was the most wicked and monstrous thing
that could possibly be devised. When the
Tariff was first brought in, the Minister
of Customs, sp'eaking as a leading Melbourne merch:nt, made the following
remarks about ad valorem duties:" Had an ad valorem system been proposed, it
would have required skilled members of every
trade to protect the public interests against
fraud. . . . . An ad valorem scale would
necessarily have involved, in the first place, a
more inquisitorial system; and secondly, ~
more skilled class of customs officers-skilled
in the details of the various branches of trade.
• . . . The experience of the strong objections of all the principal officials of the customs
department were against ad valorem duties, on
the ground of their inquisitorial character, and
that the fair and honest trader had opposed to
him persons of the least conscientious scruples,
who did not hesitate to prostitute the law to
their own advantage; and that there would be
in all commercial communities, collecting revenue by means of ad valorem duties, so much of
what was called here custom-house oaths, and
general laxity of morals, that the least scrupulous would have the advantage."

It is strange that, without any reasouwithout any apparent pressure on the part
of the IQercantile community-these ad valorem duties which twelve months ago were,
in the opinion of the Minister of Customs
and his colleagues, so objectionable, are
now, above all others, the very kind of
duties that ought to be imposed. Does
not the experience of every merchant and
every man of business show that ad
valorem duties lead to the, making of false
entries, and the use of double sets of
invoices? What does McCulloch, the
political economist of all others who
appea.rs to enjoy the confidence of the
Treasurer, say on the subject ?"Even as respects imported commodities
(observes McCulloch) the obstacles in the
way of assessing ad valorem duties are not ea:sily
overcome. It is very difficult to learn either
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what most articles cost or what they are worth
at the present moment. If the determination
of such a point were left to the importer, he
might, to save the duty, undervalue the articles;
while, if it were left to the officer, he might
overvalue them. It is sometimes the practice,
when articles are entered at value and charged
with ad valorem duties, to authorize the officers,
if they suspect the articles are undervalued, to
take them on account of Government at the
price entered, adding a reasonable profit for the
merchant. But a plan of this sort is very liable
to abuse, and especially to collusion between
the importers and the officers. Probably no
ad valorem duty was ever so fairly assessed and
easily collected as that on tea previously to the
abolition of the East India Company's monopoly.
All sorts of tea were then exposed to public
sale in London ; a duty of 96 per cent. being
charged upon such as sold under 2s. per lb., and
of 100 per cent. on such as sold at 2s. per lb.
and upwards j so that there was no room for
fraud or favoritism. But after the abolition of
the company's monopoly, when everybody
might import teas into the outports as well
as into the metropolis, and dispose of them at
pleasure, the former system for the assessment
of the duties could no longer be acted upon."

Last year a measurement duty was carried
which, accorcling to the Minister of Customs, would produce on an average about
5 per cent. on the value of the goods. But
when it was urged that it would be a much
greater convenience to the mercantile community to have instead an ad 'l.'alorem duty
of 5 per cent., the Minister of Customs was
full of objections to the proposition. It
would require, he said, a large and expensive
staff of officers, whereas a measurement duty
would require only a simple scale of weights
and measures and a pair of calipers. At
very great difficulty, and at large expense,
the mercantile community have endeavoured
to adapt their arrangements to the mode of
charging duties adopted by this House,
and they have instructed their correspondents in various parts of the world to do
likewise; and now, at the mere pleasure of
the Minister of Customs-I see no other
reason-we are to imp,ose the ad valorem
duties which were so objectionable a few
months ago. The Government state that,
feeling it would be necessary very much
to increase their expenditure, they had
before them, first, a measure for imposing
direct taxation. The Treasurer has referred to the diffi'culties, of imposing direct
taxation in a new country. I believe that
both to direct and indirect taxation there
are many ~bjections. I believe it would
be utterly impossible to adopt any scheme
of taxation which did not press injuriously
on some interest.
" Who e'er expects a faultless tax to see,
Expects what neither is, nor was, nor
e'er shall be."
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But I think that in this country - a
country where, owing to the defective
land legislation of past years, we find
enormous tract.s in the possession of a few
individuals, who do not use those tracts
for the benefit of the people at large, who
give little or no employment to the peop1e,
and who, in many instances, spend the
produce of their large estates in other
countries-there is one tax which might
suggest itself to the Treasurer. That is a
land tax. I feel certain that a land tax
which would press more heavily upon the
rich than on the poor, which would be felt
mostly by men holding large estates, would
solve the problem which we have been,
for many years, endeavouring to solve in
this country-namely, a fiscal system
which would make the rich pay their
proper share of the burthens of the State.
In this country, men of wealth are not, as
a rule, men who spend a large sum of
money; they are men who spend almost
in an inverse ratio to their incomes. Some
of the' wealthiest men in this country live
penuriously-I may almost say miserly.
Our customs duties do not touch these
men in the slightest degree. Thesemenhave
princely incomes, and, as the Minister of
Justice has remarked, contribute neither
to the public revenue nor in the slightest
degree to the public charities. Is this a
state of things that ought to exist? Is it
right that men possessing thousands of
acres of land, and enjoying incomes of
£50,000 and more per annum, should contribute not so much to the revenue as an
ordinary middle-class family, with th6ir
humble consumption of tea, sugar, wine,
spirits, beer,· and tobacco? Our customs
duties have pressed hitherto on the middle
and humbler classes. The wealthier classes
have paid far less than their proper share
of taxation. Therefore, whatever objectiop.s the Treasurer may have to direct
taxation, the honorable gentleman might
have learned, from his recent visit to the
mother country, that the easiest system is
that adopted there of obtaining a certain
amount from direct, and a certain amount
from indirect, taxation. There the Chancellor of the Exchequer invites the House
of Commons to assent to the imposition of
certain customs and excise duties, and
also to the income tax, which, however
inquisitorial it may be, is one of the fairest
taxes in existence. But the Treasurer,
having abandoned the idea of a land tax,
made up his mind to raise the revenue
required from customs duties. Now' there
z2
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were several courses open to the honorable gentleman. He could have gone back
to the old Tariff, which, with all its faults,
gave the greatest possible facilities to the
trade of the port, inasmuch as the revenue
was raised from comparatively a small
number of articles, upon which comparatively large duties were charged; or
he could have raised the amount of revenue
required in such a way that luxu1'ies
rather than necessaries would be taxedthat the rich should pay a larger proportion of taxation than the poor; or be
could have looked upon the question from
. a protective point of view. For years
past there has been a strong party in the
country and in this House in favour of
protection; and I am sorry to say ,that
the protection party in this House seem to
have been like Samson in the hands of the
Ministerial Delilah. Th.ey seem prepared
to sacrifice every principle in order that
the Ministry may indulge in a variety of
fiscal experiments. I believe that the
protection party in this House is strong
enough to demand that the experiment of
protection-at any rate of incidental protection-shall be fairly tried. I have
always been of the opinion expressed by
the late Minister of Justice on the hustings at Colac, and also recently at the old
Exhibition building, that it is quite possible
so to distribute the customs taxation of
this country, as that it should press heavily
upon the industry of foreig-n countries, and
very lightly on the industry of our own.
I believe it is quite possible to introduce
a Tariff which-by raising a considerable
amount of revenue from twenty or thirty
articles that could be made in this country
-might give a bona fide stimulus to
certain industries, and not unduly interfere with trade. Although I believe
the introduction of. factories into this
country is far more important to us than
our intercolonial trade, yet I do not wish
to undervalue the impol·tance of that
trade. It seems, by the system which our
Government propose, that our intercolonial
trade will be altogether annihilated. We
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the
direct trade between England and New
Zealand is far greater now than it was a
few years ago; that our trade with New
Zealand, South Australia, Queensland, and
Tasmania, bas, for t.he last two years, been
steadily declining; and that the number of
steamers employed in the intercolonial
trade is now not much more than one-half
what it was two years ago. We are told by'
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the Government that this is attrihutable to people to embark capital in various inall sorts of things, but that it is not in the dustries ; but, because the notions of the
slightest degree due to the Tariff. On the Minister of Customs have changed, there is
other hand, we are told by many of our to be no more protection; and protecleading merchan ts-prominent members of tionists are to be told by the Government,
the free trade party-that this falling .off " Weare very sorry for you, but to
in the intercolonial trade is almost entirely assist you is quite out of our line." Now
due to the Tariff. However it may be, it I may be told that this is a protective
cannot be denied that this trade has con- Tariff, because it imposes a duty of 5 per
siderably fallen off. Weare now called cent. ad valorem on everything. But for
upon to perpetuate this state of things. that same reason I may say that the Tariff
We are asked to put a tax of 10 per cent. is to all intents and purposes free trade.
ad valorem on a great number of articles, McCulloch remarks on this subjectand a tax of 5 per cent. ad valorem on all
"It has occasionally been objected to indirect
the rest. What effect will that have on taxes, or at least to customs duties, that they
the intercolonial trade?
A system of are inconsistent with the great principle of free
drawbacks will not work, because it trade. But there is hardly even a plausible,
much less a real, foundation for this statement.
will not be worth a merchant's trouble When
equal and moderate duties are laid on
to pass some twenty or thirty entries commodities, without respect to the countries
for the sake of a few shillings; and whence or the channels through which they
without a system of drawbacks, with the come to us, the trade in them is quite as free as
would be were the duties repealed. Suppose
strong competition that exists between it
that the existing dvty of Is. a quarter on foreign
Victoria and New South Wales as regards wheat were increased to 5s. or 7s. a quarter,
the intercolonial trade, I am certain that would not render the trade less free than it
that the imposition of a 5 per cent. duty is at this moment. Such increase would; under
certain circumstances, lessen importation, but
will altogether destroy that trade, so far as that
would be all. Freedom is not absolute but
we are concerned. And does any honor- relative. and consists in the absence of whatever
able gentleman imagine for a single mo- is partial, oppressive, or unjust. Trade·is quite
ment that any stimulus will be given to as free when there are duties on imports and
as when there are none, provided these
local industries by the alterations pro- exports
duties be moderate, press equally on all parties,
posed? According to the Minister of and involve no preferences. The fair and free
Customs, the measurement duty was equal, competition of horses in a race is not affected
taking the average, to 5 per cent. It by their being all made to carry the same
ranged from 2 per cent. on some articles weight."
to 15 and 20 per cent. on others. No Therefore, whatever may be the objections
dou bt those industries that were protected to this Tariff, it cannot be objected to on
to the extent of 15 or 20 per cent. have the ground that it is protective. I trust
taken root in this country. By the late that the protectionist members of this
Tariff, the hat trade was protected to the House-if an attempt has been made to
extent of something like 3s. or 4s. in the hoodwink them into the belief that this is
pound. The result was that a large num- a protectionist Tariff-will at once see the
ber of persons emLarked their capital and folly and fallacy of such a proposition.
industry in the manufacture of hats. At Let this Tariff be dealt with on its merits.
one fell swoop this protection is to be There is no protection in it,whatever protaken away; or at all events, by this ad tection there may be looming in the future.
valorem arrangement, it is to be cut down Do not let the common sense of the counto Is. Now let honorable members take try be stultified any longer. If the prothe industry of newspapers and b09ks. tectionist party believe that it is necessary
These things are to come in free; and the for the future good of this country that
local newspaper proprietor, bookseller, every possible stimulus ehould be given to
letter-press printer, engraver, and litho. persons to eIP.bl1rk capital in local indusgrapher, is to be exposed to the- free com. tries, let them not support the present Tariff.
petition of books and newspapers from For more than two years protection has
other countries, while the raw material- beeu virtually dead. Members who came
paper, printing materials, &c.-will have to this House pledged to protection, abanto pay 5 per cent. ad valorem. Is that doned their principles the very first time
protection to native industry? I say thl1t they were asked to do so by the present
native industry would be far better left Administration. I trust that, quite irrealone. By the promise of a certain spective of party politics, or the existence
amount of protection, you have induced of this or any other Ministry, the protec..
Mr. Levell.
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tionists will take up that position which
their importance in this House and in the
country demands.
Speaking for myself
personally, I have always been in favour
of incidental protection; but I was never
blinded by the clap-trap and sophistry of
the propositions of the present Ministry. I
trust that I shall be as wise in the future
as I have been in the past. Whoever the
Government may hoodwink, they will not
hoodwink me. With a view of gilding
the pill which they are called upon to
swallow, protectionists are told that there
is to be a duty of 4~d. or 5d. per bushel on
grain. That may be a wise policy; but I
do think that the Government, who the
other night staked their existence upon
the customs treaty which they have made
with New South Wales, should pause'
before they take a course which is sure to
bring upon them the most unrelenting
hostility of South Australia. South Australia has been till recently the granary of
the Australian colonies. We have been
accustomed for years past to get a large
portion of our wheat from there. Fortunately during the present year, owing to
the abundant harvest and the large increase
of land under cultivation, I believe that we
shall be, as nearly as possible, independent
of any other country for our supply of
wheat. Is this the time to throw down
the glove to South Australia? Is this the
time to make enemies of South Australia?
We have been in the habit of importing
wheat from South Australia, and of exporting potatoes to that colony. The people of
Sou th Australia find they can grow wheat to
greater advantage than we can, and we find
that we can grow potatoes better than they
can. Thousands of tons of potatoes have
been sent annually from this colony, chiefly
from the Western district, to South Australia, and in return we have taken a
large quantity of grain. Why should not
this interchange of commodities continue? It may be said that South Australia is not strong enough to resist us,
and is not like New South Wales in that
respect. I do not think that we ought to
take such a point into consideration. As
a question of policy, I would ask the
Government to consider what they are
doing. Some years ago, when the New
South 'Wales Government threatened to
impose border customs duties, the O'Shanassy Government said, " We look upon
a border customs duty as so unjust and
unfair, after the enormous expenditure we
have made for the benefit of Riverina by
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extending our rail way there, that if you
put a customs duty on your side the
border, we shall not hesitate to put a duty
on stock." If the present Government
had said to New South Wales, "If you
continue your customs duties, we shall
put a duty on stock," there would have
been no necessity for the payment of
£60,000, which we have agreed to make
to New South Wales under the recent
treaty. What is the difference between
putting a duty on meat and putting a duty
on grain? If there is a delicacy in putting
a duty on meat, why should there °not be
a delicacy in putting a duty on grain?
Is not the stock-rearing interest as
important as the grain-growing interest? Many farmers find that it is
impossible to make farming pay by merely
growing grain, and they are beginning to
combine the breeding of sheep and cattle
with that of grain-growing. Surely that
industry has ,as much right to be protected as mere wheat-growing? There is
another thing to be remembered-South
Australia might inflict upon us a most
deadly injury. I was in ~outh Australia
very recently, and I found a strong ffleling
prevailing in favour of free distillation.
With the large annual increase of grain in
Victoria and South Australia, the small
increase of the population, and the impossibility of shipping with profit to the great
markets of the world beyond New Zealand
and the Australian colo~ies, the farmers of
South Australia feel that the only way to get
quit of their surplus grain, and improve
the position of the farming interest, is by
going in to an enormous extent in favour
of free distillation. I would warn the
Government, before they exasperate South
Australia in the way they are now proposing to do, to reflect what would be the effect
if South Australia were to go in for
free distillation. Does anybody imagine
that, with a port within ten miles of our
boundary line, as Port Macdonnell is,
and with the navigation of the Murray
open to our border, it would be possible
to prevent the smuggling of spirits from
South Australia into this colony to an
extent which would seriously affect the
customs revenue? The Commissioner of
Customs imagines that during the present
year we shall raise a revenue of something
like £500,000 on spirits. I would ask
him whether, with a duty on spirits of lOs.
per gallon, or something like £25 per
hogshead, it would be possible to prevent
the smuggling of spirits if South Australia.
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adopted free distillation? I think that
The following is the di yision list:this consideration should make the GovernAYES.
ment pause. If the Government boldly
Mr. Bayles,
Mr. MacBain,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
said, "We believe in the necessity of proI, Edwards,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Moore,
tection, we believe that in the present
Mr. Gillies,
" O'Grady,
state of affairs it is necessary to do all we
Dr. Heath,
" Plummer,
can to encourage new industries;" if they
Mr. Hopkins,
". G. V. Smith,
said, "We believe the farmers cannot make
" Snowball,
" Kerferd,
" Watkins.
" Langton,
both ends meet without some protection,"
" Levey,
at any rate their position would be a
Tellers.
" Levi,
logical one-they would have a good
Mr. Jones,
" Longmore,
argument to bring forward in favour of
" McLellan.
" Love,
the measure, and a good cry to go to the
NOES •
. country with, if they required to go to the
Mr. Balfour,
Mr. Kyte,
country; but to exasperate a neighbouring
" Macgregor,
" Bindon,
" McCaw,
" Burtt,
colony as they are about to do, to interfere
" McCulloch,
" Cope,
with trade, to establish the objectionable
" Davies,
" McKean,
system of ad valorem duties, and to do all
" Reeves,
" Evans,
this without the slightest advantage to any
" ]'arrell,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Francis,
principle or to any theory, and without giv" Grant,
" Vale,
ing to protection that fair trial which pro" Halfey,
" Verdon.
tection before long is bound tohave, whether
" Harbison,
it gets it from this or any other Ministry," H. Henty,
Tellers.
"Higinbotham,
Mr. Baillie,
to do all this, and to gain nothing, is more
" King,
" Bowman.
than I am prepared to assist the Ministry
Mr. EDWARDS urged the Ministry
in doing. If they will come down boldly
with a protective policy, and put such not to press on the discussion that evenduties upon certain articles which may ing, but to consent to an adjournment, in
be made in this colony as will materially order that the people might have an
assist persons in establishing new indus- opportunity of pronouncing· an opinion
tries, I am prepared to give this Ministry upon a measure which, if adopted, would
a fair trial, and I believe that a large probably control the financial destinies of
majority of the House is prepared to do the country, for good or for evil, for a
the same. But I do not believe in this considerable time to corne. When the
mongrel Tariff, which will do a great question of payment of members was
amount of mischief without being of any under consideration a few evenings ago,
advantage, except to. a few merchants and the Attorney-General stated that the best
other persons For the reasons I have way to show whether the country was in
stated, I shall vote against the proposition favour of the measure or not was by
Now· why should not the
of the Treasurer; but in doing so, I must petition.
not be understood as being opposed to a country have the opportunity of petitionduty of lOs. per gallon on spirits, but as ing for or against the fiscal policy of the
voting against the whole fiscal scheme as Government as propounded by the Trea..
surer? No such opportunity had been
propounded last night by the Treasurer.
afforded, because the Treasurer's statement
After a considerable pause,
Mr. JONES rose and said that, as the had not even yet reached the remote disadmirable speech of the honora,ble mem- tricts of the colony. . It was not unreaber for Normanby had apparently com- .sonable to ask the Ministry to. consent to
pletely staggered the Ministry, he would the adjournment of the debate for a few
move that progress be reported, in order days; and that, in the mean time, the
Commissioner of Customs should' give
~o give the occupants of the Treasury
benches an opportunity of preparing a de- honorable members some explanation of
the working of the present Tariff, and the
fence of their Tariff.
The committee divided on the question probable operation of the proposed Tariff.
Mr. VERDON assured the honora.bIe
that the Chairman report progress, when
member that there was not the slightest
there appeared:desire to press the discussion forward
Ayes
22
unduly; but the commi!tee had already
No~
26
decided that it was expedient to proceed
with it at once. The Government had
Majority against the motion 4
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voted against the adjournment, because it
was generally considered proper for a
Government to vote against the postponement of business. Honorable members
were quite entitled to hear the Commissioner of Customs, who would address the
committee later in the debate. His honorable colleague felt that it was due to the
committee, as well as to the Government,
that he should not be called. upon to reply
until a greater number of objections, and
more important objections, to the fiscal
scheme had been raised than any which
had yet been submitted.
Mr·. EDWARDS pointed out that, as
the discussion was in committee, the Com·missioner of Customs could speak as often
as he liked; so that if he addressed the
committee now, he could answer any
objections which might subsequently be
raised.
Captain MAC MAHON said that, a
year ago, the Ministry brought forward a
Tariff which it was supposed would last
for three years at least; but now, without
any external pressure, an entirely llew
Tariff had been introduced. This alone
was a sufficient reason why the committee
should receive from the Commissioner of
Customs an explanation of the reasons for
the change in the fis.cal policy of the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that there
was no desire to keep back the Commissioner of Customs from expressing his
views fully on the proposed changes in
the Tariff, but as yet no tangible objections had been raised to them. When any
tangible objections were raised, the Government would be prepared to defend
their policy.
Mr. LEVI remarked that the question
before the committee was virtually a
measure for effecting certain changes in
the Tariff. Ordinary courtesy, therefore,
required that the Commissioner of Customs
should explain the reason why the changes
had been proposed. The Treasurer, in
introducing his Budget, simply stated that
the cl\anges were necessary for the purpose of raising additional revenue, and intimated that his colleague would explain
more fully the reasons which had induced
the Government to propose them.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thought it was
n very unusual course to say to a member
.of the Government, "Stand and deliver a
defence of your policy." The Treasurer
.had stated that the changes in the Tariff
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were proposed for- the purpose of raising
more revenue; and if any arguments were
urged against the Treasury being' replenished by the mflans proposed, the
Commissioner of Trade and Customs
would be prepared to defend the policy of
the Government.
Mr. LONGMORE said that the Commissioner of Customs had estimated that
the last Tariff would produce £236,000,
and the Commissioner of Public 'IV orks
estimated that it would realize a great deal
more; but this amount had not been
realized, and the duties were now to be
doubled upon a great many articles. 'Why
was this process of doubling necessary?
This was a very important question;
and it was one reason why the country
should have the opportunity of considering
the new scheme of taxation, and why the
Commissioner of Customs should be called
upon to explain why it had been proposed.
Mr. EDWARDS contended that the
Commissioner of Customs ought to give
an explanation of the working of the
last changes which were made in the
Tariff.
It was impossible that the
Treasurer, who had been absent from
the colony for nearly eight months, could
give that information. It had Leen stated
that more money was wanted, but that
was not a sufficient explanation of the
new Tariff. When the last Tariff was
introduced it was said that it would give
incidental protection; and it was necessary
that its operation in that direction should
be fully explained by the Minister to
whose department the working of the
Tariff chiefly belonged, before honorable
members could form an opinion as to the
merits of the Tariff now proposed. He
begged to move that the chairman do
leave the chair.
Mr. FRANCIS said that he rose, not
for the purpose of entering generally into
the question, but to state that the quotation
which the honorable member for Normanby
had given from a speech which he (Mr.
Francis) made two years ago was incomplete. If he had read the context it would
have placed a different complexion on the
speech to the deductions which the honor..
able member had made. He had omitted
to read the portion of the speech of
January 24, 1865, which was to the following effect:"He (Mr. Francis) would admit that, when
this· question was first discussed, he had submi tted
to his colleagues a proposition, firstly, to estimate
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by weight in such cases as could be readily dealt
with by a weight system; but, where that would
be impossible, he proposed to adopt an ad valorem
system, and he absolutely went the length of
introducing to his colleagues-in fact, he was
almost driven to it-the system of ad valorem
duties on those very goods in respect to which
they had heard so much objection. But here he
was confronted by the experience and the strong
objections of all the principal officials of the
Customs department against ad valorem duties,
on the ground of their inquisitorial character,
and that the fair and honest trader had opposed
to him the persons of the least conscientious
scruples, who did not hesitate to prostitute the
law to their own advantage; and that there
would be in all commercial communities collecting revenue by means of ad valorem· duties so
much of what was called mere custom-house
oaths and general laxity of morals that the least
scrupulous would have the advantage. He next
made an attempt to propose a fixed duty. It
certainly avoided some of the objections to the
immorality of the other system, and the necessity
for a large increase of skilled officials, but many
serious, and indeed insuperable, difficulties were
opposed to it. Take, for instance, the article of
ribbon."
Mr. LEVEY.-Read on four lines further.
Mr. FRANCIS continued by stating
that in another part of the same speech
he made these remarks : "But if the course proposed should be unacceptable to the trade, and they would consent
to conditions to be incorporated in a Bill, and
would show how the Government could otherwise deal with jewellery than put it into the
scale, like tea and sugar, there would be every
disposition on the part of the Ministry to hear
what they had to say. He now came to the
question of manufactured silk, and he might say
at once that, if it could be shown that an ad
valorem duty would be more satisfactory to the
trade generally, and would yield an equal
revenue to the State, the Government would undoubtedly be open to conviction."
He might go on making quotations in the
same strain. His honorable colleague, the
Chief Secretary, in a speech on the 25th
of January, 1865, said : "Again, objection had been taken to the
system of charging per foot. His honorable
colleague, the Commissioner of Customs, had
taken considerable pains to ascertain what a tax
of that kind, at the rate of 10 per cent., would
llroduce, and he believed that in the main his
,",olleague was correct. At the same time, if it
were the desire of the trading community that
an ad valorem duty should be substituted, the
Government would not oppose the change.
But he would point out that the trading community had always opposed ad valorem duties
altogether. When they called upon him in reference to the wharfage rates, and with the view of
pointing out its incongruities, he asked if they
could get out of the difficulty by an ad valorem
,duty. They then said, 'Oh, no; we won't have
a system of ad valorem duties.' And yet the
gentlemen were now asking for such a system."

..
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He thought that he had now replied to the
only part of the speech of the honorable
member for Normanby which called for
any reply.
The rest of the honorable
member's speech consisted of attacks on
the land system and attacks generally on the
Budget of the Treasurer. In reply to the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden,
he would observe that the amount proposed last year to be raised by the new
duties then imposed was £200,450, and,
for the time that the duties were collected, the full proportion of that amount
had been realized.
In conclusion, he
begged to state that he objected to have
to meet both a raking and a flank fire
from the Opposition; but if any tangible objections were raised to the proposed Tariff he would be prepared to
rebut them.
·Mr. LEVEY said the Commissioner of
Customs had conveniently stopped short
at the word "ribbon" in one of the extracts
which he had read from his speech. If
the honorable member had continued the
extract a little further, it would have been
seen that he also made the following
remarks:- .
" One kind might not be worth more than 6d.
for a dozen yards,.while another was 3s. a yard.
A fixed duty could not apply with equity to both.
lie abandoned it, and came to the conclusion
that it was possible to make a compromise, to
avoid the immorality and the cost of the ad
valorem system, and, at the same time, succeed
in getting an approximation to the real value, by
basing calculations on returns from the actual
entries at the customs. . . . . By taking
a large number of articles from the various
commodities of our import trade-in no case
less than twenty-five entries-they arrived at
what they believed to be a fair estimate, thus
giving some of the advantages belonging to an
ad valorem system, and avoiding its defects."
As this was the honorable member's
opinion two years ago, it was not asking
too much to request him to give an
explanation of the reasons which had now
led him to take an entirely opposite view.
The Attorney-General had objected to
the Commissioner of Customs being called
upon to "stand and deliver". his defence
of the proposed changes in the Tarfff; but
the Government were. asking the people
to stand and deliver current coin to the
amount of £300,000 or £400,000 annually.
Before they were made to bleed to that
extent, it was but fair that their representatives should know the reason why.
He was surprised at the Government declining to give this information. The
Opposition, though numerically weak, re-
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presented constituencies, and they had a
right to receive this information.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the Government would not take advice from the
honorable member as to the course which
they ought to pursue to retain the support,
which they had hitherto possessed,. of a
majority of the House, and, as he beheved,
of a majority of the people of the country.
The Government would act independently,
and in the way which they believed would
be for the best interests of the country.
The speech of the honorable member for
Normanby was merely a string of vague
generalities from beginning to end. He
(Mr. McCulloch) never heard a weaker
speech delivered in making an attack on a
BudO'et.
The honorable
member had
o
. .
•
stated that the OpposItIOn were numerIcally weak, but he was afraid that. they
were something else besides numerIcally
weak. If any objections were made which
required to be grappled with, the Commissioner of Customs would be prepared
to reply to them. He was astonished that
some of the other members of the Opposition had not led the attack-the honorable member for Sandridge, for instance,
who was a mercantile man.
Mr. MOORE, referring to the remark of
the Chief Secretary, that, as a mercantile
man it would have become him to lead the
atta~k on the Government policy, asked if
. it was not the invariable practice for the
honorable member who introduced a measure to give the House a complete exposition of its character and its objects, and
to challenge discussion? Who ever heard
of an honorable member waiting for objections to be raised to his measure? The
Treasurer could know nothing of the
working of the Customs department, and,
moreover, the honorable gentleman had
promised that the Minister of Customs
should furnish the committee with the
desired information regarding the operation
of the new duties. Honorable members
wished to .know whether the customs
estimates would be more reliable this year
than .they were last, and how it was that
the Ministry, by introducing a purely
revenue measure, were throwing overboard
their protectionist friends? When he had
received this information-when the proper
time came-he would not be found unwilling to debate the question.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that it was
evident that the Opposition had either not
been able to master the details of the Go-
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vernment scheme, or they needed a fuller
explanation from the Minister of Customs.
He confessed that, as he was very much in
the dark as to the details of the proposed
new taxation, he would like to hear that
explanation himself. Either the explanation should be given, or Ministers should
concede an adj ournment.
Mr. McKEAN contended that the
silence of the Opposition showed that they
had no valid objection to the Tariff. If
they had, why had not the hOlJorable memfor Normanby adduced them; and why had
that honorable gentleman been put up,
when commercial members, like the honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr. Snowball),
the honorable member for the Wimmera,
the honorable member for Sandridge, and
the honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton), could have debated the
question so much better. The proposed
Tariff appeared to be an improvement on
the old one, for several reasons. A
tax upon the real value of mercha~~ise
was a more legitimate way of ralsmg
revenue than measurement charges, under
which inferior goods paid more tll.an
superior articles, the coarser fa?rlCS
occupying the most space. A paIr of
blucher boots, for instance, would pay
more than half a dozen pair of bronzed
boots. Again, the action of the exist~ng
Tariff occasioned a great deal of Immorality. All sorts of tricks and devices
had been resorted tOf in order to evade
the duties, such as packing dut~able
articles in the centre of non-dutIable
packages, and making out duplicate invoices. It was well known that two or
three retail houses disposed of as many
silks as wouta represent the whole of the
duty received from that item. Now,
under the ad valorem system, the customs
officers could take the goods at the declared valuation, and sell them for the
benefit of the revenue, so as to completely
checkmate the swindles heretofore perpetrated. Another effect of the proposed
duties would be to more clearly assimilate
the Victorian Tariff to that of New
South Wales, and thus a step would
be taken towards that federation which
honorable members opposite him advocated so stronO'ly.
Although he could
not go so fully into matters of detail as
the commercial members of the House
might do, he was prepared to give reasons
for his vote. He trusted honorable members on the other side would also do so,
and would likewise have the courtesy to
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reply to him. His only regret was that
those honorable members had given him
no subject matter to analyze and speak
upon.
Mr. EDWARDS ridiculed the idea
that there was any design in "putting
up" the honorable member for Normanby.
What part had the Government in "putting up" the last speaker? The Minister
of Lands was compelled by law to lay
on the table an annual. statement of
the working of his department; and how
much more necessary was it that the
Minister of Customs should submit an
explanation of the working of the new
Tariff, and the circumstances which re']dered its revision necessary? The
country demanded that explanation, and
the Government were wrong in refusing
it, merely because it had been asked for
from the Opposition side of the House.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the
Government had from the first expressed
their desire to afford the House and the
country every opportunity of considering
the proposed financial policy. It had now
become evident, from the tone of the de.:
bate, that an adjournment was necessary.
His experience of the past convinced him
that no good would be done by continuing
the discussion that evening.
On the
honorable member for Collingwood withdrawing his motion, he would move that
progress be reported, wi th a view of
obtaining leave to sit again on Tuesday.
It would be understood that on that day
the debate must be gone on with.
Mr. ED WARDS withdrew his motion.
Mr. FRANCIS desired to explain, before the question was put, that he had
adopted the usual and constitutional course
of refraining from rising until some
recognized leader of the Opposition had
replied to the address of the honorable
the Treasurer.
At the request of his
colleagues he had withheld his explanation
until this should be done, but that explanation was ready at any time. The honorable member for N ormanby assumed the
right to a prominent seat on ~he Opposition
benches, but the House might not be disposed to admit the honorable gentleman's
claim to a leadership in the Opposition.
Mr. RAMSAY regretted that the Opposition had failed in their duty of making
such an attack on the Government policy
as would have forced a full and complete
explanation from the Minister of Customs.
He was afraid that, without that explana-
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tion, honorable members would find themsel ves in no better a position on Tuesday
than they were in now.
Mr. BURTT commented on the vacillation exhibited by the honorable member
for Normanby (Mr. Levey), and expressed
his surprise at that honorable member's
treatment of his friend and supporter, the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton), whose motion for an adjournment of forty-eight hours the honorable member had opposed, and whose place
in the debate he had thereby taken.
Mr. LEVEY said he would admit that
he was in error when he stated that the
debate could be proceeded with that day.
He thanked the preceding speakers for the
homily they had taken upon themselves to
read him.
.Mr. REEVES again urged the desirability of adjourning the debate to Tuesday
week, if it was to be adjourned at all.
Progress was then reported, and leave
obtained to sit again on Tuesday, February
12.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The discussion in committee on the resolutions for bringing in this Bill-continued from Tuesday, February 5-was
resumed by
Mr. F. L. SMYTH, who repeated his
statement, that the one important alteration he proposed to make'in the existing
law-together with a few trivial amBndments in the common law jurisdiction of
county courts-was to confer on county
courts a jurisdiction in equity. This was
no new experiment. It had been tried in
England by an Act, in introducing which
the Lord Chancellor said"Your lordships are aware that there is at
present a great and marked difference between
the subjects that are properly within the jurisdiction of the courts of equity, and those which
come under that of the courts of common law.
A great number of matters, in which the poorer
classes are materially interested, do not come
within the range of the jurisdiction of the
county courts as at present established, and,
therefore, frequently there is a denial of jus,tice
in such cases."
At the second reading of the Bill he would
be prepared to show that the existing law
occasioned a like denial of justice here.
The resolutions were agreed to, and
were reported to the House.
The House adjourned at four minutes
past ten o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thu'J'sday, Feb'J'uary 7, 1867.
The Land Question-Kettle v, The Queen-Supply-Publio
Health Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PENSIONS.
Mr. VERDON laid on the table, pursuant to an order' of the House, dated
May 23, 1866, a return of the llames of
persons entitled to share in the sum set
apart by the Act No. 235, as compensation in lieu of pensions, together with the
amounts allocated to each, and the names
of those who have applied for the same.
THE LAND QUESTION.
Mr. EVANS asked the Minister of
Lands when the regulations for free selection 'before survey of 640 acres would be
issued by the department, in accordance
with the promise made to the deputation
from the farmers at Mount Moriac?
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, a deputation from the farmers of Mount Moriac
waited upon me some short time ago,
asking for an extension of the 42nd clause
of the Land Act to the entire territory.
I then thought that we could ,accomplish
that object by regulations. It appears
that there is some doubt as to the legal
authority of the department to frame
those regulations; and, as Parliament is
now sitting, it is my intention, as soon as
possible after the Budget is disposed of, to
introduce a Bill to extend the operation of
the 42nd clause.
LAND CERTIFICATES.
KETTLE V. THE QUEEN.
Mr. TUCKER inquired whether any
proposition had been made to the Government for the settlement of the appeal case,
Kettle v. The Queen?
Mr. GRANT.-In reply to the question
of the honorable member, I may stltte
that a proposition was made to the Government by the parties interested in the
case of Kettle v. The Queen, and one 01'
two others. The Government felt that
they could. not accept that proposition; they
also felt that they could not deal with
isolated cases; but they intimated that, if
the whole body of certificate holders, and
the third parties interested in the selections under certificates, were to make a
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proposition to the Government, it would
be my duty to consider it, and, if such
proposition was entertained by the Government, to submit it for the consideration
and approval of this House.
POLICE REWARD FUND.
Mr. VERDON presented a return to an
order of the House, made on the 31 st of
January, 1867, showing the state of the
police reward fund.
JUDGMENTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM laid on the
table a return to an order of the House,
made on the 24th January, 1867, showing
the judgments and awards given against
the Government during the year 1866.
SUPPLY.
The resolutions passed in Committee of
Supply, the day previous, were considered
and adopted.
PUBLIC HEALTH LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee on this
Bill.
On clause 26, which empowers the Chief
Secretary to heltr complaints against local
boards, and inflict a penalty not exceeding
£50 for non-compliance with the directions
of the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM stated that the
clause had been postponed in order to afford
time for considering whether the proceedings contemplated by the clause ought not
to be judicial, and, as suggested by an
honorable member, be referred to the court
of general sessions. He was of opinion
that it would be much better for the
matter to be left in the hands of the Chief
Secretary. This was in accordance with
the provisions of the English Act, by
which a question of this kind was referred
to a Secretary of State. The clause provided a very necessary and salutary power,
but the operation of that power would be
very much embarrassed, if it were to be
attended by the expense, delay, and uncertainty of a judicial proceeding.
Mr. ASPINALL considered that the
clause went rather too much in the direction of centralization. The clause empowered the Chief Secretary "to inquire
into the matter of such complaint, and also
into the reasonableness of the said direction, and the reasonableness of the time
allowed for compliance with or enforce-
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ment of the same, and to order payment
by way of penalty." He submitted that
these powers were such as the Chief
Secretary-without the slightest disrespect to the present holder of the
office-would find it very troublesome
to exercise, and were such as would
be very improper for him to exercise.
The honorable gentleman would have
to decide whether, according to his views,
certain local boards had complied with the
requirements of the Act; and it was quite
possible that he might be led to inquire
who were the gentlemen representing the
locality in Parliament, and whether they
were amenable to the directions of the
Government or not. It would be putting
the Chief Secretary, in many cases, into
the position of a partizan, and, in all cases,
it would be subjecting him to the liability
of a wrong interpretation being placed on
his conduct. The Chief Secretary might
be the greatest statesman, and the best
man in the colony; but how he should
necessarily understand the particular business referred. to in this clause, it was
difficult to say. The court of general
sessions, or a board with some kind of
responsibility, might be appointed to perform this duty; but the business was quite
beneath the dignity of a Chief Secretary.
He (Mr. Aspinall) thought the Chief
Secretary would feel himself degraded at
being placed in such a position.
Mr. KERFERD urged that some local
knowledge would be required to settle a
dispute which might arise between the
central board in Melbourne and a local
board perhaps some 200 miles away.
The inquiry, if it had to' be settled by
the Chief Secretary, would have to be
carried on by means of correspondence.
If the matter could be referred to the
chairman of the court of general sessions
or some other local court, local knowledge
could be brought to bear in the investigation as to the reasonableness of the order,
and the matter could be satisfactorily
settled. Mr. Kerferd added, that to give
this power to the Chief Secretary would
be to place that honorable gentleman in an
unfair position, and would not further the
object in view.
Mr. J. T. SMITH suggested that the
power should be vested, not in the court
of general sessions, but in the local police
magistrate.
Mr. ASPINALL objected to police
magistrates occupying this position, because those officers could be dismissed
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by the Chief Secretary. He was for
placing the power in the hands of persons
perfectly independent.
Mr. WATKINS thought the clause, as
it stood, would place the Chief Secretary
in an invidious position.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the whole
su bj ect deserved the full consideration of
honorable members. He feared that, if an
efficient power for dealing with local boards
were not provided, the Act would not be
carried into effect. The honorable and
learned member for Portland objected
to the Chief. Secretary being vested
with the powers provided by the
clause, but the whole course of the honorable and learned member's reasoning
was of a very invidious character. The
honorable and learned member suggested
that, before giving a decision, the Chief
Secretary would, perhaps, consider who
were the members for the district in
which the local board was; and he also
suggested that the duty was beneath the
dignity of a Chief Secretary. The duty
was not considered beneath the digq.i ty of
a Secretary of State in England; and he
(Mr. Higinbotham) apprehended that the
perfol"mance of a public and important
duty, involving an exercise of judgment,
could not be beneath the dignity of the
Chief Secretary of the colony. The duty
was not of a political character; it did
not involve political considerations. Was
it to be assumed, because the Chief Secretary held a political office, that therefore he
was unfit to perform this particular duty?
It was objectionable for these things to be
imported into a discussion of a non-political
character. The duties would be nonpolitical; and if it were to be assumed
that the Chief Secretary, because he was
Chief Secretary, could not perform nonpolitical duties except with political
motives, considerations altogether foreign
were imported into the discussion of the
question. By the Sanitary Statute, passed
by the Imperial Legislature last year, the
decision of similar questions was left to the
decision of the Secretary of State for the
Home Department. If such a provision
were not found unadvisable in England,
why should this colony be afraid to try
it? There would be just the same means of
ascertaining if the order of the central
board had been complied with, whether
the inquiry were conducted by the Chief
Secretary or by the chairman of general
sessi~ns.
The honorable member for
the Ovens (Mr. Rerferd) well knew that
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the chairman of general sessions sat in his teach Mr. Cunningham'S constituents how
court, and could decide only upon evidence. grateful they ought to be.
Although living perhaps within half a mile
Mr. RAMSAY contended that there
of the locality of the nuisance, the non- would be a great advantage in having an
removal of which might be the subject appeal to the Chief Secretary, because
of complaint, the chairman of general ses- that gentleman was responsible to the
sions would no more be able to perform House.
his duty by personal inspection than the
Mr. BINDON stated, in reply to Mr.
Chief Secretary; and to refer such Aspinal1, that Mr. Cunningham's appointquestions to a court of general sessions ment as a magistrate was made on the
would involve counsel, attorneys, witnesses, Monday before the division to which
rules of evidence, and costs. Would any reference had been made took place. At
honorable member, practically acquainted the time of his appointment, Mr. Cunningwith the necessity for an immediate de- ham knew nothing at all about it. With recision in these cases, consider it advisable ference to the removal of the police magisto institute a system which would put the trate from Portland, the matter was decided,
central board to all these inconveniences pursuant to a wish expressed in Parliament,
whenever that body sought to enforce its for a reduction in the number of police
The magistrates, before he (Mr. Bindon) joined
authority over a local board?
honorable member for West Bourke (Mr. the Government, and, as he believed,
J. T. Smith) had proposed that the before Portland returned its present reprequestion should be referred to a police sentative.
The appointment of Mr.
magistrate. But a police magistrate might Cunningham as a magietrate was promised
not have greater means for deciding by by a member of the Cabinet a long time
personal inspection, as to the question ago, but :Mr. Cunningham never asked
of fact, than the Chief Secretary; and him (Mr. Bindon) for the appointment.
there might also be the disadvantage of
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said, although
having different standards of judgment
set up; whereas, if all these questions his honorable and learned colleague had
were referred to the judgment. of one thought fit to refer to the strictures of the
mind acquainted with all the requirements honorable and learned member for Portof the. statute, constantly in communica- land, he should decline to encourage such
tion with the central board, and awake insinuations; but he would invite the
to the necessities of the public health honorable and le~rned gentleman, if he had
throughout the country, there would be any complaint to make, to bring it formally
much greater probability of a uniform under the consideration of the House.
Mr. ASPINALL observed that the
and effectual system being created. Mr.
Higinbotham concluded by expressing the Attorney-General had perfect liberty to
. hope that the committee would adopt the decline if he pleased; and if the honorable
precedent laid down in the Imperial Act and learned geatleman intended that in
any offensive sense, he (Mr. Aspinall) must
of last session.
.
Mr. ASPINALL said it was idle to·talk accept it as he accepted the other responof non-political offices. There were none sibilities of public life. Why, the previous
such when the offices were created by the night, the whole Government declined to
Government, and that Government was answer unless they had speeches from exthe dominant power in the country. Was Ministers of the Crown. He was not
not Mr. 'Cunningham gazetted as a J.P. going to allow any honorable member, no
directly after the vote of last week? And matte~ who he might be, or whatever
since the last general election, when he views he might hold, to talk to him
{Mr. Aspinall) was returned as member in that kind of manner without entering
for Portland, had not the police magistrate his instant protest against it. It was a
been removed from that place, and had not most singular thing that, with all the
the circuit court been removed to Belfast, justice of the Minister of Justice and of
which was represented in Parliament by a the Attorney-General-who, only yesterGovernment supporter? Here were three day, was slighting the judges, and alluding
non·political offices. Two of them had to "Chinese gamblers and the promoters of
been used by the Government to teach the church and charity bazaars "electors of Portland how much they ought
An HON. MEMBER.-This has nothing
to regret returning an opponent of the to do with the question before the comGovernment; arid the third was used to mittee.
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Mr. ASPINALL.-It has a great deal quired to do this-but that was merely in
to do with it, because I have a personal name. The work had to be done by substatus in this House quite as much as the ordinates, and the Secretary of State knew
Attorney-General; and I insist on telling nothing of it beyond appending his signathat honorable gentleman, who chooses ture to a Government document. He was
to flout the whole religious community of satisfied that these appeals against orders
this place, and assume that his colleagues of the central board would frequently
live entirely on the credit of his being a arise, and he held that they should be
sort of colonial Aristides, that, in the sud" dealt with by a responsible officer. For
den discovery that Portland no longer re- these reasons he should support the amendquired a court, there is quite enough to ment.
Mr. RAMSAY contended that if a
require an immediate answer. The court
was taken from a place where there was a similar duty could be performed in the
gaol, and where there was a court, to a mother country by a Secretary of State,
place where there was no gaol and no through the instrumentality of subordicourt, but which was represented by a nates, it could be performed here in the
gentleman who had nothing in the world same manner by the Chief Secretary.
to say for himself at his election, than that
Dr.'EMBLING said he wanted a rehe was a Government supporter.
sponsible officer, who would be responsible
The CHAIRMAN intimated that Mr. to the Government and the' House for carAspinall was wandering from the ques- rying this clause into active operation.
tion.
Mr. LEVEY objected to adtlitional
Mr. ASPINALL contended that what duties being imposed on county court
he was saying was perfectly relevant to judges and chairmen of courts of general
the question. It was said that the office sessions. He thought that the power conprovided fo·r in this Bill was non-political, ferred by the clause, though nominally in
but he held that it might be used for the hands of the Chief Secretary, would
political purposes. He believed it was really be in the hands of the Chief Medical
because the Hon. Mr. Grant's brother-in- Officer; and he thought it would be better
law was not elected that Portland had been to place the responsibility on the Chief
treated as he had described.
Medical Officer than leave it, as the clause
Mr. McCANN said he understood the stood, on the Chief Secretary. He did not
Minister of Justice to say that he gave exactly understand how the clause was inthe member for Geelong East (Mr. Cun- tended to work. Suppose that the central
ningham) the appointment of magistrate in board insisted upon a work which would
compliance with a promise made by a entail the expenditure of a large sum of
colleague some time previously. The money, and that the local board objected
member for Geelong East had, however, to this large expenditure, how was the
told him (Mr. McCann) that he was Chief Secretary to decide? If the Chief
greatly surprised when h~ saw his name Secretary decided that the work should be
in the Gazette, and that he could not done, would it· be carried out by the
understand what had induced the Govern- Central Government, or how?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the clause
ment to create him a magistrate; he had
not applied for the appointment, and had simply provided a court of appeal in the
no reason to expect it.
case of a difference between the central
Mr. BINDON.-I did not sav that a board and a local board. The central
promise was given to Mr. Cunningham. board were empowered by another clause
I said that a promise was made to. make to order the local boards to do a particular
Mr. Cunningham a magistrate.
work with a view to carry out the provil\ir. ASPINALL moved, as an amend- sions of the Act. It was only in the case
ment, that the words "court of general of such an order being disobeyed, that the
sessions" should be substituted, in the central board could appeal to the Chief'
clause, for the words "Chief Secretary."
Secretary for the purpose of enforcing the
Dr. EMBLING submitted that the Chief order. The Chief Medical Officer had
Secretary would have more to do than he hitherto peen a principal member of the
could possibly attend to if he had to hear central board, and probably it was most
all complaints and rectify all abuses in advisable that he should continue to be a
connexion with the carrying out of an· member of that board. But if the sugextended health-of-towns system. In Eng- gestion of the honorable member for N 01'land, a Secretary of State might be re- manby were adopted, and 'the Chief Medi-
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cal Officer substituted for the Chief Secretary in the clause, the practical effect
would be, that the central board would
have to appeal to a single member of that
boara. There must be some central authority from which no appeal could Le
made. There would not be a large quantity
of work for the Chief Secretary to do
under the clause, if the clause were
made sufficiently stringent. It would
be rare for a local board to disobey an
order of the central board; and it was
only in those exceptional cases where a
-distinct order was disobeyed, that the
Chief Secretary would be called upon to
exercise his authority. (An honorable
member-" As to the fun~s?") There
was a clause by which all expenses incurred by the central board, by the
authority of the Governor in Council,
were to be paid out of any sum
that might be voted by Parliament. The
local board was empowered to defray its
expenses out of the local rates. One of
the objects of this clause was to avoid
costs in this particular proceeding. The
Chief Secretary had no power to award
costs. He would be able only to order the
payment of a distinct sum, in consequence
of a local board disobeying to do distinct
acts; the highest fine that could be imposed was £50, and this could be recovered by resort_ to the Supreme Court.
Mr. McLELLAN thought that it would
be much better to let the appeal be to the
county courts. By that arrangement the
law would be more impartially administered than it could be by the head of
any department in the colony. He was
satisfied that, if disputes of this sort came
under the notice of the Chief Secretary,
there would be any number of deputations
of members of Parliament waiting upon
the honorable gentleman ; and, under those
circumstances, it would be impossible for
any honorable gentleman to discharge his
duties conscientiously, and in accordance
with what he supposed to be right.
Honorable members could not hide from
themselves the fact that there were a
certain number of professional politicians
ever ready to take such matters in hand,
and to make, to some extent, a business
of the proceeding. Any man sent down
by a country constituency to represent
them in that House could not waste
his time by going into these small transactions, unless he was dishonest enough to
put out his hand and receive something
for .it. The thing was impossible. It
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would be much better to leave questions
like this to an impartial juQge. He believed that every honorable member would
have confidence in the count.y court judges.
With regard to what had been said about
Mr. Cunningham's appointment as a magistrate, he would ask whether the Minister
of Justice had begun his reformation of
the bench by appointing as magistrates
gentlemen who could not read an Act of
Parliament, and could not comprehe·nd a
single clause in it? Talk of' political
influences, they had been at work at all
times; and they were at work now, to the
disgrace not only of the Minister of
Justice, but of the entire colony. If this
downward course were pursued much
further, there would be found not one
honorable gentleman, not one gentleman of
educatio'n, not one gentleman of any feeling,
to sit upon the bench.
Mr. MACPHERSON considered that
the discussion which had taken place was
more applicable to a Political Purity Bill
than to a Public Health Bill. He was not
prepared to say whether the power provided for by the clause should reRt with
the Chief Secretary or the chairman of
general sessions. He thought it should
lie between the two. No doubt the Chief
Secretary, in taking action in any case,
would be advised by the Chief Medical
Officer, who would be the chairman of the
central board. Therefore, in the practical
working of the clause, the central board
would be advising the Chief Secretary to
direct their orders to be ca.rried out, no
matter whether the local boards thought
them wise or unwise. With regard to the
courts of gene~al sessions, the only objec·tion that he could see to their being made
the appellate tribunal was ·the length of
time which elapsed betweell the holding of
the courts.
Mr. KYTE reminded the honorable
mem bel' for Norman by that there was
an old proverb which affirmed fair play
to be a jewel. Now that the 26th clause
was under discussion, the Government
were charged with a desire to create
political pensioners, while, when the 15th
clause was debated, nothing would satisfy
the honorable member but the creation of
an enormous amount of Government
patronage, by the appointment of commissioners throughout the colony. It was
really pitiable to see honorable- members
wasting their time throwing filth at the
Government.
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proceed on evidence, and according to the
rules of court?
Mr. HIG1NBOTHAM said the inquiry
would be made as a matter of business.
Doubtless the case made out by the central board would be submitted to the local
board, and, .from their reply, the Chief
Secretary could form a decision totally
independent of evidence.
Mr. EDWARDS observed that it was
because the Chief Secretary could decide
irrespective of evidence that he condemned
the proposition. The power was too
absolute to leave to the caprice of any
one man. Besides, why not carry out the
principle: repeal the clauses of the Municipal Act which gave appeals in many
similar cases to the law courts, and make
the Chief Secretary an amateur chief
justice? Cases might arise in which the
votes of members for a district like Collingwood would decide the fate of a
Ministry, and was it right that the Chief
Secretary should have the power of conciliating these votes by an unjust decision?
Mr. ASPINALL contended that the
proposition was part of an attempt to reduce the judges to the position of officers
of the law department. He cared little or
Majority against Mr.}
7
nothing about the immediate point at issue;
Aspinall's amendment
but if a subservient majority would allow
AYES.
the Chief Secretary to be judge and jury,
Mr. Bindon,
Mr~ Plummer,
if a subservient majority would order the
" Ramsay,
" Burtt,
judges to do the Chief Secretary's behests,
" Reeves,
" Byrne,
" ·Sands,
where was the system to end? Would
" Cope,
" G. V. Smith,
" Davies,
the Chief Secretary try people also for life
" J. T. Smith,
" Francis,
and death? The Chief Secretary was to
"
F.
L.
Smyth,
(
" Frazer,
have the power of inflicting a fine of £50.
" Grant,
" Vale,
" Harbison,
" Verdon,
Was it not only reasonable to suppose
" H.Henty,
" Watkins,
that a muuicipality which stood ill with
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
the Government of the day, would be very
" King,
Tellers
likely to have this fine inflicted? At all
" Kyte,
Mr. McKean,
" Macgregor,
events, however justly decisions might be
" McCulloch,
" Farrell.
given, they would not be free from that
NOES.
imputation.' But the most iniquitous part
Mr. McLellan,
Mr. Aspinall,
of the proposal was that the decision
" Macpherson,
" Blackwood,
should be final. Dou btless the Chief Sec" Edwards,
" Moore,
retary would consult the law officers, and,
Dr. Embling,
" O'Grady,
as the system extended, life, property, and
Mr. Gillies,
" Orr,
" Snowball,
" Hanna,
everything men held dear, would be at the
" Whiteman.
" Jones,
disposal of Ministers, one of whom was
" Kerferd,
as arbitrary a gentleman as the world had
" Langton,
Tellers.
ever known.
" J,evey,
" Love,
Mr. Longmore,
Mr. MAOPHERSON expressed his
" MacBain,
" McCann.
regret that inopportune tirades against
Mr. McKEAN referred to _the provi- the Government should be indulged in.
sion of the clause empowering the Chief The result was, that honorable members,
Secretary to inquire into the facts of the without knowing much about the question,
case. In what mode was the inquiry to felt themselves compelled to vote with
be made ? Was the Chief Secretary to the Government. As to the political

Mr. GILLIES commented on the habit
indulged by the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Kyte), of lecturing other
honorable members instead of addressing
himself to the question before the House.
As to the point at issue, he thought that
the public would be better satisfied were
the decision left to the' general sessions
rather than to the Chief Secretary, who
might or might not be influenced by
political considerations.
Mr. JONES pointed out that, if the
decisions were based on evidence as they
ought to be, the evidence must be submitted in writing, and what with the
onerous character of the duty, and what
with departmental routine, the Chief
Secretary would never be able to act at the
proper moment. Such questions would
be better left to some court which could
inquire into the facts of the case and
decide upon them immediately.
The committee divided on the question
"that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the question"Ayes
28
21
Noes
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power which the clause, if carried, would
give the Chief Eiecretary, why it was a
mere bagatelle compared to the powers he
already exercised. What he regarded as
objectionable was, that the Chief Secretary
should be constituted a court of appeal in
defiance of the principle that the courts of
law were open to every man.' The only
argument in favour of an appeal to the
Chief Secretary was, that there would be
no expense attencling it. The difference
of expense would, however, be comparatively trifling. At all events, the
question did not stand out from other
matters, in which a legal appeal was
allowed, and which it was just as desirable
should be burthened with as little expense
as possible.
.
Mr. (JRR expressed his belief that any
Chief Secretary would be too glad to get
rid of this municipal busiuess, which would
occupy more of his time, and cause him
more annoyance than any other portion
of his duties. A more feasible suggestion was, that the decisions of the central
board should be made orders of court
without any reference to the Chief Secretary. After all, this was not too great a
power to place in the hands of gentlemen
who would be responsible to Government,
who would always make a full investigation into the case, and who would be
entirely disinterested.
In England the
case was different. Local influences could
not be brought to bear on the Home
Secretary; but, very possibly, this might
be done with the Chief Secretary here.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM agreed thatEnglish precedent should not be too slavishly
followed. We often did so to too great
an exteut. But, in this instance, where
did the circumstances differ?
The
honorable member (Mr. Orr) said that the
Home Secretary was not subject to local
influences. Was not the honorable member, by throwing out this imputation,
helping on that great task to which many
persons appeared to have devoted themselves, namely, the task of degrading our
political position, and lowering the status
of our political men? He was sure the
honorable member would not do so intentionally, but his supposition had that
effect. For his part, he did not think
that such a supposition should be entertained. He did not think that, in a matter
relating merely to the public health, any
Chief Secretary-not even anyone of
the honorable members opposite him who
threw out these imputations-would allow
VOL. 111.-2 A
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himself to be influenced by local considerations. The question was one of the
removal of nuisances; and was it to be
supposed that Parliamentary representatives would be deputed to influence the
Chief Secretary on behalf of a, nuisance,
or that they would be successful if they
did attempt to do so? If su'ch things were
possible, it was better to Shut our eyes to
them. Pursuing this train of political
speculation to its full extent could but
end in the total and complete degradation of both Government and Parliament.
The suggestion that the decision of the
central board should be final, would not be
acquiesced in by the local boards, who
might condemn the orderR given as harsh
and arbitrary. Some appeal there should
be, and the question was, whether it should
be to the Chief Secretary or to the law
courts? In many cases the decision of the
Chief Secretary had been made final
already. For instance, the distribution
of large sums to the local bodies had been
left to the Governor in Council, and no
inconvenience had resulted. By making
the appeal a legal question, the door would
be opened to expenses and to impediments
which bodies like local boards would be
sure to avail themselves of in order to
defeat and delay the execution of the
duties required nt their hauds. The Scab
Act was a standing instance of the danger
of proceeJing too far in this direction. A
provision inserted in another place enabled
the higher court, not only to decide
whether a conviction was good or bad,
but also to reduce the amount of the
penalty. The consequence was that the
Act was virtually a dead letter. The scab
disease was in the country, and until the
Act was amended it would never be got
out.
Mr. ASPINA.LL stated that, after the
explanation of the Attorney-General, he
regarded the clause, more than before, as a
distinct attempt to set the Chief Secretary
above the judges. This might be done in
a small matter to-day, but the ohject was
that it should be done in everything tomorrow.
Dr. EMBLING said that, were the appeal left to the Chief Secretary, it would
follow, in the natural order of things, that
that Minister would endorse the recommendation of the central board, the members of which were officers of his department. As to political influences being
brought to bear, it would be only natural
that the local boards should call upon the
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members for their district to aid them, if
the central board declared that a nuisance
which was not a nuisance, or the removal
of which would involve too great an expenditure for them to undertake. The
Attorney-General did not believe that
honorable members would defend nuisances; but had not the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte) afforded a
case in point?
Mr. MACPHERSON questioned the correctness of the Attorney-General's statement regarding the failure of the Scab
Act. When scab was proved to exist in
a flock, the Act rendered it compulsory
on the magistrafes to inflict a fine of 3s.
per head, so that, though the disease
might have broken out accidentally,
the owner was subjected to a punishment
which amounted to a confiscation of half
his stock. When it was seen that in
nearly every instance the county court
judge reduced the fine to one-half,· it was
evident that where the Act was defective
was in not giving the magistrates more
discretionary power. Besides, as the fines
received last year amounted to £12,000
after paying all expenses, the Act could
hardly be considered a failure.
Mr. EDWARDS contended that the
conduct of the honorable member for
Richmond ought to convince the AttorneyGeneral that honorable members were
not above acting as ,delegates for local
boards. One session that honorable member opposed the pollution of the Yarra in
the strongest manner on behalf of the
Ci ty Corporation, and now, acting for the
Richmond Borough Council, he wa's ready
to take a directly opposite course. The
Attorney-General must be aware that
these questions of putt.ing down nuisances
involved the most difficult points of law,
and often, also, the existence of great and
important enterprises. Street tramways,
for instance, had been condemned in Liverpool as nuisances. Eminent barristers
devoted their whole attention to these
points in England, and it was not right
that a layman, as the Chief Secretary
generally was, should be called upon to
decide them here.
Mr. LANGTON expressed an opinion
that, if the Central Board of Health consisted of a few competent gentlemen,
remunerated for their services, it was
very improbable that there would be
many appf:!als against their decisions. It
would only be in cases in which large
interests were affected, and in which the
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local authorities firmly believed themselves to be in the right, that there would
be any disposition to dispute the decision
of the central board. He thought that, in
such cases, both parties would prefer to
have the matter det~rmined by a legal
tribunal, which would be independent, unbiassed, and competent to determine the
questions brought before it, rather than by
a tribunal which might not be so competent, and which might be biassed by snch
considera~ions as had already been referred
to. Though he shared ill the wholesome
horror which the Attorney-General seemed
to have of going to law, he thought that
the costs and the delay which might be
involved in having recourse to legal proceedings to settle disputes between the
central and the local boards in the very
exceptional cases in which it might be
necessary to do so, would be as nothing in
comparison with the satisfaction of having
the dispute determined in the way which
the wisdom of our ancestors, and the experience of all British Governments, had
determined to be the best.
Mr. J. T. SMITH cited some instances
which had come under his own observation,
to show the necessity of having some power
to settle disputes between the central and
local boards, and to compel the carrying
out of the directions of the central board
if necessary. In one case, which occurred
a few months ago, ill a borough in the
neighbourhoou of Melbourne, some of the
members of the local board were interested
in a manufactory which was conducted in
such a way as to be a nuisance to the
inhabitants of the neighbourhood, and the
central board directed that the nuisance
should be· removed ; but the local board
refused to obey the order. It was absolu tely. necessary that there should be
some umpire to decide such disputes. As
-far as the Corporation of the city of
Melbourne were concerned, ~hey were
perfectly willing to accept the arbitration
of the Chief Secretary. They believed
that, if the appeal were made to the
Chief Secretary, the desired end would be
secured. He certainly thought it was
objectionable that the appeal should be
made to a court of" law. If that course
were adopted, local boards might spend
the ratepayers' money in contesting the
justness of directions issued by the
central board, simply because some of the
members were personall, and pecuniarily
interested in the mamtenance of the
nuisances which the central board had
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ordered to be removed. Moreover, it was
very important that disputes between the
central board and local boards should be
decided promptly. A district might be
decimated by disease while legal proceedillgs
were being taken to decide as to whether analleged nuisance really was a nuisance or
Dot. They might have to wait for the
decision of a court of law perhaps for
months.
In a matter which concerned
the public health, it was imperative that
there should be some authority to say, if
necessary, "This must be done." If it
was considered objectionable that this
power should be gi ven to the Chief Secretary, it might be given to the Chief
Justice, or to one of the judges of the
Supreme Court; but it was absolutely
necessary to avoid the delay which legal
proceedings involved. He regretted that
any political feeling should be imported
into an important social question of this
character, which so materially concerned
the public health. Honorable members of
aU shades of politics ought to unite in
endeavouring to pass such a law as would,
at all events, enable an effort to be made
to rid the city of Melbourne, and some
of the boroughs and other districts of
the colony, of the abominations existing
in their midst, and which caused so much
death and destruction, especially amongst
the infantile portion of the population.
Captain MAC MAHON remarked that
the Central Board of Health was appointed
by the Governor in Council, which virtually meant that it was appointed by the
Chief Secretary and his colleagues. The
board consisted principally of Government
officials, who were under the control of
the Chief Secretary for the time being.
Was it right, on ordinary principles of
equity, that the appeal from decisions of
the board should be to the very authority
which had called the board into existence?
He thought not. It would be far better
that the appeal should be made to some
official who would be entirely unconnected
with the politics of the day. If the final
au thority was placed in the hands of the
Chief Secretary, or of any political officer,
political influence was sure to be brought
to bear upon him in every case in which a
local body objected to obey the instructions
of the central board. He would suggest
that the power should be placed in the
hands of a judge of the Supreme Court
or a county court judge, or some one
totally unconnected with politics.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM observed that
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the honorable member for West Mel
bourne, who had been absent during the
previous portion of the discussion, was
probably not aware that it had been decided by a majority of twenty-eight to
twenty-one that the words" Chief Secretary" should be retained. The question
now, therefore, was simply whether the
clause should be adopted or reject~d. If
it were struck out, one of the main purposes of the Bill would be defeated, and
the whole measure might as well be rejected.
The CHAIRMAN said the committee
could now only affil'm or reject the clause.
Of course, if the clause were rejected, a
new clause could be subsequently introduced.
Mr. ASPINALL asked the committee
to vote against the clause, because it would
make the Chief Secretary the despot of
the country. It was in the power of the
Government to introduce a clause which
would answer all the purposes required,
and remove the objections which were
entertained to the clause as it at present
stood.
Mr. MACGREGOR pointed out that,
by the English Act, a precisely analogous
powel' was conferred upon Her Majesty's
principal Secretary of State to that which
this clause would confer upon the Chief
·Secretary of this colony. Every order
issued under th~ Act by the Secretary of
State could be made a rule of one of the
superior courts of law. If that was not
considered a degradation to the superior
courts of law in England, why should it
be considered a degradation to the judges
here to allow an order of the Chief SeCl'etary to be made a rule of the Supreme
Court? He thought that the objection to
making the Chief Secretary the arbitrator
in disputes between the central board and
-local boards was untenable. The Parliament of the colony possessed the same
power of restraining the Chief Secretary
from exercising his power improperly as
the Parliament at home had of preventing
the Secretary of I::)tate abusing bis power.
Mr. LEVEY contended that, in all
disputes which arose,such an amount of
locai and Parliamentary influence would
be brought to bear upon the Chief Secretary by the local body interested in the
matter, that it would be almost impossible
for the honorable gentleman to give an impartial decision. Members of Parliament
were little more than mere delegates upon
matters purely affecting the local interests
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of their constituents. He could not refer
to a better illustration of the truth of this
observation than the course adopted by
the Commissioner of Customs in reference
to the law for preventing the establishment
of manufactories on the banks of the river
Yarra. Wherever there was a dispute
between the central board and the local
board, the local board would, as a matter of
course, expect the representative of their
district to use his Parliamentary influence
in their favour and against the central
board. It was unfair to place the Chief
Secretary in a position in which a large
amount of influence and pressure would
be brought to bear upon him to induce him
to lean towards the local board. I t would
be far better to vest the power of deciding
disputes in some other al)thority than the
Chief Secretary. The Minister of Mines
had stated that an analogous power was
exercised by the Secretary of State in
England; but the circumstances of the two
countries were very different. In England,
no doubt, this duty was not performed by
the Secretary of Htat.e personally, but by
some officer of his department. Moreover,
members of Parliament occupied a very
different position in England from what
they did in this country; and local feeling
and local influence were not brought to
bear in that country to influence the decisions of a Minister of the Crown to
anything like the extent that th~y were
here.
Mr. VALE said tllat the discussion
reminded him of the time when noxious
trades were carried on in the most central
portions of the city of London because
the local boards of health had no power
to put them down without having recourse
to legal proceedings. It was not until the
recent Act was passed, vesting the Secre-"
tary of State with arbitrary power to
compel the removal of nuisances, that this
state of things was remedied. It had
been objected to give the Chief Secretary
the power of deciding disputes between the
central board and local boards because the
members of the central board were appointed by the Government; but that
objection could only apply to the Chief
Secretary of' the Government by whom
they were appointed, and not to any future
Chief Secretary. Supposing that a court
oflaw were constituted a court of appeal , the
Governor in Council, he presumed, would
have the power of remitting any fine
inflicted by a court of law, so that the
power of dealing tenderly with a local board
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would still be open to the influences which
it had been been urged would be brought to
bear upon the Chief Secretary. The delay
and expense which would be entailed
by having recourse to a court of law
rendered that tribunal decidedly objectionable in such cases. To remove a nuisance
detrimental to public health, prompt action
was required-delay might be destructive
of life. If questions of this character were
taken to the Supreme Court to decide, they
would give rise to constant litigation and
delay; indeed, there would be nothing to
prevent an appeal being carried to England
against the decision of a court of law as to
the existence of a nuisance. With reference to the remarks of the honorable
member for Normanby as to members of
Parliament being influenced by local boards,
he begged to say that there were members
independent of such influences, and who
dare act in opposition to local bodies if
they believed them to be in the wrong.
Some honorable members had talked about
being guided by good old practices; but
he thought that the Legislature would do
well to take a lesson from recent legislation in England, which had appointed a
strong power to deal practically and
energetically with matters affecting the
public health.
Dr. EMBLING considered that the
appeal against the decision of the central
board should be to some other power than
that which created the board. But if there
was a responsible board, consisting of two
or three able men, his objections against
the appeal to the Chief Secretary would
be to a great extent removed.
Mr. BINDON expressed his satisfaction
at the improvement which had taken place
in the temper of the committee, and which
enabled them to discuss this subject with
the calmness that its importance demanded.
If any subject required thought and consideration it was one like this, in which the
interests of the poor were so deeply ,involved. This waR a subject which should
at all events be free from the acrimony
which characterized the discussion earlier
in the evening. The honorable member
for Normanby, for want of ,a better
argument to support his view, sought to
degrade the relations which ~ should exist
between members of this House and their
constituents. It was to be hoped that the
picture which the honorable member drew
was recognized by but few-that, in local
matters, the representatives in that Chamber were merely sent there as advocates.
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He (Mr. Bindon) did not want to occupy
the House with personal allusions to himself; but he might say that, although
there were several local bodies in the
district which he represented, in local
matters he had repeatedly differed from
his constit,uents, and they never once
asked him' to swerve from his opinions,
or to take any action which he did
not thoroughly agree with.
The honorable members for West Melbourne
and N ormanby, in their remarks on the
clause, appeared to have answered each
other. At all events they did not appear
to be acting in the same boat. The one
gentleman argued that the Chief Secretary
would be a bad tribunal to leave this
matter to, because the central board were
appointed by the Governor in Council,
which for this purpose w::!s the Eame as
the Chief Secretary.
The honorable
member for Normallby contended, on the
other hand, that, owing to the Parliamentary influence which local bodies could
bring to bear, the decision of the Chief
Secretary would invariably be with the
local board. The two honorable gentlemen, in thus completely answering each
other, had proved the case for the clause as
it stood. During this discussion, he had
for the first time heard an appeal to law
advocated in the House. He had been
under. the impression that there was a
wholesome dread, on the part of the
House, of law. He once endeavoured to
carry' a provision for an appeal from
magistrates in £20 cases ; but the proposition was rejected almost immediately.
Honorable members were determined to
make the magistrate omnipotent-to have,
at all events, some finality in law-and
they scouted the idea of an appeal. But
coming to a thing that no question of law
should be allowed to encumber-a mere
matter of discipline-the relations between
two contending bodies, a central board
and a local board-leading members of the
House desired to hamper it with all the
technicalities of the law. Now suppose
the question were to be left to a judicial
court-to a tribunal that must decide
according to the principles of law-it
would be in the power of a barrister to obtain a nonsuit on a technical point, and so de1:ltroy absolute
justice.
While modern jurists were
sighing after arbitration, and courting
conciliation, there were members of the
Legislative Assembly who preferred law
to either. Now what position did the
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clause propose that the Chief Secretary
should occupy in this matter? He would
stand as a conciliating power between two
opposing bodies, trying to arbitrate between them. The Chief Secretary would
receive a statement of facts from the
central board. That he would send to
the local board for their answer. That
would come up. It might not be satisfactory; and then, perhaps, the subject would
be referred back to the local board, and
then, perhaps, the central board would be
communicated with; and thus there would
be a species of answering, cross-answering, and explaining, which might go on
for two or three months.
Now how
was that to be dealt with in a court of
law? The only way to settle such differences was by adopting the course
indicated in the clause, which had the
benefi t of imperial precedent. The honorable member for Normanby appeared to be
remarkably conversant with the duties of
a Secretary of State; but was he (Mr.
Bindon) to be told that a Secretary of
St:1te was so forgetful of his responsibilities
as not to perform a duty imposed upon
him by statute - that a Secretary of State
would not look into these matters? He
believed that Secretaries of State did look
into the1:le matters. Some honorable gentleman had stated that the clanse woulJ. make
the Chief Secretary a despot. -Perhaps
this word was spoken in the heat of temper
-perhaps it was not intended to press it
to the utmost meaning. Did the honorable
member mean that the Chief Secretary
would be irresponsible? There was an
appeal from the Chief Secretary to a higher
tribunal even than the Supreme Court;
there was an appeal to that House.
Whenever a Chief Secretary acted improperly, his conduct could be opened up
by the House, and debated wi th or without
good temper to any length that honorable
mem bers might desire. He claimed for
the House, as the representatives of the
people, to be the last tribunal-higher
than any other court of appeal could be.
This being so, was it to be supposed for a
moment that the Chief Secretary would
act any other than a prudent, fair, and
honorable part? He would not value his
position if he did otherwise. He (Mr.
Bindon) believed that some honorable
member3 opposite would not have pressed
their views so pertinaciously as they
had done if they had any practical
knowledge of the way in which appeals
of this kind were encumbered in courts
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of law. If after all the Chief Secretary should be found so corrupt as to
decide one day with his nominees and
another with the local boards, without reference to the merits of the particular case
brought before him, the law could be
amended; but for the present let the committee follow precedents, and adopt the
English plan. If there was any terror in
the English mind about this matter of the
public health being left to the Secretary
of State, it would have manifested itself
long a.go, because the subject of the public
health occupied considerable attention in
the mother country. It was studied by
eminent men, it was discussed at the
Social Science congress~s. The provision
had passed the test of criticism; and,
therefore, honorable members might fairly
be asked, in the interests of public health,
to give the clause now before the committee a fair trial.
Mr. WHITEMAN said he should be
sorry to see the Bill jeopardized; but he
considered that the clause gave the Chief
Secretary for the time being despotic and
arbitrary powers over the health. of the
whole colony. The local bodies were often
placed iu peculiar difficulties with regard
to the removal of nuisances. He would
mention one which had come before the
E~erald Hill Board of Health. A number of persons had built their houses at
the bottom of a right of way from which
there was neither drainage into the street,
nor drainage in any other direction. To
remove the nuisance which had accumulated, the local board required almost unlimited powers with regard to the taking of
property. The removal of the nuisance
would cost some £400 or £500, and the
question arose who was to pay for it-the
people who built their houses in this lowlying place, and caused an accumulation of
filth from their dwellings, or the ratepayers
generally? Questions of this kind were
constantly arising before local boards; they
would form the subject of controversy between local boards and the central board;
and then, according to the clause, the
Chief Secretary would be called upon to
decide. He considered that the powers
proposed to be placed in the hands of the
Chief Secretary were more than should be
conferred on anyone gentleman, and that
the better course would be to have a board
of appeal superior to the central board.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Emerald Hill could not be carried
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out. In appointing the central board, it
was to be presumed that the best men
would be selected; and where could better
men be obtained to form a board to control
the central board? Honorable members
were, no doubt, aware of. the delays attending legal proceedings, owing to the
power of appeal from one court to another.
But if an indefini te chain of appeal were
to be allowed in matters affecting the
public health, the greatest inconvenience
and the most disastrous consequences
might follow.
Mr. RAMSAY thought the committee
had not taken into consideration the necessity for expedition.
Suppose a vessel
were to enter Port Phillip Heads from
Mauritius or elsewhere, having cholera on
board, would it not be necessary to take
prompt and active measures to prevent
the spread of this fearful disease? But
how could that be done if local boards had
the power of litigation, which might prevent action for six months?
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 33, prohibiting offensive or
noxious trades,
Mr. MACPHERSON proposed that the
clause should be made to apply to places
"for the deposit of night-soil, offal, or
blood."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said the amendment could not be introduced in the clause,
because the clause applied only to places
of trade or business; but he would take a
note of the amendment in order to see
whether it could be introduced elsewhere.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
nuisance arising from the pollution of
streams. The House was alSked to pass
a law which would press heavily on
manufactories that polluted the atmosphere,
and yet allowed manufactories to pollute
streams from which the people derived
their supply of water. He could not
understand the principle on which this
was done. It was admitted that the pollutiQn of streams was more dangerous than
the pollution of the atmosphere. The
last visit of the cholera to England pretty
clearly established that fact.
Mr. LEVEY observed that this opened
a very large question. To prohibit the
pollution of streams might interfere to a
large exte'?t with mining operations. He
knew many streams which, once full of
fish, were now mere sludge channels.
Mr. VALE said the use of streams for
mining operations was not productive of
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disease, although it rendered the water
unfit for domestic purposes. But the
mining interest was of too great importance
to have its operations interfered with by
prohibitions as to the use of streams.
People in such localities must obtain their
supply of water'for drinking purposes by
other means.
Mr. LANGTON proposed the insertion
in the clause of words to the effect that
the refuse of manufactories, &c., "shall
not be suffered to fall or be emptied into
any stream."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM objected to the
amendment. He did not see his way
to neal with the subject of river pollution
in this Bill at all.
Mr. VALE suggested that the honorable member for East Melbourne should
propose the imposition of a penalty 011
those persons who destroyed fish, and
poisoned localities, by washing their sheep
with arsenic.
Mr. LANG TON saiel the clause did
not apply to such cases.
Mr. REEVES contended that the amendment would interfere with all manufactories established on the banks of streams.
It was understood that this question of
water pollution would not be introduced
into the Bill, and on that understanding
his honorable colleague (Mr. Edwards) had
stated that he would not move the insertion
of provisions doing away with the existing
Yarra pollution clauses.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
objection taken by the honorable mem ber
for Collingwood, inade it incumbent on the
Government to resist this amendment.
Personally he did not see any objection
to it.
Mr. J. T. SMITH pointed out that the
amendment would prevent the City Corporation using the Saltwater river in connexion with their abattoirs, although the
water was useless for domestic purposes.
Mr. LANGTON said he would limit
11is proposal to fresh water streams. He
could not understand why poisoning the
atmo~phere should be made punishable, at
the same time that streams were allowed
to be poisoned with impunity.
Mr. KYTE urged that the question was
one of degree. Why, a man might take a
reasonable amount of poison without injuring himself. According to the amendment the smallest impurity running into a
stream would be sufficient to cause the
stoppage of a manufactory.
Mr. VALE maintained that, in the face
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of the distinct understanding arrived at
that the water question should not be
touched upon in the Bill, it would be most
unfair to press the amendment.. On the
faith of that understanding the Geelong
members had left the House; and yet the
amendment would close the new woollen
manufactory recently established on the
Barwon.
Mr. LANGTON said that honorable
members generally were no parties to the
arrangement alluded to. The AttorneyGeneral .did not refer to it on the second
reading of the Bill.
Mr. BINDON was afraid the honorable
member scarcely realized the difficulties
which ,attended the subject of legislation
on water pollution. He, for one, was not
prepared to deal with it without notice;
nor did he think that it could be grappled
with by the introduction of a few lines
into a clause foreign to the subject itself.
The general ,question of pollution of rivers
was about to be brought forward, and all
discussion had better be postponed until
then.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM admitted that,
when introducing the Bill, he had omitted
to state that it did not contain the river
pollution clauses of the Bill of last year.
Nevertheless, the honol'able members most
interested had left the House on the understanding that this subject should be absolutely omitted.
Mr. MACGREGOR expressed his sympathy with the o'Qject the honorable
member for East Melbourne had in view,
and he suggested that, if the honorable
member were to introduce a Bill, he would
be very likely to carry it.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said he must snpport
the amendment on principle, but he was
afraid that, if it were pressed, it would involve the loss of the Bill. He therefore
advised that it should be withdrawn.
Mr. LANG TON pointed out that if he
introduced a Bill, as suggested, he would
be met by the mining difficulty. Now the
clause as he proposed to amend it would be
free from this difficulty. It would not
prohibit the use of streams, but it would
merely provide that the pools and reservoirs which, according to the Bill, must
be constructed for the collection of blood
and refuse, should not be deliberately
emptied into the adjacent rivers. The
proposition was so reasonable, that he felt
bound to press it to a division.
Mr. BURTT expressed his belief that,
were the amendment carried, a great deal
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of unpleasantness would be occasioned 'in
consequence of the absence of the honorable members most interested in the question. Moreover, the provision would be
sure to be expunged on a future occasion.
The wording of the clau se, that each
reservoir should be "periodically emptied
of its contents, and kept in a cleanly and
inoffensive condition," proved that it was
not intended that these reservoirs should
be drained into a stream.
The committee divided on Mr. Langton's amendment, when there appearedAyes
3
Noes
31
Majorityagaint the amend-} 28
ment •••
•••
...
AYES.

Mr. J. T. Smith.

Telle1's.

Mr. Langton,
" Macpherson.
NOES.

Mr. McCulloch,
Mr. Balfour,
" McKean,
" Bindon,
" MeLellan,
" Burtt,
" Plummer,
" Byrne,
" Ramsay,
" Cope,
Dr. Embling,
" Reeves,
Mr. Farrell,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Harbison,
" Watkins,
" H. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Wilson.
" King,
" Kyte,
Tellers.
" Longmore,
" I,ove,
Mr. Bowman.
" Macgregor,
" Jones. .
On clause 34, providing for the consumption of smoke at manufactories,
MI'. MACPHERSON suggested nn
amendment, to rendet: it competent for local
boards to exempt any factory or industry
for a certain time. He did not think it
necessary that in all cases mills and factories
should be made to consume their smoke.
In Melbourne and other centres of population the large amount of smoke evolved
rendered it a nuisance; but in country
districts the smoke of a mill might not
require to be dealt with for years to come.
Mr. HIG INBOT HA~ said that if the
amendment were adopted the clause would
commence with a general prohibition, and
would conclude with a provision enabling
the local boards to set prohibition aside
in every instance. This would be very
strange legislation. Perhaps the honorable
member's object could be attained in
another way. The other evening exception had been taken to the clause, that
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it would press hardly on brick burners
and others, whose case was that they bad
not gone to population, but population had
come to them. To remedy this, he would
propose an amendment enabling the local
boards to exempt certain processes named
in the clause, in fact to compel them to
exempt these processes for a period not
exceeding ten years, unless the health
officer should report that they were
nuisances. If such a. report were given,
of course no honorable member would
desire to see the nuisance continued.
Dr. EMBLING suggested that words
should be introduced to exempt blacksmiths' forges.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM adopted this
suggestion.
The clause was then agreed to, the provision in question having been amended to
read thus:"Provided that certain processes (that is to
say)-the coking of coal, the calcining of ironstone or limestone, the making or burning of
bricks, earthenware, quarries, tiles, or pipes,
the raising of any mines or minerals, the smelting, ot iron ores, the refining, puddling, shingling,
heating, or rolling of iron or other metals, the
melting or casting of iron into castings, and
the manufacture of glass, may, and unless such
process shall be deemed by the officers of health
to be a nuisance to the neighbourhood. shall be
so exempted by the local boards of health from
penalties for not consuming all smoke for any
time to be specified by the local board not exceeding ten years, as may be resol vcd by them."
On clause 42, providing that the local
boards may order that all houses and
premises within their jurisdiction shall be
provided with earth·closets under the
penalty of certain fines,
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
this clause was contained in the Bill of
last session, and that an addition was
made to it in another place to the effect
that the penalties should not be imposed
unless the existing water-closets or privies
were nuisances.
He now proposed to
insert these words, with a slight alteration, namely, "unless the water-closets or
privies for the use of the occupiers thereof
shall be deemed by the offieer of heal th to
be a nuisance." This would be a sufficient
protection to those who were opposed to
the compulsory use of earth-closets to
enable a compromise to be arrived at.
The subject was considered last session by
a select committee, which reported in
favour of the project. One of the witnesses was the Chief Medical Officer, who
had always entertained a strong opinion
in favour of the use of earth·closets.
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During the interval since then that gentleman had directed his attention to the
subject, and had prepared a report, from
which it would be seen that he was not
now so decidedly in favour of the system,
but was inclined to aJlow t.he local boards
to test the v.alue of these contrivances by
experience befor.e absolutely directing their
use.
The report (which the honorable member
read) described the successful operation
of various self-acting closets at many large
establishments in Melbourne, and also
the equal success in other instances of
the bucket and scoop principle. At
some institutions, however, including the
Melbourne Hospital, the earth system
had been tried and .abandoned. The
simplest form of the closet was that of
the bucket and scoop; but at the Exhibition building, and at other places, it was
found that, notwithstanding printed notiqes
conspicuously posted, the people _were so
careless or indolent that they neglected
the use of the scoop altogether. Some
self-acting apparatus was, therefore, necessary. The self-acting closets at· present
in ·use worked well, in instances in which
they were, attended to with care, but in
other cases complaints were made of their
getting out of Ol'der. From the improvements recently introduced, it seemed
likely that a simple and economical
plan would soon be arrived at. At present the charge for removing the old
earth and supplying fresh was high,
but were the use of the .closets made
compulsory in Melbourne the work coul<l
be contracted for at the rate of ten
shillings per closet 'per ·annum. The report stated, in conclusion .:"The greatest difficl'Jties to the compulsory
adoption of the use of earth-closets will be
encountered in the premises.of the lower classes
of the popUlation, :who .arealrea~y very insufficiently supplied with privy accommodation;
and th~re is one considerable drawback to their
use in private houses which must not be
ignored. -that is, the disposal .of the chamber
slops, If these are emptied into the earth-closets
a vast quantity of earth will be required to
absorb them, and if they are allowed to flow
into the street channel they will occasion a
serious and very offellsive nuisance, which obtains to a much greater extent than it ought to
do, even at present, and .the smell from which is
only covered by a pl~ntiful supply of Yan Yean
to wash it away. Though the earth-closet
system ds as yet in its infancy, and very far
from perfect, .the great majority of those who
use them look upon them as a decided improvement on the old privy system.; and there is no
doubt that, if generally adopted, they would
prevent one of the greatest sanitary evils we are
VOL. 111.-2 B
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subject to, that of the soil (especially that of
the city of Melbourne) being saturated. as it is
at present, with the sewage which is constantly percolating through leaky privies. On
account of the impediments before named it
might be d,jfficult to get the lower cIa'sses into
the way of using earth .closets effectively, bllt it
must be borne in mind that nothing could be
worse than the present state of things under
the privy system. the stench, and filth, and unwholesomeness of which is every day becoming
Plore and more manifest and more intolerable."

The chief medical officer practically recommended the modification which he
(Mr. Higinbotham) had mentioned, namely,
that wherever the health officer certified
that the existing system was a nuisance,
the local bOlliI'd should be empQwered to
order the use of an earth. closet. If that
course were adopted, it would enable local
boards to experiment on the use of earthclosets, It was only by experiment that
it could be ascertained which was the
best description of earth-closet, and
how far it was expedient to adopt
the system. There were a great many
competing patents for earth-closets, and
some deodor.izing processes were brought
into dil'eo.t competition and rivalry with
the earth-oloset system.
Some public
meetings, whi.ch had been convened to
con8ider the Public Health Bill, 9,ppeared
to have been meetin.gs to recommend particular processes to the attention of the
public rather than to discuss any o( the
provisions of lthis Bill. Honorable members, in dealing with this subject., ought
not to allow themselves to' be influenced
by these competing processes, but simply
to give to the central board and to the
local boards such reasonable powers for
making experiments as would enable the
best system ultimately to find its way iuto
general use.
Mr. LEVEY thought tha-tit would be
better not to legislate on this question at
all, but to leave the people themselves to
adopt such methods as were best calculated
to prevent nuisances. Public attention
was strongly directed to the subject,;
owners of property were fully ali ve to its
importance; and, from the experiments
being made by scientific and ingenious
men, he oelieved . . that, before long, an
earth-closet system or some other system
would be introduced much superior to any
yet invented. To stereotype any system
in an Act of Parliament would really be
injurious.
Mr. KYTE stated that some months
ago he fitted up eal~th-closets for the use
of about half .his tenants, but experience
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proved that they were obliged to go back the names of the persons who have been allowed
transfer such allotments; the names of those
to the old system. However well adapted to
persons to whom such allotments have been
earth-closets might be for large establish- transferred."
ments or for private houses, when carefully
Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
attended to, he was quite sure that, if they was agreed to.
were generally adopted, the result would
be a failure in a sanitary point of view. REAL PROPERTY CERTIFICATES.
In his opinion no sanitary system was so
Mr. FARRELL (in the absence of Mr.
perfect as the old sewerage system. He BYRNE) movedsuggested that the Government should
"That there be laid upon the table of this
co~sider the propriety of introducing a
House a return showing the average time occumeasure for constructing underground pied in the issue of transfer certificates under
drainflge for the city of Melbourne, half the Real Property Act during the quarters
respecti vply the 30th September and the
the cost to fall on the owners of property. . ending
31st December, 1866."
He believed that property-owners would
The motion was agreed to.
be willing to bear half.the cost of carrying
out such a system.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDOn the motion of Mr. HIG I~BOTHAM,
MENT BILL.
the ·clause was postponed, and progress was
The resolutions agreed to in committee
reported.
on this subject on the previous day were
considered and adopted ..
LAND SELECTIONS.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
Mr. LONGMORE movedeleven
o'clock, until Tuesday, February 12.
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the names of selectors
of land who have asked for and obtained subdivisions; the number of acres retained, in
each case, by original selector; the length of
times, in each case, the land was held by selector
be~e a subdivision was asked for; the dates on
which rents were paid by selectors both before
and after subdivision."

Mr. JONES seconded the motion, which
was llgree'd to.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT FEES.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return uf the fees rec.ei ved by the
officials of the Vice-Admiralty Court for the
years 1865 and 1866, specifyiog whether such
fees were paid into the consolidated revenue or
not."

Mr. WHJTEMAN seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court was
appointed by the Admiralty at home, and
was not responsible either to this Government or to this Parliament. The return
asked for was therefore not within the
order of the House; but, if the motion
was adopted, he would communicate. the
request of the House to the judge and
officials of the court.
The motion was adopted,
TRANbFERS OF LAND.
Mr. LONGMORE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the number of transfers
of allotments of land taken up under the 42nd
section of the Land Act 1865 that have been
sanctioned by the Board of· Lands and Survey;

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 12, 1867.
South-Western Province Election-T.JOtteries-Addresl'l to
the Queen-Consolidated Revenue (£510,000) Bill-Assent
to Billa.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyseven minutes pnst four o'clock, and read
the usual form of prayer.
SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT announced that the
writ for the election of a member of the
Legislative Council for the South- Western
Province had been returned, showing that
Mr. Thomas Learmonth was duly elected.
FURNITURE DUTIES.
The Hon. G. W. COLE, in co~p1iance
with an order of the House, dat.ed February 5, laid on t.he table a return relating
to duty paid by Messrs. Wallach Brothers
on certain cases of furniture.
LOTTERIES.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER asked the
honorable member representing the Government whether the Attorney-General
-who, by his answer to a question put in
the House on the 5th instant, on the permission given to Messrs. Hoskins and
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Simmonds, declared that he did grant leave
to receive moneys for lottery tickets, from
March, 1866, to October, ] 866-would
compel those lottery office-keeper.s to refund the money thus obtained under the
cover of that officer's authority, not only
from the colonists of Victoria, but also of
the sister colonies?
The Hon. G. W. COLE read the
following reply to the question :-" The
permission given to Messrs. Hoskins and
Simmonds, under the Police Offences
Statute, had no other effect than to legalize
a lottery which, if forbidden, would have
been illegal. It was not a guarantee of
the honesty.of the project or of the projectors. It is not the intention of the
Attorney-General to take proceedings
against Messrs. Hoskins and Simmonds;
and if anyone has been defrauded by
those persons he must seek his remedy."
ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE
QUEEN.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That a Elelect committee be appointed to prepare an address to Her Most Gracious Majesty,
thanking Her Majesty for the generous recognition by Her Majesty's Government of the
claims of this colony in regard to its defences;
and that such committee consist of the Honorables A. Fraser, R. S. Anderson, G. Rolfe, W.
Highett, C. J. Jenner, T. T. a'Beckett, W. H. F.
Mitchell, and the mover."

The Hon. G. ROLFE seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
The committee retired to prepare the
address, and on their return, after the lapse
of a few minutes, Mr. COLE presented the
I'eport of the commi ttee.
The CLERK read the draft copy of the
address as prepared by the committee,
which was as follows:" To Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen.
"MAY IT PLEASE'YOUR MAJESTY,

"We, Your Majesty's faithful subjects, the
Members of the Legislative Council of Victoria,
in Parliament assembled, beg leave to approach
Your Majesty with renewed assurances of our
loyalty and affection.
"We desire humbly, but heartily, to express
to Your Majesty our thanks for the generous
recognition by Your Majesty's Government of
the daims of this colony in regard to its defences
against foreign aggression, and for the material
assistance which Your Majesty has been advised
to grant in that behalf.
" We pray th,at God may long spare Your
Majesty to reign over a united and loving
people."

The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER asked if
this address had been prepared by the
committee, or if it was a printed copy of
an address prepared by some one else?
2B2

The PRESIDENT.-We cannot go
behind the report which has been brought
up by the committee.
On the motion of Mr. COLE, the
address was adopted; and ordered to be
forwarded to His Excellency the Governor,
with an address requesting His Excellency
to transmit the same to Her Majesty's
Principal Secretary of State for' the
Colonies, for presentation to Her Majesty.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£510,000) BILL.
A Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly appropriating £10,000 on
account of the service of the year 1866,
and £500,000 on account of the service of
the year 1867.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W. COLE,
the Bill was read'a first time.
Mr. COLE then moved that the Bill be
read a second time.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do not
intend to offer any opposition to the Bill
being read a second time and disposed of
this evening, but I think that we ought to
act according to precedent, and that the
honorable member who. is in charge of
the Bill should move the suspension
of the standing orders to allow the measure to pass through all its stages this
evening. If we do not adopt that course,
we shall get into a lax system of passing
Money Bills, which we may find unwise
at some future time. Last session a case
arose in which it was not considered desirable to pass a Bill of this character
through all its stages in one evening. If
we get into a habit of allowing these Bills
to pass as a matter of course, we shall be
depar ting from rules laid down for our
'own guidance and protection in matters of
great importance.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I am
rather surprised that the honorable member did not move the suspension of the
standing orders, as there would be no
opposition to the motion. 1 quite coincide
with Mr. Sladen's views.
Mr. COLE.-I would have moved the
suspension of the standing orders, but I
understood that it was not necessary in the
case of a Money Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-I am not A.ware
that there is any standing order which requires to be suspended to enable a Bill of
this description to pass through all its
stages on the same evening.
The motion was' agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time, and was after-
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wards passed through its remaining stages
without discussion.

"My warmest acknowledgments are ~lso ~ue
to the Legislative Assembly for theIr kmd
wishes for my future welfare.
"I have the honour to be, sir.

ASSENT TO BILLS.
"Your most obedient servant,
"GEORGE .JACKSON CAREY.
The PRERIDENT announced that he
"Brigadier-General Commanding Troops
had received information that it was the
"Australian Colonies."
intention of His Excellency the Governor
to visit the Council Cbambet' that day, for
PETITIONS.
the purpose of giving his assent to certain
Mr. BLACKWOOD presented apetiBills.
tion from the committee of the Melbourne
At twenty minutes past five o'clock the
Chamber of Commerce, praying the House
Usher announced that the Governor was
to reject the Tariff.
approaching the building. Immediately
Mr. HANDS presented a petition from
afterwards His Excellency entered the'
the Seymour Road B.oard, pray~g that
Chamber, accompanied by his Aide-detheir case, in reference to tolls, mIght be
Camp and Private Secretary.
taken into consideration.
The membel's of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
MINING COMPANIES.
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to the
Mr. DYTE asked the Minister of Jusfollowing- Bills:tice when the return, ordered on the 24th
1. Insol venqy .( Geelong District) January, 'of mining companies placed ~n
Amendment Bill.
the hands of official agents, would be laId
2. Consolidated Revenue (£510,000) on the table? The honorable member
Bill.
stated that the return would be of little
The members of the Legislative Assem- value, unless furnished before the select
bly then withdrew. His Excellency and committee on the Mining Companies Law
suite also left the Chamber.
Amendment Bill submitted their report.
The House adjourned at llalf-past five
Mr. BINDON stated that the several
o'clock, until Tuesday, February 19.
mining agents had b~en duly. instruc!ed
to supply the informatIOn reqUIred, WhIC?
would be hid on the table as soon as It
came to hand.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, "February 12, 1867..
Brlga.dier-Genera.l Carey - The Mining Depa.lltment - Mr.
Morris Lee's Case-Consolidated Revenue Bill-Assent
to Bills - Ways ana Means-Adjourned Deba.te on the
Budget.

REFRESHMENT ROOMS.
Mr. J. T4 SMITH brought up the first
report from the Refreshment-rooms Committee.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. RAMSAY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this

a return, showing the cost of all alteraThe SPEAKER took the chair at half-· House
tions an.d additions made in the offices of' the
past four o'clock.
Mining department during the two years ending

BRIGADIER-GENERAL CAREY.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of the foIJowing letter from BrigadierGeneral Carey, in reply to the complimentary address voted him by the House.:"Brigade Head Quarters,
"Melbourne, 11th February, 1867.
c'S IR -I have the honour to acknowledge the
receipt 'of your letter of the .6.th i~st., transmitting an address from the LegIslatIve Assembly
of Vi('toria.
.
c'I beg to express my sincere thanks for the
honour which the Legislativ.e Assembly has ·b~en
pleased to confer upon me, in thus recording its
sense of the manner in which I condueted the
duties of the high office which devolved upon
me as Officer Administering the Government of
this important colony.

31st December, 1866."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
Mr. VALE said he had no objection to
furnish the return; but he. hoped the
honorable member for Maldon would
recollect that the building was erected
originally as a sort of curiosity-shop ~or the
exhibition of various building materIals.
The motion was agreed to.
CASE OF MR. MORRIS LEE.
Mr. RAMSAY moved"That there be laid on the table of this
House copies of the papers connected with Mr.
Morris Lee's case."

Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£510,000) BILL.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON moved" That out of the consolidated revenue there
be issued and applied from time to time any
sum or sums of money not exceeding £ I0,000,
for or towa.rds certain of the services specified
and set forth ill the Supplementary Estimates
submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the
5th day of February, 1867."
"That out of the consolidated revenue
there be issued and applied from time to time,
for the service of the year 1867, any sum or
sums of money not exceeding £500,000, for or
towards the services set forth in the Estimates
submitted to the Legislative Assembly on the
5th day of February, 1867."

The resolutions were agreed to.
The House having resumed,
Mr. VERDON, by leave of the House,
moved"That the standing orders and practice of
this House, relating to the receh'ing a report
from the Committee of Ways and Means the
same day resolutions are agreed to, be suspended to allow the report to be received this
day."

The motion was carried, and the resolutions were reported accordingly, and
adopted.
Mr. VERDON then brought up a Bill
in accordance with the resolutions, and,
the standing orders having been suspended,
the measure was read a first and second
time, .and pai'sed through committee.
On the motion that the Bill be read a
thiI'd time,
Captain MAC MAHON called attention to the ~act that copies of the Bill
had not been distributed to honorable
members. He mentioned the matter, not
~ith the view of placing any impediment
lD the way, but in order that the proceeding should not be regarrled as a precedent.
Mr. VERDON admitted the justice of
the honorable and gallant member's remark, but explained that it was not usual
to distribute a Bill until after it had been
read a first time, and that this took place
only a minute or two before.
The Bill was read a third time and
passed.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
On the order of the day for the House
resolving itself into Committee of Ways
and Means,
. Mr. RICHARDSON moved" That, in the opinion of this House, the proposed alterations in the Tariff are not satis-
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factory, as they neither tend to the encouragement of colonial industries, nor to the extension
of commerce."

The honorable member observed :-Mr.
Speaker, I have consulted you, and you
have told me that I am strictly in order in
moving this amendment at the present
time. (Hear, hear.) Some members of
the Ministry say" Hear, hear." Whether
they approve of the amendment I am no\v
submitting I don't know; but, as I said
on a recent occasion, for the position I am
about to take they are responsible, and not
me. I came here as a pl'otectionist member, advocating protectionist principles;
I have always endeavo.ured, consistently,
to advocate those principles; and this
being so, I feel myself fully justified in
moving this amendment. I think tllere is
an advantage, as was stated on a similar
occasion some years ago,. in moving the
amendment at this stage. I don't know
what action the Ministry will take with
regard to the amendment., but I think it
better to decide this question of the Tariff
on its merits at once. I think I shall not
be exceeding the bounds of order if: at the
present time, I allude to the financial statement submitted by the Treasurer.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member cannot do that without being out of
order. The financial statement was made
in committee, and any de'bate in the
House on speeches made in committee is
not warranted by the rules of Parliament.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I thought I
might be allowed to allude to the financial
statement, in order to justify the course I
am now taking. Your ruling, Mr. Speaker,
will, of course, have the effect of shortening my remarks, but not of altering the
position I take or the opinions I hold.
Am I to understand that I am not to
allude to anything in the Tariff itself?
The SPEAKER.-I have la.id down
the ruJe of Parliament on this subject:
Speeches made in committee cannot be
referred to in the House.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Perhaps the
House will allow me to refer to a similar
The
case which occurred in 1861.
Treasurer (who was then the Treasurer of
the Heales Administllation) made his
statement that year, as usual, in Committee of Ways and Means; and on a
subsequent evening, on the Treasurer
moving that the House do go into committee, the then leader of the Opposit,ion
submitted a similar amendment to that now
before the House, and, in doing so, was
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permitted to refer to the speech made in although the Government are unwilling to
committee, and indeed to go into the whole take advantage of the rules of debate to
question as laid down by the Treasurer. check discussion-although, on that ground,
Not only was Mr. O'Shanassy permitted they frequently ahstained, during the earlier
to do that, but the step which he took on part of this session, from objecting to the
that occasion actually resulted in the course which a debate had taken-yet I say
ejection from office of the Government. it is hardly fair, when this objection comes
Under these circumstances, with such a from the Speaker and not from the Goconspicuous precedent, it appears to me vernment, that the Speaker should he met
that it would be rather inconvenient for a with the statement of an alleged departure
from rules which, no doubt, is capable of
new rule to he laid down.
The SPEAKER.-I have only called explanation. We don't know the whole
attention to the rule of Parliament, which of the circumstances of that case, and I
is clear enough, and which is maintained am not prepared to debate them. But
by all the authorities - namely, that even assuming there was justification for
speeches made in committee cannot be re- a departure from the rules of the House
then, there is no justification for such a
ferred to in the House.
Mr. MoCULLOCH.-There is no ob- departure now. The honorable member
jection on the part of the Government to who moves this resolution is, no doubt,
the fullest opportunity being given for the well aware that the Government have no
discussion of the whole of their financial desire to check his remarks. The objecpolicy.. At the same time there is this tion comes not from the Government, but
point to be considered: if the acknowledged from the Speaker; and I apprehend that,
rules of Parliament are waived on this and when the Speaker calls attention to the
other occasions, we may as well dispense rules of the House, it is the desire of
with rules altogether. J trust honorable honorable members on both sides cheermem bers will not consent to the rules of fully to abide by the decision, and insist
the House being waived, unless for some on the rules being complied with.
Mr. JONES.-The Chief Secretary
good and well-defined reason. I consider
that we should adhere as far as possible has said that the rules should not be
to our rules.
departed from except on some wellMr. LEVEY.-0n the 5th November, defined occasion. I am at a loss to know
1861, on the order of the day for the what better defined occasion we can find
House resolving itself into Committee of than this, when a pseudo-protectionist
Ways and Means, Mr. O'Shanassy rose in Ministry brings forward a Tariff, and it is
his place and moved a resolution, which proposed to condemn their conduct in dewas tantamount to a vote of want of con- parting from their announced policy. I
fidence in the Government of the day, think it ill-becomes the Ministry to shelter
which was accepted by the Government themselves, on this occasion, behind the
8S such, and upon which, after a long
forms of the House.
According to
debate, they resigned.
Mr. MoCULLOCH.-There is no desire
the report in H ansm'd, it does Dot on the part of the Ministry to do anything
seem that you, Mr. Speaker, raised any of the kind. A full opportunity will be
objection to the course then taken, DOl' given honorable members to discuss this
did the Treasurer, who followed Mr. question in committee; or if it is necessary
O'Shanassy, take exception to the cOlirse to debate the Elubject now, in full House,
of action then pursued. The debate went . let a motion for the suspension of the
on in the ordinary way, as if quite in standing orders be made in a regular and
order,
proper manner.
.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
The SPEAKER.-There is no occasion
I am sure the House will see that it would for a suspension of the standing orders.
be inconvenient to attempt to found any If it be the wish of the House that an
departure from our rules on this occasion honorable .member should be allowed, in
upon a departure from rules, whether to a his remarks, to go outside the rules, the
greater or less ex tent, on any. former House can permit it.
occasion, and especially a dist.ant occasion
Mr. RICHARDSON. - "Tith all due
like that mentioned. I must say that I deference to your ruling, Mr. Speaker, by
think for some time past there has been w bich I will endeavour to abide, I accept
an increasing laxity in the observance of the remarks of the two Ministers who
the rules of debate in this House; and have spoken in. the spirit in which they
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were made.' I perfectly understand that
they do not wish in any manner to shirk
discussion. As I said before, I have taken
this step, as a protectionist member of the
House, because I believe that the Tariff, if
passed in its present form, will bring the
principles that I have consistently maintained, along wit.h many members of this
House, and many gentlemen who are not
now members of this House~ into perfect
contempt. We, as protectionists, would
be told, " You have had a trial of your
policy; it has failed, and therefore we
will try it no more." The proposed Tariff
will be a mere mockery of what I have
always advocated as protection; and on
that ground, and that ground alone, I
have taken this early opportunity of
opposing it. But if I am to be confined,
in my remarks, to the Tariff alone, am I
Dot to be allowed to comment on the justification which the Treasurer presented to
the House with the Tariff? That honorable gentleman, in his opening remarks,
stated that he intended to confine himself
simply to facts and figures; but more
than once he told us that this and that
was not a protectionist measure at all
-that it was not associated with protectionist intentions.
N ow was that
fair to their supporters? Who put the
Ministry into office, who have kept them
in office, and who were prepared to
keep them in office, but the protectionist
members? I was prepared to do that;
but I am not to be taunted with the mention that the Government propose to tax
certain articles, and that there will be no
protection in the proceeding. What did
we hope this session ? We expected to
be enabled to introduce a Tariff of a discriminating character.
Here we have an
indiscriminate one. I have advocated
nothing more than this-to select certain
articles that we know can be manufactured in this colony with advantage, by a
little fostering aid on the part of the State,
afforded by means of the custom-house.
Is this Tariff going to effect that object?
No. By it the raw material and the
manufactured article will be indiscriminately taxed; and protectionist members
will be forgetful of their principles if they
are parties to it. The Treasurer proposes, by this indiscriminate Tariff, to
raise it revenue which, by just economy
in the Estimates, might have been obviated. I do not see that we are bound
to impose this general taxation for the
legitimate necessities of the State. I
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for one intend-and I hope bonorable
members will support me-to scrutinize
closely the items in that expenditure, so as
to reduce the Estimates far below what
the Treasurer expects to raise. I mean
purposely to avoid one question which is
now exciting public attention -'- namely,
whether it is wise or unwise to tax our
cereals. On a late occasion, I took the
opportunity of raising my voice against
the State paying a certain amount for five
years to the New South Wales Government. I and other protectionist members
were not supported on that occasion
as we expected to be. I now appeal,
not to those who call themselves the
wine-grower's friends, but to those who
call themselves the farmer's friends,
whether they are satisfied with the protection proposed to be given to the farmer?
If the Treasurer had stated, in the course
of his remarks, what course the Government intended to take, my action might
have been' different. But we are left
entirely in the dark. We may vote for
the first item, and the vote may be taken
as substantially carrying the whole Tariff;
or, on the other haud, we may vote for
that and be at perfect'liberty to alter and
amend the Tariff as we propose. What
would be the result if honorable member~
were at perfect liberty. to amend and.alter
the Tariff as they pleased, I am not prepared to say; but my impression is, that
when it came out of committee the Tariff
would hardly be known by the Treasurer.
Are we to have that liberty of choice?
Are we to be met, as I was met on a recent
occasion-that in the action we took we
were influenced by a desire for payment
of members; and that to secure this we
were ready to upset the Ministry, and
to form an unholy alliance for the accomplishment of our object? What are
we to come to if this is still to be considered a deliberative assembly? I have
only to repeat what I have said on former
occasions, that there are three years and a
half to show what my feelings are with
regard to the Ministry as originally formed,
and as now constituted. My actions shall
speak for themselves. Brit if I have no
opportunity of gi ving expression to my
opinions as I feel them in my own heart
without being subjected to such reflections,
I would rather go out of the House altogether. Whether agreeable or not to the
House, I have stated my views as I-feel
them. Certainly, in moving so important
anamendment,I have to ask the forbearance
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of the House, because my remarks are not
of a more extended character; but I could
have made them much more lengthy if the
rules of the HOlJse would have allowed me.
Dr. HEATH seconded the amendment.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Mr. Speaker, in rising
to deal with the subject to which the amendment has reference, I beg distinctly to say
that my action is in no way the result of
that amendment. If I did not address
myself to the su~iect the other night, it
was simply because it was expected, on
the part of my colleagues, that an attack
on the general policy of the Government
. would as usual have followed the expression of the Government policy, at the
hands of the Minister of Finance. I am
prepared to admit that, if my first intention
had been carried out, I should, although
perhaps technically wrong, have been
politically right.
However the House
may think fit to· vote on the question submitted to it to-night, I think it right, at
this stage, to make some :remarks which,
under the circumstances I have explained,
I regret should not have been made earlier.
Certainly, it was out of no disrespect to
the House, but simply under the belief
that the course usually pursued would
have been followed on this occasion, that
I declined to reply the other evening.
Taking local precedent for our guidance, I
may call attention to what took place
when the Tariff of 1865 was submitted to
the House. The Treasurer made his
financial statement. This statement was
followed by some remarks from the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Levi\; but no reply was given by any
member of the GovernmC'nt to those remarks. The honorable member for East
Melbourne was followed by the late
honorable member for Kilmore (Mr.
O'Shanaesy), who made a perfectly legitimate attack on the policy of the GoThe debate was then convernment.
sidered to be formally opened; and that
course of proceeding is more in accord
with Imperial practice. However, under
present circumstances, and in the absence
of what may be considered a general
attack on the policy of the Government
beyond that contain~J in the remarks of
the honorable mem bel' for Geelong East,
I will proceed with the observations which
I have to make. I propose, in the first
place, to give my experience of the working of the Tariff of 1~66, as observed in
the cuetom'-house, and then to afford an
.explanation of the cause of the alterations
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which have been recommended by the'
Government. I may remark that, had it
not been for the necessities of the Government, and the dIfficulty of raising further
taxation in other directions, probably no
alteration would have been made in the
Tariff of 1866. My honorable colleague,
the Treasurer-, when considering the
financial prospects for the· year, informed
me that it would be necessary to raise
some £300,000 or £350,000 frolO Customs.
Of course it is competent for the House to
review this decision, and comment upon the
necessity for any increase at all. It was
open to honorable members last week to
have shown other means by which such a
necessity could have been obviated. But
as this has not been done, I will proceed
to explain, as regards the Tariff of 1866,
what has proved unsatisfactory in its
working. I have to deal largely with
ngures, and, if my statement exhibits any
short-comings, I must throw myself on
the indulgence of the House. The first
item in the estimates of revenue for 1866
was £515,000; but the receipts for the
year from that source amounted only to
£4.")2,000, showing an apparent deficiency
of £62,000. Without explanation, that is
at least unsatisfactory.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
At this juncture, the Serjeant-at-Arms
announced that a messenger from His Ex·
cellency the Governor was in attendance.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
was then introducerl with the customary
formalities. He informed the House that
His Excellency the Governor requested
the attendance of members of the Legislative Assembly in the Chamber of' the
Legi!'olative Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
meml;>ers present, and attended by the
officers of the House, at once proceeded
to the Chamber of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
The SPEAKER notified that the
Governor had, in the presence of both
Houses, given assent to the Consolidated
Revenue (£510,000) Bill, and the Insolvency (Geelong district) Amendment Bill.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
Mr. FRANCIS (resuming his speech)_
said-I have pointed out that a discrepancy
of £62,000 occurred last year in the item
of spirits, between the amount estimated
by the Treasurer, from information derived
from the Customs department, and the
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amount received. So large a deficiency
as this, constituting in the gross nearly the
whole amount of the deficiency in the
customs revenue itself, requires explanation. The falling off, as I tuke it, is not
altogether unsatisfactol'Y, a conclusion
which two or three of its causes will go to
prove. The original e.stimate was based
on the receipts fOl' the four or five preceding years; and I will read a statement of
those receipts to show that all the premises
open to us in forming our estimate were
properly used. In 1863 the income from
spirits was £494,46~; in 1864 it was
£520,6'15; in 1865 it was £505,06 t . It
will be seen that we were justified by the
experience of past years in placing on
the Estimates the sum we did, namely,
£515,000. The fiest cause of t.he decline
is connected with that principle with
which the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Richardson) is so closely allied,
namely, protection. There can be no
doubt that a large increase occurred in the
manufacture of' colonial spirits during
1866. There has been, in fact, an increase
of revenue under the head of excise, and
a decrease under the head of customs.
Under the head of excise, it was estimated
that £15,000 would be received, while the
receipts have amounted to £22,350, showing an increase of £7,350. That amount,
however, does not fully represent the real
deficiency, inasmuch as, under the Distillation Act, colonial spirits are only chargeable with a duty of 6s. per gallon if made
from grain, and 8s. per gallon if made
from sugar. At the full rates, I find that
the revenue would have been supplemented
by a sum of £10,500. The free trade
wh ich existed with Ri verina, during the
major part of 1864 and 1865, also increased our receipts, as at that time our
revenue received a very large proportion
of the duties on the spirits consumed in
that district. This is best shown by a return
which I received from the representatives
of New Sonth Wales at the late conference. New South Wales collected on the
Murray, during 1866, a sum of £20,604 on
spirits alone, the major part of the goods
coming, of course, from Victoria. Adding
to this sum the £10,500 I have already
mentioned, we have a total of £30,000,
which is one-half the actual deficiency. The
remainder or the falling off I attribute, and
I attribute with satisfa.ction, to the' gr~w
ing practice of drinking colonial beer and
colonial wine in preference to the nobblers
of former days. On l'eferring to some
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estimates I made when in office in 1860,
I find the item of spirits set down at
£760,000, and of ale and cider £95,000,
while in IH67 the amount estimated is for
spirits £495,000 or £265,000 less, and for
beer and cider £32,000 or £63,000 less,
showing that beer and dder to the extent
of two-thirds and spirits to the extent of
one-third have been superseded by the
colonial-made article. From the protectionist point of view, from the moral point
of view, and, in fact, from 8111 points save
that of revenue, this fact is no matter for
regl'et. The next importan.t item which
exhibits a falling off is that ()f tea. It
was estimated that £65,000 would be
The receipts amounted to
received.
£42,000, showing a deficiency of £23,000.
Every commercial man will see how this
is. During the last quarter of 1865
nearly as much tea was taken out of bond
as had been during the preceding three
quarters; and much of this large quantity
went into consumption during 1~66. The
reason was this. The importers did not
believe that the present Tariff would pass,
and they availed themselves of the opportunity affOl'ded them of taking tea out at
the reduced rat.e, in the belief that recourse
would ultimately be had to the old Tariff,
under which higher duties were payable.
As it proved, these gentlemen were disappointed. They had much better have
left their tea in bond, for, to my knowledge, some of it has even yet not gone
into consumption. The quantity of tea
on which duty was paid in 1864 was
4,014,063 Ibs. During the first quarter
of 1~65, duty was paid on 1,466,000 Ibs.;
during the second quarter, duty was paid
on 1,13.9,000 lbs.; dLlring the third,
on 992,000 Ibs.; and during the last
quarter, on 2,994,000 lbs. The quantity taken out of bond during the whole
of 1866 was 3,118,000 lbs.; so that
nearly as much tea was taken out in
the last quarter of 1865 as there was in
the whole of the following year. Practically, the consumption of 1866 has been
largely supplemented from the excess of
1865. The revenue itself loses nothing,
inasmuch as it gains in the one year what
it is deficient in the other. The circumstance is an exceptional one, for the same
marked effect is not exhibited by the
kindred article of sugar. In 1864, the
total taken out of bond was 316,000 cwt.;
in 1865, the total was 460,000 cwt.; and
in 1866, it was 436,000 cwt. Instead of
there being a decrease, it is evident that
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the operation of the Tariff has led to a
surprisin~ increase in the consumption of
sugar. The increase is beyond anything
which can be accounted for by domestic
consumption, and shows that a great deal
has been used for confectionery and other
manufacturing purposes.
Otherwise I
cannot account for the increase, for I am
not prepared to believe that there has been
any extension of illicit distillation. Of
course there always has been, and probably, so long as the temptation of a
high duty exists, there always will be
illicit distillation; but all the information I can obtain from the revenue
police and otherwise leads to the belief
that the practice is not carried on to the
same extent as it has been before. The
next item I will refer to-and as I do not
miss any item for the purpose of avoidance, I shall be happy to give whatever
information honorable members may ask
for-is that of doors and windows. The
estimate was £2,500, and not more than
£200 was received. This resnlt, I may
say without hesitation, is solely attributable to information concerning the
duty reaching the United States. The
trade was absolutely extinguished. Imported doors and windows were at once
superseded by-colonial-made articles, while
at the same time no material increase in
price took place. An attempt will, I
think, be made to resume importations;
but I do not fear for the colonial manufacture. The next item i~ that of millinery.
It will be remembered that my honorable
colleague the Treasurer, in his Budget
speech last year, explained, as I afterwards
stated myself, that we had exerted oursel ves to produce a Tariff altogether devoid
of ad valorem duties. We succeeded so
far that the new Tariff, when first sub~
mitted, did not contain a single ad valorem
rate. In common with every commercial
man in Melbourne, in common with the
Chamber of Commerce, and in common
with the mercantile class everywhere,
I entertained, and do still entertain,
objections to the ad 'l,'alorem system.
I found that the officers of the Customs
department, whom I was bound to consult, shared those objections, and, t!terefore, we decided not to adopt the duties
in question. In passing the Tariff through
this House, however, the ad valorem
system was inserted under :pressure. The
Tariff of 1866 was left in this position:
we start with fixed duties, and go on to
measurement dutied, then to duties by
Mr. Francis.
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weight, and end with ad valorem duties.
Whether the scheme fil'st presented would
have resulted more satisfactorily I am Dot
prepared to say. It had not a trial. But
the inconsistencies I have mentioned result
from the changes made by this Assembly.
At this stage I may refer to the answer
given by the Treasurer to the assertion,
that the Tariff of °llj66 has been a failure
as regards revenue. My honorable colleague showed that, during the period
they were levied-that is, from the 11 th
of April to the 31st of December-the
new duties realized £4,696 more than was
ant.icipated. I will admit that the taIling
off in some items was unreasonable, but
the deficiency was compensated by gains
on others. The estimate was £141,680,
o and the receipts were £146,376. The
Treasurer's statement, I may explain, was
made from documents and receipt.s in his
own department; and through a difference
in the system of book-keeping, through
accounts not being closed the same day,
his figures are not and cannot be exactly
identical with the returns furnished by
the custom-house. I hold in my hand
an "estimate of the receipts under the
new duties, on the assumption that the
Tariff had been in force from the 1st of
January to the 31st December, 1866," and
I am prepared to state that, while the
estimate was £200,450, the receipts were
at the rate of £202,582, or nearly as possible within 1 per cent. of the estimate,
showing that there is no founda.tion for
the assertion that the general re~mlt has
been inaccurate. I do not desire to be
unduly congratulatory-I will admit that
there have been decreases on the one
hand and increases on the other; but I
am sure that any commercial man, taking
the blue book of 1863-the only data
available to us-and looking at the loose
manner in which goods were grouped
together, and the loose regulations regarding declared values, will see that an
estimate realized considerably within 2
per cent. proves that our materials were
Dot badly worked up. In dealing with
this article of millinery last year, it was
stated by the Treasurer, the AttorneyGeneral, and myself~o °that the rates varied
from 3 to 12t per cent., the mean being
from 5 to 10 per cent. I am now prepared
to state that the ou t-turn has been in strict
conformity with the custom-house calculation~. We assumed that the duty would
be 8olo per cent. Now, a document printed
in February, 1866, and showing the opera0
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tion of the Tariff during 1865, shows that
the- 5s. per cubic foot duty on millinery
and silks realized 7i per cent. on the value
of those goods. Our calculations were
based on the average of a large number
of invoices, which we strictly investigated, and the result proves us to
have been correct as nearly as possible.
The returns for the first six months I have
said were equal to 7:1 per cent. But experience teaches all melle The wholesale
drapers profited by their experience, and
by excluding bulky articles, and by a careful selection and packing of their goods,
they lessened the bulk of these goods, and
so considerably reduced the per centage.
If a fair average of the whole of the
articles were taken, however, it would be
found that the first estimate of the department was nearly correct. For nicely
frilled goods put into boxes, which constituted a large item in the first instance,
articles like silk handkerchiefs and neckties have been substituted. By just putting
the scissors through them, and running a
machine stitch 011 the one side, this class
of goods has been converted into millinery;
and thus, by the manipulation of skilful
traders, the 8 per cent. we expected has
been reduced to 3 per cent. My statements . on this point are not speculative,
but are based on the returns of the declared
value of goods made by the importers
themselves, and furnished to me by the
Inspector-General of Customs. Besides
the articles I have mentioned, silk dresses
have been loosely tacked, and the body stuff
thrown in ready to be hemmed together,
and duty has then been paid on millinery
instead of silk. The moment the House
decided that silks should pay an ad valorem duty, and millinery a measurement
duty, it became the interest of importers
to adopt these practices. The definition
'.lnder which silks became chargeable as such
was, that they should be in the condition
in which they left the loom. Now we
could not ca,ll the articles I have ment.ioned
silks, because the material was not in the
condition in which it left the 100m, and
thus the department has had to accept
goods as millinery, wf.ll knowing t.hat the
higher and more legitimate duty was being
evaded. It is in this manner that the deficiencyof £3,535 under the head of millinery is to be explained, The deficiency
is really, however, only £2,500, becs,use, as
honorable members are aware, the Tariff
did not come into operation until the
middle of April, and consequently a de-
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duction of three months and ten days has
to be made from the estimates for the year.
I next come to the item of silk, and the
explanation I have given as to millinery
will naturally lead to the expectation of a
deficiency under this head. Instead of
receiving at the rate of £12,000 per annum, we have only £6,348 fOl··three parts
of the year. We have here another
instance of the embarrassments which may
be occasioned by honorable members dealing with questions of this kind without
having given them sufficient consideration.
The original proposi Lion was to place a
duty on silk in the piece; but it was put
to the House that a great many materials
could not be defined from silk, inasmuch
as modern skill, it was said, had achieved
its greatest successes in making inferior
materials assimilate to superior materials
Under some pressure, and
like silk.
mainly at the instance of the then honorable member for Kilmore (Mr. O'Shanassy),
who was advised by gentlemen in the
trade, the House introduced into the Tariff
the term "man~factures of silk, or of
mixed materials of which the greater part
is silk." This heading has given rise to
a large amount of difficulty, and has practically compelled -us to resort to the ad
valorem system in dealing with the articles
concerned. Goods are made with silk
faces and cotton backs, and how can
it be decided which is the greater or
which the lesser part? In selling to
our wives, the tradesmen dwell on ,the
silk; but with the Customs department they
are more scrupulous, they show the cotton
side and forget the other. In many instances I have acquired a bad name for
irritability and dogmatism; but if I had
dealt rigidly with this question, there
would have been one scene of turmoil.
Instead of there being hard dealing to
complain of, the wonder is that we have
got through under these difficulties, together with the impositions practised by the
commercial community. I do not hesitate to
say that, if a return of the small fines which
have been inflicted is moved for, it will be
found that, instead of there having been
any arbitrary exercise of power on the part
of the Customs department, the greatest
delinquents have been those persons who
have been most dogmatic and blatant outside t.he House. As regards these measurement duties, we find that, in p-ractice, the
most expensive articles bave paid the
least duty, and the least expensive have
paid the most. This, I think, is an argu-
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ment in favour of ad valorem duties. (Mr.
Langton-" Hear hear.") Well, sir, the
honorable member is completely at issue.
with the gentlemen he is co-operating with.
From 1854 to 1864, when my connexion
with the Chamber of Commerce ceased,
there was not one gentleman in a hundred
who did not join with me in condemning
ad valorem duties. It is now certain,
however, that thel'e are circumstances
under which a resort to some such system
is a necessity. Taking the year 1866, I
find that the lowest rate paid under the
head I am dealing with was £1 7s.2d.
per cent. on gloves, (lr not half a farthing
per pair; and that the highest was £8
11s. 6d. per c~nt. on hats and caps (iueluding widows' caps). I do not desire to
make capital out of this result; but honorable members will recollect that, while
not more than 7~ per cent. was realized
even in the first instance,· and while the
department estimated that the duty would
be equal to 8-10 per cent., a communication
appeared in the leading journal stating
that the impost on millinery would average
72 per cent. Comparing this statement
with the 3 per cent. realized during 1866,
thel'e appears a wonderful difference.
Mr. LANGTON.-Seventy-two per
cent. on some goods.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No. The statement
was that that would be the average. The
Argus of the 2-1th of February, ~866,
contains a tabulated statement under the
sign manual of L. Stevenson and Sons,
Sargood, King, and Sargood, Banks Bros.,
Bell and Co., Paterson, Hay, Palmer, and
Co., and William Watson and Sons, showing that, on given statements, the duty
ranged from 3 to 190 per cent.; and there
is an accompanying memorial to the Legis.
lative Council, stating this as a fact.
Moreover, in the same paper there is a
statement, " From sources, perfectly reliable, I learn that the duties on these
articles average as follows-millinery, 72
per cent."
Mr. LANGTON.-On the average of
the shipments.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Then could it be that
those shipments were specially selected to
order for the purpose? The experience of
the year has been this, that while the Customs show a deficiency of £81,000, there
is no deficiency whatever attributable to
the new duties. The falling off has been
in spirits, wines, beer, tobacco, and cigars,
and I am not snre that this falling off,
under the circumstances I have explained,
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is a matter for regret. W ~ now come to
the Tariff at present under the consideration of the House. The rrreasurer stated
that, in consequence of his absence
from the colony, he would not be able
to go fully into this subject, but would
leave the explanation to me. Now I
certainly expected that, in the first
instance, some attack would have been
made on the grand total figures of revenue
and expenditure-on the general policy of
the Budget, in which case, either the Chief
SecI'etaJ'y or some other membet' of the
Government would have replied. I thought
some gentleman on the Opposition side
would have suggested a general reduction
of the civil service, at a specific per centage. for there is much to be said on the
subject; and not only has the House the
power to do this (at all events anterior to
the first vote being taken), but the Opposition includes men of infol'mation, and also
members of the very Ministry by whom
the Civil Service Act, which gives the
House this peculiar power, was passed.
This would have been a legitimate suggestion, and the Government would not have
been unwilling to explain their reasons for
not adopting it. But the Government
found, on going through the departments,
trying to reduce wherever they possibly
could, that they could not avoid a large
deficiency. The question arose. how thia
deficiency was to be. met? In the absence
of any general attack on the Budget, I
will not say more than that the adoption
of the present scheme was not the result
of any want of discuRsing and considering
the various merits of stamp duties, of
a property tax, of an income tax, or of
an increase in the Tariff then existing.
We considered, also, the various remissions
in the postal rates, &c., which have been
made, and the result was, that I was instructed to raise an additional £300,000 to
£350,000 through the Customs. I do
not say that that was an agreeable task.
Any scheme of taxation will be sure to
me2t with general condemnation .. Even
if you unduly favour some particular
section, that section is not always grateful,
while every other portion of the community is discontented. For the information
of my colleagues I had a return prepared
of the value of the imports for 1865 -the
returns for 1866, of course, not being
available. This return, a few copies of
which I have reeerved for the use of
honorable members, distinguishes the goods
dutiable under the old Tariff and those
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dutiable under the Tariff of 1866, and
those at that time coming in free. I have
also available a subsidiary list, giving the
net value of the iInports of the articles on
which it is now proposed to levy a 5
per cent. ad valorem duty.
On going
through these lists it will be found that,
after deducting exports, the balance of
dutiable goods under the old Tariff was
£1,888,649, and under the Tariff of 1866
£3,138,264. The iteme remaining to be
dealt with amount to £4,684,682, and a
list of exemptions tots up to £ 1,686,000,
leaving £2,531,564 to be dealt with. It
will be seen that I hav'El omitted one item
of £500,000, and that is the item of
drapery. Before 1865, wearing appa,rel
of every possible kind was included indiscriminately under this head, so that it represented a sum varying fi'om £2,000,000
to £4,000,000. But by a gradual distribution of the goods und.er their proper
heads, drapery was reduced in 1~66 to
£278,000, and in 1867 it will necessarily
disappear from the list. Had I allowed
the item to remain, I should have been
misleading the House. Its absence will
account for the appareut discrepancy
in the figures I have given.
Now
it has been said, that any alteratiol'l (If
or interference with the existing Tariff
is inconsistent with the pledge given by
the Government, that the present Tariff
should have a duration of at least three
years. Bllt the Government made no such
pledge. It was urged by the Opposition,
and also by the Upper Honse, that, as the
Tariff was an experimental one, it ought to
have a certain fixed existence given to it,
and a clause was accordingly introduced
into the Tariff Bill-though greatly to my
surprise-which proposed that the Tariff
should continue in operation for three
years. The Government, however, argued
that the existence of any scheme of taxation ought to depend upon its suitabilit.y
to meet the exigencies of the country,
and that it should be continued only
80 long as it was found to work satisfactorily. The Government, therefore, cannot be accused of any breach of faith if,
after twelve months' working of an experimental Tariff, they propose an alteration
in it. I admit that however defective
the Tariff might have been in one or two
particulars, that would not have justified
an 1nterference with the whole system of
fiscal legislation through the custom-house.
But other and superior considerations have
influenced the Government. I hal"e,already
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explained that the measurement charge has
been a failure-that an unforeseen ndvantagehas been takenofthatmodeof imposing
a duty; and that, in this respect at any rate,
it is desirable that the Ta.riff should be
altered. As further taxation was necessary, other alterations were determined
upon. I scarcely think that the gentlemen·
who urged that the duty of 4s. or 5s. per
cnbic foot imposed upon certain articles
by the present Tariff was equivalent to a.
duty rangin.g from 3 to 190 per cent., and
that it would be utterly destructive of
commerce, can now object to the substitution of a 10 per cent. ad valorem duty for
a measurement duty.
Mr. McCANN.-That is free trade.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I do not hesit~te to
say that it is protection to the extent of
10 per cent. in favour of many articles
which ran be produced in this colony.
Some gentlemen, I know, argued that the
measurement duty on millinery would be
equivalent to 72 per cent., and that it
would be a disastrous blow to commerce.
They, then, cannot consj.der 10 per cent.
to bean infliction; and therefore I claim
the support of those gentlemen for this
altel'ati·on of the Tal'iff:at all events. I will
now 'Call attention to the table comparing the
duties realized last year un~er the present
Turiff with the dutieR f\xpected this year
from the proposed new Tariff. The fil'st
item is spirits, the duty on which we expect
will realize a sum of £495,000 this year.
Last year we received£-152,000. We expect
that there will be a gain to the revenue of
£20,000 or £25,000 per -annum on this
item if the proposition of the Go¥€rnment is
adopt.ed, that in future, in levying the duty,
all spirits shall be consiclered as proofthat no abatement shall be allowed in COBsequence of any being under proof. The
object of this alteration is also to check a
growing imposition on the public-an imposition which is almost solely confined to
the Australian tr·ade. For the last ten
years the strength of imported spirits has
been growing "small by degrees and
beautifully less." Instead of being proof,
as the public generally suppose, they are
nearly one-third under proo£-; at all events,
the average is nearly 20 per cent. under
proof. So universally is this ,alter.ati<m
considered desirable, that I have sea-reely
met with a single merchant who does not
think that to reckon all spirits as proof
would be an improvement on the existing
mode of assessing the duty. In connexion
with .this.,anot.her alteration has ,bee.1il
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suggested to me, which, although the
Government do not propose its adoption,
it is competent for the House to adopt if it
see fit. Not only bas the strength of
imported spirits been gradually diminishing, but the measurement has also been
decreasing. In 1860, a case of gin, which
purported to contain four gallons, really
contained, on an average, 3H gallons; in
1862, it contained 3-!g. gallons; in 1864, 3~;
and in 1866, 21-t. In 1860 the half-case,
which purported to contain two gallons,
really contained I·H gallons; in 1862,
l}t; in 1864, lit; and in 1866, 1M.
It may be objected that it is useless to try
to make people"honest by Act of Parliament; but it will be remembered that
last year, in imposing a duty of 1d. per lb.
on dried fruits, the House adopted the
principle of adding the words "or package
of that reputed weight," and when a duty
of 6d. per gallon was imposed on imported
beer, the words "or for six reputed quart
bottles or for twelve reputed pint bottles"
were added, showing that it was the
intention of the Legislature to ensure
some approximation to fidelity in the
quantity represented.
While I have
felt warranted in proposing to my
colleagues that no allowance should be
made for spirits under proof, I have not
considered it pru'dent, or perhaps altogether
correct, to suggest the analogous amendment of making it peremptory that a case
of spirits purpol'ting to contain four gallons, 01' two gallons, should actually contain that quantity. 'If, however, the
House desires to make this amendment, I
believe' that the Government would not
strongly object to it. I will read a statement of' the average strength of spirits
imported :-Brandy is, on the average,
16'6 under proof; geneva, 19'2 under
proof; rum, 22'9 over proof; and whisky,
17 under proof. If to the £452,000 which
we received from spirits last year, is added
£20,000 or £25,00 increase which will be
obtained by making no allowance for
spirits under proof, and if to that again is
added the supplementary amount which
will be received into the revenue of 1867,
sequential upon the arrangement with
New South Wales for the collection at our
custom-house of the duties upon spirits
consumed in the border districts of New
South Wales (from which source the Government of that colony obtained the sum
of £20,000 in 1866), it will be seen that
I am justified in leading my colleagues to
expect that £495,000 or £500,000 will be
Mr. Francis.
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received from the duty on spirits in 1867.
From tea, although only £42,000 was
realized in 1866, I feel justified in assuming
that £70:000 will be obtained in 1867.
1_ take as the basis of my estimate the
average consumption of tea for a number
of years, which I find has been as
follows : - In 1862, with a population
of 541,000, the duty was paid on
4,400,000 lbs. of tea; in 1863, on
3,748,000Ibs. ; in 1864, on 4,014,000 Ibs.;
in 1865 (which was an exceptional year),
on 6,500,000 lbs.; and in 1866, on
3,119,000 lbs. During the last few years
there has been an average consumption of
7 or 8 Ibs. of tea per adult head of the
population, and, with the decreased duty,
I think we may expect the average to
increase to 8 or 9 lbs. An increase of
duty will also be obtained from our collecting the duty on tea sent into Riverina, so
that I think I am justified in assuming that
the duty on tea will realize £70,000 this
year. One of the results of decreasing the
duty upon any particular article is to
increase the consumption of that article;
and I believe I am correct in stating, also,
that one ad vantage of the reduction of
the duty on tea has been a marked improvement in the character of the tea
imported into this colony, and consumed
by our population, without any increase
of the price. The description of tea sent
here some time ago is, in fact, unsaleable
and alinost unknown. I have no hesitation ill saying that the same remark
applies to sugar. The low classes of
sugar which used to form the bulk of' the
importations of that article have DOW,
generally speaking-except, perhaps, for
manufacturing pOl'poses-gone entirely
out of consumption. One effect of the
reduced duties on tea and sugar, therefore, has been an improvement in the.
quality of the importations of both
articles.
This is a step in the right
direction. I have felt justified in leading
my colleagues to expect £84,000 from the
duty on sugar this year, which is a considerable increase on the amount obtained
in 1866, which was only £i6,900, because
we may fairly anticipate an increase of 10
per cent. by the collection of the duty on
the sugar consumed in Riverina. I may
mention that one result of the reduction
of the duty on sugar has been to afford
protection to the colonial manufacturer of
confectionery. Now in reference to the
duty on millinery, it is proposed by the
Government to substitute, for the 5s. per
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foot measurement, a 1 per cent. ad
valorem duty. I have not the slightest
doubt 1hat will bring in a very much
larger revenue. During the nine months
of 1866 that the duty of 5s. per foot on
millinery was collected, it realized only
£2,500; but I have not the slightest
doubt that during this year, with a 10 per
cent. ad valorem duty, we shall obtain
a revenue ot £10,000•. I next come to
the list of articles described as "apparel
and slops, and all articles made up wholly
or in part from fabrics of wool, cotton,
linen, or mixed materials." U pOll all this
gro~p of articles, including silk, we propose to impose a duty of 10 per cent. ad
valorem. All goods consisting wholly or
in part of silk will therefore have to pay
duty according to their value. The practice
of the trade has been to exclude from the
duty paying list as many goods containing
silk as possible; but under the proposed
amendment in the mode of assessing the
duty everything will be dealt with according to its value, presuming that the
machinel'y of the custom-house will enable
us to perfect a system of collecting ad
'lJalorem duties. Though I am not in
favour of the ad valorem system flS a
rule, this alteration will remove objections
which existed under the old system. Cnder
the ad valorem system, if a material is all
silk it will have to pay duty accordingly;
and, in whatever degree the silk exists,
. the duty will be assessed according to
the value of the material contained in each
particular in voice of goods. In placing
a duty upon the group of articles comprised under the head of "apparel and
slops," one object-which I, at any rate,
had in view-was to afford incidental protection to colonial industries. If it can
be shown-as it can be-that the duty
hitherto has not averaged 5 per cent, then
the substitution of a distinct duty of 10
per cent. will not only deal more equitably
with the various articles, but will bring
under the operation of the Tariff articles
which have heretofore paid little or no
duty whatever. On the item of salt, I
anticipate that a revenue of £3,250 will be
realized. We were told that our former
estimate of the revenue to be derived from
salt was absurdly undervalued, yet the
fact is that our estimate for 1865 and 1866
has not been nearly realized. I only
mention this to show that exaggerated
statements and clamour were raised
against the Tariff with 11 view to prevent
its adoption and to embarrass the Govern-
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ment. I am compelled to say that, in
many instances, some of the largest importers in the colony did everything in
their power to embarrass the Government
and to mislead the public, and prevent
them from really understanding what
would be the effect of the operation of
the Tariff proposed last year. It has been
said that the duty on salt is a most
villainous and objectionable impost. Now
the duty on salt is 20s. a ton, or Is. per cwt.
The quantity of salt used in a cask of salt
beef, weighing 300 lbs., would be about
a hundredweight, and the tax on the salt,of course, would only be Is. Again, supposing salt butter to be worth Is. 6d. a
pound, the tax on the salt contained in it
would be about half a farthing. Yet the
tax on salt is called a mischievous and
terrible impost! 'With respect to this
duty being a tax Oil the preparation of
hides, the fact is that the s31t used for
hides exported from the colony is simply
removed from one ship to another, in which
case it pays no duty whatever. As to the
duty on salt having checked the exportation of salt beef, honorable members will
find, on reference to the prices current,
that beef was very dear during the past
year, and that the supply was scarcely
enough for our own consumption.
Mr. RAMSAY.-It was 9d. per lb.
Mr. FRANCIS.-It was 9d. per lb.,
and yet some persons think that we ought
to have exported salt beef at 3d. per lb.
This only shows what false deductions
are sometimes drawn from a very simple
matter in order to meet a foregone conclusion. Coming to the ilem of silks,
although only £6,048 was realized during
the last half of 1866 on t.his item, I have
led my colleagues to expect that it will
yield £35,000 this year. Now what do
these two OL' three large alterations in the
Tariff, and the increase of revenue expected
from them, show? In the first place they
show that the measurement duty has Leen
a failure; in the next place, they show
that protection will be more real and more
substantial than it was under the late
Tariff.
Mr. McCANN.-Protection to what?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Protection to native
industry. There have been added to the
list of articles on which .we propose to
charge a duty of 10 per cent., two articles
which were not included in the former
Tariff-namely, carpeting and druggets,
and ornamental castings. To the group
described as oilmen's stores, we have added,
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to be suhject to a 10 per cent. duty, the
comparatively unimporta.nt items of spices,
pepper, arrowroot, tapioca, sago, and
ginger. It may be suggested that these
articles should be placed under the list of
articles which al'e subject to a duty of ld.
per lb. There is a considerable difference
in the price of some of the articles; for
instance, between the price of pepper and
the prices of some kinds of spices. If,
however, the House thinks that these
articles should be placed under the list
subject to a duty of ld. per lb., the Government will not ohject to that alteration. I
will refer, next, to the proposed daty on
"grain and pulse of every kind not otherwise enumerated." There is nothing very
original in the substitution of a du.ty of
9d. per cwt. for a duty of 4~d. per bushel;
but for the convenience of all parties, and
the avoidance of disputes with the Custombouse officers, it is better that the duty
should be assessed by the cwt. than by the
bushel. The cwt. has a legal and commercial definition-112lbs; but there is a great
variety of opinion as to what constitu-tes a
bushel. The bushel varies in different
places, and also with the character of the
article to which it is appHed. A bushel
of wheat is 64lbs. in Tasmania, and 60lbs.
in Melbourne. A bushel of Cape barley
is 48Ibs., and a bushel of English barley is
541bs. A bushel of maize at one place is
54Ibs., and at anether 56113s. A bushel of
oats is 40lbs. at one place, and 421bs. at
another. If any dispute arises as to the
duty to be paid on a quantity of grain
reckoned by the cwt., i,t can be settled at
once by t,aking it to the weigh-bridge on
the wharf. A similar practice in connexion with the whwrfage Irate has been
found to work so well that it has been
considered desirable to adopt it in connexion wit.h the duty on grain. If,
however, the balance of opinion in this
House is in favour of having a different rate of duty on different kinds
grain, and of having the duty levied
by the bushel, with an express and
acknowledged definition of what shall
constitute the bushel, there can be no
objection on the part of the Government
to that coursE', so long as the result approaches nearly to what we anticipate
from the proposition which we have submi tted. After all, the precise mode in
which the du,ty -shall be levied is a mere
The object
departmental al'rangement.
of the Government in proposing a duty
IOn grain is, in the first place, to raise
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revenue. Looking at it in a protE!ctionist
point of view, I have no hesitation in
saying that, individually, I ohject and have
always objected to taxing what I consider
to be one of the necessaries of life. Except
for the necessities of revenue, I consider
this tax to be an objectionable one. But
. an addition to the revenue of ;£300,000 or
£350,000 is required, and, if necessary,
we should tax even raw material in order
to get that addi Lion to the revenue. The
duty on grain has, at the same time, this
advantage -that it responds to the demand
which a very large section of our population required, and will require, at the
hands of this or any other Government.
There can also be no mistake that authorities in high places have indicated, and
indicated pretty loudly, that protection
ought not to be exceptional-that we ought
not merely to impose a tax for the benefit
of one par.ticular elass, and to the inj U1'y
ef aU the rest, vut that protection, to be
beneficial, ought to be diffused. No tax,
so far 11.'8 my experience goes, can be made
uni"TersaIly acceptable; bat, as far as my
ewn i:ndividLtal vi.ew as rega·rds protection is
concerned, I certainly should not put a duty
on breadstuffs. The revenue which we expect to obtain from this source is £26.750.
In deciding to have a duty on breadRtuffs,
we had to consider whether to adopt a
sliding-scale or to have a fixed price, or
whether to have a rate removable at the
discretion of the Governor in Council,
when the price of grain and flour waS
such that the colonial producer no longer
reqait-ed protection.
I went carefully
through. the figures from J 860 to 1866,
and I find this result~-The average
yearly imports of flour W3JS 19,4-19 tons;
of wheat, 681,000 bushels·; of barley,
78,000 bushels; of maize, 477,000
bushels; and of oats, 459,000 bushels.
Although it has been urged by some persons that the supply of gra.in in Victoria
this year will enable the colony to be selfsupporting, from inquiries in my business,
and which it has been my duty to make, I
have no reason to believe that we sh.all be
by any means independe.nt .of imports.
To show how unreliable is the data furnished, by even the mest ·reliable statistical
authority, to enable honorable members to
form an opinion on this question, I will
refer to page 25 of .the Agric.ultural
Statistics for H3fl5. I find there that the
quantity of whea.t produced in the colony
for the y.ear end·ing March, 1866, was
3,514,227 bushels, which is nearly six
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bushels per head for everyone of our
population. That quantity would have
been as nearly as possible sufficient to meet
our requirements in 1866; but how far
these-figures were accurate may be judged
from the fact that the importations of
grain and flour in 1866 were un precedently large. Had merchants and others
relied upon these statistical returns instead
of upon their own knowledge, we should
have had, before the end of 1~66, corn and
flour at ruinous and famine pl'ices. The
amount obtained by the dut.y on breadstuffs
may be a little over £26,750, but I prefer
my estimates to be rather under than over
the mark. The average quantity of flour
impcrted during the last ten years was
19,000 tons, the actual imports for 1866
being 14,000 tons. I have assumed that
we sllall only import 8,000 tons this yAar,
and that we shall only import half a
million bushels of wheat., alt.hough in
1866 we imported one million and a half.
I estimate that the whole import.s of
wheat this yeal' will be 8,000 tons, and
the whole imports of cereals, including
wheat, 1,300,000 tons, If we had decided
to place an ad valorem duty on wheat,
it is quite clear that, when the price of
wheat was extremely low, no duty would
have afforded anything like protection to
the farmer. As an abundance of grain lessened the price, the duty would have to be
increased if it was to be of any benefit
to the farmer in a protective point of view.
With wheat at 2s. 6d. per bushel, a duty
of 5 per cent" or lid. per bushel, would
afford no pl'otection to the farmer; and when
wheat went up to lOs. or 12s. a bushel he
would not want protection, while, on the
other hand, it would be undesirable for
the sake of the consumers that the taxatioll
should be increased. The object of the
Government was, therefore, to find out a
medium system. Taking the returns from
1856 to 1865, I find the average price of
wheat during those ten years to have been
8s. and 2~ths of a shilling, and the average
price of flour £ 19 15s. A d u t.y of 4id. per
bushel on wheat-taking the average price
of wheat at 7s. 6d. per bushel-would be 5
per cent. In dear years it would be less,
and in low-priced years it would be more.
Thisis the basis upon whicb the Government
determined to fix this duty. The. next
item on which new duties have been imposed is "oils of all kinds in bulk." As
I have already" said, the reason of these
new taxes is, in the first place, because
there is a necessity. for increased taxation.
VOL. 111.-2 C
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It may be asked why there is a necessity
for increased taxation ? Nothing is more
easy to explain. On referring to the
Estimates for 1860, at which time I was
the Commissioner of Public WOI'ks, I find
that we received in that year £760,000
from spirits. The estimate of the amout:lt
to be received from spirits this year is
only £495,000, showing a fa.lIillg off in the
duty on that article alone of more than
a quarter of a million of money. From
wine we received £60,000 in 1860, and
we estimate that we shall receive £40,000
in 1867. From beer, the amount in Hl60
was £95,000, and the estimate for 1867 is
£35,000; from tobacco, £160,000 in 1860
against £130,000 estimated fOl' 1867;
fi'om tea, £ l20,000 against £65,000;
from cigars, £30,000 against £ 1-l,OOO ;
fl'om coffee, £~2,000 against £15,000;
and from sugar and molas8es, £ 130,000
against £84,000, the estimate for t.his year.
Finally and materially, we have this large
alteration-that wh(~reas, in 1~60, we
received £300,000 from the gold duty, we
expect to get from that source, in 11367,
no more than £40,000. It thus appears
that as much as £1,692,000 has disappeared from the estimates of revenue; and
yet we are asked, "Why do you want
new taxation?" In fact, the old milch
cow has gone, and we have now to look
out for new sources of supply. A.gain, in
1860, we had the following SOUl'ces of
income: Business licences, £ 18,000; publicans' licences, £60,000; spirit merchants'
liceJl(~es, £ l5,OOO; auctioneers' Jieences,
£3,000. All these have been handed over
to municipalities, and other local bodies,
on the understanding that, by certain local
economical arl'Rngements, the State should
be relieved of the burthens which those
districts had imposed upon it.
'V ell,
the income has gone, but pract.ically
the principle of local self-dependence
has not been realized.
No doubt it
has been a most agreeable task to preceding Governments-and a good way
of creating aud maintaining p(lpularityto take off duties one after the other, and
confer generous gifts on corporations and
municipalities, leaving to their successors
the malodorous task of imposing new
duties. Then I find it said that the position of this colony, as the richest in the
Australian group, ought to enable us to
deal lightly in making fiscal armngements
of this kind. In refereu('e to this view of
the question, I may refer to the New
South Wales Estimates for 1867. I find,
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from this document, that the Government duty. The value of these articles is
of New South Wales estimate to receive, estimated at £2,531,564; but the item of
during the present yeal', from land sales, drapel'y is not included in the list, for
£226,000; from licences, £79,000; from reasons which I have explained. The impastOl'nl rents, £273,000 ; and tolls and fer- • ports under the denomination of drapery
ries, £25,000; making together £603,000. wel'e, in 1865, £979,450, and the exports
On the 01 her hand, Victoria hopes to get that year were £401,279, Showing-notfrom licellces, £) 5,000; land sales, withstanding all the apprehensions which,
were then excited as to the future of the
£120,000; and pastoral rents: £200,000.'
intercolonial trade-that that trade took
Mr. l\~cCANN.-Increase that.
Mr. FRANCIH.-It is within the know- nearly a moiety of the whole. The term
ledge of the honorable member for South drapery is, however, in course of extincGrant that, without any decrease in the tion so far as customs arrangements are
amount of the pafltorall'ents, there will be concerned. It was found too general.
a very large increase under the occupation Anything between boots and shoes and
system. The sum of £200,000 is Rtill a hat was drapery, and was treated
collected from rents aud selections; and it accordingly.
Now, however, a more
is also estimated that the revenue from precise system prevails. In 1865, the
leases under the Amending Land Act will articles passed under the head of
he £245,000. This shows that ollr public drapery were (for nine months) of the
'lands have been made, as far as possible, value of £279,000; and in 1867 the item
profitable sources of income. At the same will disappear altogether, because cloth
time I say that, if we had the advantages of goods will be placed under the head of
our neighbours in a more extended pastoral "cloths;" cotton goods under the head of
country, and that if sources of income "cottons," and so on. It has been asked,
had not been given up in order merely " Why put a duty on stationery?" Now,
to retain popularity, we should not have although paper is imported by itself in
the unpleasant task of seeking to guard \'ery large quantities, yet assorted invoices
against a deficit by imposing minule taxa- of stationery generally include paper more
tion. I repeat tha.t among the items which or less, and it is difficult to fix the proporwe propose to make dutiabll3 is oil. Two tion. Moreover it was found that, if we
years ago, when the matter was discussed, took the larger items out of this list of
one argument used in favour of putting articles and placed them among the
a duty on oil was that it was easily col- exemptions, we should have reduced the
lected. The duty had also the recom- value of the articles on which we had to
mendation of forming one of the short operate from £2,500,000 to £1,500,000.
list of duties selected at the Intercolonial For instance, the value of the stationery
conference as the basis of future Tariffs. imported is £178,000; cottons! £275,000;
I stated, in 1865, that I expected a duty fruit, £95,000; haberdashery, £ 153,000 ;
of 6d. per gallon on oil would realize hardware and ironmongery, £268,000;
£12,000 per year. I was upbraided for machinery, £~2,000. If we had excluded
miscalculating; I was told that it would these large items from the list, our only
bring in £40,000 a year. This year I resource would have been to place an
estimate the amount at £20,000. In fact, additional duty on the remainder, which
the consumption of kerosene has caused a would have been highly objectionable. I
great increase in the imports of oil. Bya am free to admit that a proposition in that
return which I have prepared, it appears direction would be more consonant with
that the net quantity of oil imported my personal views and feelings; but I am
(after deducting the quantity exported not prepared to insist that those personal
to the neighbouring colonies) was-in views and feelings should dominate, either
1862, 546,000 gallons; 1863, 517,000 in the Cabinet or elsewhere. At the same
gallons; 1864, 51Q,000 gallons; 1865, time I consider that I have secured a sub930,000 gallol1S; arid in -nine months of stantial advantage for the protectionist
1~66, 566,000 gallons.
Therefore I principle, in having obtained the change
think I am justified -in assuming that the of the duty on certain articles from 5 to
importation during 1867 will be something 10 per cent. With regard to hats, I have
like 800,000 gallons, and I have increased laid on the table a return which shows that
the estimate accordingly. I next come to the average duty on hats, and articles of a
the items on which the GO"ernment pro- similar description, is 8k per cent. A depu~
pose to impose a 5 per cent. ad valore,m tation from the hat tz:ade, as it is called,.
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waited on me to-day, and that deputation
was absolutely ddven to admit that the hat
upon which a duty of 47~ per cent.
was charged was the black silk hat"
which is known as the "bell-topper."
According to the press, and certain luxu,rious free tradel's, that same "bell-topper"
was a black spot in the Ministerial programme-the shocking example of the
Tariff. On the one hand, it was said,
widows' caps were to pay 170 and hats
75 pel' cent.. , while, on the other hand, a
pair of gloves could come in at 1 'pel' cent,
Now I admit that, taking that particular
article alone, the duty may have been 75
per cent, But take another hat-what I
may call a free trade hat. (Mr. Fmncis
here prouuced a cloth cap.) That is an
article fairly dutiable under this Tariff,
and it is proved that tHe duty on it is
not one penny. That eminent firm, Messrs.
Leader Cox Stevenson and Sons, found it
their duty, 01' . their interest, to write last
week to the press about the extraordinary
proceedings of that extraordinary man the
Minister of Customs. The burthen of
their complaint was that, by the last mail
steamer, they imported a case of "pullails," value £ I [j0, which consisted merely
of pieces of felt, used in the manufacture
of hats, and that upon this they had to pay
duty at the measurement rate. Well, I
caused inquiries to be made, and I find
that the duty on a case of £ 150 worth of
hats, containing more than a hundred
dozen hats, was £[j 16s. or less than one
penny each. I have no objection to there
being a substantial difference between a
hat which you can put in your waistcoat
pocket, and a hat which you can wear
only on your head; but you cannot have
a better illustration of the necessity which
exists for an alteration from the measurement rate than this shocking example of the
hats. I say that if protectionists are for the
continuance of that which turns protection
into an absurdity, I am no protectionist.
With respect to the article of paper, the
Government were disposed at fil'st to place
that among the list of exemptions; but,
on consideration, it wa.s felt that paper
had no stronger daim for e~emption than
other heavy items in the list~ except thatit has a louder tongue. There are many
reasons why paper should be placed among
the exemptions; the Government are not
indifferent to those reasons; and certainly,
if it should be the will of the House tha.1
paper should be exempted, they would
accept that decision.
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Captain MAC MAHO~.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FRANCIS. - Whatever may be
the dogmatic intentions of the honomble
member, the Government say that, in introducing a Tariff coutaining some 20001' 300
different articles, they are not prepared, if
the House chooses to alter a single it~rn to
the extent of crossing a "t" or dotting an
"i," to accept that as a vote of want of
confiuence. If the honorable mernLer
reHes upon the Government taking up
any other position, I am afraid that his
prospects will be blighted. In the Tariff
of the year before last, we accepted many
amendments; and we al'e not prepared to
say that this long list of articles will not
admit of the slightest alteration. The
main featUl'es of our proposition being accepted by the majority of this House, we
shall not be, as regards details, as hypercritical as some honorable members may
desire. (" Oh, oh.") I can affol'd to say
that, so far as I am individually concerned,
the sooner I receive "the happy dispatch"
the better; but I am not going to abandon
the principles which I advocate nor
the party to which I belong, simply
because it may be the wish of the House
to include paper in the list of exemptions.
There are reasons both for and against
the placing of paper among the exemptions; and these were adduced in an interview which I had with a deputation from
the pl'inting trade yesterday. One reason
for not exempting paper from duty is, that
it would almost necessarily discourage the
establishment of a paper manufactory ·in
the colony; and a reason for exempting it
is that it will be difficult to distinguish
between fine and coarse paper, and to impose duty on the latter would be to
interfere with the manufacture in the
colony of paper bags, which gives employment to a large number of boys and girls.
One of the strongest arguments in favour
of exemption is that which was put before
me yesterday by Mr. Olarson: - ".You
admit the minor horne periodicals £t'ee," he
said, "and yet you place a duty on the
Australian Journal." I have communicated to the deputation of hatters that I
shall advocate that the silk plush forming
the raw material for hats shall corne in
free. I am not prepared to argue, on
logical grounds, why the raw material for
a hat should come in free, and the raw
material for a dress should not. All I
have to say ou that head is, that we cannot
form a country to suit a policy, but that
we must·form a policy to suit the country."
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There is an item among the exemptionsbar and rod iron-about which there may
be the same contrariety of opinion as prevails with regard to paper. It is said
that if we don't place a duty on that
article we prejudice, more or less, a local
industry; but the representations of deputations. aud the information con veyed to
me by correspondence, lead me to the conclusion that it is better to let in free what
may be considered raw material for the
purposes of trade, than that bar aud
rod iron of an inferiol' character should
be produced here. I shall, therefore, encourage the admif'sion free of bar and rod
iron, iron ore, galvanized iron, hoop and
pig iron, iron pipes, and sheet iron not
galvanized. With respect to iron pipes, I
may mention a case which affords a strong
proof that we are not yet in a position to
produce iron pipes to compete with the
mother country. The Government called
for tenders for a large quantity of iron
pipes for use in carrying out the water
supply schemes. The Minister of Mines,
as an old protectionist, was ready to
do what he could towards encouraging
native industry; but, although tenders
were invited, no tender was sent in by
a local manufacturer. The contract price
for these pi pes is between £8 and £9
per ton; and I learn, from persons well
informed on the subject, that pipes of
a similar character cannot be made in
the colony under £11 lOs. or £12 per
ton. Here, then, is a difference of 50
per cent. Although in favour of protection, I am not prepared to advocate the
taxing of public improvements and public
works to that extent. Anyone who has
travelled inthe north of Great Britain must
be aware that the iron workers there have,
at hand, all the raw material they require
in their manufact.ure, and that that manufacture is carl'ied on under circumstances
which it is impossible for us, at the present
time, to compete with. Profitable competition could not be secu'red, even with a
protective duty of 20 per cent. A deputation, introduced to me by Mr. Jenner, proposed that we should admit hoop, bar, and
galvanized iron duty free, and place a dut.y
of 15 per cent. on iron castings. I also
propose that quicksilver, of which about
£6,000 is imported annually, shall be
placed in the list of exemptions. These
are all t.he exemp~ions I am prepared to
recommend to the House. If any other
suggestions are made, they will be received
with respect by the Government, and also,
Mr. Francis.
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I hope, by the House. For the Government to say that a proposit.ion, including
the whole of the undescribed undutiable
articles, must be accepted in its in'tegrity,
would be to put themselves in a defiant
position, certainly not deserved by the large
number of members who have hitherto
generously supported the Government. I
know of no instance of a Chancellor of the
Excheque~ - however talent.ed, influential, and well supported-coming down to
the House of Commons, with a proposition
of a general chal'actcr affecting taxation,
and saying, "You must take this pure
and simple; we will not consent to
the slighteHt alteration." All that the
Government have to uo is to maintain
the general outline of their proposition; to take care not to accept anything which may exhibit their incompetence on the one hand, and the absence of
confidence in their integrity and ability on
the other. With respect to iron, I may
mention that I requested the Collector of
Customs to go round to the different
foundries with the view of ascertaining
the character of the bar and rod iron
made in the colony. His report on the
subject is to this effect :-" The best information I am able to obtain leads me to
report that the colonial iron, bar and rod,
is considered inferior in quality to that
imported." Under these circum~tances,
while I admit that I am compelled to do
violence to my feelings in proposing the
admission of these articles duty free, I
must say that no other course is open to
me after fairly balancing the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposition.
Having now occupied the time of the
House, as I think, at sufficient length with
the details of the work ing of the late Tariff,
and the reasons which have induced the
Government to propose an alteration, I
will now proceed to point out-as a reason
for the necessity of fresh taxation-what
the Government have done within the last
half-dozen years in the way of reductions.
I hold that, so long as the Ministry contains two or three mercantile men, it is the
duty of that Ministry to see that the
commercial Roundness of the colony is
maintained.
Last year, my honorable
colleague, the Treasurer, in submitting his
Budget, proposed that the total expenditure of the year should be £3,186,265.
That waR the extreme amount of revenue
which he expected to raise, and he proposed to dispose of it almost to the
uttermost farthing. And yet, before the
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Estimates passed through this House,
the expenditure was raised, under the
authority of this House, and under influenced brought to bear on the Government, to £3,651,000.
Mr. McCANN.-How much was spent?
Mr. FRANCIS.-Until the honorable
member for South Gnnt can show me or
any business man how to spend £3,600,000
out of £3,100,000, it is absurd to taunt
the Government with fiiching moneys
from the immigration vote, or of omitting
to calTY on a certain public work. Why,
you are asking us to make bricks without
straw. I admit that in my department
there was a deficiency of £140,000. In
. the first place, the Estimates were made
for the whole year, and we commenced
collecting the new duties only in April.
This was a loss of some £60,000. Again,
the duties on spirits, tobacco, and 'wine
fell below the est.imate to the extent of
£80,000. And yet the House incr'eased
the expenditure, and the Government are
to be told that they did not spend more
money than they had. On the one hand
we are met by protectionists, who say,
• " Create a deficipncy that we may fill it up
by increased taxation;" on the other
hand we are met in this House by adverse
influences, which would like to see the Government run recklessly int.o expenditure.
Now 111ave through my life entet'tained
a great 'respect for those countries and
persons who live within their income.
Our income is £3,180,000 and we are
forced by this House-(Mr. Levey~" No.")
-into an expenditure greatly in excess of
that amount. I say if that pract.ice be
continued this colony will soon become
eminent for its extravagance. I don't
hesitate to say that, if the Government
had arbitrary power, the Estimates are
capable of very material reduction; and
I wonder what the honorable member
for Normanby would say if we were
to propose to touch his friends the
civil servants. Years ago a Government had the temerity to deal with that
very question, and the proceeding was
made to operate-whether prpjudicially or
not I am not going to discuss-through
every channel of society. This forcing on
the Government to incur an expenditure
in excess of their income may commend
itself, first, to those who are inimical to the
Government, either ii'om one point or
another; and secondly, to those who are
determined at all hazards and all costs to
carry out the theory of protection to an
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extent which I am not prepared to go.
I don't believe in extreme changes; I
never advocated them. I say that a
duty of 10 per cent., superadded to
the charges which our geogr'aphical
situation causes to be placed on imports,
taken in conjllnctioll with our climatic and
other advantages, is sufficient to create
permanent industries in this colony. I
object to tax merely for the sake of a
minority. Of all the sections of the population of this colony, the preponderance
both in numbers and consideration is on
the side of the digging community. And
yet there is scarcely a digger on a gold
field who would wish to bring up his son
as a digger. The diggers are prepared'to
endorse the principle which I advocatenamely, a system of protection for the
purpose, not of increasing the cost of a
commodity to the consumer, but of making
our colony one great inciustdal school.
We lmve here from 150,000 to 170,000
children; and every year from 10,000 to
20,000 arrive at an age when they ought
to be in a position to earn their own livelihood, and to become valuable to the com- .
munity in which they live. Therefore I
hold that, while we may make fiscal
sacrifices for the sake of these children, to
do so is extremelv desirable in an economical, political, religious, social, and indeed
every point of view. While I say this, I
am not prepared to recommend duties to
the extent of 20, 30, or 50 per cent. merely
for the sake of a limited portion of the
population. The policy I ad vocate is the
policy of the United States, where extreme
protection is held to be impolitic and
undesirable.
The last address of the
American President shows that extreme
rates in all instances, and especialy extreme rates on anything approaching rMV
material, is unsatisfactory even to the
citizens of the United States. Therefore,
I am not prepareci to join with the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling)
in putting an extreme duty on tea for protective purposes.
Dr. EMBLING.,-I never said a word
about it.
Mr. FRANCIS.-In 1859 the honorable
member was for showing the advantage of
import.ing Chinamen to grow tea; and
that principle, I undertake to say, will be
found embodied in the voluminous report
for which he put the country to an expense that year. Well, sir, reverting to
the question of the reductions which haVe:)
been made from time to time in the re-
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venue, I say, in the presence of gold fields
members, that I always looked with regret
on the abolition of the gold duty. Formerly
that duty brought us £340,000 per annum.
Now it is utterly extinguished from our
sources of revenue; anel we have had no
D~W taxes.
In politics there is no theory
which can be carried out in every particular. "'tVe have now to make up a sum of
£340,000.
Mr. LEVEY.-Put on a land tax.
Mr. FRANCIS.-The honorable member suggests a policy which I may perhaps
find indicated in a certain local journal.
But does the honorable member know
upon whom this tax would principally
fall? Why, the Government would be
playing the part of the spidel'. "Walk
into my parlour, said the spider to the
fly." After seducing men to settle on the
lands; after giving each man a limited
quantity, which may be increased some
day; afler sacrificing to them land worth
from £4 to £5 per acre, and, by an implied
contract, promising them all the advantages which can be derived from the
transaction; after inducing them to spend
all the money they can raise in improvements; and after making them amenahle
to local rates of Is. or 28. in the pound,
the hononl.ble mem her says, "Oh, touch
them up with a land tax."
MI'. LEVEY.-Tax the large 'proprietors.
MI'. FRANCrS.-Has the honorable
member considered how much such a tax
would bring in were the Crown tpnants
excluded? If the honorable member had
studie~ the list of ratepayers before the
House as Ministers have done, he would
know that dealing with large properties
w~.lUld not bring in any considerahle
revenue. It is all very well for honorable
memhers to talk glibly and propose this
thing and that, bllt the Government have
already discussed all those propositions
and have adopted the best. We have
given up £150,000 to corporations and
municipalities, and I would ask whether
there has been any corresponding reduction in the expenditure on public works, or
whether the implied contract regarding
the support of charitable institutions has
been adhered to? Is the honorable membel' prepared to force the municipalities to
perform their share of the bargain?
Mr.IJEVEY.-Yes.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Then the honorable
member will find himself in a small
minority. When he gets into a Ministry
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he will not propound his views. We
have a reduction of £100,000 to make
up on tea and sugar alone. And, after
all, when I go back to 1860, I find that the
customs revenue was £1,692,000, and all
that is asked for in 1867 is £1,300,000.
It is said that we are an enormously taxed
community; that, unless it is in the
United States, our burthens have no
parallel. I will admit that, by our system
of 8:ccounts, our expenditure appears to be
£3,000,000 per annum; but what is the
real taxation included in thia sum? Why,
£1,200,000.
Mr. LEVEY.-More than that.
Mr. FRANCIS - I repeat that the custom-house is OUl' only source of taxation, and
not more than £ 1,200,000 is obtained there.
MI'. LEVEY.-Excise and fines.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Excise is received
through the Customs, and fines are not
taxes. Taking our population all round,
the taxation is on ly 40s. per he~d. Some
people purposely, or innocently, persist in
perverting the facts of the case. I must say
that this question has not been handled in a
stat.esmanlike mitnner by honorable members opposite. They should have addressed •
themselves, in the first instance, to the point
whether the additional £3f>O,OOO we seek to
raise from the Customs was requirf'd at all.
The mode in which it is to be raised is a
secondary matter.
My explanation, in
fact, ought not to have been required at
this stage, and it was this view, and not
any disrespect for the honorahle mem bel'
for Normanby. which induced me to refl'ain
from rising. earlier. HonoraLle members
have b2en sending round circulars to the
trades affected, and endeavouring to raise
a commotion that way. But this is abusing
details instead of attacking principles.
LAt honorable members show some other·
way of raising the money. Let them show
the utility of stamp duties, or of a tax on
bank notes. When I once advocated the
latter charge, the Bill was defeated in the
Council. I have no objection to return to
my 01d love; the only thing is that the
£25,000 which could be raised fl'om the
impost would not meet the deficiency, and
it seems more advisable to adopt one
system rather than propose half-a-dozen
measures, each of which would be liable
to strong opposition. In dealing with this
question,I trust I have shown thatwearenot
departing from the principle of the old Tariff,
and that the few alterations we propose are
improvements. With regard to the new
duties, I have not the slightest doubt that
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the estimates will be realized, and I feel
satisfied that they will prove beneficial
from a protectionist point of view. This
day I received a deputation of coachmakers, whose argumentwas, that although
they obtained a duty of 10 per cent. on
imports, yet the duty of 5 per cent. on
raw materials reduced their protection to
5 per cent. Now, I am prepare~ to say
that the imported material fOl' a 'vehicle
which would be worth £ 100 does not
amount to more than £20; for we can make
the axles, we can make the springs, and
we can make the leather, and varnish has
always been taxed. The reduction would
only be £1 in the £100, the remaining 9
And as
per cent. being protection.
£300,000 has to be raised for revenue
purposes, the coachmaker will not be
paying much more than the share he
would have to pay nnder any circumstances. Everyone, it is certain, should
contribute hi.s quota. In conclusion, I may
say that, if it can be shown that new taxation can be avoided, that the Estimates can
be reduced, the Government will have no
objection to make a corresponding reduction
in the duties they have proposed to the
House.
~1r. MOORE.-If we had great difficulty'in get.ting the Minister of Customs
up, we have had still greater difficulty in
getting him down again. For my part,
I shall endeavour, as briefly and as distinctly as I can, to express the reasons
which induce me to oppose the Government proposition. I have to thank the
Chief Secretary for the compliment he
bestowed on me in stating that he had
expected me to criticize the financial
scheme, though that compliment was
marred by a disingenuous attack on the
honorable member for Normanby, whose
clear and able address has not yet been
replied to. Even the Minister of Customs,
in his lengthy address, has not alluded to
the arguments urged from the Opposition
benches~ It is said that it was incumbent
on the Opposition to state their objections
to the financial scheme; but I have yet to
learn how such an extraordin~ry proposition as this can be sustained. The
Opposition were to object to a scheme
the particulars of which 'had never
been disclosed to them.
Why, it is
like call ing. on a defendant to defend
a case before the plaintiff has opened it.
The explanations which have now been
afforded . us all point to this proposition,
that notwithstanding the Treasurer com-
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menced the year with a surplus; that not-'
withstanding votes to the amount of
£ 169,000 were unexpended, though the
farce of bringing messages down from
His Excellency the Governor and of
placing sums on the Estimates was gone
throug4; that notwithstanding the nonexpenditure of £60,000, which ought to
have been made available under regulations for immigration purposes; that notwithstanding the sale of land to the extent
of £80,000 more than was intimated in
the financial scheme for the veal'; that notwithstanding the spoliatio~ of the City
Corporation by paying a sum of £60,000
from the water revenue into the general
revenue, instead of the money being devoted
to sewerage purposes; that notwithstanding
the sale of every available acre in the city,
even to breaking faith with the custodians
of public reserves; and notwithstanding
the existence of a harassing Tariff, which
has kept trade in a constant turmoil, we
come to the miserable and humiliating
conclusion th~t the available balance for
the year is but £ 1,108, and that with a
new scheme of taxation the Government
do not anticipate, even if the estimates
are fully realized, to terminate the present
year with a larger surplus than £202.
This is the proposition we have to deal
with. But do we know the extent of our
obligations? What are our liabilities in
connexion with the recent ill-judged litigation on the part of the Government?
What is there due under Evans and
Merry's, and under Cornish and Bruce's
contracts? What are we liable for in the
matter of the Kew Lunatic Asylum, the
consequence of a reprehensible system
under which a Government supporter
could intrude himself into a public office,
gain access to specifications, and then so
exercise his parliamentary influence that,
instead of some £500 worth of brickwork
being condemned, the contract was terminated, and arbitration, which always
tells against the Government, was resorted to,' and the country put to the
expense of another £30,000 or £·W,OUO.
Against a miserahle margin of £202 we
have to place all these liabilities, together
wi th the expenses of the barristers retained, one of whom was until very lately
a member of the Government. I hold in
my hand a list of an unexampled series
of judgments given during the past year
against the Government.
Through a.
want of administrative capacity, contracts
have been broken, and expensive litigation
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undertaken, and t.he colony has drifted
into a state of things unknown before.
In addi tion to the claims recovered
ag::tinst the Queen in the Tariff actions,
we have here John Young v. Board of
Land and Works, £10,877; George Ward
Cole v. do., £ 19, 100; Bank of Australasia
'V. do., £16,250; John Usher 'V. Minister
of Mines, £479; John Dwyer 'V. do.,
£5,962; Cornish and Bruce v. do.,
£155,261; Stevenson 'V. QUf'en, £3,324;
""Vat;-;on v. do., £3,645; Banks and Bell "'.
do., £4,6~3; Sal'good, King, and Co. v.
do., £2,905; Eel'oyd 'V. do, £409;
Campbell, McNaughton, and Love v. do"
£ 1,425; Dalgety and Co. v. do., £492;
MeArthur, :-;hen'ard, and Co. v. do.,
£2,367; Matthews and Tallerman 'V. do.,
£1,296; Bright Brothers v. do., £757;
London Chartered Bank 'V. do., £40,000 ;
sume v. same, £~O,OOO; Best, Overend,
and Robb v. do" £5.935; Glaister and
Co. v. do., £ I ,312 ; Charles Jardine Don
'l.'. do., £600; Linacre v. do., £4,450.
I do not know whether provision has been
made for these amounts, but I do say that,
with rf'gard to OUl' contingent liabilities
generally, the Government ought to have
explained how it was intended to Ineet
them. ()ur ren~llue wns made up, as I
have said, last year by the sale of public
lands to the amount of £~O,OOO above the
amount sanctioned; and this wns done
although the Treasul'er in 1865 laid down
a principle that he would never draw upon
the land fund to make up a deficiency.
But now the Treasurer has taken the
vel'y opposite course to this, and raises
£80,000 by the sale of land above his
estimate. The fact is, the difficulty
would have arisen before but that, in
consequence of the constitutional struggle
during 1865 and 1~66, and the nonpassing of the Estimates, there was no
money to spend during that period, and
the Treasurer had, practically, one year
of expenditure against two of revenue.
The Treasurer stated the other evening
that the savings for 1865 amounted to
half a million of money, so that while this
Government have been holding out to the
people the prospect of a millenium of
labour on public works they have duped
them out of an expenditure of £500,000.
I would like to know, also, the meaning of
the word "accrued" under the head of
territorial revenue. The phrase is " rents
and selections accrued." Accrued is an
amount due, or becoming due. Tlien has
this sum been collected? Is the money in
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hand, or is it only becoming due and still
has to be collected? The Treasurer states
that, in order to ensure the. confidence of
English capitalists, our revenue and ex ..
penditure must be made to meet. I subscribe to that principle, but I do not believe
in attaining it by means of lapsed votes
and increased taxation. A little bit of
misrepresentation. was practised by the
managers of the late loan, when they
assured the English public in their prospectus that the revenue of the colony
exceeded £3,000,000, which sum had
always been sufficient for the expenditure,
includinga large annual provision for public
works. Weare now asked to sanction an
expenditure of £3,390,000, and does that
agree with the prospectus?
Mr. VERDON.-The prospectus says
the revenue exceeds three millions.
Mr. MOORE.-Yes, exceeds three millions, but by how much? Only just on
half a million, a mere trifle I suppose. I
rather think there has been a suppressio
veri in this matter. The Govemment
were warned, in 1865, that the reductions
in the gold export duty and in miners'
licences, the reductions in the tea and sugar
duties,and, maiilly, the disturbing influence
of the Tariff, would result in an enormous
loss to the revenue and a consequent
deficiency.
This deficiency has now
arisen, and we are told that it must be
met by additio~al taxation-that. as a rich
colony, we can make no step towards
retrenchment. We cannot control our
public charities, we cannot reduce our
public works, and our special appropriations have absolutely become appalling.
We have gone on beautifully, borrowing
year after year, and now we have
to pay the piper; we have to face
the difficulty which has over and over
again been shadowed forth by those who
have set their face against any increase of
the public debt. And then as to the civil
service. Ministers have issued a code of
regulations worthy of Siberia, imposing
restrictions which I do not hesitate to condemn as degrading, and which I hope will
be duly discussed in this' House. But
while, on the one hand', they are prepared
to issue these offensive and arbitrary regulations, are they also prepared to adopt
the plan which has been suggested over
and over again, namely, the. remodelling
and consolidation of departments? Not
that I advocate the reduction of salaries.
Instead of taking 6d. per day off the pay
of some poor wretches, Ministers should
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pay liberal salaries to competent menthe working bees of the service-to the
exclusion of the drones and useless
creatures whom political patronage has
foisted on the public service.
But
will they do this? I am afraid not.
They have not the courage to face the
task. There is scarcely one department
which exhibits any saving as compared
with last year. On the contrary, the
Estimates exhibit a continuous and systematic increase caused, not by the increment of salaries, but by additions and
contingencies in every department. Turning to the Roads and Bridges department,
was it not stated that, in consequence of
the surrender of revenue to shire councils,
road boards, and other local bodies, so
large and expensive a staff would not be
required in f'utUl'e, and that if the House
voted six months' salary, the item would
not appear again? lnstead of this, we are
now asked to grant £13,540 for the year.
Is there any tendency towm:ds retrenchment in this direction? Under the head
of railways, provision is required for
£270,740, which is an increase of the vote
taken last year. Moreover, we do not see
all the expenditure of the department.
Why do not the salaries of the Engineerin-Chief and many other employes appear?
Is not the salary of the Engineer-in-Chief
a fair charge on the maintenance outlay?
Seven-tenths of that officer's work is
connected with made lines, and his expenses· ought, therefore, to be included in
the departmental estimate, and not to be
taken out of the loan for new works.
What bas become, also, of the larger
question as to leasing the lines? The
Government have admitted that political
patronage prevents the State working our
railways as economically as a private
company could work them; and the Treasurer stated, last year, that copies of the
regulations under which railways were
leased in all parts of the world had been
sent for, and that, at the proper time,
which was rapidly approaching, a scheme
for leasing our national lines would be
submitted to Parliament. The honorable
gentleman does not appear to have this
informa~ion yet, though he certainly might
have supplemented his knowledge during
his visiL to the mother country. A recent
accession. to the Cabinet considered, at one
time, that this leasing of our rail ways
was of the highest importance. I find
that, when the last loan was proposed,
" Mr. Rindon deprecated the spending of any
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more money than was absolutely necessary. The railways seemed to be conducted on the principle of spending as
much money as possible, and the accounts
were kept in a most extraordinary manner.
Sums that related to maintenance were
lugged into capital account. There could
be no hope of the railways paying so
long as this system of borrowing was
encouraged." These sentiments are perfectly in accordance with my own; it is
a pity that the honorable gentleman, as
a member of the Government, does not
seek to give effect to them. Again, how
comes it that a gentleman possessed of
the administrative ability evinced by the
Minister of Customs-a gentleman who,
as the discussion on millinery shows, can
grasp the smallest details-should voluntarily undertake the ballasting of vessels
at the Williamstown pier, thus interfering
with the unfortunate men who have ea1'lled
their Ii vings by ballasting vessels in the
ordinary way? I should like to know
how and to what extent this department is
supervised? I should like to have some
information rAgarding the extraordinary
auction sale of from 700 to 1,000 tons of
rail way stock at a minor station on the
Geelong line - on the occasion of the
celebrated "knock-out," with which one
of the employes of an honorable gentleman in another place was identified?
Certainly the Government manifested a.
very lax disposition to prosecute for this
evasion of the law, and I should like to
hear more about it. I can trace no disposition whatever to economize in the
Railway department.
It was suggested
that wood should be used as fuel; and, as
to the danger from sparks, it was pointed
out that wood was commonly employed in
the United States. Nothing, however, appears to have been done in this direction.
A statement was made to us in connexion
with the department of Lands and Survey,
that the establishment of the geodetic
system would result in a large quantity of
land being surveyed far in ad vance.of the
requirements of the service; but, after a
fair trial, I can see no reduction in the
department, either in salaries or numbers.
In the department of the Minister of
Justice, it is true that there is some indication of saving, but it is made in a most
objectionable form, which will not be conducive to public advantage. A reduction
is made in the number of police magistrates and wardens. A species of pressure
has been brought to bear to superannuate
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some of those gentlemen before they were
incapacitated from performing their duties.
There is also a material reduction in the
item for the payment of witnesses giving
evidence on criminal prosecutions, which
may hereafter be found to be a very undesirable retrenchment, as militating
against the administration of justice.
The estimate of the expenses of the
Customs-department shows a small saving.
As one. understanding the working of
this department, I can say that, of all
the departments in the service, it is the
most extravagant. The Commissioner of
Customs has with great adroitness endeavoured to gainsay the prediction that the
expenses of the department would be increased by the multiplication of officers
under the Tariff of last year. What has
be done? lIe has increased the staff of
officers, but the extra expense involved
does not appear on the Estimates, although
it will have to come out of the pockets of
the puLlic in another way. Under the
head of "military buildings, &c.," we have
a list showing what will probably be one
result of the Treasurer's warlike mission
to Eng~and. We are about to expend
something like £9,570 for additions, repairs, and other works at the Victoria
Barracks; but this is by no means all.
We are to present £15,000 to the Imperial
Government, and we are also to hand over
the proceeds of the sale of our own ship,
the Victoria. Now what return are we
to get for all this expenditure? Why, we
are to have a vessel for a training-ship, and
two years hence an iron-plated ship, on
the understanding that, after arming it,
manning it, and bringing it out at our own
expense-which will be no small feat,
seeing that the Imperial authorities find
it difficult to keep the Channel fleet
at sea for a month-we are to maintain
it in a thorough state of warlike efficiency,
and when England becomes embroiled
with a for_eign power, the vessel (which
will be under the control of the admiral of
the Allstralian station), is to be removed.
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-Then the admiral is to
have the control of the ship for the Imperial service?
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-I say yes, and I am not
singular in my interpretation of the conditions under which I believe the vessel to be
granted to us. But J will ask this question
-if we get the vessel, are the appointments
to it to be made by the Imperial authorities?
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Mr. VERDO~.-The honorable member has not read my report, or he would
not ask the question.
Mr. MOORE.-I have read it carefully,
and J have come to the conclusion, that, in
getting this iron-plated ship, we have got
a white elephant. For two years we are
to be without any defence, and when we
get ,it we are to maintain it in a state of
efficiency; but it is liable to be remoyed
,by the admiral of the station. One of the
letters written by direction of the Earl of ,
Carn1l.rvon, the Secretary of State for the
C~lonies,. contains this statement : . "It is clearly understood that this ship is
maintained for the protection of the important
British, as well as colonial, interests that require
naval defence in the waters of the colony. She
will, therefore, in time of war, be under the
command of the senior naval officer on the
station, who, in the event of any serious emergency, will not be precluded from withdrawing
her for a time from the immediate waters of the
colony, in case the general safety should, in his
judgment, make such a temporary withdrawal
absolutely necessary."
Mr. VERDON.-Read on.
Mr. MOORE.:-I will do so : "It is, of course, understood that such an
emergency should be a serious one. and that
, due regard should be' had to the wishes of the
colony."
How are the wishes of the colony to be
expressed? It is not stated. '1he wishes
of the admiral will, of course, be supreme.
Another objectionable quid pro quo which
we have to give is the exclusive use of
our costly graving-dock whenever it is
required by the admiral of the station, to
the exclusion of any other person who
may require its use ... While duly sensible
of the diplomacy which has been exercised
by our ambassador, I really think that we
have to give a very good compensation
for what we receive from the Imperial
Government, and that the substantial
advantages which we s1;1a11 derive will be
very small. To come next to the expenditure of the various public departments, I
find that there is no disposition on the
part of the Government to make any retrenchment in that direction. J find under
the head of pro\'isions, forage, &c., for the
police department, the penal department,
gaols, reformatories, lunatic asylums, &c.,
there is noreduction proposed, although itis
notorious that the pl'ice of meat and bread
is from 25 to 30 per cent. less than it was
last year. Either the expenditure last year
must have been insufficient, or the proposed expenditure this year is enormously
excessive. The expense for horses and
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forage must also have been materially decreased by the abolition of certain escorts,
yet no reduction is made on the Estimates.
Perhaps the reason why the Government
made no reduction in the Estimates for
provisions used in various public departments was because they intended to
put a tax on breadstuffs. At all events
we ought to have some explanation.
The Government have adopted the
peculiar mode of compelling the Opposition to raise objections without first
informing them upon what data their
Estimates are based. Nothwithstanding
that the Treasurer always advocated a
system of decentralization, especially in his
earlier financial statements, and that it
was supposed we had commenced such a
system under the Local Government Act,
the national expenditure goes on increasing, instead of decreasing. Moreover, we
still seem to be going on adding to our
public buildings, and yet there is no diminution in the cost of renting buildings.
On the contrary, notwithstanding that we
have completed the Post Office (in which
provision might also be made for the
electric telegraph department), the items
undel' the head of rents of public offices
and buildings, &c., is increased from
£ 14,500 last year to £15,500 this year.
In connexion with this matter, I will just
mention that the Government have taken
from the late member for Richmond (Mr.
Wardl'op), at a very extravagant rate, the
transfer of a lease of certain most ineligible
premises in Collins street, for an Insolvent
Court. After expending abou t £900 in
altering the premises, they are still m08t
unsuitable for the purpose. When the
return for which I have asked is furnishE'$1, perhaps it will be seen that that
gentleman is not the only member of this
House who has profited by the transfer of a lease, and that there are more
ways than simply payment of members
by which a Government can secure
support. Altogether it is proposed to
spend something .like £54,000 for buildings this year. One of the items is
£10,000 towards a new Government
Printing-office. Over and over again, in
debates in this House, has the impropriety
been urged of· having a Government
Printing-office to perform work which
can be more economically performed in
private printing offices. It is notorious,
also, that a vast amount of the work
executed at the Government Printingoffice is utterly useless. I confess that,
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after being in Parliament for many years,
I bave got a waggon load of books
and other documents which are of no use
to me whatever. I may here observe
that the Government are credi tors, to the
tune of something like .£400, of a tradesman in this city, who recently collapsed.
It appears that he owes tbat amount for
Government Gazettes. I never heard of
credit being given at the Government
Printing-office. I never got credit for a
single sixpence from any Government
department,. and why peculiar facilities for
credit should have been given in this
instance I cannot understand. Is the
gentleman a Government supporter?
There is another objectionable feature in
connexion with the Estimates. Whenever
any individual conceived that be had a
claim against the Crown, it has hitherto
been the practice for him to endea\'our to
obtain compensation by the orthodox and
constitutional mode of getting some member of the Assem bly to move for the appoi ntment of a committee to take his case into
consideration; anrl. if good and sufficient
reasons were adduced the House granted a
committee, the case was inquired into, and
if the House was satisfied of the merits of
it a sum of money was placed on the
Estimates to satisfy the claim.
The
Government have now reversed this order
of things; and we find sums of money
placed on the Estimates, as compensation to
individuals for fancy claims made against
the Government, without the knowledge
or authority of this House. A sum of
£600 is placed on the Estimates as compensation to a gentleman in the district of
East Bourke for diverting his mill stream,
by the construction of the Yan Yean waterworks. Now the Yan Yean waterworks
have been completed for eleven years, and
during the two years I was bead of the department, having charge of those works, I
never heard of this claim. It is somewhat·
singular that this item is put on the Estimates on the recommendation of a board
of inquiry, appointed during the recess, of
which two Ministerial supporters were
members-the honorable member for East
Bourke (Mr. Balfour) and tbe honorable
membei· for Evelyn. I strongly object to
this system of placing sums of money on
the Estimates as compensation to private
individuals. The proposed compensation
to the prop.rietors of Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs will, no doubt, be fully discussed - when it comes under the consideration of honorable members. The
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Estimates still include that costly toy
the steam-sloop Victor·ia.
The expenditure in connexion with it is still to
be kept up on the same e.xtravagant
scale as heretofore. In addition to the
salaries of something like 69 officers and
men, there is also about £655 for the
salaries of 25 boys, at a rate varying fl'om
Is. to 2s. 6d. per day according to classification. Notwithstanding the great expense incurred in maintaining our reformatory training ship, it appears that, as
soon as the lads there attain al}y degree of
usefulness, they are to be employed at good
wages. In England, boys who have been
honestly and industriously brought up by
their parents, are often glad to get employment without remuneration, and even have
premi urns paid for them; but we, after taking
boys from the streets, keeping them at the
public expense, and training them to habits
of usefulness, are also to fumish them with
well-remunerated employment as soon as
they are capaule of being useful. I think
that an alteration ought to be made in this
respect. Now what do the Government
propose to do towards a very important
work-namely, the prevention of damage
by the flooding of' the river Yarra? Nothing
whatever. Last year t.he Treasurer placed
a sum of money on the Estimates for the
removal of the Falls. That was regarded
as a mere temporary provision, and
it was understood that it would - be
supplemented by a larger outlay; bu t
during the absence of the Treasurer
in England, his colleague, the Commissioner of Public Works, absolutely ignored
the principle that the carryin)! out of some
scheme for the prevention of damage by
floods in the Yarra ought to be regarded
as a national undertaking. The provision
for public wharfs and jetties-so necessary
for the promotion of trade and commerce
-is most insufficient. The proposed ex'penditure on these works in my own district is especially limi ted. The Minister
of Customs, in justification of a new scale
of taxation, stated that, as compared with
1860, large sources of revenue were nearly
dried up in 1867. I find that while this
year we propose to expend £665,000 for
public works, and grants in aid to municipalities, road districts and shires,
in lR60 we spent £1,147,060. I should
like to be informed whether there is any
prospect of revenue being derived fl'om
those districts which have recently been
supplied with waterworks. It was said
that in no instance would water supply be
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extended to any district unless there was a
reasonable prospect of the locality repa.ying
the interest on the expenditure made by the
State for that purpose. As we shall have a
large addition to our special appropriations
for interest on new loans, we ought to receive
some information as to what prospect there
is of the various waterworks being reproductive. A.gain, no disposition has been
manifested by the Government to extend
our postal communication, although it is
well known that overtures have been made
to the Government for the establishment of
bi-monthly communication with England.
The Government say, a We must have fresh
taxation; we must revise the Tariff." In
the n~me of common sense, are we to be for
ever revising the Tariff? Are we to be in a
chronic state of revising the Tariff? As
a mercantile community, we shall make
ourselves the laughing stock of the whole
world. Surely it must be repuguant to
the mercantile instincts of two members
of the Cabinet, that we should be in 8 perpetual state of bewilderment and confusion
as to the Tariff. Without expecting that
the Tariff should be as fixed 8S the laws
of the Medes and Persians, it is most
unreasonable that we should not have
a Tariff which will endure for longer
than a year. After going through the
solemn farce twel ve months ago of fighting
what was called a "constitutional battle"
for the Tariff which we then'determined
to have, we are now proposing to change
that Tariff. Are these constant changes
likely to promote our commercial relations
with foreign countries? On the contrary,
is it not an injusti(:e to traders in foreign
countries. having commercial relations with
us, to be continually changing our Tariff?
I appeal to the mercantile members of the
Cabinet, whether it is not unreasonable and
unjust that thA mercantile community
should have continually to be writing to
their foreign correspondents to inform
them that we are altering the Tariff? In
departing from what has hitherto been
conceived to be the best system of taxation,
and imposing anew system, the Government.
IJave avC\wed that they do so for revenue
purposes; but I warn them that when they
first departed from the system of levying
duties for revenue purposes which is recommended by all political economistswhen they first departed from a simple
Tariff embracing a few articles, the duty
on which was easy of collection, and not
acting as an appreciable burthen upon the
consumers-their troubles commenced. I·
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will here refer to the remarks made by the
present Minister of Customs in 1861, when
discussing the Budget introduced that year
by the Heales Administration, of which
the Treasurer of the present Government
was also Treasurer. I find from Hansard,
November 7, IB61, that-

vantage; and that there would be, in all commercial communities collt!cting revenue by means
of ad valorem duties, so much of what was called
mere custom-house oaths and general laxity of
morals, that the least scrupulous would have the
advantage."

"Mr. Francis then mentioned several of the
items which he recommended in a Tariff, and
went on to observe that, had he any sympathy
with the present Government, he should have
advocated the reference of their propositions to
a committee, in the hope that such modifications
might be made as would meet his views. Bllt,
from the first, he had heen an avowed and consistent opponent to the Government. He
pledged himself to his constituents to oppose
the Government nt all hazards, and under all
circumstances. He had so little confidence in
them that he would not entrust them with the
administration of the Ten Commandments."

"I have now to mention those additional
items of customs duties which the Government
propose. . . . . It has been the desire of
the Government, as far a!! possible-and I think
we have succeeded-to avoid the difficulty, the
confusion, and perhaps the immorality, of ad
valorem duties."

The honorable gentleman, in the same
speech, went on to say., He would state, with regard to the article
of silks. that there were certain houses in Melbourne doing business to such an extent. that
there was II. profit marie by the colony they
could not afford to lose. How would an ad
valorem duty affect them? This colony had
attained the position of being the depot for
trade in the southern hemisphere; Ilnd while
they could get goods in bulk, they were enabled
. to disperse them, on the same principle on
which warehouses in London carried on a large
trade."

The Treasurer, in introducing the Budget
of 1865, said-

Now here we have our own Victorian
political economists - the Minister of
Customs and the Treasurer-agreeing with
what has ever been the opinion of the
highest aud greatest political economists.
The four canons of taxation laid down by
Adam Smith are-l st. Taxation should
possess equality; 2nd. There should be
no uncertainty with regard to the amount
to be levied; 3rd. The tax should be levied
at the most convenient time, and in the
most convenient manner; 4th. The State
ought 'to obtain as much as possible of the
whole amount which is really levied from
the taxpayer. Referring to these canons
of tnxation, Henry Fawcett, in his Manual
of Political Economy, says-

"Let us next inquire to what extent taxes or
commodities can be made consistent with Adam
Smith's second rule, which states • that the
amount which each individual contributes to a tax
ought to be certain and not arbitrary.' In one
" There was another objection, namely, that. sense almost all taxes on commodities strictly obey
whilst duty wa!l paid on cases in globo, the this rule or principle of taxation. The procustom-house officers could not identify the ducer or importer of a taxed commodity can
goods again, and therefore the warehousemen always know the exact amount which the parwould lose the drawback. The great principle ticular tax will levy from him. If the duty on
was to have fixed duties, and to extinguish ad tea is Is. 5d. per pound, the merchant who imvalorem duties altogether."
ports a cargo of tea can of course calculate with
This was the language of the Commissioner strict accuracy the amount of duty which the
of Customs in 1861; and when the Tariff tea must pay; the same remark applies to the
of a taxed commodity such as malt.
of 1865 was introduced, we find the ho- producer
The only case in which uncertainty can arise is
norable gentleman repeating .his objections when a tax is made ad vaid'rem, because then the
to ad valorem duties. On that occasion test which the Government may apply to
ascertain the value of any commodity. may be
he said"He would admit that, when this question uncertain and imperfect in its operation."
was first discussed, he had submitted to his colHe goes on to observeleagues a proposition, firstly, to estimate by weight
" The expense of collecting a certain amount
in such cases as could be readily dealt with by a of revenue by taxes on commodities is very
weight system; but where that would be impos- much diminished if the taxes are confined to a
sible, he proposed to adopt an ad valorem system, few articles of general consumption, for when a
and he absolutely went the length of introducing tax is imposed upon some article of limited use,
to his colleagues-in fact, he was almost driven the cost of collecting the tax is al ways enormous
to it-the svstem of ad lJalorem duties on those in proportion to the amount which the tax
very goods ~in respect to which they had heard so yields to the State."
much objection. But here he was confronted by
the experience and strong objections of all the These remarks fully bear out the proprincipal officials of the Customs department position that. the best mode of raising
against ad vall/rem duties, on the ground of their revenue through the custom-house is by
inquisitorial character, and that the fair and placing a duty upon a few articles of
honest trader had opposed to him the persons of
the least conscientious scruples, who did not general consumption, which would be
hesitate to prostitute the law to their own ad- easy of collection, and which would be

After speaking of the inconvenience of ad
valorem dutie/! on such goods, the honorable gentleman went on to observe-
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a comparatively unappreciable tax. I
repeat that, by departing from that
principle, the Government have got into
all the trouble which has come upon them.
But I will ask the protectionist members
of the Huuse if they are satisfied with
the Tariff submitted by the Government?
Notwithstanding the laboured explanations of the Minister of Customs, it
appears that, instead of the protectionists
having got what they expected from the
Government, the measure of protection
afforded on several articles by the Tariff
of last year has been narrowed down to 10
per cent., and, in some inst.ances, to 5
per cent. Oh, ye protectionists who believed that the Government would give
you what you expected on this occasion!
It now turns out that the Government
are not protectionists. For a time they
were pl'otectionh;ts, when they found it
necessary to obtain the support of memb3rs under the guise of being protectionists; but now they turn round and say,
"It is not protection, but revenue, we
want."
And yet the Ministry are
willing to do anything to conciliate any
section of the House, if they can :only
retain possession of the Treasury benches.
They are willing to strike out Ol1e item, to
modify another, and to do anything, in
fact, to retain office. Instead of manifesting this disposition to mould and shape
their fiscal policy to the will of the House,
they ought, as bold and independent men,
to have carefully and deliberately prepared their scheme of taxation, and then
to have said, "By this we will stand
or fall." A most extraordinary portion of the conduct of the Government is their adoption of ad valorem
duties. Notwithstanding that the Minister
of Customs form~rly denounced the ad.
valorem system, he' now says that ,it is
necessary for various reasons. I quite
agree with what the honorable gentleman
said as to the imperfection of that system.
Its imperfection has been amply proved
during the working of the last Tariff. To
my certain knowledge one importer has
suffered considerably by the extraordinary,
captious, and autocratic mode in which the
Customs department has carried out the
Tariff. Has not the Minister of Customs
given the most extraordinary rulings-at
one time deciding that bellows came under
the category of ironmongery, and at
another that they came under that of
furniture? A most glaring instance of
the arbitrary mode in which departmental
Mr. Moore.
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regnlations have been made to overrule the intentions of the Honse as to
the Tariff has come under my knowledge, and I have no hesitation in
saying that the Minister of Customs has
acted ultra vires. The law provides that,
in the case of ad valorem duties, the invoices of the goods are to be taken as the
basi's of the amount on which the duty is
assessed, and where there are no invoic~s
the duty is to be assessed by valuation or
appraisement. To my knowledge, invoices
have not always been taken as the basis of
calculation, and in one case I know that
an invoice of silks, representing their
value at £1,186, was not ta.kell as the
basis of calculation, but the duty was
levied on a sum considerably below that
amount. The duty wa~ paid accordingly.
If the honorable gentleman is prepared to
gainsay what I alh.. ge, I am prepared to
name the ship, the importers, and the
quantity of silk. Now I say this is a
monstrous power to extend to any man.
An enormous trade is carried on in Manchester fabrics with the west coast of
South America, and, owing to the existence
of ad -valorem dnties, it is a common practice for the manufacturer to furnish two sets
of in voices-one for the consignee ar:td
the other for the custom-house. The law
is thus systematically evaded. The same
practice will no doubt follow the imposition
of ad valorem duties here; and the honest
fair trader will have no chance with
the unscrupulous trader.
I recollect,
when a lad in an office in Sydney, an
importer of Marsala wine was placed
at a disadvantage of £2 or £3 per
pipe, just by the pernicious operation
of ad valorem duties. With regard to
the character of the Tariff, the Minister
of Customs has not attempted to explain to us the circumstances under which
he seeks to impose such arbitrary taxation.
With regard to the article of timber, the
Minister of Customs proposes to exempt
log timber. According to a communication which the honorable gentleman
made to a deputation the other day, a
piece of timber 12 inches square, or of
larger dimensions, is to be considered a
log. But why should he fix on 12 inches
square? Because, in the reduction of this
log, not manual labour, but improved steam
machinery will have to be employed.
Where, then, is the protection? Why the
arrangement will confer no benefit whatever. Coming to the item of iron, we find
ihat iron castingd are to pay duty; but
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that iron pipes are to be exempt, because
it has been shown. that the English article
can be obtained at a less cost by one-third
than the pipes ·produced here. Why, a
better reason for exempting an article
could not be adduced by a free trader.
But, in connexion with this subject, I would
take leave to call attention to the action
of the Government in reference to a recent
contract for the supply of a quantity of
pipes. Several mercantile firms sent in
tenders.
Before the opening of the
tenders, a letter was addressed by the
department to one of the firms, asking if
they were prepared, in the event of their
tender being accepted, to bear all the
duties and wharfage rates that might be
imposed. The fil'm in question replied
that they were willing to abide by the
existing system of wharfage.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-I have seen the communication. The firm in question said,
"We are prepared to supply these pipes,
and bear the existing wharfage rates."
Mr. :\fACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOORE.-H The rates now imposed by law."
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MOO RE.-Then I do not interpret
correctly what my own eyes dwelt upon
to-day. But what was the fact? That
the tender was removed, and that another
firm-the next lowest-were asked whether
they would comply with the conditions. A
new clause was introduced into the condition~ of tender, which, by an implied understanding on the part of the department,
satisfied the firm that they were perfectly
s~fe in adopting it. It now turns out that
the item of iron pipes is exempted from
duties, under the Tariff. This is a significant and extraordinary coincidence;
and the country loses nearly £2,000 by
the transaction. The Treasurer, still
harping upon the necessity for additional revenue, has endeavoured to explain why ·the Government propose the·
imposition of duties on grain and flour;
but he has failed to convince me that such
duties are at all desirable; and that we
are not likely to have a year of drought
and famine succeeding to one of production.
I say unhesitatingly that, but for the
liberal supplies from South America and
California, we should have had corn and
breadstuffs, last year, at a very high price.
Now is it desirable to recognize this principle of imposing duties? Is it likely
that they will produce the amount repre-
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sen ted by the Treasurer? Already our
active neighbours on the border are taking
means to thwart our intention of excluding
theil' productions. Has this imposition of a
duty upon grain anything to do with the exclusion of South Aust~alia from the treaty
which was debated here the other night?
. During that debate Ministers were asked
whether they intended toputadutyon breadstuffs; and the Chief Secretary, in language
less polite than fordble, declined to give any
information on the subject. Is this the
secret of the reticence of the Government
on that occasion? Our active neighbours;
not being burthened by an oppressive
public debt, are in a position to make
reprisals which may rathel' startle us byand-by; and this, not only on the question
of corn, but also on the question of spirits,
In the first place, they have reduced· the
cost of carri!tge of cereals from the place
of growth to the seaboard something like
40 per cent., and they have only to make
contract shipments to places like Hokitika,
which hav~ hitherto been supplied by way
of Melbourne, to secure a considerable portion of the Melbourne trade. In a revenue
point of view, I believe the scheme will
utterly fail. I also object to the mode of
imposing the duty-at so much per cwt.
I am afraid that the calculations of the
Government, with respect to the revenue
from spirits, are likely to fail. The
Minister of Customs expects to get
£495,000 from that source. Is it Dot in
t.he power of South Australia, in return
for her exclusion from the Border Duties
treaty, to make fearful reprisals, by
establishing free distillation, and passing
her spirits over into our territory, in
defiance of all the custom-house officers
that we may employ? In connexion with
this subject, I desire to call attention to
the following passage, which I have taken
from the address issued by the Chiet
Secretary to his constituents, on the occasion of the general election of 1864 : "The question of Border Duties, which has
been raised by the action of the Government of
New South Wales, will, I believe, render a revision of the existing customs Tariff necessary;
and, while I maintain the soundness of the
principles of free trade, I can see no violation of
these principles in changing duties from one
item of import to another. So long as revenue has
to be deri ved from cllstoms, it is in strict accordance with the free trade doctrines to select those
articles for .taxation which will produce the
greatest revenue at the smallest cost of collection, having in view the general interests of the
colony."

Now will this proposed Tariff carry out
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the theory of the Chief Secretary? Instead of a few articles easy of collection,
is there not an infinity of articles, some of
which will not proliuce £50 per annum P
I believe that the estima.te of revenue
which the Treasur.er has given on t.his
occasion is likely to prove as unreliable
as his estimate for 1866; and that, if the
Tariff be carried, we shall have a still
further proof of the impolicy of departing
from the true principles of taxation. The
Minist.ry say that we, as an Opposition,
.ought to have shadowed forth our objections to the Tariff - that, in fact,
we should have usurped the functions of
the Government. All I have to say
in reply to this is, "Physician, cure
thyself; you, who have caused the deficiency, provide the remedy." The
Government scheme wants cauterizing,
but I protest against a dut.y of that
character being cast on the Opposition.
For aught I know, negotiations may have
taken place between the Government and
their supporters on this question, with a
view to the making of certain concessions.
But is it consistent, fair, manly, or honorable for a Govei'nment to propound a
scheme, and then invite applications from
their supporters for concessions? How is
it that the Government. are holding back
their Land Bill? Is anythin~ likely to
result from that proceeding? I must say
that the Government have a most peculiar system of conducting their affairs.
They propound this Tariff; they don't
believe it perfect, but they will endeavour to make it so, and with that
view they are ready to accept any suggestion, recommendation, or modification,
from the House, or from any section
of the House, or from people out of doors.
In fact, they are prepared to eat any
amount of dirt, and oe subjected to any
amount of degradation and indignity.
They invite suggestions from supporters
whom they ought to lead. Now I h.sk,
Mr. Speaker, after this experiment of ten
months, has anyone interest promised to
be benefited derived any advantage from
the Tariff?
Mr. BURTT.-Yes, half-a-dozen.
Mr. MOORE.-Only six; and these
six, I suppoSe, leading such a miserable
and sickly kind of existence that they
are liable to be ext.inguished by the
new Tariff. I predict that the protectionists will at last find that they
have been regularly befooled-that they
have been made instruments in assist-
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ing 'Ministers to violate the Constitution.
The protectionists were induced to declare
the Ministry "the people's friends," and
the Ministry will continue to humbug and
hoodwink them to the end of the chapter.
The address of the Minister of Customs
was remarkable for the extraordinary
manner in which he presented his reasons
fol' imposition and exemption apart from
the Cabinet. I always understood that,
under a sy:stem of responsible Government,
whatever differences there might be in the
Cabinet with regard to public measures,
an opinion, when once put forward,
was the opinion of the whole, unless
in the case of a perfectly open question.
With regard to the measure
which the Minister of Customs declares
to be necessitated for revenue pUI'poses,
I have only to say that it is a departure
from the well recognized principles of
taxation-that it imposes duties on an
infinite number of articles, duties small in
the yield of rev~nue and vel'y costly in
collection. I protest against it as a departure from the sound principles of
political economy; I declare it to be
unreliable as a sour~ of revenue; and,
for the reasons I have given, I think I am
fully justified in voting against the propositions of the Government.
Mr. MACGREGOR moved the adjournment of the debate, which was agreed
to.
The House adjourned at one minute
past twelve o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSE.MBLY.
Wednesday, Fehruary 13, 1867.
Imprisonment of Debtors-Grant to Lady Darling-Exhibition Prize Distribution-Yarra Clearing Vote-Military
Reserve-Fees to Jurors-Australian Alliance Assurance
Company's Bill-Debate on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
IMPRISONMENT OF DEBTORS.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH called the attention
of the Attorney-General to the circumstance that all persons committed under
the 3rd sec., 29 Vic. No. 284, were confined on the felons' side of the gaol, and
asked by whose directions the persons so
committed were confined 011 the felons'
instead of the debtors' side of such gaol?
The honorable member mentioned that the
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section referred to, though commonly called
the fraud section, related really to the
imprisonmE'nt of debtors.
There was
nothing in the Act to show on which side
these debtors were to be imprisoned; but
the former Acts, of which this one was a
continuation, set apart a debtors' side.
Surely, therefore, the original practice
should not be superseded.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The terms of
the Act are not so clear as could be desired
on the question whether persons committed
to gaol under this section of the Act are
committed as edminals or quasi criminals,
or whether they are merely imprisoned as
debtors. The Sheriff asked me for my
opinion on the subject, and I came to the
conclusion that the Act was passed for the
purpose of inflicting a punishment for the
offence of fraud or something amounting
to a fraud, and that the persons imprisoned
under the Act should be treated as
offenders, and not as debtors. A.t the
same time I called the Sheriff's attention
to the fact that, by the Jury Statute, the
Judges are empowered to make regulations
for debtors in gaols, and I suggested that
he should consult the Judges before issuing
any directions on the subject. I have not
heard whether the Sheriff did adopt that
course, but I have no rloubt that, if these
persons are imprisoned as offenders and
not as debtors, that mode of treatment is
known to and approved of by the Judges,
and I believe that it is consistent with the
terms of the ,clause.
GRANT TO LADY DARLING.
Mr. EVANS asked the Treasurer if the
GoV'ernment intended sending down a
supplementary estimate, in accordance
with ,the resolution of the Assembly of
last session, that the sum of £20,000 be
granted to Lady Da:rling, as recommended
by a select committee of this House?
Mr. VERDON.-In reply, I have to
state that, in accordance with the desire of
Sir Charles Darling, the Governmeut have
not taken any act.ion in this matter pen.ding thereceipt of communications from Her
Majesty's 'Government, by which we expect to he informed ,of Her Majesty's
pleasure on the subject.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
Mr. G. P. SMITH brought under the
notice of the House a circumstance connected with the ceremony at the Exhibition
Building that day. The circular issued
stated that the Governor, the Judges, and
VOL. III.-2 D
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Members of Parliament were to be present
in their official capacity; but honorable
mem bel's did not receive their cards of
invitation until that murning, although the
cards were 'issued in good time to nonofficial persons. Now this appea.red to be
'somewhat of a slight on the part of the
commissioners; and it was not to be forgotten that, at the opening of the Exhibition, honorable members suffered a great
wrong at the hands of these same gentlemen. As the administrative abilities of the
Minister of Justice, the supposed parent of
the Exhibition, were wdl known, he would
like to receive some explanation from the
honorable gentleman.
Mr. BINDON.-I am glad that this
matter has been brought before the House.
The conduct of the gentlemen intrusted
with sending out the invitations is perfectly
inexcusahle. The programme was adopted
on Monday morning, and the invitations
should have been l1isued without delay. I
regret that this was not done, and I can
assure the House that the fault is not that
of the commissioners.
YARRA CLEARING VOTE.
Mr. WHITEM AN asked the Commissioner of Public Works whether any,
and if any how much, of the £500 'voted
by this House during the last session of
Parliament for clearing the River Yarra
between the FaHs-bridge and Princesbridge 'had lapsed ,?
Mr. V ALE.-A sum of £300 has been
expended already, and a contract has been
entered into to the aHlount of the balance
of the vote.
MILITARY RESERVE.
Mr. WHITEMAN caUed the attention
of the Commissioner of Crown Lands and
Survey to some recent impoundings from
the military reserve at Emerald-hill. The
honorable memher ,said that he had reason
to helieve that the reserve was merely a
temporary'one for military purposes, and
that it was never intended 1'hat the military
authorities -should derive any pecuniary
advantage fi'om it by the grazing of horses
and catde. Despite t.his, however, any cattle
found in the reserve-the fences of which
were in a dilapidated condition-were now
impounded, and, in one instance, a hobbled
cow 'had been driven in a most unmerciful
manner. He would like to know in whom
t.he reserve was vested, and who had
authority to impound therefrom?
Mr. GRANT.-I have no doubt that
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the facts, as stated by the honorable member, are correct. I am not able, however,
to answer him the last question, as it is
strictly a legal one. As to the other, I
find that the reserve was gazetted on the
3rd of June, 1859, as a reserve for the
Dew military barracks; but it has not been
vested in any authority. I do not think
there is any authority to impound therefrom.
,JURORS' FEES.
Mr. DYTE asked the Attorney-General
whether he intended placing on the Estimates the necessary amount to pay the
jurors in the case of "smoking out"Police v. the Working Miners' and Albion
Companies, Ballarat? '
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I do not know
what the honorable member means by the
"necessary amount to pay the jurors." I
presume the jurors have received the
usual fees. Perhaps the honorable member refers to some amoun t beyond those
fees? If so, I must state that it is not the
intention of the Government to propose
any such addition. The practice of remunerating jut'ors was first adopted in the
pecq.1iar case of Cornish and Bruce v. the
Queen. That c.'tse lasted an extraordinary
time, and it wa~ agreed that the jurors
should receive some remuneration for the
services they were called upon to give.
I am afraid t.hat the arrangement was
somewhat hastily made, and, as a precedent,
I do not think that it should be followed.
I believe jurors must be asked to give
their attention wit-hout extra remuneration,
and I am not prepared to recommend that
additional fees should be given in any
future case.
Mr. GILLIES.-I would eall the attention of the Attorney-General to one evil
of the present system. In the very case
referred to certain gentlemen were summoned, but they preferred to pay the fine
of £5 rather than attend. The real hardship falls upon pel'SOnR who cannot afford
to pay the fine as these gentlemen could.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The remedy
lies with the Judge, who can inflict any
fine. Cases not unfrequently occur in
which exemplary fines are needed. In
the instance which has been mentioned
one juror was actually in the precincts of
the court, and deliberately avoided coming
in order that he might escape service.
The J uoge, with perhaps an imperfect
acquaintance with the facts of the case,
inflicted an insufficient fine; but it is
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always in the power of the Judge to inflict
an exemplary fine, and in the next similar
case I hope this will be done.
Mr. ED\VARDS. - Perhaps, as the
Judges are officers of the honorable gentleman's department, he will issue instructions
on the point.
Mr. LEVEY.-The principle the Attorney-General has laid down is a good
one, but I trust he will see the necessity
of making exceptions to it. In such a.
case as that of the Kew Lunatic Asylum,
I am afraid that, if the jurors were not
paid, they would be disposed to shirk their
duty.
Mr. RUNNY.-Now that the subjectis
before the House, I have one 'remark to
make. L00king at all the circumstances
-the difficulty, for instance, of getting
jurors together-I would put it to the
Attorney-General whether the time has
not arrived for abolishing trial by jury in
the colony?
EDUCATION COMMISSION.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a return
to an order of the Legislative Assembly,
dated 6th February, 1867, for copies of all
correspondence between Mr. Casey, M.P.,
Dr. Brownless, and the Government, with
reference to the appointment of those
gentlemen as members of the Education
Commission.
PETITIONS.
Petitions from workers in iron, praying
the House to consider their interests in
connexion with the Tariff, were presented
by Mr. KYTE, from the workers in Melbourne and its subur~s; by Mr. HALFEY,
from the workers in and around Sandhurst; and by Mr.' JONES, from the
workers in and around Bailarat.
A petition from the farmers of Carisbrook and the surrounding district, praying the House to impose a reasonable duty
on all importations of grain. flour, &c.,
was presented by Mr. McKEAN.
AUSTRALIAN ALLIANCE ASSURANCE COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. KYTE moved the second reading
of this Bill. The honorable member stated
that -the object of this small and useful
measure was, as set forth in the preamble,
"To enable the shareholders of a joint
stock insurance company, established in
the colony of Victoria under the name or
style of 'The Australian Alliance Assurance Company' to sue and be sued in
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the name of the chairman for the time
being of the directors of the company, and
for other purposes."
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
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which would impose duties purely for protective purposes, without any reference to
revenue. The views en tertained by the
majority in this House and in the country
are, that duties should be imposed, primarily, for revenue, hut, at the same time,
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
having regard as far as possible to the
THIRD NIGHT.
advancement of colonial interests. If a
The debate on the motion, that the revenue duty has the incidental effect of
Assembly resolve itself into Committee encouraging native industry, well and
of Ways and Means, and on Mr. Richard- good. That is the position the country
son's amendment, declaring that "the has taken up; I am not aware of any
proposed alterations in the Tariff are not demand for duties of a purely protective
.
satisfactory, as they neither tend to the character.
encouragement of colonial industries, nor
Mr. JONES.-Look at the petitions
to the extension of commerce," was re- presented this day.
sumed.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I understand the
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think there petitioners to ask that, in .imposing new
can be no doubt that the amendment revenue duties, we should afford them
which has been submittpd is regarded incidental encouragement. They do not
by the House as a vote of want of ask for duties which shall be primarily
confidence. The honorable member for protective.
Sandridge, for one, does not limit the disMr. JONES.-Yes, they do.
cussion to the Tariff, but, in his address,
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Then it is the
he went into charges concerning the ad- first time this House has been so addressed.
ministration of both the financial and And I will add that, so far as I am conthe general affairs of the colony. The cerned, I will ever oppose the i~positiou
honorable member who submitted the of duties for purely protective purposes.
amendment has not stated why the Tariff I believe that the Tariff before us is in
was unsatisfactory to him. He states accordance with the principles by which
that it contravenes those principles of pro- we ought to be guided. I believe that
tection of which he is a strong advocate; legitimate free trade is perfectly consistent
but he has adduced no reasons in snpport with the proper encouragement of our
of his assertion. The honorable member home producers-that we can afford such
has been so long a consistent supporter of encouragement without violating any of
the Government, that I think he should the principles propounded by the most
have been prepared to adduce reasons for eminent political economists. This ensubmitting his amendment.
couragement I say the Tadff does give as
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He was far as can be done with safety. Heavier
duties would be unjust to a great number of
prevented.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-He was pre- people. We must have a TarIff correct in
vented from animadverting on the speech principle as far as possible, and suited,
of the Treasurer, and I regret the fact; also, to the circumstances of the colony.
but the Tariffitself was before the House, This we have endeavoured to obtain. The
and it was quite competent for the honor- articles which were formerly subject to a
able member to have discussed it in the duty of 5 per cent. have been raised to 10
fullest manner possible, and to have shown per cent.; and can it be denied that, to
how it violates the principles he holds. that extent, an increased degree of enThere are two grounds on which it is couragement is afforded? I do not say
alleged in the amendment that the Tariff increased protection, for a meaning is now
is defective. The one is, that it will not applied to that term which I desire to
encourage colonial industries; the other, avoid. The country, I believe, is satisfied
that it will not tend to-meaning, of course, with the per centAge now proposed. Conthat it will prevent-the extension of com- sidering the distance we are from foreign
merce. Honorable members are aware that markets-the freight, insurance, and other
the Tariff has been introduced, primarily, charges to which commodities coming to
for revenue purposes. Revenue is the us are subject-I "think a duty of 10 per
main consideration. I do not believe there cent. affords as much encouragement as our
is any honorable member who desires a producers have a right to expect. If we
Tariff simply protective, that is, a Tariff go further, there is another thing to be
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considered, and that is that we should
have to increase anI' custom-house staff, for
above that point the danger of smuggling
arises. It is a well-known fact that, when
it was attempted to levy high duties in
England, companies were actually sta.rted
to insure smugglers from seizure. If the
same temptation were offered the same
thing would occur in this- colony, and
therefore I do not think that we should
go beyonlt the 10 per cent., which is
considered safe in the mother country.
McCulloch, in his wOl'k on taxation,
says:"Moderate duties on commodities in general
demand being invariably found to be more productive than when they are carried to a great
height, are more productive than high duties on
commodities used only by the rich. Besides
diminishing the revenue by diminishing consumption, too high duties diminish it by assisting
and encouraging the practice of smuggling. The
risk of being detected in smuggling transactions,
under any system of fiscal regulations, may
always be valued at a certain rate; and whenever the duties exceed that rate smuggling is
practised. Thus, if the duty on an article imported from abroad be 10, and the risk of smuggli ng be 10 or 12 per cent., it is clear that none
will be clandestinely imported. But if, while
the risk continu ... s the same, the duty be raised
to 15 or 20 per cent., smuggling will immediately
begin, and will very probably be carried to such
an extent as to make the high duty less productive than the lower. Now there are, it is
plain. only two ways of checking this practice,
either the temptation to smuggle must be diminisheil by lowering the duties, or the difficulties
in the way ofsnJuggling, or its risk, must be increased. The first is obviously the way of
dealing with the object in view."

If we go beyond 10 per cent. we saddle
the revenue with an increasing expense -of
collection, and we incur the risk of
smuggling. Under these circumstallces~
I think that the proposed duties should be
considc-red satisfactory. At any rate, I do
not see how the objection can be sustained
that the duties do not encourage colonial
industries. The other objection specified
in the amendment is, that. the Tariff does
not conduce to the extension of commerce,
or, in other words, that it tends to the
suppression of commerce. All I can say
is, that I do not see how the hunorable
membet' for Geelong East can make that
out. He certainly did not attempt to
argue the point. Whether the amendment originated with the honorable mem·
bel' or not I do not know, but his desire
appeared to be to get rid of it; he did not
attempt to do justice to it. The most
eminent political economists agree that the
imposition of duties fairly on a large
number of articles does not in the slightest
Mr. Macgregor.
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degree interfere with the freedom of commerce. The reverse is rat.her the case.
Concentrating dutie5 on a few articles is
much more opposed to freedom of commerce than spreading those duties over a
range of imports. If the duty is ad
valorem, where is the injustice? If you
equally tax all foreign commodities, where
is the violation of free trade?
Mr. JONES.-"Vhere is the protection?
Mr. MACGREGOR. - There is the
protective 10 per cent. Now, the imposition of du ty on a large num bel' of
articles is not at all to be considered injurious or detrimental to commerce. This
is what McCulloch says, in his work on
taxation : "This concentration of customs duties on a
few articles involves other considerations of the
greatest importance. Moderate duties, provided
tlll~y be generally imposeil, that is, provided
they equally affect all articles (except the raw
materials of manufacture), without regard to
their nature or origin, llave nothing that i~ in
any degree inconsistent with the most perfect
freedom of trade. But a system like that which
we have been considering" (that is, a system of
confining duties to a very few articles) "which
kceps up heavy, and sometimes exorbitant,
duties on certain articles of import, while it
admits a host of other articles duty free, or
under low duties, is altogether contradictory to,
and inconsistent with, anything like freedom.
It has, in truth, all the worst features of the old
protective policy, being a mere tissue of preferences and quasi prohibitions."

He concludes his remarks on this subject
by saying:" It may be doubted whether it be possible to
imagine a system more entirely destitute of that
liberality and equality, without which there can
he no freedom either in trade or anything else.
Its rise and dE'velopment would not at any time
have been an easily explained phenomenon. But
that it should have been introduced and grown
up consentaneously with that free trade policy
of which it is wholly subversive, is one of the
most striking contradictions of which we have
any account."

We want this system of raising revenue
on as large a number of articles as possible,
"excluding the raw materials of manufacture." That is the system which the Government have always supported, and the
system which we propose to carry out
now. Another objection to the Tariff has
been taken by the honorable member for
San~ridge, na.mely, that it is based on the
ad valorem principle. Now I will say at
once th~~t I am in favour of that principle.
When the former Tariff was inlroduced, I
opposed the proposition for charging goods
aecording to m8asllrement, and supported
the ad valore.m system. I considered that
to attempt to impose a duty on goods by
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a foot measurement, <:>1' any such arbitrary
rule, must be attended with a great
amount of injustice. Articles which are
100 per cent. cheaper than others may
have to pay precisely the same duty under
that system, and, therefore, I opposed its
adoption. I believe that the only way to
carry out the first principle of taxationnamely, that everyone should contribute to
the taxes in proportion to the revenue which
he enjoys under the protection of the State
-is by levying duties upon a large number
of articles. The honorable member for
Sandridge, when denouncing the reduction
of the duties on tea, sugar, and other
articles, led the House to believe that he
was in favour of the revenue being raised
on one or two articles. That would be a
most u nj ust sYl3tem of taxation, because it
would throw upon the poor man the same
amount of burthen as upon the rich. III
this colony, at aU events, every man, no
matter what his position in life may be,
consumes about the same quantity of tea
and sligar. 'rherefore, if the revenue was
levied solely upon such articles, the poor
man would contribute the same amount
of taxation as the rich man. That would
be manifestly unfair. It is fairer that
a moderate duty should be imposed on
articles of general consumption, and that
articles which are consumed chiefly by the
rich should be taxed in a higher degree.
This was the principle which guided the
Ministry in their last Tariff, and it is the
principle which guides them in the one now
undel' discussion. Whether we have succeeded in making this Tariff, in every respect and in evel'y item, conformable to that
principle may be a matter of question, but
we ha\'e endeavoured to do so to the best
of our power. There may be items in the
Tariff which appear objectionable to those
persons who are affected by tbem, and wh<1,
of course, see more clearly than anybody
else; but I say that the Tariff, as a whole,
is according to that great canon of taxation which says that every man should
pay taxes according to the revenue he
derives under the protection of the Stat.e,
and, at the same time, that duties should
be imposed in such a way as to afford,
if possible, encouragement to local industries. Another thing which I gather from
the speech of the honorable member for
Sandridge is, that he has a great objection to a corn tax. Now it may be au
objection in the honorable member's opinion that one of t.he prime necessaries
of life should be taxed, but all I can say
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is, that the principle is admitted in the
old country, wbe:'e there is a tax of Is.
per quarter on wheat.
The principle
being admitted, it is only a question of
degree as to what extent that tax may
be carried. It is admitted in Englanu.
that Is. per quarter is a propel', fair, and
reasonable tax; and to show that this is
not regarded as subversive of the principles of free trade 01', on the other hand, as
pressing injuriously upon the consumer,
I will quote the opinion of Adam Smith,
in his f-Vealtlt of Nations.
"A duty accompanied with a drawback, as
now stated, besides being an equitable arrangement, would have been highly for the advantage
of the farmers, without being injurious to anyone else. The radical defect, as already shown,
of the system followed from IS15 down to 1846,
in so far at least as respects agriculture, was,
that it forced up prices in years when the
harvest was deficient, while it left the market
to be glutted when it was abundant, But while
the influence of a constallt"duty of 5s., 6s., or 7s.
a quarter would have done nothing to stint the
market in bad years, it would, with the corresponding drawbaek, have assisted to relieve it,
and to maintain prices at a fair level in years
when the harvests were redundant. It is sur
prising the agriculturalists did not take this
view of the matter. If they were entitled to a
duty on foreign corn, on account of their being
more heavily taxed than the other classes (and
they had no title to it on any other ground),
they were also entitled to a corresponding drawback. And it admits of demonstration that
their interests, as well as those of the community, would have been better promoted by
such duty and drawback than they ever could
have been by any system of mere duties, how
high soever they might have been carried."
M

In his work 011 taxation McCulloch refers
to the same principle. He says : "Suppose that the existing duty of Is. a.
quarter on foreign wheat were increased to 58,
or 7s. a quarter, lhat would not render the trade
less free than it is at this moment. ~uch increase might lessen importation, but that would
be all. :Freedom is not absolute, but relative,
and consists in the absence of whatever is
partial, oppressive, or unjust. Trade is quite as
free when there are duties on imports and
exports as when there are none, provided these
duties be moderate, press llqually on all articles
and all parties, and involve no preferences."

Well, sir, this is what we have endeavoured
to do in the present Tariff. McCulloch
points out that a duty on corn will not
press heavily on a community in certain
cases. He says:"In thriving countries, where the population
is not in excess and there is a brisk and growing
demand for labour. moderate taxes on bread alld
other necessaries would. be but little, if at all,
injul'iolls, inasl1luch as the additiollal foresight,
illdustry, and economy they would bring along
with them would in 110 long time enable W~
labourers either to get an equivalent increase of
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wages, or to discharge the taxes by an increase . should be taxed according to the revenue
of industry and frugality, without their making which they derive under the protection of
any sensible encroachment on their comfort. But
in a declining society, or where the demand for the country in which they live. Do honorlabour is stationary or retrograde. taxes on able members deny' thaf that is a fair
necessaries would have different effects; and if principle of taxation? Should the conthey were heavy, or even considerable, they trary principle be adopted, namely, that a
would no doubt entail serious privations on the
man should be taxed the more the less
labouring class."
amount of revenue he derives under the
Now I will ask whether this colony comes protection of the State? I will read the
under these conditions? Is this colony principle laid down' by Adam Smith, and
thriving, or is it in a declining state? I which has been adopted by every political
think very few members will say that it is economist after him:in a declining state.
"The subjects of every State ought to conMr. LOVE.-It is.
tribute towards the support of the Government
Mr. JONES.-It is on the verge of a as nearly as possible in proportion to their
respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the
poor law.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think that revenue which they respectively elljoy under
the protection of the State. The expense of
very few persons will agree with the the Government to the individuals of a great
honorable member for Crowlands. Then, nation is like the expense of management to the
joint tenants of a.. great estate, who are all
again, McCulloch says : obliged to contribute in proportion to their
"It is, however, much to be regretted that respective interests in the estate. In the obserthis duty was not made considerably higher than vation or neglect of this maxim consists wh~t is
the present merely nominal one of Is. a quarter. called the equality or inequality of taxation."
Though it had been raised to 2s. 6d. or 3s. a
quarter, its influence on the corn trade would Does equality of taxation consist in taxing
not have been perceptible. It would not have a few articles which are universally contaken a single bushel from the imports, nor sumed, and equally consumed by every
made any sensible addition to the price of bread. member of the population? Is it proper
That such would be the case is plain from the
fact that, supposing a quarter of wheat to yield that the poor should pay the same amount
4oolb. of flour, a duty of 3s. on the quarter would of taxation as the rich, and the rich the
not amount to more than about one-third of a same amount as the poor? I hope that
farthing per lb. on the bread made from it. But no members of the House will advocate
owing to the greatness of the importation, this
low duty would have made an important addi- such an opinion as that. If you adopt
tion to the public revenue. The nominal duty the principle of imposing duties upon a
of J s. yielded in the year ended 31 st Ma.rch, 1862, few articles, you adopt the very reverse of
no less than £800,846 net, and this sum might that doctrine which I have just read-you
have been doubled or trebled without sensible
injury to anyone. Sir Robert Peel, it is under- adopt the principle that every member of
stood, was inclined to raise the duty to 2s. or the community must pay precisely the
2s. 6d., but was deterred by a dislike to en- same amount of taxation. But by adoptcounter the clamour it would have occasioned. ing the principle of spreading the taxation
But that clamour being destitute of any good
foundation. would speedily have died away. The over a large number of articles, you make
duty would either have been forgotten, or it the rich pay, as far as possible, in prowould have been admitted tbat it was one of portion to the amount of his income,
the least objectional means of raising a revenue." because, as a general rule, men govern
Now the duty which the Government their expenditure by their income. In
propose to levy on grain is not levied on favour of extending the basis of taxation
the ground of protection, but for the pur- rather than restricting it, I will quote the
pose of raising revenue; while, at the words of one who must be regarded as a
same time, an injury is not done to the very high authority-namely, the late Sir
farmers by excluding them from any mea- George Cornewall Lewis, who, in introsure of protection which the Tal'iff may ducing his Budget in 1857, spoke as
confer. Another objection raised to the foUows:Tariff is, that too many articles are in" In dea.ling with the taxation of the current
cluded in it. I think what I have read year, I shall propose, therefore, to confine myself to those taxes which were imposed during
shows that the spreading of taxation over the
war, and I shall not make any modifications
a large number of articles, instead of a of any other portion of our taxation than that
small number, is to be approved rather which underwent revision during the war. In
than otherwise, as being a more equitable proposing the modifications which I am about
means of raising revenue. One of the to do, I would bear in mind the dictum of a
writer whose opinions I think should command
most important, indeed, the very first some authority in this House-a writer in no
principle of taxation is, that persons degree obnoxious to the charge of being a specu-
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lative theorist, but a. practical man, conversant
with various branches of economy, and particularly of agricultural economy-I mean Arthur
Young, whose Travels in England, Ireland, and
France are doubtless well known to members of
this House. After pointing out what are in his
opinion the principal attributes which a system
of taxation ought to possess, and dwelling especially upon the importance of equality, he
makes the following observations ;-' The mere
circumstance of taxes being very numerous, in
order to raise a given sunl, is a considerable step
towards equality in the burthen falling on the
people. If I were to define a good system of
taxation, it should be that of bearing lightly
on an infinite number of points, heavily on none.
In other words, that simplicity in taxation is
the greatest additional weight that can be given
to taxes, and ought in every country to be most
sedulously avoided.'''

That is the principle of confining taxation
to a few articles.
"Now, sir" (says Sir George Cornewall Lewis),
" that opinion, though contrary to much that we
hear at the present day, seems to me to be full
of wisdom, and to be a most useful practical
guide in the arrangement of a system of taxation."

No one, I think, will say that the late Sir
George Cornewall Lewis was an extreme
man. No man devoted a greater amount
of philosophical as well as practical attention to the subject of political economy
than he did. The principle of restricting
duties to a few articles of general consumption, such as tea and sugar, is, I
repeat, one which is utterly unjust and
uneven. I will now refer briefly to a few
observations which fell from the honorable
member for Sandridge. The honorable
member blamed the Government for not
expending sums of money which the House
had actually voted; but he seemed to forget that, if the House votes large sums of
money, it must supply the means, or the
money cannot be expended. To show that
the Government have endeavoured, to the
utmost of their power, to carry out the
votes of the House, I may state that they
have expended every farthing of the money
which they could spend, with the exception of £ 1,000. If the Government, instead of stopping, as they did, when their
revenue carne to an end, had obtained
advances from a bank for the purpose of
carrying out the votes of the House,
the first thing that the House would
have done would have been to have
passed a vote of censure upon us. Notwithstanding that the Opposition condemned the Ministry last year for obtaining
an advance from a bank for the purpose of
maintaining the actual existence of
Government, yet they now turn round and
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censure us because we have not procured
means to carry out. the votes of the House
for public wOl'ks. This is a most inconsistent argument. The honorable member
for Sandridge has made some remarks in
reference to the contract for the Rew
Asylum and some other Govemment contracts. He has blamed the honorable
member for East Bourke Boroughs (Mr.
C.ope) for interfering in the matter of the
Kew contract; but I mainta.in that it is
the duty of every member who sees any
public work carried on in a way in which
it ought not to be, to make a complaint
in the proper quarter. Notwithstanding
the insinuation of the honorable member
for Sandridge, the honorable member
for East Bourke Boroughs was perfectly
justified in calling the attention of the
Government, and of this House, to what
he conceived to be a flagrant violation of
a public contract. That the honorable
member was justified in the course he
took is proved by the fact that he was
supported by a large number of the most
respectable architects and builders in
the. city. The honorable member for
Sandridge also complained that a large
number of verdicts were obtained against
the Government in the Supreme Court.
He might have known that they were
obtained at a time when the other
branch of the Legislature, backed by the
honorable member and others, prevented an
arrangement with regard to the supplies.
During that time certain contrantors
brought actions against the Government
in the Supreme Court, and got judgments which the Government were bound
to satisfy. The honorable member also
alluded to the ci vii service regulations, which appear to be a sore point
with a number of members. As far
as I have been able to ascertain, those
civil servants who really deserve consideration, namely, those who are zealous
and anxious to discharge their duties
satisfactorily, are perfectly satisfied with
the regulations.
Those regulations do
not bear oppressively or unjustly upon any
member of the service, whose object is to
discharge his duties; and if there are
others who are not inclined to do so, they
are unworthy of consideration.
What
the Government had to do was simply to
pass regulations which would secure as
far as possible the efficiency uf the service,
and at the same time not bear harshly ,01'
unjustly upon any individual member o£
it. I believe that, as far as it is possible
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to do so by regulations, we have accomplished that object. Again, the honorable
member censured the Government for not
having taken steps to lease the railways.
Seeing that in England it is proposed that
the State should take the control of the
railways into its own hands, I think that
the Go,'ernment of this colony ought not
to part with our railways without very
great consideration. It is a matter in
which they ought not to act in haste, and
I think that they are justified in having
delayed entering into negotiations for disposing of the control of these great national
works. Another subject to which the honorable member referred was the" knock-out"
which occurred at the Geelong Junction,
on the occasion of the sale of some rail way
iron, and he blamed the Ministry'for not
having taken steps to prosecute the persons
who were alleged to have conspired to defraud the Government in connexion with
that matter. Proceedings, however, were
at once taken with the utmost vigour;
there was a prusecution before the Supreme
Court, and the Government did everything
in their power to bring the guilty parties
to justice. It was no fault of theirs if they
failed to accomplish that end. The honorable member has objected to the ironclad
placed at the disposal of the colony being
under the ordel's of the admiral of the
Australian stat.ion, and liable, in a case of
emergency, to be removed elsewhere. The
llOnorable member must be well aware
that in time of war the Imperial GO\Ter'nment can seize any vessel, even if it belongs
to a private individual; and if this power
exists with regard to vessels belonging to
private individuals, surely it is but reasonable that the same power should exist with
regard to a vessel placed at the disposal of
the colony by the Admiralty? I suppose
that the clause which the honorable member has read as to the conditions on which
this vessel is granted to us, was inserted to
prevent any misunderstanding on the subJect, though it merely expresses a power
which the Government would possess in
any case. In reference to the, statement
of the honorable member, that a case of
silk was sold for a large amount beyond
the value on which duty was paid, I am in
a position to assert that it is without foulJdation, as will be seen by the following
memorandum from the Inspector-General
of Customs:"Messrs. E, Cohen Rnd Co. received a consignment of two cases of silk per Solar, from London,
and they represented that the invoices were conMr. Macgregor.
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siderably 'salted,' and that they were desirous
of only paying duty according to the correct
value at the port of export, The consignees
were directed in the proper course, viz" to pass
a sight entry for the goods, which would enable
them to examine them, and place the value according to their estilllate. This was done; and
the proper officer, in order to fortify his decision,
obtained the opinion of a practical man from
three different houses, each of whom, without
communicating with the other, endorsed the
value as correet. The invoice value was £1,203
12s., the value for duty was £926 ISs., and the
duty paid amounted to £92 14s. I understand
that the silk was finally sold to Messrs. King
and Parsons, after considerable trouble, for £965
l!is It would thus seem that duty was charged
and paid on the full value."
If the honorable member was wrong in this
instance, it is fair to presume that he may
be. wrong in' other instances. As to the
charge made by the honorable member in
reference to the tenders for pipes for the
Coli ban water supply scheme, the lowest
tender was that of Messrs. Bright Brothers;
but as by some means Messrs. Bright had,
on a former occasion, evaded payment. of
wharfage rate on certain iron imported, it
was determined, to avoid disputes, to
annex a condition to the effect that the
acceptance of the tender should be subject
to their paying wharfage rat.es on the pipes
imported, or a duty equivHlent to the
present rate.
M,~ssrs. Bright Brothers
refused to take the contract on those terms,
and accordingly the tender of the next
lowest tenderers was accepted, the parties
undertaking- to pay duty to an amount
not exceeding the wharfage rate then
in force. I have a memorandum from
the Engineer-in-Chief for Water Supply,
which explains the circumstances more
fully, and I will lay it on the table
of the House for the information of
honorable members. I think that I have
now fully answered the charges which
the honorable member for Sandridge
has made against the Government. As to
the proposed Tariff, whatever defects it
may possess, the Government are quite
willing to have them pointed out. Any
suggestions which are fair and reasonable
will receive due attention at their hands,
and an effort will be made to make the
Tariff as perfect as possible. In preparing
the Tariff the Government were bound to
take into consideration the interests of a
large number' of persons, and it is quite
possible that it may not suit all members
who are even disposed to deal with it conscientiously and upon its merits. It is for
the House to consider whether the Tariff
is fair and just under the circumstances,
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and the Ministry are prepared to accept
the decision and to act upon it.
Mr. JONES.-I thought, sir, when
listening last night to the laboured and
lame attempt of the Minister of Customs
to defend this Tariff, that it was impossible
for any other Minister of the Crown to
make anything approaching to so lame a
defence. I regret that the Minister of
Mines has dispelled that illusion. However, we have a right to be grateful to
the Minister of Mines for having been so
far honest as to tell this House and the
country that the Ministry aim only at
revenue in the Tariff.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Primarily.
Mr. JONES.-I accept that correction,
but I do not consider that it can properly
be called a correction. I suppose that the
primary object of the Ministry in this
Tariff is merely that it shall, if possible,
continue to divide part.ies in this House,
in order that they may continue to govern
the country. I think that some other
principle than this should be displayed in
what is intended to be a development of a
fiscal policy. I don't know whether this
Tariff may be considered an open question
with the Ministry. but certain I am that the
principles, or rather the principle, upon
which a Tariff has been built must be
an open question, because I find that the
Minister of Mines has distinctly contradicted the ground taken up by his colleague the Minister of Customs. The one
tells us that taxes should be levied on as
many articles as possible; and the other
gentleman tells us that taxation should be
confined to a limited group €)f articles.
Now either the Minister of Customs is
right, or the Minister of Mines is right;
both cannot be. It would be interesting
for the House to discover whether the
Tariff is built on the one principle or the
other, or whether it may be looked upon
as a sort of composite Tariff, got together
by every member of the Ministry throwing
in his own contribution without regard to
anything that was said, or thought, or
cared for by any other member. The
Minister of Mines has indicated that the
policy of the Government amounts to this
-that duties of more than 10 per cent.
will only lead to smuggling, and, therefore,
duties of more than 10 per cent. have not
been imposed. If this be the principle
which has guided the Government, I
should like to know how the Minister of
Customs can hope to raise half a million
of money from the duty on spirits? I
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suppose it will be admitted, even by the
Minister of Mines, that the duty upon
spirits is someth ing more than 10 per
cent. Half a million of revenue may not
be supposed to affect the principle upon
which this Tariff is based. Half a million
is so small a matter, that the Treasurer
simply refers to the proposed revenue
as exceeding three millions, when three
millions and a half, or something like that
amount, is intended. Now the Minister
of Mines told us that he is not aware that
any petition was ever presented to this
House asking for the imposition of duties
for protective purposes. Since 'when, sir,
has it been the custom for subjects of any
country to petition Parliament to impose
duties merely that they may have the
luxury of being taxed? If subjects apprvach Parliament in order to ask that
duties may be imposed, it must be primarily
with the view to protection being obtained.
But the Minister of Mines does not approve of the word "protection"- he
likes the wOFd "encouragement;" and I
should like to know what, besides the mere
word, the mere promise of encouragement,
will the artizans of this colony receive?
I should like to know where there is any
encouragement to Ol!lr artizans in the Tariff
now proposed to be BU bstituted for the
mongrel Tariff which last year ruled in
Victoria? We were told· by the Minister
of Customs that last year a limited amount
of revenue was obtained from the duty on
doors and window sashes, and the honorable geJ.ltleman went on to say he expected
that this year a larger amount would be
obtained; but he did not tell the House
that he was preparing the way for a larger
amount of revenue by reducing the duty
on those articles.
Mr. FRANCIS.-No.
Mr. JONES.-Last night the Minister
of Customs treated us to whole columns of
figures, which were just merely drawled
over for the purpose of tiring the House,
and sending members to sleep, and with
considerable effect. It is just possible
that the honorable gentleman'S figures
may be quoted to show that he has been
too hasty in saying that the Tariff does
not propose a reduction of the duty upon
doors and window sashes. The honorable
gentleman treated us last night to an essay
on etiquette. He came forward as a sort
of amateUl' Beau Nash-as a master of
ceremonies. The honorable gentleman
said he would not rise in his place to'
answer anybody less than an ex-Minister
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of the Crown, yet he did rise to answer
some one who was not an ex-Minister.
It must be admitted, howevEr, that the
honorable gentleman did not answer him.
Now the Minister of Customs is also one of
the representatives of Richmond, and upon
one occasion, to which I am about to refer,
the honorable gentleman, in a certain iron
pot at Richmond, held forth before his
constituents. He did not figure then as an
amateur Beau Nash-he cared not whether
a man was an ex-Minister of the Crown
-but was ready to answer everybody. On
that occasion the Minister of Customs
said"I come now to the duties upon salted provisions, including fish not otherwise enumerated,
and on doors and window sashes, which I find to
be 12~ and 15 per cent. respectively."
The honorable gentleman now says that it
is his intention to press through the House
a tariff which will give only 10 per cent.
duty on doors and window sashes; and
he has had the temerity to teU the House
that 10 per cent. is not less than 15.
We may accept many things from the
Minister of Customs, but, when we are
expected to receive from him new rules of
arithm~tic and lessons on etiquette, he is
trying the patience of the House rather
too far. It is quite clear that the Minister
of Customs calculates upon an increase in
the revenue from doors and window sashes,
because he has first of all determined to
legislate for that end, by reducing the
duty on doors and window sashes, in
order to reduce the encouragement for
colonial labour.
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member is
stating that which is not correct. It is
not proposed in this Tariff to alter the
duty on doors and window sashes.
Mr. JONES.-The Minister of Public
Works has, unintentionally, done violence
to the truth. As I think honorable members, and especially honorable members of
Ministry, should be acquainted with the
provisions of their own measure, I will
.quote from the Tariff certain of the
articles which are to be subjected to a 10
per cent. ad valorem duty. They are:"Apparel and slops and all articles made
up, wholly or in part, from fabrics of silk,
wool, cfJtton, linen, or mixed materials
(excepting corn and wool bags), boots and
shoes, doors and window sashes, gloves,
hats, caps and bonnets, hosiery, leatherware, saddles and harness." If the Minister of Customs had mere~y inteljected
" No," and if no other Minister had come
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to the rescue, I should not have troubled
about the proceeding; but, when another
member rises with the greatest possible
promptitude to back up the Minister of
Customs in his want of knowledge, I think
it but fair that the rebuttal should be made
clear and pointed. The Minister of Public
Works doubtless deserves considerable
credit for the pluck which he manifested
in coming to the rescue of his colleague;
but I think that, in the matter now under
consideration, as well as in the attempt to
sustain the mistake of the Minister of
Customs, and in the attempt to sustain the
still greater mistake of this miserable free
trade Tariff, the Minister of Public Works
will find, earlier or later, that he has loved
" not wisely, but too well." I know that
the Ministry are not wedded to the Tariff
now before the House. I know that the
Minister of Customs has been pursuing
protectionist members, endeavouring to
corner them, in order to obtain from them
a statement of the terms on which they
will allow the present Ministry to have a
new lease of office. The reason this House
was so scantily occupied last night was
not so much the dreariness of the speech
of the Minister of Customs - which,
goodness knows, was quite bad enough
-as that a certain humble addendum of
the Ministry had been endeavouring to
induce honorable members to inform the
Minister of Customs what he might do
to be saved. I believe that the Ministry
will accept the terms of the protectionist
members of this House; that they will
abandon the Tariff for a proposition of
nineteen or twenty articles, on which they
will put full protective duties; that all
raw materials will be exempted; and that
the Ministry will give God thanks ~or
another opportunity of misgoverning this
country. The Minister of Mines states
that it was very probable that the amendment moved by the honorable member
for Geelong East (Mr. Richardson), was
"flung" to him; that it was. not his own
amendment. I think the Minister of Mines
must know that, in former sessions of this
Parli~ment, much of the business of this
House was performed by a majority of the
House without the walls of this Chamber;
and that it was the good fortune of the
honorable gentleman to have two or three
amendments "flung" to him. The Minister of Mines has proved conclusively
that, if the present be a protectionist
Ministry, the Minister of Mines does not
know it. The honorable gentleman knows
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nothing of either free trade or protection.
He has treated us to-night to a jumbled
mass of extracts, taken from this, that,
and the other writer-every second extract
contradicting that which immediately preceded it-and he has been unable to ascertain the points of contradiction. The
Minister of Customs, in addressing his
constituents in December, 1865, said, "It
was not desirable to have such an extremely wide-spread Tariff as would make
it difficult of understanding." Here,
however, is a "wide-spread Tariff," a.nd
the Minister of Customs is himself an illustration of the ease with which that Tariff
may be misunderstood. He has prepared
a Tariff, and he does not understand it.
On the same occasion I find the Minister
of Customs stating : "It has been said of me, I believe, that I have
not changed my political opinions; but that, if
I have not, my colleagues have.
Without
replying to the first part of that remark, I may
say that I totally repudiate the second. It will
be understood that, in the Government departmental organization, acknowledged deference is
paid to the opinion of the officers of the departwent to which any matters might peeuliady
relate. Thus, in all matters of legality or of
constitutional or rhetorical practice, I should
be prepared to yield to my honorable colleagues
every precedence. But I believe I may claim
for myself, and for my honor!\-ble colleague the
Treasurer, that, where a business matter is to
be decided, the same deference should be paid to
us. Well, gentlemen. for the purpose ot' introducing to the country the financial scheme of
the Government, the question was remitted to
what I may be allowed to call a sub-committee
of the Ministry, which cons.isted of the Chief
Secretary, the Treasurer, and. myself. We came
to a conclusion, because we thought such a
conclusion desirable for many reasons, to reduce
the duty on tea, on sugar, on opium, and on
gold."

In those remarks, the Minister of Customs showed us how the first Tariff was
produced. I suppose that the sub-committee to whom the second Tariff was
referred consisted of the Minister of Customs, the Chief Secretary, and possibly
the Attorney-General, as I think that the
free trade proclivities of the Ministry
must have prevailed over the at one time
aruent protectionist principles of the Minister of Customs. If the Minister of Customs believed in the Tariff which he gave
to his cunstituents, as the result of the
united intellect of himself, the Treasurer,
and the Chief Secretary, it is difficult to
understand why there should be so radical
a change so soon. If the former Tariff
was, as it was believed to be, only the thin
end of the wedge to give protection to this
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country; if it was so mild an affair that a
certain honorable member, now a member
of the Ministry, felt bound to oppose it;
we might fairly have expected that any
further change in the Tariff would have
been in the direction of protection. The
Ministry, finding that tney had used protectionists as far as protectionists would be
used, went into the Border Customs treaty
with the full intention of catching the
votes of honorable members on the Opposition side of the House. Having failed in
their object, the Ministry offer this Tariff
as a further sop; and I believe that, if they
cannot obt.ain the votes of the Opposition
by that means, they will try baGk, and ask
once more to be taken into the confidence
of the protectionists, and in return they
will accept any other proposition, however
humiliating it may be, which the protectionist members of this House may desire.
Under the old Tariff, the hatters had a duty
of something like 33 per cent. I saw yesterday, by the papers, that the Minister of
Customs had entered into a kind of wordy
warfare with a deputation of hatters, and
that he succeeded in non-plussing some of
the members of that deputation. Now I believe it will be admitted that the protection
of the hat trade gave employment to a number of persons who, before that time, were
. not engaged in this colony in following
the trade which they had learned in the
mother country; but immediately the
hatters have attained to a certain degree
of strength in their business-immediately
after they have established their workshops and invested their capital-they are
to be served as the vignerons were served
a little while since. No doubt we shall be
told that the hatters, after all, are not a
very numerous class; but, whether they
be a numerous or a small anu insignificant
class, it is the duty of the Ministry and
the House to keep faith with them. If
the Government leave the hatters in the
lurch, other trades will fear to take the
woru of this Ministry for anything what-'
ever. I have been at the trouble to communicate with different hatters on this
subject, and, to one of my communications,
I have received the following reply:"Your note of the 8th instant came duly to
hand, and in reply I beg to say that no duty was
paid on hatters' material prior to the Tariff now
introduced. I think you are also quite correct
in stating that we are now liable to a duty of 10
per cent. on silk, and 5 per cent. on all other
material in connexion with our trade, so that
the proposed alterations will reduce the duty on
the ordinary' bell-topper' to, say, 6d. per hat;
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whereas by the late Tariff of 4s. per cubic foot, just as much as he pleases shall be flung
the rate was fully 3s. The cost of materials to to the representatives of the different
make a hat, such as would be charged 1 is. net
from England, would be about 8s. ; the wages tirades. But I think the meddling with
paid in the colony for the making up of the these duties must belong to this House
same is 6s., which makes 14s. in all; and as the and not to the Minister of Customs. I
expense of shipping the 11 s. hat from England, don't think this country should be governed
without duty, is as near as possible 3s., you can
see at a glance that the manufacturer can nearly by deputations. It is all very well that
'compete with what I might call legitimate im- deputations should occasional!y intervene.
porters. The uncertain and speculative con- For instance, when the Minister of Lands
signments are the greatest drawback. They proposed to alienate 200,000 acres by sale at
destroy the colonial producer, inasmuch as he, auction, in order to make up a certain dewithout warning, is brought into competition
with goods that must be sold at any price, and ficiency-and considering that Parliament
thus a stiff duty is required to keep these had not beeIl called together within a
people from swamping the market, and to reasonable time-it was quite fitting and
enable the colonial manufacturer to produce proper that the :\1inister of Lands should
his hats without a ruinous competition. This
can be accomplished without any increase of be informed by members of this House
price to the customer, as it is well known that, that he was overstepping the law; that
wherever manufactories are established, the he was evading a clause put into the
employers are sufficiently alive to their own Land Act by members of this House, exinterests to keep the price of their productions
within reasonable bounds. This, in my opinion, pressly for the purpose of giving the
should be the aim and end of all protective Legislative Assembly power to control
duties: to encourage native industry, to teach sales at auction. I know that there was
our children the art of manufacturing, and to a miserable pretence that the Minister of
keep our artizans employed. For this they are
quite ready and willing. Men left the remote Lands had not attended to the Land Act
region of Queensland, where they were quietly in that matter; that he was not aware he
tending sheep; others came from the neighbour- ought to have done a certain something
ing culonies of South Australia and New South . which certainly he did not do. There
Wales; more than one who left England with
a view to better their condition, and were com- was indeed a certain poetical bit of gossip
pelled to break stones for want of other em- about a certain Highland shepherd, ofa parployment; and also a number of men who have ticularly valuable character-of a character
been following uncertain mining occllpations- so valuable, indeed, as to warrant the Acall these found their way to Melbourne, and
were fully employed in the hat trade while the climatization Society in bagging. him, if
late Tariff was in operation. What are they to the Minister of Lands did not. This irredo now? Will you transfer the ad vantages pressible shepherd, having £3,000 or
derived by these people to others sixteen thou- £5,000 at his disposal, immediately ensand miles from hence? Surely there is a great
responsibility resting on the heads of those who, listed the sympathies of the Minister of
by false promises, led these poor people to Lands in his favour, to such an extent as
believe that they could follow their legitimate to induce that honorable gentleman to put
occupations in this their adopted country. I up certain lands for sale by auction. The
might inform yoll, in conclusion, that the sale took pla.ce, but the Highland shepherd
retail price of the black Paris hat was not indid not tUl'll up, and sOlllehow the ·Jand
creased during the late measurement duties."
went as the deputation told the Minister
This letter is from Mr. Mason, the hat- of Lands it would go-just so much as
maker, of Collins street-a person well was sold went at a miserable fraction over
qualified to give an opinion on the subject; £ 1 per acre, and the greater portion of
and with all respect to the Minister of the land, no thanks to the Minister, was
Customs, I rely as much upon the evidence not purchased at all. But the Minister of
which may be given by a tradesman as to Lands was at that time evading the 68th
his own business, as upon returns which clause of the Amending Land Act of
may.he brought up at any time for any 1865. I think under such circumstances
purpose from the custom-house. Now as it was perfectly allowable for members of
. far as the hatters are concerned, we find this House to constitute themselves a
that, instead of' a duty of something like deputation, to tell the Minister of Lands
33 per cent., they are to have a duty of 10 that they knew he was doing something
per cent., and their raw materials, accord. which was not exactly consistent with his
ing to the Tariff, will be taxed also 10 per professions in this House. Moreover, the
cent. for the silk plush, and 5 per cent. for proceeding came with a very bad grace
the other material. I know that the Mi- from an honorable gentleman who, two or
nister of Customs has been promising three days before, had been deluding the
deputations, in his autocratic style, that country with promises of free selection
Mr. Jones.
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before survey; who had been showing a
disposition to ruin the squatters, at the
same time telling the coun try that the
squntters should not Le utterly ruined. I
think the squatter class, the trading class,
and the manufaeturingclass in this co~ntry
deserve to be dealt with equitably, and
according to law; and should not be
ruined entirely, or even in part, by any
honorahle gentleman who may chance, by
accident or any other reason, to fill 01'1.
position in the Government. I think that
the squatters have been much injured,
and I cannot see that the country has beeR
benefited by the depreciation of squattingproperty consequent on that ill-judged and
boasting observation of the Minister of'
Lands. I' He was responsible to this HOllse
for the administration of the Land Act;
he was responsible to the Supreme Court
for his law." This was the way in which
the deputat.ion were lorded over. The
deputation did not come to ask for free
selection before survey. Bllt the speech
was a deliberately-planned affair. The
deputation was merely a theatrical trick,
to enable the Minister of Lands to let
off something with which to captivate the country. The Ministry have
endeavoured to govern by surprises, and
this announcement of the Minister of
Lands to the Mount Moriac deputation
was one grand coup. But I think it beneath the dignity of this House to let the
Tariff be settled by mere .deputations to
the Minister of Customs. I say that the
hatters, having been induced by the promises of the Government to invest capital,
and abandon other employments, in 'order
to pursue their original trade, and this
having been done without increasing the
price of the article they produce to the
consumer, they are entitled ~o be furnished
with some reason for this change in the
policy of the country. We have heard no
statement in justification of the change.
We have been told by the Tl'easurerwho, coming fresh from England, has
learned apparently some free trade notions,
or at all events has had his faith in protection weakened-that these duties are put
on, not fOt' protective purposes, but as a
mere matter of revenue. If we were told
anything by this Ministry, as -a Ministry
-if we were told anything by gentlemen
who are now members of the Ministry,
and who fought the battle of protection on
the floor of this House-it was that the
late Tariff was to be a step in the right
direction-the "thin end of the wedge"
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-and that it W{!,S not worth while for us
t-e fash ourselves about the provisions of
that measure, as it was merely overshadowed by the constitutional difficulty,
and therefore should be taken just as it
was. In fact we were to do as we were
bid, and accept what the Ministry chose
to give us. Now we find, without any
reason assigned to this House, without any
pretence of an excuse, because the Minister
of Customs has told us there has been no
failure in the new duties-that they have
produced quite as much as was expected
-there is to be a radical chnnge in the
fiscal policy of the country. It would be
absurd to suppose that we are to deal
with this Tariff merely as a matter of
detail. Either the Ministry believe there
is a principle in their Tariff or they are in
the wrong place. They should be prepared to teil us whether the Tari ff is
protective or free trade. If they do not
know, I think they might call in the assistance of some members of the mercantile
and trading public, and allow them an
opportunity of deciding the question for
them. I trust this debate will occupy yet
many days 0; and that the matter will be
so ventilated before arriving at any decision, that the country shall know the
mIserable sham which it ha~ supported,
believing it to be a protectionist Ministry.
I find that, as far as the Treasurer is concerned, it is very doubtful whether he
ever believed in the protectionist proclivities of this Ministry. I find that, on
the 22nd February, last year, the honorable
gentleman is made to say" Even if there were a protectionist Ministry
in office - such a Ministry as the honorable
member for St. Kilda professed to wish to seeand the Ministry desired to give the experiment
of protection a fair trial, they would not begin
with such a dose as the honorable member
desired to see tried."
That dose was, I think, protection to
some fifteen or sixteen articles; and the
Ministry, at the present time, are playing
with and endeavouring to hook the protectionis,t party in this House with the promise
of protection to some nineteen articles. I
shouM Eke to 'know what difference there
is between the two propositions-protection on fifteen or sixteen and protection
on nineteen articles. At that time the
Minister of Public ·Works knew that
the Tariff proposed by the Government.
was not such a Tariff as would suit the
country. On one occasion he explained
to his constituents, that, after three days
careful consideration, he had arrived at
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the conclusion that the Tariff was not a really know whether the primary design of
protectionist measure-that it was not the the Government is to obtain revenue
Tariff promised to the country by the merely, or whether t.hey desire to give
Minister of Customs in his speech at opportunities for teaching trades to the
Richmond on the 22nd February, 1866. children 'now growing up in this colony?
The Minister of Public Works stated in We were told last night by the Minister
of Customs, that this colony is to be a
this House"He voted against the Tariff, but for the great industrial school. This colony will
reason that he did not think it sufficiently be a great poor-house shortly, unless
protective. But when he found that the pro- proper means be used to give employment
tectionists took up the battle of this Tariff, he
had no question as to where he should range to the people. It was the inj unction of
himself, and accordingly he had since ranged kings and queens, from time to time, in
himself with the majority in favour of the the mother country, that means should be
Tariff of the last and present Parliaments."
devised by which "the poor should be set
The honorable member for Ballarat West on work;" but, in this colony, the unwise
had not at that time been created Minister descendants of that race tell us that duties
of Public Works. I think the statement shall be levied for revenue purposes chiefly,
which I have quoted might have warranted and whether the people be employed or
us in looking to that honorable gentleman whether they have to learn to be flunkeys,
for the exertion of his influence in the loafers, or idlers about .the streets, shall
Cabinet to obtain a further concession to depend merely on the chapter of acciprotectionist principles. But we find that dents.
We were told on one occasion
the duty on doors and window sashes is to by the Minister of Justice, that it was a
be reduced from 15 to 10 per cent., and most important thing for this country
that the hat trade is to be ruined. This is that we should protect, foster, and enthe further concession-the larger measure coura~e the growth of wheat as a means
of protection-for which we have waited. of national defence.
I believe that
The Minister of Public Works, in the the means of national defence will be
course of the same speech, went on to found altogether too much for this colony
saybefore we have done with them. I be" He had never sought to hide the fact that he lieve the colony might find its best defence
went beyond the majority of the Ministry in in proper commercial amity with the
reference to the character of the protection
afforded by the present Tariff; and that he nations of the world; and that the colony
could not accept the measure as any final and is more likely to be ruined by its defenders
distinct settlement of the question of pro- than by its assailants. The Government,
tection."
of which the Minister of Justice is now a.
It will be an interesting fact for this member, comes before the House with a
House when it has some evidence before proposition to give just as they ~ave on a
it that the Minister of Public V\T orks does former occasion-the very smallest posgo beyond his colleagues in opinion as to sible instalment of what is demanded by
what should be the protectionist character the country. They will not put upon
of the Tariff. That there could be no wheat a really protective duty, which
doubt in the mind of the honorable member might have the effect of stimulating the
that the country had spoken in favour of a production of wheat here, and inducing
protective policy will be shown by another our own farmers to supply our own wants.
extract : They propose to give, instead of 1s., some"Two general elections-those of 1861 and
1864-(said the Minister of Public Works), thing like 4!d. or 4td. per bushel, which
willed protection. The majority that carried cannot do the farmers much good, if any.
the Tariff in the As'sembly last session was as They propose to do this, at the same time
46 to 23."
informing the country that nothing COllThen, sir, I should like to know what tained in the Tariff shall prevent an
reason can be assigned for perhaps the arrangement with the farmers of South
only genuine protectionist in the Ministry ..Australia. The farmers are to have a
giving in his adhesion to the Tariff now duty of 4~d. per bushel on wheat,
before the House? No doubt we shall and at the same time be exposed to a
.hear again and again that everything is to ruinous competition with the agriculturists
be changed in committee.
Will such a of South Australia, whose farms have been
change be made in committee that the established for years; and this is done by
House will understand something about a Ministry who have promised to foster
the principle of the Tariff-that we shall and encourage the industries of this land.
Mr. Jones.
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I am glad the Minister of Mines does not
call himself a protectionist. I am glad
that, having abandoned the principie, he
has· had the goodness to declare himself
ashamed of the name. I think the Ministry, as a whole, might declare themselves
ashamed of the name. But, returning to
the Minister of Public Works, I find that
honorable gentleman on the 2nd March
last, during the debate on the third reading of the Supply Bill, stating" Fifteen months ago he endeavoured to prevent the prot ectionist party accepting a Tariff
which he did not think to be sufficiently protective in its charactep to meet the wishes of the
community."

If he did not consider that Tariff" sufficiently protective to meet the wishes of
the community," I should like to know how
he can find in this Ta'riff anything to meet
either its wishes or its wants? Will it
meet the wishes' of those men who this
day, by petition, from Ballarat and elsewhere, ask this House to consider the
desirability of fostering their industry?
Would it not be worth while for the
country to consider whether the acclimatisation of an industry might not be as
valuable to the colony at large, as the
acclimatisation of some rare and useless
animal? I believe the 'Colony has expended
large sums, and perhaps with very little
effect, in endeavouring to acclimatise the
salmon in our waters. Would it not
be as well to consider the means by
which Great Britain has raised herself to her present position? Do not
honorable members know enough of the
history of the mother land to be able to
look back to the time when kings and
queens, aided by wise counsellors, held out
inducements to mechanics, cunning men,
men learned in handicrafts and all the lore
of industry, to come from this 'and that
foreign country and sett1e in Great
Britain? Do they not know that privileges
were conceded and protection given to
these men, and that by this accretion of
industrial knowledge Great Britain carne
to be the wonder that Great Britain now
is in the world? Do they suppose that
by any sudden somersault, without laqour,
this colony will arrive at great mechanical
excellence? Let them look to the triumphs
of such men as Watt, Stephenson, Arkwright, and BruneI. Let them remember
that such men are the choicest products of
any civilized community-that one such
a man can do more to exalt a nation than
whole armies. This being the fact, shall
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we not legislate in such a way as to endeavour to acclimatise industries here, and to
enable our sons to learn profitable trades P
Is it to be supposed that Great Britain is
the land she is merely because she has somewhere about 30,000,000 of Anglo-Saxons
in her dominions? Is it to be supposed
that Great Britain owes her strength and
power to the mere number of her population ? Was not France almost ruined by
the fact that her trained men-not mere
people-but the right people-left her
when the Edict of Nantes was annulled?
England availed herself of that opportunity, and of many such opportunities ofattracting skilled artizans to her shores,
until now she has arrived at a point that,
with a population of about 30,000,000, her
me.chanical power is equal to 500,000,000.
It is by this steady advance in mechanical wealth that England has been able
to defy competition on the seas, and to
oppose a world in arms. And yet we,
the descendants <>f these men, are to treat
our artizans, the possessors of mechanical
skill who come to us, as hewers of wood
and drawers of water, to tell them that we
will deny them the privileges which our
forefathers gave their class in other days.
The honorable the Treasurer -on his recent
visit to England, when learning how to
govern the colony to suit the projects of
the mother country, delivered a lecture
at Black burn apologizing for democracy,
which I read with much pain. If there
is any man who should not apologize for
democracy, but should glory in it, it is the
honorable the Treasurer of this colony.
Democr.acy must have sh-own him that it
can give magnificent rewards for very
moderate services. This country stands
before the world an exam pIe that a
democmcy can be wise and calm even
under great provocation. The principle
of self-goverument has never been vindicated with greater force in the world
before. I think that a very poor return
for all that democracy and the colony
have done for the Treasurer is to be
found in the fact that, in his last utterance, he tells us that his new Tariff is
intended for revenue, and not for protection. I am aware that, at a meeting of
farmers got up by a Ministerial agent,
-certain sages agreed to three resolutions.
The first thanked Ministers for acknowledging the principle of' protection, which
they have denied; but there have been so
many instances of Ministerial insincerity,
that these f8irmers, it appears, do not even
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believe Ministers in their own denial. The
second resolu tion expr essed approv!tl of
the Government proposition, and the third
desired that the proposition should be
altered. If anything were needed to prove
that these rel'olutions had a Ministerial
foundation, it would be found in that, like
the Tariff itself, the one contradicts the
other. The Minister of Mines knows
nothing about the Tariff; consequently
I am not surprised at his supporting it.
But I should have been surprised if: understanding the Tariff, he had then supporteu
it. The Minister of Public Works went
.on in his address to say" He would have been glad if the shape of the
Tariff could· have been altered to meet the
protection view."

Well, the Tariff has been altered to m~et
some view, and is the honorable gentleman prepared to stand up in this House
and defend the alteration? The honorable
gentleman also said that" Protectionists did not accept the Tariff as a
permanent measure. He had never lauded it to
the skies as being likely to produce vast results. On the contrary, 'he did not think that
it was the wisest introductien of a protective
policy."

Is the present Tariff intended to be the
wisest introduction of a protective policy?
We had this apology for adopting the Tariff
we did adopt, that a great constitutional
question overshadowed it; but we have
no such apology now. Anyone who
fails to enter his protest against the
principle of this Tariff, or rather its
want of principle, cannot understand the
protectionist theory, but is coutent to
aHow that principle to be insulted, for
Ministers are not satisfied with abandoning the principle, they endeavour to kick
down the ladder by which they have risen ..
They have from time to time thrown out
hints to the squa.tters, they have ·sueceeded
in fooling all parties, and now I think it
is high time the country should understand what it is likely to obtain from the
McCulloch Administration. No possible
comp,'omise can be so ruinous as the policy
now introduced. More than that, if this
Tariff is to be modified by deputations, I
am afraid that those deputations which
are not well dressed and well introduced
will receive little courtesy and attention
from that master of etiquette, the Minister
of Customs. For instance, there were
some poor bellows-makers, who, earning
their living by raising the wind, naturally
thought that they might receive consider-:
ation from a Government which had been
Mr. Jones.
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at so many shifts to raise the wind itseir.
They appointed a deputation, not of the
smartest looking fellows I have seen in
the world, and this deputation waited
patiently, day after day, for the
troubling of the waters; but the
Minister of Customs-the angel who
was to do the work-came not. Knowing that the Minister of Customs-who
does the colony the honour of drawing a
handsome salary for very little exertion on
his part, and whose friends have a facility
for doing neat things in imports--entertains a great opinion of a certain figure in
arithmetic-number one-the deputation
resolved at last to call at the Minister's
private. office. They found him there, and
were gruffly told to go to the CustomTo the Custom-house they went
hquse.
again, and, after being rudely treated by
the honorable gentleman in the lobby, they
obtained an interview. Still they were
not allowed to speak. Everything was
anticip!tted, and everything refused. As
it was evident that the honorable gentleman had the power to make or unmake
taxes according to the digestibility or
indigestibility of his breakfast, they
asked if bellows could be called furniture; the answer was " No." " With
bated breath and whispering humbleness,"
they suggested woodenware.
,. No."
Leather-work? "No." Mixed materials?
" No." We may be told that so small an
industry as this one is not to be considered;
but is not national wealth made up of
small industries, and are no industries to
be fostered save those which are strong
enough to protect themselves?
When
this Assembly performs its duty and takes
upon itself to say what shall and what
shall not be taxed, even bellows-makers
will, I think, receive the consideration
whieh the Minister of the department
could not bestow on them. Proceeding a
little further with the address of the
Minister of Public Works, I find that the
honorable gentleman stated"If a fresh Tariff should be needed in the
next session there would be a fair field, during
the long prorogation, which would probably
take place, to mature plans."

Will the honorable gentleman tell this
House that he accepts the matured pIau
which his colleagues have forced upon him
as a fair development ofa protective policy?
I do not think so. I cannot believe that
the honorable gentleman's advocacy of protection during the many years when he was
the mainstay of the prindple 011 Ballarat
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means nothing. He told us that 'he had
as decide<l v iews with regard to a protective policy as honqrable members could
have. When the honorable member rises
we shall know how decided his views are.
If he does defend the Tariff, he will be the
first to speak in its favour. The Treasurer
gave us facts and figures, with a few
remarks by way of placebo to the free.
tradel's and of provocation to the protec.
tionists. The Minister of Customs wanted
somebody .biggpr, but surely not betterlooking, than the honorable member for
Normanby to reply to.
The ~PEAKER.-I must call the
honorable member to order. He cannot
discuss speeches which have been made in
committee.
1'11'. McCANN submitted thnt much
latit.ude had been allowed to the Minister
of Customs.
The SPEAKER.-I laid down the rule
when the debate commenced. It is one of
the rules of Parliament, and not of 'my
own.
It is not in order to refer to
speeches made in committee. The resolutions before the HouRe open up the whole
question sufficiently for discussion.
Mr. JONES.-I trust no time will be
wasted in discussing the point of order.
I will avoid reference to speeches in committee; but I think I may say .that no
member of the Ministry !Jas anywhel'e
attp,mpt.ed to defend this miserable Tariff,
Will the Minister of Public 'Yorks defend
it, or will he tell us that the Ministry will
accept I\nythillg rather than the something
which they have hitherto so skilfully
avoided? c, Only get into committee,"
some honorable members' have already
been told, "and we will concede everything." The honorable gentleman declared
in March last that"He dill not think protectionists would act
wisely in turning asicie from that to which they
bad distinctly and ·publicly pledged themselves."
I trust that the honorable gentleman will
not turn a.'iide. Surely his advocacy of
protect.ion has been of longer growt.h, and
should he of more value than any mushroom affection for the Ministry. A leaky
Ministry at first withheld information as
to tbeir intentions of taxing cereals.
Still the policy leaked out during the
discussion on the border treaty. Ministers would not tell their supporters; but a
certain honorable member who glorifies
another place could go about with a klJowing look, could shake his finger wisely, and
could tell exactly what duty would be
VOL. III.-2 E
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proposed. Then some leaky Minister gave
the informat.ion to the press, but not to
the Ministerial ol'gan. An illicit intercourse was established with allothel' papel',
and the Ministerial organ was found denouncing the policy it is now prepal'ed to
defend, The Minister of. Customs hns
told the public that newspapers do not
disseminate knowledge. I suppose that
he confines his reading to the Govel'llment
organ, and t,hat therefore he is a lamentable result of the perusal of such literature.
The honorable gentleman does not object
to a tax on knowledge, because he kllows
that he would be pretty well exempt
from its operation. I have quoted enough
£i'om the Minister of Pu olic Works to
show that he will have a difficult
task to defend a Tariff which the honorable the Treasurer declares is not introduced as a protection measure. If the
honorable gentleman doe!'; not occupy
his place as the representative of a large
section of the protection party, it is a
puzzle why he WaR ever sent into the
House at all. We ha.ve been told that
the honOl'able member who submitted the
amendment did not gi ve any lengthy
reasons in support of it. But surely it
speaks fOl' itself? Putting on taxes cannot
promote commerce._ nor is· pl'otection
afforded unless substantial duties are
placed on art.icles for the production of
which the colony is adapted. I am acquainted with one trade which deals with
an article of almost universal consumption,
and without being indebted to which few
honorable members would care to take
theil' places here. I refer to tailors. What
has been done for this useful and numerous, though humble, class? There is
to be a duty of 10 per ceut. on slops and
apparel, and also a dut.y of 5 per cent.
on all woollens, and t.hen, because the
custom-house is so gloriously managed
that it does not contain an expert who can
estimate the value of such goods, cloths
which contain ever so litt.le silk-just
enough to swear by-will be charged with
a 10 per cent. ad valorem duty. The
duty will be 11 per cent to the tailor,
who must discover his protection between
that rat.e and the amount ch~l'ged on
slops. Is that a development of a protective policy? When the McCu110ch Administration promised that they would
p:ive protection, the people of this country.
cheered t.hern to the echo. Now there is an
endeavour to resuscitate their popularit.y.
Some members of the protection party
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think that they should be further trusted.
I would myself be glad to accept a sound
protective policy from any party, but we
must have sufficient guarantees given
us. Weare warned against a coalition with the free traders. Judging
from the present Ministry, no doubt
coalitions are to be dreaded; but surely
some arrangement can be made for protectionists to obtain a recognition of
that principle, the Ministerial promise of
recognizing which has not been fulfilled.
What reason' is there that both parties
should not agree in condemning a Tariff
which is in violation of all sound policy?
The science of government is a compromise. Even the Minister of Justice agrees
with Mr. Mill in that. Besides, protectionists are not the enemies of importers.
Protectionists must be indebted to importers for the raw material of their several
industries; and until our industries become
established, the semi-manufactured article,
which it is proposed to tax from 5 to 10
per cent., is our raw material. The Minister of Customs, who talks about taxing
luxuries, proposes to raise an immense
amount on imported woollens. Possibly we
shall soon have a mill in operation, and shall
be producing tweeds, in which, from the
difficulty of procuring devil'a dust and
shoddy, the best wool will be used. When
that time comes I shall be prepared to
foster that industry. But is everything
to be taxed, is a whole trade to be ruined
because we have the prospect of producing
one kind of cloth? All the members of
the Ministry are now so far civilized as to
believe in breeks, and why should they
deny protection to the tailor? Weare not
likely to make calico yet awhile, nor muslin,
and even Ministers, I presume, believe in
muslin. The House is to be muzzled, and
the country is to be muzzled also. A tax
on calico cannot be defended on protective
principles. It encourages nothing, and it
will drive the shirt-makers and the slopmakers from their business. There never
was a' greater sham than this Tariff, and
,the worst thing about it is that it pretends
to do good to our industries. I am sorry
that matters have been introduced into
this debate which need not have been.
The honorable member for East Bourke
has been blamed for the loss the country has
sustained in the matter of the Kew Lunatic Asylum; but the fault clearly lies with
the Chief Secretary, who should have
called on Mr . Wardell to declare the contract void under its terms, instead of
Mr. Jones.
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taking upon himself to annul it. Howe,rer,
I do not think the colony will be ruined
by the costs.. If the colony could be
easily ruined," it would have been ruined
already by past years of misrule. It is
only necessary for the colony now to
understand what its Ministers are. The
colony should know that it has Ministers
who admit that reductions in the civil
service are possible, but who dare not
make them, who would rather throw the
onus of the "illodorous" task on others.
We have a measure of their calibre in the
attempt they have made to introduce administrative economy. They have matured their plans, and the glorious result
is, that sixpence per day is taken off the pay
of the railway porters. I could not have
believed that any Ministry would have
been guilty of so contemptible a meanness.
If these men, disgusted with such a.
reward for long years of servitude, should
throw up their situations, and give way
to cheaper and less competent men, what
might be the result? Perhaps a railway
accident, such as this colony has hitherto
been wonderfully clear from. If, as it is
said, certain things will not mend until a
bishop or a member of Parliament has
been sacrificed, I trust that the frightful
example in our case will be a responsible
Minister, and not a private member of
the House. Rumour has it that the £2,000
saved in this direction is to compensate
for the non-removal of a certain member
of the civil service, who was to have
been dismissed, and who was not. The
Opposition is taunted with not, suggesting
reductions, and with not bringing down a
better fiscal scheme. But honorable members have no opportunity of acquainting
themselves with the necessary figures.
Even if they move for returns which
would tell against the Government, those
returns are delayed. The Minister of
J llstice, when not Minister of Justice,
could ask for a return, and could condemn the appointment of magistrates
for political ends, and when his attention
is called to the fact that that return
is not presented, he makes a flippant
remark as to his being satisfied without it. I trust that honorable members
are not satisfied. I trust that they will
satisfy themselves, by an examination of
late appointments, whether or not the
present Minister of Justice is less likely
to degrade the bench than his far more
brilliant predecessor.
We are not, it
seems, to have the promised reduction of
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expenditure, although the cost of Government has reached five guineas per head.
Weare told that this amount is not all
taxation; but the fact of the expense is the
same, whether the money comes from the
custom-house or the public estate. Sooner
. or later it must come from the customhouse, if the Minister of Lands is allowed
to squander the public estate as he has
been doing, and as he will continue to do,
unless this House speaks out and insists
upon the observance of its Acts. I do not
believe the country has reason to be particularly grateful to that honorable gentleman.
Time after time.we have seen people induced to attend selections, only to find that
the best allotments have been' withdrawn,
to be eventually sold by auction. If there
is an overpraised man in Victoria it is the
Minister of Lands. He owes much of the
praise with which he has been beslavered
to the fact that he has a considerable sum
to disburse among the newspapers. Last
year the expenditure on advertisements
was somewhere about £5,000. This year
the Government tax paper and printing
materials; but they say there shall be
£12,000 expended in advertising, if the
newspapers severally and collectively
are good Ministerialists, This is the
way retrenchment is to be carried out.
£2,000 is to be saved from the miserably
underpaid railway porters, and an additional
£7,000 is to be given away in Government
advertisements. From all such retrenchment, and fJ;om the McCulloch Administration which can propose it, every
one here, except Ministers themselves, will
join me in saying, "Goodness deliver us."
But, sir, it will be well for us to consider
whether the Government ha ve actually
prepared for all the great liabilities which
are to come upon us. We have been told
that we are going to sell the little Victoria,
and that we are to have a wooden frigate.
Already that wooden frigate is being
equipped at the cost of the colony; and is
to be officered, manned, and armed at the
cost of the colony; and is to be brought
out here by a gentleman who is a
protege of the Treasurer, I suppose, and
who will be the commodore of this station.
Perhaps this ship will be called the Verdant.
I cannot find any provision on the Estimates for the cost of all this. The ,"white
elephant," the iron-clad-of which we are
first to have the pup in the shape of a
wooden frigate - is something merely
looming in the future, but which will
always be at our service till we want her.
2E2
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But, though I cannot find any preparation
on the Estimates for these things, I find
that Her Majesty's troops in this (1010ny are
to cost us £ 18,000; that our share of the
marine survey is to cost us £2,500; the
naval training ship, £5,000; the Volunteer
department, a little over £33,000; the
Victoria steam sloop, about £1.1,000. In
addition, we are to expend about £10,000
under the head of "military buildings, &c."
The total of these items is about £79,000.
But what is our little navy to cost?
Who is to feed the "white elephant?',
Who is to groom that tremendous animal? I should like to know what this
colony has a right to be grateful for in this
matter? I believe it is well understood
that a gentleman who recently departed
from these shores, and who was sympathized
with as a ruined man, because he had acted
on certain advice given him by his responsible advisers, was to be considered in the
mission undertaken by the Treasurer. It
was not one of the instructions from this
House to the Treasurer, but it was an instruction which went forth from every
generous heart. I cannot believe that Sir
Charles Darling is to be entirely lost sight
of; and yet this session has passed so far
without one word of recommendation from
the Government as to what course should
be adopted towards that man, who sacrificed so much for Victoria. I am sure
that a Ministry which has sacrificed all it
promised to the protectionists is prepared
to sacrifice everything that may stand in
its way, or be likely to interfere with the
carrying out of its own projects. I dare
say we shall have, from time to time, fitful
promises of protection from the Ministry;
but whenever it shall be necessary to stop
the complaining of the free trade partythe bona fide Opposition - they will
quietly sacrifice one interest and then
another; first the vigneron will be de-.
stroyed, presently they will swallow the
hatter, next eat the tailor, and so trade
after trade will be thrown to the Opposition as a placeho. Then Ministers will
say, "Have we not been consistent?"
Yes, sir, they have been consistent.
They have sought office at any price,
and they have kept office by any means.
The country has a right to know from those
members of the Ministry who have called
themselves protectionists how, without
formally renouncing the doctrine of protection, they can defend the policy of the
present Tariff, even in the tame and
miserable manner in which they have,
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enden.,\"ouTed to do so. The colony has a (" No.") I sn.y "yes "-that e~-ery 1'emark
right to be gO\'erued UpOll some recogn ized which fell Irolll the honorable member for
principle. I cannot. helreve that protec- Ballarat East in' displtragement of the
tionists will be toyed antI played with any Treasurer's mission to England was
. longer. There are members who have cheered by members 011 the Opposition
stood on the floor of this House year aftel' benches.
year in advocaey of protecl.ion, and who
Captain MAC lVlAHO~.-No.
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member
support.ed t.he Government in t.he constitutional struggle like men, believing that forWest Melbourne may have been silent,
the recognit.ion of the principle of pro- while, perhaps, he rejoiced at the cheers
tection by the Ministry would repay them and partizan feeling which were given
for nil t.he trou hIe they took. They now utterance to. I do not deny that the
find, as the result of nIl their labour and honorable member for Ballarat Ktst has
enthusiasm in defence of protection, that a perfect right to discuss whet.her the
tl1e Treasurer returns from his mission to Treasurer's mission has· been a success
The honorable member
England, 'where he apologized for demo- 01' a failure.
cracy, and that he pl'oceeds at once to made one charge so decidedly incorrect
recant till that he said about protection. It that I eannot refrain from calling attenmust be deeided before long what line of t.ion to it. He charged the Treasurer with
policy shall rule in this country. One apologizing for democracy. I will read
question to be considered is, what line of an extract from a report of the Treasupolicy will be likely to give the colony a fair rel"s lecture to decide whether the honorstart as a manufacturing nation? What able gentleman apologized for democracy
line of poliey will give employment to or not : our boys, lind provide occupations for our
c, He was not there to disguise the fact that
girls, so t.hat they shall not Le driven to the there were mauy people in England, or elsestreets, as hundreds must be if the Tariff where~ who thought that, while they" (that is'
the Australian colonies) "had everything necesbecomes law. There are hundreds, aye, sary to make a people, yet the people who had
I believe thousands of sewing-machines gone there had grossly mismanaged their atfairs.
now giving employment to more than They said, C You are a country far too demothousands of young women; but just as I!ratic to ge~ on; until you change your form
of Government you can never become what
these young women have at.tained suilicieJlt England has become.' He was bound to say
skill in the use of that beaut.iful machine that he could not take that position, and that in
to be able to turn theil' skill to account, to speaking of Australia, and of Victoria-that
increase t.heil' own wealth and the wealth part from which he came-he felt himself bound
to say that there was nothing there of which he
of the count.ry, they are to 'be deprived of ought to be ashamed. And although there
that IlssistHnce from protective duties mhrht be difficulties-and no one knew how
which would enable them to maintain a gl'eat they were better than those who had been
good, hOllt'st. and respectable position in concerned in the Government of the country
for some years-he still ventured to say that
society. They are told that the country those who railed at them because they supposed
is gon·rned by a Ministl'Y which con~ult:; they were too demoeratic did not know them,
only il.s own sHfely, and. that if they mllst anfl did not make allowance for the great diffiaballtlon their occupntions, if there is to culties in their way."
be an end of induslrial pursuits in this I do not see finy npology for democracy
colony, if every mnn must be a digger, a here, or any attempt on the part of my
loafer, or a shepherd, lEt t.hat be the case, honorable colleague to shirk the responbut live for ever the ;\1cCulluch i\o1inistl'Y.
sibility of having been the representative
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member ot~a. Government of a democrcLt.ic colony.
for Ballarat Ea~t, who is fully aware of The honorable member for Ba.llarat East
the posit.ion which lie is filling in the has paid me the per~onal compliment of
debate to night, has attempted to amuse reading largely from speeches which I
The·
the House by indulging largely in comic- h~t,"e made here and elsewhere.
alities. It is st.range wbat a fitful. and honorable membel' has aho paid me the
uncertain tone the dehate has assumed. It compliment of' making a carefully timed
is strange that menlbeJ's of t.he Opposition but most unfail' selection of quotat.ions.
cheered and appilluded every utterllllce I do not choose to accept his compliments.
from the mouth of the honorable member '1 am quile prepared to accept t.he responsibility of the speeches I have made, either
for Ballarat East tending to detract from
the character and success of the mission in tl~is House or elsewhere. But to come
of the honorable the Treasurer to England. to the amendment of the honorable mem-
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bel' for Geelong East, which is the suhject
matter of this debate.
Virt.ually that
amendment means that the Govt'rnment
have occupied the Treasury benches too
long, and tha,t the time has 'come when a
change ought to be made. It means more
than that-it means that honorable members who form the legitimate Opposition,
finding that they are utterly incompetent
and incapable of dislodging the present
Ministry, are prepared to make any !Sacrifice, and to enter into any compact, however discreditable or however much outside
the bounds of party warfare, in order to
accomplish that object. I do not complain
that an honorable member should move an
amendment after consulting wit.h other
members. It seems to me, l}owever. that
this amendment is a very peculiar one. Of
course it is intended to be peculiar; it is
intended to be such an amendmellt that
pro~ectionists and free traders may be
most loving in the COQrse of this debate,
and in the vote which is to follow, however much they may divide alld differ aftel'
achieving the success which they an~ici
pate.
Mr. McCANN.-That is the case in
the Cabinet.
Mr. V ALE.-I apprehend that the
honorable member is not much in the confidence of the Cabinet-not so much as he
desires. I am quite sure that I shall not
place him in the confidence of the Cabinet.
In reference to the staterr.eut of the honorable mpmbel' for Ballarat East as to doors
and window sashes, I admit that, as it
appeal's on the pl:'inted statement of the
Tariff ci'rculated in the House, the honorable membel' is correct, and that the
Minister of Customs and myself were
illC01'l'ect. But I may inrol'll; honorable
members that this printed sta.tement was
simply a re-arrangement of the old and t.he
present Tariff alphabetically, for convenience of discussion. I will call attention
to the fact'that in the Treasurer's speech
in introducing the Budget, there was a
distinct statement tha.t the duties fixed by
the previous Tariff, which it was proposed
to retain unaltered, would produce a certain amount of mOlv~y, and amongst them
were enumerated doors and window sa.shes,
est.imated to produce £ 1,000. I may also
reCer to the speech or the Milli~ter of
Customs, to show that there was no intention to alter the dut.y ou those articles,
and that they have simply crept into the
list which it is proposed to charge at 10
per cent. by accident, during the alpha-
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bet,jcal arrangement of the Ilrticlcs. I
thinl, tllis explanation ought to he regarded
as satisfacton'. I shali not deal with the
various plml~es which the honorable member for Ballarat East has chosen to npply
to the Ministry, in reference to whom his
tone was RO different 'in times past. 'Ve
have been told in the course of this debate
that we have had a long recess, during
which the }I inistry should have matured
theil' financial policy, and that I, of all the
membl'rs of the Cabinet, was bound to be a
party to a very distinct and decided alteration of' the Tariff in the present session.
The honorable member for Ballarat ·El'lst
has evidently conned with considerahle
attention the speech I delivered in March
last; but I challenge him to show that I
ever stated that public opinion was favorable to an advance towards the ext.reme
views which some are ad\·ocat.in:r now, and
which some members of this House are
encouraging them to advoeate, in the expect ation and desire that free trade
doctrines may again be paramount., and
the counsels of Collins-street rule supreme.
The honorable member forgot to quote
from my speech this distinct statement:"He saw no probability of a Government
likely to administer any of the great depart.
ments more for the interest of the country than
the present Government."

I frankly admit that I have greater reason
for saying this now than probably I had
in Murch last. I also added this remark
upon that occasion-" There was no possibility of allY better compl'olllise being
effected in this 01' the next session." We
have now nrrived at the next session, and
I don't think there is any chance of a.
better compromise.
MI', }lcCA~~.-The honorable member
prevents it.
Mr. VA LE.-I do not. I believe that
the country thinks wit.h me. The honorahle member Jlas had the recess to rouse
the count.ry, alld the country has not been
roused in the dit'ection which the honorahle member wished. I believe I express
the feeling of the Ministry when I say
that it is theil' wish that honorable mem..
bel'S should work up the count.ry as much
as they pleas!', and see whethel' the
country will re1'pond to their SOll~S with
a chorus. I say di:"t.inelly alld unllesitatingly that !.he Tariff now proposed
would, in 1~65, have had a far gl'l'ater
amount of sympathy from me than t.he
Tariff' which the Government pl'oposed
originally in that year. I gave that Tariff
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my support, after giving my first vote
against it, because I would not play into
the hands of the free trade party, for I
knew tbat tbat party could bave no sympathy with the protectionists and have no
sympathy with them now, although they
cheer every member who has .turned away
from the allegiance of tbe present Government, wbich brought them into Parliament. (" Dh.") I say that honorable
members who are now in the confidence
of the Opposition, who are doing their
work, their bidding, and their instruction,
caine into Parliament pledged to pass the
Tariff of 1865, pledged to its passage in
1866, and that they have never received the
slightest indication from their constituents
of any intention or wish on the part of
the majority of the country that this
Tariff should be altered to such an extent
as to make protection a by-word, a~d to
ensure the re-entrance into office of an
absolute free trade Ministry. I recollect
that, when this Tariff was first brought
before the consideration of Parliament, we
were told that it was a protection Tariff, and
that it would surely result in the destruction of our intercolonial trade. I recollect
that the honorable member for Sandridge,
who had previously given a support to the
Ministry, passed behind the Speaker to the
front ranks of the Opposition, because the
Tariff would be disastrous to the intercolonial
trade, which, the honorable member said,
employed an immense number of steamers
and largely increased the harbour dues. I
recollect that the Minister of Customs told
the honorable member that there were six
or seven steamers formerly employed in
the intercolonial trade which were then
rotting in the Saltwater river. If I am
correctly informed there are none now. I
do not say that free trade destroyed the
intercolonial trade prior to 1865 or 1866,
but I venture to say that the intercolonial
trade has not suffered from the Tariff
which was then introduced. It has suffered
from the legitimate action of commercial
changes and commercial progression in
New Zealand. The trade of New Zealand
has gradually been growing so large and
important, that some of the merchants
there have preferred to establish direct
trade with England; and hence the decrease of the shipments from this colony
to New Zealand. I do not think that we
should complain of this legitimate rivalry.
I should be very glad to see, instead of the
sort of carrying trade which has hitherto
been so much valued, and which is no
Mr. Vale.
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doubt very good in its way, an extension
of intercolonial trade by the various
colonies interchanging their productions
one witb the otber. It bas been stated, on
the authority of the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Langton), that
the average profits of the Melbourne merchants by the intercolonial trade-a very
large proportion of which is merely a
transhipment of goods from one vessel
to another-is 20 per cent. If that be the
way in which the Melbourne merchants
carryon their business, it is not surprising
that the New Zealand merchants should
prefer direct importations. The decrease
of our trade to New Zealand is due, perhaps, not only to the commercial prudence
of the mercantile firms of that country, but
also to the wisdom of the general body of
the settlers there. The honorable member for Sandridge has ratq.er surprised me
in one thing. He asked for information a
few evenings ago as to the sums spent by
the Government in the renting of buildings used for public purposes. He was
promised that information, but instead of
waiting until he obtained the return, which
might have removed his suspicions, and
prevented him making an unfounded assertion, he has ven tured to assert that a certain lease entered into by the Government
was a sort of bribe, equivalent to payment
of members. Is not this a fitting token of
how the free trade party are prepared to
deal with those whom they are endeavouring to·allure to their political destruction?
The honorable member belongs to a party
who have tried that game before, and
played it so successfully that this Chamber is almost weeded out of members who
were in it prior to 1861. They know that
if they can only get into their foils some
eight or nine members pledged to protection-if they can get members to prove
false to their constituents and their promises of support to the Government; those
members will be sure to find themselves
fooled to their destruction the next time
they face their constituents. The honorable member for Sandridge has also referred to the member of the Government
who has conducted the mission to England.
Does he know that an ambassador was"
determined upon on the report of a committee, and with the unanimous consent of
the House, and that the Treasurer was
appointed after the chieftain under whom
the honorable member for Sandridge enrolled himself two years ago declined, for
private reasons, to accept the office, and
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on the suggestion of that honorable gentleman (Mr. O'Shanassy) himself? When
the Treasurer took his departure for
England, it was distinctly understood that
the next session of Parliament would not
commence till his return, which would be
as early as possible. Where, then, is the
sincerity of those members who supported
the Government to the very close of last
session, but who now suddenly turn round
and say that the Government are unworthy of confidence or support any
longer? The honorable member for Sandridge has said that the protectionists have
been fooled, and that the protectjon experiment has failed to establish any fresh
industries; but none know better than the
honorable member that ten months is not
sufficient time to procure the machinery
necessary for the establishment of some of
the industries to which incidental protection has been given under the Tariff.
Mr. MOORE.-What about the candle'
manufactory ?
Mr. V ALE.-Di4 you try to ruin it?
What about the sugar factory, and how
was payment of the duties evaded? It
does not absolutely follow that every
industry tried under a protective policy
will succeed in this colony. I have never
ventured to say so. It is always difficult
to establish a manufacturing business or
a mercantile undertaking of any sort;
and ten months is far too short' a. time
to successfully carry out every idea
which fancy or fond expectation might
picture. With all the endeavours of
the free trade party to destroy any confidence in the Tariff, it is a wonder that
the Tariff has done so much. I have never
been so much surprised as I have been at
witnessing the progress of local manufactures, as manifested by the Intercolonial
Exhibition. I am astonished at the results
of the Tariff of 1866. I accept the present
Tariff. I acc"ept the responsibility of having
consented to its recommendation to this
House. I admit that one reason why I
accept it is because its success will retain
the present Government in office, which
is the strongest reason why some honorable members do not accept it. I have
been told that I stated that the Tariff of
1865 was not sufficiently protective. I
admit the charge. I rejoice in having
stated so ; and I am glad that the honorable member for Ballarat East has reminded me of the fact. Seeing that the
very moderate dose of protection enjoyed
under the Tariff of 1865 has produced
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results which, according to statements
made by the honorable member for Ballarat East a few months ago, far exceeded
his expectations-seeing that in every
place of business almost ther~ are indications that our local industries are becoming
of paramount importance-I am prepared
to advance gradually, as the convictions
of the country ripen in the direction of
protection, to a policy which shall be
more distinct in the direction of protection
than the present Tariff. I am prepared to
believe that the merchants and traders of
Melbourne who, have organized the Free
Trade League will, seeing the results of
this moderate dose of protection, become
protectionists themselves, and that we shall
see the soft-goods houses (known as driedgoods houses in the United States) become
as in the United States, on the one hand
jobbers in materials used for manufactures,
and also makers-up of those materials
for sale. This has been the operation
of the progress of industry in the United
States, and to a large extent, since the invention of the sewing machine, it has been
the course of events in France and England.
If this be the result of a gradual and j udicious advance in the line of a Tariff incidentally protective, but increasing in its
protective influence, we shall gradually rob
the free trade party, by the prudence of
our proceeding, of the very strength-the
financial strength-which they have had
to oppose the Tariff and to oppose this
Government. The honorable member for
Ballarat East quoted a speech of mine, in
which I stated that the elections of 1861
and 1864 were distinctly protective in their
indications. I am quite prepared to admit
that the statement is a correct one. I am
not particularly flattered by the honorable
member confirming my statement; but I
am confident that no honorable member
worked more laboriously and devotedly
during the election of 1866 to return a
Parliament pledged to a certain course in
reference to the Tariff of 1865 than did
the honorable member for Ballarat East.
The honorable member has said, that the
question upon which that election turned
was simply the constitutional question which
had been raised by the conflict between
the two Houses, and not the question of
the Tariff or of protection. While I admit
the importance of the constitutional question, I regret it ever assumed the importance it did, because I believe that circumstances, to a certain extent, deferred the
full development of public opinion in this
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Chamber in reference to protection-a de'velopment which public opinion will have
to revive in this Charnbel' at the next general election. The constitutional question
has now passed nnd gone; and 1 am still of
the opinion that I was twelve months HgO,
namely, that the' country accepted that
Tariff as, in the main, a settlement of the
question of protection for this Parliament.
However, for financial reasons, for the
necessities of revenue, it has been imperative on the Government to mako changes
in the taxation; and I rejoice that the
necessities of the public revenue have been
met by a proposition which most distinctly
and decidedly gives greater advantages in
the directioll of prot.ection than the previous Tariff, and which will be a proof to
the country that, as far as taxation shall
necessitate, this Government will not
shrink from giving incidental protection,
If there is to be in the future a CabinetoC
absolute protection, shol,t of prohibition, I
shall know my duty in reference to the
Tal'iff which they submit; but I shall require to see that Ministry a Cabinet backed
by public opinion, and supported by the
legitimate ut.terances of the- country, and
not· a Cabinet whose very birth would
be bastanly and hence disgrace. The quesiion of' Sout.h Austmlia has been dl'agged
into this mn.ttel'. I am prepared to state
that, if the Austl',alian colonies would agree
to a system of mutual interchange of
each other's commodities without let 01'
hindmnce, I would accept that, bdievinO'
"
0
It wou14 be' of great advantHge to the
colonies. But I would remind honorable
members who drag the question of South
Australia into the present discussion, that
thel'e is very little necessity for their
doing so, and that any reference to it at
present is yalueles~, because there can be
no treaty of commerce with South Australia of a character to affect our wheat
market, without the consent of the Imperial Government. The honorable member for Ballarat East also told us that the
country wishes to know when the Ministry
will corne to a conclusion on the qaestion
of pl'otect.ion. In my opillion the country
wishes to kllow when the honorable member's ineonsistency and practice of apostacy
will come to a conclusion. I regret that
the honorable member has led in his wake
other honorable members for whom I have
much respect, and whose political existence
and well-being I much desire. The desire
of the honorable member for the conclusion
of the' Ministry has assumed various
M1'. Vale.
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shapes during the brief stage which the
present session of Parliament has run.
There has already been the question of
payment of members.
I can honestly
say that that pl'inciple commands my
sympathy, and that it will command my
support in all legitimate ways; but I
nev~r will consent to thrust the question
upon any Government in such a way as to
make it a sort of political black-mail to be
paid out of t.he Treasury for the assistance
of the Ministry of the day. Adverting to
the question of the public expenditUl'e in
Victoria, I observe that continual re·
ference has been made to a mythical
£3,000,000 as the proper expenditure for
this colony. This idea of limiting the
annual expenditure to a fixed amount is
not an original one. ~ome twenty years
ago, soon after the success of the Anti·
Corn Law League, there was established
in Liverpool, under the pI'esidency, I
think, of Mr. Gladstone, brother of the
late Chancellor of the Exchequel', a financial and general l'ef\>I'm league, having
for one of its objects the reduction ot' the
nat,ional expenditure of Grent Bl'itain, in
18-16 or 18-1:, to the same amount as in
1~36, a proposition which could only have
been effected upon the supposition that
the population of the country was something like stationary. Now, to retu/'n to
the tuxation of t.his colony, or rather to
the expenditurp, bechuse a Jnrge portion
of' our expenditul'e cannot in any way be
called taxation, but is of a character
which other nations bear, not by the operation of the Government, but by private
offerings. The suggestion that the annual
expenditure of this colony should be fixed
at £3,000,000 was originally made in
1861. Our population then was 540,000;
our population now is 640,000, or an in·
crease of 15 per cent. Our expenditure
now, thel'efore, might legitimately be more
than £3,000,000, and yet be as moderate,
in proportion to the population, as the pro·
position made in 1861 by the then honor.
able member for Kilmore (Mr. O'~ha
nnssy), who wished to turn out the Heales
Government, but which proposition he
never carried into effect wl,len he was a
Minister himself. The proposition in 1861
was only a cunningly conceived device
for the purpose of political warfare, and
noW, after the lapse of six year:o:, it IS again
revived for the same purpose. Our population is increasing-even at its present
moderate expansion-at the rate of 20,000
per annum, and with that increase we' may
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naturally expect an increase of expenditure.
For many reasons our expenditure might
fairly be expected to be beyond the average
of formel' expenditure, because the further
our population extends, the more widely,
of necessity, will its local habitation become, and the more expensive the means
of communication to the outlying population. Jus t as freedom of settlement is
afful'ded, will there be a necessity for increased expenditure. But our expenditure
involves a lot of matters which never in
the slightest degree enter into the expenditure of other countries. Our railway
system involves an expenditure of £500,000
per Hnnum for interest. A very slight
portion of that was involved when it was
first proposed to limit the expenditure to
£3,000,000. I may remind honorable
members that our total expenditure for
railways inereases our so-called taxation
by something like £800,000 a year. That
sum may fairly be deducted from our
expendilUl'e. Then there is the cost of
water supply, which may fairly be considered a deduction. At present we are
deriving a revenue of £60,000 from that
source, which is being applied to the reducAgain, the
tion of the original loan.
Government are pledged to the payment of £ 10,000 per annum in liquidation of the Gabrielli loan, for the
making of the streets of Geelong, and
£2.5,000 per annum for a similar loan for
making the streets of Melbourne. These
things are not allowed to go into the calculatiun when honorable members, acknowledged to be capable of judging or figUl'es,
are considering our expenditure. Our real
expenditure, properly and fairly considered
-considered in relation to legitimate
national charges for national government,
-amounts to about 50s. per head; and considering the fact that salaries and wages
are here nearly double what they are in
England, it would be something like 25s.
per head there, whereas the Imperial expenditure is something like 458. per head.
We are t.old by the great organ ot the free
trade party, in reference to the disposition
which has manifested itself to increase our
indebtedue8s for the purpose of railway
extension and the con:5tl'uction of othel'
public works, that the public debt of
Canada amounts to only £4 per head of
the population. Hut in this calculation
the faet is forgotten that the whole railway system of Canada was un~ertaken by
foreign capitalists; that whereas the railway works of that colony cost £ 14,000,000,
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the value of the shares held by Canadians
amounted to only £500,000. Indeed, so
ut.terly ruinous was the speculation, that
there is no probability of British capitalists
undertaking the construction of further
railways in Canada. It is said that our
public debt is £15 per head; but it should
be remem bered that this ha~ been expended
in constructing railways which produce a
net income ofsomething like 4 per cent., and
waterworks which produce £60,000 per
annum, so that, really and truly, it is not
more than£7 per head. But these things fire
not fairly dealt with by certain honorable
members. They are not meant to be.
N ow I hold that it is not reasonable to
expect that the expenditure of a colony,
growing at the rate of' this colony, should
be kept down to a fixed absolute sum.
And here I would call attent.ion to a
strange inconsistency observable in this
debate on the part of the motley group
who purpose supporting the amendment
of the honorable member for East Geelong.
The honorable member for Ballarat East
(Mr. Jones) tells us that our country is
on the verge of ruin-t.hat we are on the
verge of a poor law. I presume we shall
always have poor with us. The very
operation of those customs in society which
brought us six or seven years ago such an
enormous income from spiritR, gives us at
the present time a larger amount of poor
than otherwise we should have had. We
must meet that amount of poverty. As a
communit.y, we cannot expect to be free
fl:om the ordinary amount of pauperismthe result of nge, decrepituJe, acc:ident, and
improvidence-which pertains to great
communities, and will pet·tain to them
unto the end of the wOlld. But what I
wish to observe is, that while, on the one
hand, there is the complaint of poverty,
and a doleful picture is drawn of the pauperism which is likely to follow the adoption of a Tariff that goes in the direction
of protection far beyond the Tariff of 1~66 ;
on the other hand, the Govel'llment are
denounced for not throwing away on immigration a portion of the revenue beyond
the requirement.s of regulat.ions which have
been sanctioned by Parliament-regulations from which Parliament has never
withdrawn its sanctiJn. While the honorable member for Ballarat. East tells us that
we are paupers, some of his co-worker3
condemn the Government for not having
increased the measure of this pauperism
by bringing into the country people who
are incapable of bringing themselves. I
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am anxious for population to increase, because I see in that arrangement sources of
comfort for myself and the communitysources of increased profit to our great
national works-sources of rejoicing, because places now desolate will become the
homes of happy multitudes. But I don't
believe that the way to get people of the
right sort is to bring them here at the expense of the country. The House is in
favour of the existing arrangement, and
therefore complaints on this head will be
as useless and ineffective as the wind. If
honorable members think it desirable to
alter these regulations, honorable members
had better try; and no doubt they will
materially increase the popularity of the
movement inaug~rated by the amendment
now before the House, particularly with
persons like those who have signed the
petitions presented this evening with respect to the iron trade. With reference to
the classification and description of duties,
I would call attention to one matter which
has not been noticed by honorable members
who have condemned the Tariff. Honorable members have had little to say, and
they have made the most of it. The hatmakers have been brought prominently
into notice. I acknowledge that any industry that h~s thriven in this colony,
without detriment to the population, without compelling them to pay a higher price
for the article which they consume, has a
fair claim for consideration in committee, in discussing this matter, because
it has thoroughly and distinctly brought
itself even behind the shield of Mr. Mill.
It has proved its absolute power to be an
industry in this colony. The honorable
members who have brought this matter
forward have made the best of a weak
case, and have acknowledged the weakness of their case by talking as long as possible about these little items, and abusing
the plaintiff. Now no one has attempted
to deny the truthfulness of the return presented under the authority of the customhouse. True, a sneering remark has been
made, to the effect that these returns can
be prepared to suit any purpose, or accomplish any result. I ·would fain believe
that civil servants-without any special
profession of admiration for them beyond
that to which they are fairly entitled-are
accustomed to speak the truth, and certainly are not disposed to use their official
position to frame false statistics to deceive
those who are really their employers. I
believe that the returns furnished by the
Mr. Vale.
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custom-house are truthful. I believe the
facts in connexion with those items, the
duty on which it is proposed to alter from
measurement to 10 per cent. ad t'alorem,
have been correctly stated in the customhouse returns, and have been correctly
elucidated in the speech of the Minister of
Customs. I did not intend to follow out
this matter at any length, but I would
cal1 the attention of the Assembly to
the fact that these 10 per c~nt. duties
on manufactured articles are ab~olutely
on the entire value represented by those
articles. A most palpable unfairness has
been resorted to in the discussion of this
question. For instance, a saddle worth £6
would pay 10 per cent., or 12s. ; and it has
been represented that, as 5 per cent. on the
raw material would be 6s., therefore the
duty would be reduced to something like
5 per cent. on the manufactured article.
Now it is notoriou.s that, although a manufactured article of this sort may be worth
£6, it does not contain probably more than
30s. worth of raw material, so that the
protection to the saddler, instead of being
5 per cent., or 6s., would be lOs. 6d., or
something like 8! or 9 per cent. Now if
it is legitimate and fair to pl~ce 10 per
cent. on saddlery made up-if incidental
protection is given to the saddler-is it
not also reasonable and wise to give incidental protection to the manufacturer of
leather, and other articles which, for
certain purposes, are called raw material?
In the case of other manufactures-coachbuilding, for example-the same principle
would apply. It might be true that some
of the items included in the 5 per cent.
might be wisely and prudently left out. If
good and sufficient reasons can be shown
in that direction, the honorable member
for Ballarat East, who two years ago consented to various modifications of the
Tariff then submitted, as the result of the
deliberations in committee, cannot object
on any other than factious grounds to a
like acceptance of the united experience of
the House when expressed, as it will be,
on the new Tariff in committee. The.
honorable member may say that the
Cabinet should have taken further advice;
but the honorable member well knows that,
in framing a Tariff, the whole of the operations for bringing that Tariff into a shape
fit for presentation to the Legislature should
be performed in utter secrecy; and that to
enter into any discussion, prior to a distinct
decision of the Cabinet as to the shape the
Tariff should assume, would be to do that
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which would render the Cabinet unworthy
of consideration. The Cabinet have bronght
down a Tariff involving considerable
changes, those changes being in the
direction of a wise and incidental protection. I believe the country is not
,prepared to go further in that direction
than this Tariff goes. I am quite confident that, except for designs not confessed, bu\ fully conceived, this Tariff
would be more publicly and more distinctly
condemned by the Opposition than it is
apparently going to be. There appears to
be in this case a coalition of silent voting
by the free traders, and open plain speaking on the part of those pl'otectionists who
have joined them. There may be in this
an astuteness in reference to the future,
but certainly a considerable lack of political
honesty. We have to deal with this question not entirely as affecting the existence
of the Government'; that is a question for
the country. The Government have their
duty to perform in laying a Tariff before
this Chamber, and they assume to themselves nothing beyond the position of being
the exponents of the legitimate will of the
majority. They are prepared to recommend that Tariff as the result of their
judgment in combination, in conference, and
in concession; and on that ground I support it. I say distinctly that I accept the
Tariff as the result of conference and
mutual concession. On no other principle
can Government in a community like this
be carried on, unless we are to be divided as
distinctly into parties as those parties that
laid under contribution of blood and
treasure the cities of old Europe, or
those parties that formerly ruled the
Parliament of the fatherland.
I don't
'think it desirable that this country
should be divided, at this stage of
its existence, into those diverse and
distinct and almost irreconcilable parties
that have divided the' old country. The
Government have presented a Tariff, by
the main principles of which they will
abide. At the same time they are ready
to accept all legitimate improvements in
the direction of public policy which may
be suggested by the wisdom of this House,
in committee. From this House, in committee, the Ministry have a right to expect
counsel; and such counsel it is their duty
to receive and consider; otherwise it
would only be necessary for Parliament to '
meet and nominate a Ministry, and send
that Ministry to the Cabinet Council to do
the work of governing the country. If
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the main policy of the Ministry in this
matter is distasteful to the majority of
this House and the country, the Ministry
are prepared to accept the result; but as
to minor matters of detail involved in this
classification of duties at 5 and 10 per
cent., they are as free as they were two
years ago-as free as all Cabinets are who
are disposed to avail themselves of the
wisdom and prudence of the majority in
Parliament.
I say there is nothing
unreasonable in this, although it may be
highly unsatisfactory to certain parties.
In reference to the question of the corn
duty, the honorable member for Ballarat
East has stated that the intention of the
Government with regard to that duty was
known long before it was announced to
this Chamber. I can tell that honorable
member-to his satisfaction or dissatisfaction, as the case may be-that, in making
that assertion, he stated that which was
absolutely and totally incorrect-which
was without a shadow of foundation,
except in his own distorted imagination, or his own vain-glorious anticipations. It was not intended that the
honorable member or any other person
should know what the Cabinet proposed
until the Cabinet had fairly come to a conclusion. And if people will make guesses,
with them be the consequences. There
has been a great deal of talk about "taxing
the children's bread." I have yet to learn
that honorable members who think that a
large duty on tea and sugar is a very good
thing-that tea and sugar should be the
special items for taxation in this or any
other country-have any right to talk
about" the children's bread." Sugar, tea,
and coffee are as essentially a part of the
necessaries of life as bread, and therefore
are no more legitimate Bubjects for taxation than bread. I support the duty on
corn because I believe that, in the long
run, it will not enhance the cost of living
to the community. I believe it will be an
indication that the public opinion of this
country is favorable to our being the producers of the staff of life. In the event of
a serious and long-continued general war,
we should not be able to fall back upon
the granaries of South America. We
should then have to rely almost entirely
upon ourselves. I am glad that the measurement duties have been abolished. :They
were imposed with the view of expediting
the commercial operations of this city;
but the very schemers who recommended
them most strongly have used that which
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was established as a convenience for
them to the damage and decrease of
the revenue, and to the retardation of
the effects of the Tariff of 1866 as
a protective measure. They so arranged
their operations as to reduce the results of
that Tariff, for the purposes both of revenue
and incidental protection. I am aware
that, during the original discussion on that
Tariff, I said that I believed the revenue
would be in excess of the estimate; and I
believe that, on the calculations entered
into as to measurement, it would have
been, but the very persons who suggested
these duties for their own mercantile convenience instructed theil' packers at home
so to act under that arrangement, that the
Government have had to choose only between two commercial immoralities -the
immorality of special and tricky packing,
or the immorality of invoicing below value.
Mr. LONGMORE.-There is no tricky
packing.
Mr. V ALE.-The honorable member is
not much.of a judge. Has not the honorable member seen, at market, loads of
potatoes so packed that the good are at
the top and the bad at the bottom? If
the honorable member were to be packed
tight., he would not take up so much room
as if his personal convenience were consulted. With regard to the new Tariff, I
hold it to be a step in the right directiona step likely to command the fair and
legitimate votes of this House, and a
judicious and careful consideration in commi ttee. With reference to the outside
public opinion, to which all of us are
responsible, I am quite prep~red to abide by
the judgment of that public opinion on the
statement which I have sought to make.
I believe that considerable good in the
direction of my opinions accrued from the
past Tariff. I believe that a much larger
amount of good will accrue from the
present Tariff. Allu as with the past, so
in reference to the" present Tariff, the
annoyance and vexation will be far below
what was prophesied, and the result will
be the strengthening of the protection
party, a.nd the COli version of many of those
mel'ClLlltile men who ha.ve hitherto been
the strongest opponcnts of protection, but
who! from the force of their own interest,
will join with those who have propounded
a policy in tlle direction of the wishes and
The
necessities of this community.
Government are fully alive to the wisdom
of encouraging all varieties of employment
in this country. They desire-in the very
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tone of the remarks of the Minister of
Customs, and not in any tone of contempt,
like ... that which an honorable member has
sought to throw upon the words-to see
this colony one great ind ustrial school. I
desire, with the rest of my colleagueswhether they are, with me, protectionists,
or whether they al'e professed free traders
-to see the population well employed,
becanse only by such an arrangement are
we likely to secure those greater advantages which we hope for in the future of
this country. We believe in the increase
of our population, in the development of
our resources, in making stable our employments, and in the legitimate encouragement of those who are willing to show their
capacity in founding and propagating
new industries. VV' e believe, as a Cabinet,
that the country are with us. If we fail,
by this indication of our policy, to command, as in time past, the confidence of
those whose interests are placed, by the
will of this House, under our control, we
are prepared to yield our position to
others. If the main principles of our
policy in reference to the financial necessities of the year are not thoroughly endorsed by the rejection of this amendment
-an amendment of dishonest compromises
and coalitions for purposes that Cllnnot
face'the day -I say, once for all, that the
Government, if they would, are unworthy
to retain office; and retain office unuer
such circumstances they will not.
Mr. LEVI proposed the a,ijournment of
the debate, which was agreed to.
The House adjourned at three minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
TltUrsday, February 14, 1867.
Civil Service Regulations-Electoral Roll·StufIing-Debate
on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.

CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS.
JYIr. HOPKIXS.-MI·. Speaker, no
doubt it. will be in -the recollection of
honorable members that some time since
the Chief Secretary com plained of the
number of mQtions for returns that were
tabled, and informed honorable members
that, if they desired information from any
pat,ticular Government department, on
applying to the officers of that department
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it would be their duty to furnish it.

In

consequence of t.his communication, I have
been in the habit of going to the different
Government departments for information
on matters connected with my district.
Yest.erday I attended at one of the
Government offices for the first time since
the issue of the new Ci vil Service Regulations. and, on ~ requesting an officer to
furnish me with certain information, my
attention was called to the twentieth regulation, which is as follows : "No information out of the strict course of
official duty shall be gi ven, directly 01' indirectly, by any officer, without the express direction or permission of the responsible
Minister."

I ,,,ish t.o ask the Chief Secretary if .that
prohibition is intended to apply to infOl'mation sought by Members of'Parliament?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-f may state that
this regulation does apply to Members of
Parliament as well as to all other persons.
The honorable member will percEive, if
he'reads the regulation carefully, that it
refers only to "information out of the
strict course of official duty." Surely the
honorable member cannot expect, from
any Government .officer, information not
strict.ly within the control of that oificer.
If he requires such information, he shoutd
apply to the Minister at the head of the
depat·tment, through whom, if the information desired can be supplied, it will be
afforded.
ELECTORAL ROLL·STUFFING.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I wish to call the
attention of the Attorney-General "to
the fact that there has been an audacious
attempt at roll-stuffing in the electoral
district of South Bourke," by two persons-the one named Robert Stirling
Anderson, the other named Andrew Sutherland-the latter being in the commission
of the peace -and I trust I shall be
able to make out such a prima facie
case as regards that att.empt as will induce
the House and the Government to take
some action in order to protect the electoral
privileges of the people. Beginning with
the first, I know. Mr. Anderson to be the
owner and occupier of a paddock, consisting of ten or twelve acres, upon the
Cotham-road. That paddock was pur·
~hased by Mr. Anderson not many mont.hs
ago. I am sure I am outsi-de the mflrk
when I say that he bought it at £50 per
acre. I llave had daily opportunities,
when passing, of knowing in whose oc-
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cupation that paddock is. To the hest of
my belief it has never ceased to be in
the possession of .Mr. Andet·son. He has
taken crops off it within a short time, and
he has had cattle grazing upon it within
the last day or two. I was informed,
being a resident in the distt'ict, that a
person named Alexander-a person who,
I believe, is very notorious in this city as
a person of not very reputahle character
-who has been found, I helieve, a more
fitting agent to occupy the position of
secretary to the Free Trade League than
the honorable gentleman who previously
occu pied that office-carried to the Kew
Borough Council a list of the names of
persons who, he asserted, had become the
lessees, at a yearly rental, of t.his paddock.
These names I have now before me. They
consist in all of some seventeen or eighteen.
Well, this paddock has been nominally
divided into half-acre lots, which are let
professedly for building purposes, and
these persons claim to be pllt on the rate·
payers' roll, at the minimum rating, in
order that they may acquire the municipal and electoral franchise. Perhaps I am
in error in saying that these persons
are parties to what this Mr. Alexander
has done on theil' behalf. At the meeting
of the Kew Council, as I am informed,
exception was taken to these names; and
the proceeding was denounced by members
of the council as a scandalous at.tempt to
invade the franchise of the borough, both
municipal and electoral. Mr. Andel'son
was referred to in order to know whether
he personally had sanctioned the attempt.
A messenger was sent to that gentleman,
with the inquiry whether it was correct
that these persons were in the occupation
of this paddock? The list was returned
with these words ..,written inside the
envelope by Mr. Anderson, and bearing
his initials :-" This is quite correct."
Mr. Andet'son has also another pad.
dock facing the Bark ly-road.
The
land is not at all suitable for building;
indeed it is of 110 more value than the
·other. The same practice has been followed in this case. I am not in a posit.ion
to state that the names were tendered
to the council or put on the list of
claimants by the individuals themselves.
I have reason to believe that some of these
persons are not parties to the proceeding;
that they know nothing of it; that it has all
been dono by -this agent of the Free Trade
League - this man Alexander - under
the sanction of Mr. Anderson, but without
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the cognizance of the persons named. The
names for the, land in the Cotham-road are
-James Hope, of Windsor; Stephen
Kentley Hobbs, confectioner, of South
Yarra; William Gilmour Murray, a
gentleman connected, I believe, with
the firm of Bright Brothers; Joseph
Hicks, of Windsor; Charles Lewis,
of Prahl' an ; Thomas Broadbent, of
Prahran; B. B. Nicholson, of St. Kilda;
William Creeth, of St. Kilda ; and Joseph
Lewis Clarke, of Brunswick. There is
another name, the name of a member of this
House-George B. Kerferd-but I believe
that, in quoting his name, J. may be doing
the honorable member an injustice, because
I believe there is a house upon the land,
and the claim in his case may therefore be
honafide. The names in respect to the land
on the Barkly-road are those of William
Farrage, of Melbourne; William Henderson Glen, of Collins street; William Law,
of Melbourne; Thomas Reed, of Melbourne, and Henry Youngman, of South
Yarra. This list was sent by the Kew
Council to Mr. R. S. Anderson, to ascertain if it was correct, and if these persons
were lessees of the land; and, if I ani
credibly informed, this list was returned
with the following words written inside
the envelope :-" This is quite correct.R. S. A." Now, no visible acts of ownership have been exercised upon this land;
there has been no survey, and there are no
partitioning fences-nothing, indeed, to
indicate but what it has hitherto been,
namely, a grazing paddock. With regard
to Mr. Andrew Sutherland, he is the occupier of a paddock worth £30, or at the outside £40, per acre, situate at the extreme
end of Kew, next to Hale's nursery. This
land I know, from actual purchase of land
contiguous. A document was transmitted
to the Kew Council in the same form, and
for the same purpose as the others, in the
writing of Mr. Alexander, and signed, I
am credibly informed, by Mr. Andrew
Sutherland himself.
The names are,
Andrew Sutherland, M. A. Alexander,
Frederick Peterson, Charles E. Brown,'
William Law, and, Thomas Reed. I am
glad that the Kew Council, impressed with
the fact that this was a deliberate fraud
perpetrated by certain parties for the purpose of stuffing the roll, were not disposed
to put these names on the roll. But the
point to which I desire to call the attention
of the Attorney General is the intention
of these parties, because I sayThe SPEAKER.-The honorable mem-
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bel' must not express an opinion when
putting a question of this kind.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-What I ask is
this-What are the powers possessed by
the Attorney-General for the prevention of
such attempts? The electoral law makes
the franchise of the people dependent, to a
great extent, on municipal councils; and if
a borough council chooses to put on the
roll the names of claimants of this sort,
unless the Attorney-General, as the custodian of the political privileges of the
country-(The Speaker-" The honorable
member is not in order")-and as a
Minister of the Crown, chooses to interfere,
I don't know what is to prevent the electoral roll of this country from being
swamped. I beg to ask the AttorneyGeneral what powers are possessed by him
for the prevention of such attempts, and
what course the Government intend pursuing in order to protect the electoral
pri vileges of the people? In conclusion,
I have to say that, if in the opinion of
this House, it is necessary that these facts
should be verified, I believe I am in a
position to prove them before a select committee, or in any other way that the
Attorney-General may think fit.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I must observe, in the outset, that the
Government are not, by law, the custodians of the franchise of the people. Although undoubtedly, both as members
of this House and as administrators of
the law, it is their duty to take a very
warm interest-and they do feel a very
warm interest-in the preservation of those
privileges, I would inform the honorable
member for South Bourke, in answer to
'his question, that the powers of the Government for the purpose referred to by
him are by law but small. In the case of
the electoral roll, the Government have
indeed certain powers by virtue of the
authority they possess, over the electoral,
registrars. If a registrar be guilty either
of a violation of the law, or of conniving
at a violation of the law, the Government
have a certain power over him, and it
would be the duty of the Government to
enforce that power. In the case of the
ratepaying electors' roll, the law places
no power in the hands of the Government. The, roll of rate';'paying e~ectors
is prepared in this way. There is a ratebook; from that the town clerk makes'
out the burgess list, as it is called. This
burgess list is revised by a local court
consisting of t,he mayor and assessors, and,:
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after revision, the town clerk makes out a
roll of ratepaying electors by copying the
burgess roll. This being the process, I do
not clearly see how the matter referred to
by the honorable member can have come
under the cognizance of the borough
council at all. The borough council had
no power in the matter. It is the duty of
the town clerk to make out the burgess
list, and it is the duty of persons whose
names may be inserted or not on the list
to appeal, not to the borough council, but
to a court consisting of the mayor and
assessors, whose duty it is to revise the
burgess list, by striking out names that
have been improperly inserted, and inserting oames that have been improperly
omitted. And after the burgess list becomes converted by this process into the
burgess roll, it is not in the power of the
town clerk to make any alteration. His
simple and plain duty is to make out
from that roll a list of the names which
should be inserted in the roll of rate paying
electors; and if he wilfully commits a
breach of duty he is liable to the criminal
law. If the town clerk improperly omits
a name, it is in the power of the person
whose name is improperly omitted to
summon the town clerk and have his
name inserted ; and if the town . clerk is
proved guilty of any wilful act of omission,
or of gross misfeasance or nonfeasance, he
is subject to a penalty. But these are the
only powers which the Government
possess in the matter. In reference to the
latter part of the question of the honorable
member, I believe that legislation is
necessary for the purpose of protecting the
electoral privileges of the people.
Mr. G. P. SMITH. - Perhaps the
Attorney-General will allow me to remind
him that one of these gentlemen is in the
commission of the peace.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I will first
answer the general question. I believe a
change in the law is necessary for the
purpose of protecting electoral rights. . A
large number of cases have been reported
to me=--it is not for me to say whether they
are well or ill-founded-of gross attempts
to commit a fraud upon the electoral law,
and manufacture votes, within the last
year and a half. These attempts have
been in most cases, if not in all, in refere1ice to the roll of rate paying electors;
and in all the cases they have proceeded
from that class which is s~d, on its own
behalf, to represent the intelligence and
Some
respectability of the country.
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legislation is, I believe, necessary for this
purpose; but, in the present state of public
business, I cannot assure the honorable
member that the Government will be
enabled immediately to bring in a Bill for
the purpose. With reference to the facts
which the honorable member for South
Bourke has brought under the attention
of the House, I am bound to say that he
has stated them with sufficient minuteness
and particularity to entitle him to claim
attention and consideration, not merely at
the hands of the Government but at the
hands of the House. He has made a
public statement on his own responsibility
as an individual member of this House;
and I must say that, if the conclusions
which the honorable member seems to
draw, and which he states the municipal
council have drawn, on the facts mentioned by him be correct, it is a case in
which neither the Government nor the.
House should remain inactive. I understand the honorable member to have stated
that some of the persons on behalf of
whom these applications were made did
not authorize them?
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I am under that
impression.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If that be so,
it certainly lends a strong colour to the
conclusion which it is stated the municipal
council have drawn, that this is an attempt
to evade the electoral law, and manuThe
facture votes for the borough.
Government have no power over this
electoral roll; but I will freely say that, if
a justice of the peace of this colony is
privy to an attempt of this kind, he is a
person who ought not to remain a justice
of the peace. And after the statement
publicly made by the honorable member
for South Bourke-made, too, with such
particularity-I shall certainly feel myself
called upon to submit his statement to
my honorable and learned colleague, the
Minister of Jsstice, and submit for his
consideration whether the magistrate, who
is stated to be one of the parties to this.
proceeding, should not be invited by my
colleague to offer an explanation of the
circumstances.
Mr. KERFERD.-Mr. Speaker, as I
have been personally alluded to by the
honorable member for South Bourke, perhaps you, sir, and the House will allow me
to make a short statement. I hope, for the
sake of the cause which the honorable member espouses, that he has better foundation
for his charges with regard to the other
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persons whose names have been mentioned
than he has with regard to myself. I am
the lessee of the house on tbe land referred
to. I have covenanted to pay the l'ntes,
and, having paid all rates accl'U:ng, I have
a perfect right, as I til ink the Attorney·
General will admit, to be placed on the
ratepayers' roll.
MI'. G. P. SMITH.-I made no charge
of fraud against the honorable member. I
expressly exempted him.
Mr. EDWARDS then called the attention of t.he Attorney-General" to an audacious attempt at roll-stuffing in lhe Brunswick division of the South Province. by
two persons, named respectively John
Macgregor, senior, and John Macgregor,
junior; and also to the fact that t.he latter
is a Minister of the Crown," with a view
to ask the honorable and learned gentleman "What powers are possessed by him
. for the prevention of such attempts, and
what course the Government intend pursuing in order to prote~t the electoral
privileges of the people?" The honorable
gentleman said-It may be apparent to
the Houset.hat I have fi'amed my question
in almost the identical lunguage used by
the honorable member for South Bourke
in putting his ql1estion.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order in making a speech
when putting a question.
Mr. EDWARDS.-It appears that the
honorttble membfr for South Bourke was
in order in making a speech. If the
Speaker tells me that the honorable member can speak, and that I cannot-The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is at libertv to state facts.
Mr. EDV'{ ARDS.-I ask for no further
pridlege than that which has been accordeu to the honorable member for South
Bourke. If that is not granted to me, I
shall want to know the reason why. I
adopted the same phraseology to that used
by the honorabl~ member for South Bourke,
and I gave notice of the question in consequence of the action ta!{en by that honorable member. I thought it was not a
proper practice.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is certainly not in ordel'.
Mr. EDWARDS.--I will ask the House
to allow me to proceeu. I thought it most
improper to allow chnrges like those made
by the honorable member for South Bourke
to be embodied in a mere notice of question-charges against gentlemen who are
not members of this House, and cannot be
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here to defend themsel ves-charges which
must certainly attach to them for a. certain
time. It is not the propel' way to obtain
information, for a que~tion of this kind to be
put-and by a banister-to the Att.orneyGeneral. The Attorney - General must
admit that the infol'mation desired by the
honorable member could have been obtained
by means of a more courteously-worded
notice than this. I think it insulting.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-MI·. Speaker, I
object to the honorable member proceeding
with these renulrks.
The SPEAKER.-I have already stated
distinctly enough what is the rule of t.he
House. The honorable member should
confine himself to a statement of .facts.
But, if the HOl,tse choose to give the honorable member greater latitude, I cannot
interfere.
Mr. EDWARDS.-I say that a more
courteously-worded question would have
elicited the information desirell. . I also
say that it is an improper and one-sided
state of things for an honorable member
to take ad vantage of his position in this
House, and embody, in a mere question,
accusations against persons who are not
here to defend themselves. In fi'aming
the question I am now about to ask, I
adopted the language of the honorable
member for South Bourke, with a view of
expressing the hope that a litt.le more esp1'it
de corps will be exhibi t.ed by honorable
members of this House, whether they agree
on public matters or not. We should act
towards each other in as courteous and
proper a way as is consistent with the
discharge of our duties. These attacks do
no good. On the contrary, they serve to
create feelings of bitterness, feelings which
are not alloweu to prevail in ordinary
society. Men are allowed to say, in this
House, things for which they would be
kicked out of a gentleman's parlour if those
things were said there. I agree with the
A ttomey-General, that legislation is required on this question. It is admitted
by the whole country that the electoral
law is deficient; alld I shall he only too
happy to support any measure which may
be brought in by the Government for the
object of preventing imposture either on
the one side or the ot.hel'. With reference to the matter which I desire to bring
unller the notice of the Attorney-General,'
I beg to quote t.he following extract from
the Spectator of the 20th October lust : "The Honorable J. Ma('grC'gor, Minister of
Mines, and his father, Mr. Macgregor, had take~
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out rights for the Council, as owners of freehold
property in Brunswick. The rate collector has
never been able to find any property for which
he could claim rates from either of these gentlemen, and therefore both their votes were
objected to. Notices were duly served on them,
but neither of them put in an appearance. It
appears that some time ago they possessed some
sort of interest in twenty acres of land, which
might be worth £50~ £600 j but this interest
they parted with many months ago. Yet the
Minister and his relative took out renewed
rights for this property, which did not belong to
them, but a few weeks since, and -we are informed actually voted at the election for the
South Province, on the third of the present
month. Mr. Rucker, who did not, as has been
stated, appear for Messrs. Macgregor, bnt who
was subprened by the objector to prove that
the property did not belong to them, offered to
the court an excuse for the Minister of Mines.
He said tha.t Mr. Macgregor had properties in
other parts of the province, hut, in deference to
the opinion of the Attorney-General, would not
insist on his right to add these together in order
to make a sufficient qualification. Mr. Hucker
did not say that Mr. Macgregor had any property
in llrunswick j we do not, therefore, see how the
fact of his having some elsewhere could justify
him in taking out a right for a place where he
had none."
I do not mean to say that the Minister of
Mines has been guilty of any impropriety.
Goodness knows whether there has been
any impropriety on the part of the pp.ople
who have been accused by the honorable
member for South Bourke. I move in the
matter chiefiywith the view of showing how
improper it is to deal with these things ex
parte. I might have dealt with the name
of the honorable mem ber for South Bourke;
I might have called attention to the fact
that, whereas, on the 17th July, the honorable member sold his property at Hawthorn,
and gave up possession, he subsequently
claimed to hava his name put on the roll
in respect of that property; that the
mayor and aSflessors told him that the
occupier was the pp.rson en~itled to be
rated; and that the claim was disallowed.
I might have shown that the honorable
member has been guilty of doing the very
same thing of which he accuses others.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I beg to give a
1Iat denial to the statement of the honorable member.
Mr. EDW ARDS.-I may add that
calling the attention of the AttorneyGeneral will not settle the matter; and I
trust the House will agree not to tolerate
such accusations for the future.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-:Mr. Speaker,
I think the House must have learnt, with
extreme surprise, from the ,honorable member, that he has purposely followed an
VOL. m.-2 F
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example which he is of opinion is unfair,
one-sided, and improperMr. EDWARDS.-For the purpose of
speaking to the question.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If for the
mere purpose of evading the rules and proceedings of this House, I think it aggravates the course pursued by the honorable
member. He has thought proper to comment in undue and severe terms on the
language of a previous question; and, entertaining that unfavorable opinion, he
deliberately follows not merely the spirit
but the very terms of a question, which he
states is a question that ought not to be
put in this House. But there is this
difference between the question I am now
called upon to onswer, and that which I
had to answer a few minutes ago. The
question previously asked. was founded on
a statement alleged to be known, so far
as inquiry had reached, to the honorable
member who put the question. The
present question is founded on a mere
statement which appeared in the newspapers several months ago, to the truth of
which the honorable member who puts the
question will not p1ed:re his own belief.
There is this further difference-that if an
honorable member thinks that a Minister
of the Crown has acted ei ther in his
public or private capacity in a manner unworthy of his position, it is always competent for him to bring the circumstances
under the notice of the House. But the
honorable member for Collingwood, instead
of doing that, asks a question which conveys an imputation upon a Minister of the
Crown, to which the honorable member
will not pledg-e himself even to a belief in
the truth. The answer I will give to the
hOllCJrable member is this, that until he is
prepared to rise in his place-which I
apprehend, from what he has already
stated, he is not prepared to do-to state
that the question which he has put on
paper is not known to him or believed by
him to be untrue and unfounded, I will
not answer the question.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I think, Mr.
Speaker, I have a right to offer a remark
or two on this subject. It is not correct,
as stated in the newspaper extract read by
the honorable member for Collingwood,
that I have ceased to hold property in
Brunswick. I have possessed property in
Brunswick for, I think, over six or seven
years, and I have not yet disposed of that
property• Under the former Electoral
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Act I deemed myself entitled to take qut
a right to vote for the Southern Province
for that property, in conjunction with
other property which I had in othe1' parts
of the same province. I diJ not take out
a. right in any other of the divisions of the
province. By virtue of that right I voted
at the last election for the . Upper House.
I had not the slightest idea that I had no
right to do so. However, I was served
with notice of objection.. I then looked
into the matter, and found that an
electoral registrar had no right to issue a
right in respect of property a portion of
which might be in another division. Being
unable to attend the court, I requested
Mr. Rucker, who had to attend, to state
the circumstances under which I had
become the holder of an elector's right.
At the time of the issue of the right the
electoral registrar was u~der the same
impression that I was, namely, that it was
competent for me to unite properties which
might be situate in different divisions of
the province, for the purpose of an elector's
right. I have here the eleetor's right
which was issued to me, and which states
that it was issued to me in respect of properties at Brunswick, Gardiner, and Cranbourne. I shall be happy to show this,
and to explain where the properties are
situate, to any honorable member who may
desire to be informed on the subject.
With regard to the other person alluded
to, I know that he is possessed of property
which is used as quarries, and for which
he receives a weekly rent of £2.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I desire to make
a persomi.l explanation. The honorable
member for Collingwood has charged me
with having done precisely that which I
charge other persons with doing. But
there is no foundation for this. Last year,
the Hawthorn Borough Council ventured
to strike from the burgess list of that
borough my n'ame and the names of forty
other ratepayers who had paid rates for
property in the borough, which, at the
time they paid the rates, they then occupied. I was in the occupation of. the
property, in respect to which my name
appeared on the burgess list, for several
months after I paid the rates, and those
rates did not expire until last month. I
bad removed to another part of the South
Bourke electoral district-namely, Kewbut I had no vote for that place; I claimed
no vote for myself, or on behalf of other
persons, before the revision court; but I
wanted to know whether the Hawthorn
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Borough Council were just.ified in striking
forty names from the municipal roll without coming to the revision court, and I
demanded that my name should be restored
-first, because, having paid rates, I waS
in legal occupation; and secondly, because,
if my name could properly be objected to,
the town clerk could ..,ve put it in the
burgess list, and then have raised the
objection, to be dea.lt with openly in the
revision court. I protested against the
mayor sitting in borough council and
striking out my name, and then sitting in
the revision court to confirm his own
decision.
The subject then dropped.
PETITION.
Mr. KYTE presented a petition from
certain working hatters of' Melbourne,
calling attention to the advisability of
retaining the measurement duty of 4s. per
foot upon hats.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
FOURTH ~IGHT.

The debate on the motion for the House
to resolve itself into Committee of Ways
and Means, and on Mr. Richardson's
amendment thereon, condemning the proposed alterations in the Tariff, was then
resumed.
Mr. LEVI.-Mr. Speaker, there is only
one point in the address delivered by the
Minister of Public Works to which I wish
to refer. Notwithstanding the assertions
made by my honorable friend, the member
for Sandridge, that, by the adoption of the
Tariff of last session, the intercolonial
trade bad been partially destroyed, the
Minister of Public Works stated last night,
in a rather hilarious manner, that at the
present time there was not such a thing
as an intercolonial steamer lying idle in
these waters. Now I have made it my
special business to ascertain whether that
statement 'was a truthful one. I find on
making inquiries that, in consequence of
the restrictions imposed on the commerce
of this port, five as fine, or almost as fine,
steamers as any that ha.ve traded between
the colonies are laid up at the present time.
These are the Havilah and the Edina, both
of which are laid up between Sandridge and
Williamstown; the South Australian,
which is in the Saltwater river; and the
Soucltays and the Barwon, which are at
the Queen's-wharf. Another ste~mer will
be here in a day or two, for which it is said
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there is not likely to be occupation. These
boats employ, on an average, from 35 to
50 hands each. The expenditure for the
whole of the provisions, and the bnlk of
the repairs and fittings, is made at this
port; and the interchange of commodities
with the various colonies naturally gives
employment to a number of labourinO'
people on the wharfs. All this trade i~ .
thoroughly destroyed. Therefore, either
the Minister of Public Works must have
been labouring under a gross mistake
when he made his statement last night, or
his knowledge of commercial matters, so
far as this colony is concerned, is unworthy
of credence, and undeserving the attention
of this House I now beg to call attention to a report published by one of the
wealthiest steam navigation companies in
an adjoining colony. That report is of an
unfavorable character, and this the directors attribute to "an unprecedented
depression of trade throughout the
colonies, and the passing of legislative
measures restrictive of commercial intercourse between this and the neiO'hbourinO'
communities I" I think with ~uch evf.
dence as that, with the apparent decline
in the prosperity of the country, with the
numerous complaints that we have had
from all quarters connected with the
shipping interest, there must be some
strong proof that a severe blow-a blow
from which it will take a tremendous 10nO'
time to recover-has been inflicted on ou~
intercolonial trade. Having made these
observations, Mr. Speaker, I shall now
apply myself as briefly as possible to the
question under the consideration of the
House-namely the amendment of the
honorable member for GeelonO' East on
the motion that you do leave the chair.
I shall have very little difficulty in makinO'
up my mind as to the view I ought to tak~
of this amendment, nor can any honorable
member, who has the interedt of the
country at heart, hesitate long if he acts
honestly, and as his conscience dictates.
After the struggle and turmoil which
attended the passing of the Tariff, all
sections of the community arrived at the
conclusi~n that, for three years at least,
peace nllght be amongst us. It seems,
however, that we are to haye a recurrence
to the strife of the past. When we refer
to the carefully prepared statements of the
Minister of Customs and the Treasurer
last year, condemnatory of ad valorem
duties, and remember that we are now
asked to adopt those duties, it must be'
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admitted that the Ministry are treating
~he country, through its representatives,
In a manner unparalleled in any other
British community. On January 19, 1865,
the honorable the Treasurer, alluding to
the measurement system, said~'I need not say that the object of proposing
thIS .system of applying the rate is to avoid, if
pOSSIble, ad valorem duties. One great objection
to ad valorem duties, in addition to those which
. I have mentioned, is the cost of collection.
The difference in the cost of collection would be
as much as 2! per cent. in favour of the system
of duties which the Government propose-that
is, whereas it will only cost Il! per cent. to
collect these rates, it would cost 5 per cent. if a
corresponding amount of revenue were to be
obtained by ad valorem duties."

In the long statement made-and involuntarily made-by the Minister of Customs,
I could not discover the slightest reason
for the Government abandoning the position they occupied in January, 1865.
What justification can there be? Is there
any to be found in the petitions which
have been presented to us, or in the appeals
which deputations from the trades which
have sprung up under the measurement
duties have been making? Indeed, I believe that Ministers are careless themsel ves
whet.her they revert back to measurement
duties or not. A conviction grows upon
me, as I read the replies given to the
various deputations, that item after item
will be yielded until the Tariff itself will
be absolutely withdrawn from this Chamber. There is one matter I would like to
touch upon as regards tl1e estimate of
revenue, and that is the large difference
between the revenue receipts, as given in
the return published in the Government
Gazette, and the receipts as stated by the
Treasurer in his Budget speech. The
Gazette return, which purports to be a stateme~t of the total net revenue for the year
endmg the 31st December, 1~66, and which
is signed by "James McCulloch, 'Acting
Treasurer," gives a total of £2,948,429 3s.
The estimated income was £3,186,265,
so that the deficiency is £137,836. But
in the statement made by the Treasurer
the deficiency was represented as £30,000
01'.£31,000.
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member is taking a somewhat unusual course,
but I have no objection to give him the
information. The statement which the
honorable member refers to i~ the published statement of estimated receipts and
actual receipts to the end of the year
1866. Now that statement is quite correct.
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It is a statement required by the Audit
Act, and it sets forth, under the various
heads, the revenue received during the
year. But the honorable member must be
aware-and if not, I will now inform himthat during the first three months of every
year large sums are received under the
various heads of revenue on account of the
year preceding; and, in making a calculation of the deficiency or surplus in any
year, it has always been necessary, of
course, to take into consideration the
amounts received after the end of December on account of that year. The amount
so received in 1867, on account of 1866,
makes up the difference between the
statement which appears in the Gazette
and the statement which I made to honorable members in Committee of Ways and
Means.
Mr. LEVI.-If that is the system
hitherto adopted, it is a most extraordinary system. The Gazette is supposed
to contain a faithful record of the whole
amount of revenue received, with the
increase or decrease, from the original
estimate. A system has been endeavoured
to be carried out, of obtaining the
Treasurer's statement in Novemb/er, and if
that could be done the country would be
largely benefited.
Mr. VERDON.-If the statement were
made in November, it would be necessary
to substitute estimates for actual receipts,
and therefore the statement would not be
so correct as when it is made after the
termination of the year, when we know
actually what our receipts are.
Mr. LEVI.-Can the honorable gentleman state whether there are any items
still to be received on account of the year
1866 ?
Mr. VERDON. - No considerable
amount remains to be received.
Mr. LEVI.-There is one matter to
which I have still to call attention. It is
the £61,617 16s. 6d. mentioned in the
ninth annual report of the Audit Commissioners as duties uncollected. That
sum appears to have dropped out of the
Treasurer's statement, and out of the
Government Gazette. I am not aware
whet.her there is any official record that
the amount still stands to the credit of the
country os a debt to be collected, or
whether the Government have felt disposed to take a sponge al1dwipe it out.
Had the Treasurer had this item of
£61,000 to add to his little balance of
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£1,100, he would have been able to tell a far
more flattering tale. To the loss of it we
must in part attribute the grievous taxation with which it is now proposed to
oppress the people. It is a perfect disgrace
that no steps have been taken t.o collect so
large a sum. This House, it is true, has
taken a certain action in the matter, but I
have yet to learn that, in the absence of a
Bill of'Indemnity, the House by constituting a committee, or the Government by
appointing a commission, can forego the
collection of money due to the State. In
1863, a paltry amount of gold export duty
had to be remitted on the bridal gift to Her
Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, and
it was found necessary to place that paltry
amount on the Estimates, in order to obtain
the sanct.ion of both branches of the Legislature. But no notice whatever is taken of
the enormous sum of £61,000. That nice
little bonne bouche for one section of the
community is supposed to be forgotten by
the others. I do not desire to speak with
acerbity, but I feel strongly on this subject, and I maintain that, in the present
impoverished condition of our fimtnces,
it is imperative on Ministers to undertake
the task of collecting the money. 'Ye
have been informed that the amount due
on bonds is almost all collected, and perhaps, if the attempt were made, there might
be an equal degree of success in the
recovery of the larger sum. Referring
to the list which exhibits the different
articles under their respective heads,
and which enables us to judge of the
operation of the new Tariff, I find that
in twenty-eight ite.ms there has been
an increase of £276,000, and that in
twenty-one there has been a decrease 'of
£l66,000. I cannot shut my eyes to
the fact that some local industries must
have been slightly benefited by the
change which has taken place, and I am
sure that, if the Government had selected
those industries which the country is
desirous should receive incidental protection-if they had prvposed substantial
duties on some twenty articles -those
honorable members who advocate freedom
of commerce would have yielded with
more heartiness to such a proposal than
they can do to the proposition to tax from
800 to 1,000 articles. I have no hesitation
in declaring that I would far sooner support a thoroughly protectionist Ministry
which would tax from fifteen to twenty of
the articles we are capable of producing
here, than I would consent to the proposed
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Tariff. Possessing as I do firm and strong
free trade convictions, I consider that I
should be carrying out those convictions
by obtaining the admittance of 800 articles
free, while only twenty or five and twenty
would be protected. If a union is contemplated-and I may plead a certain amount
of ignorance on the subject - between
the two !3xtreme sections of the House,
the protectionists and the free t.raders,
that union will certainly not be more disgraceful than the co~lition which took place
on the formation of the present Ministry. At
that timea cry was sent forth, loud and long,
that the Minister-'of Lands, Mr. Duffy,
went in for repudiation. The machinery
of the Land Act had broken down, and,
in order to obtain the rent which the
pastoral tenants were originally required
to pay, it was proposed to fall back on the
old assessment system. When that proposal was made, what did we find? Why
that intrigues had taken place, and that
gentlemen who bad long been sitting sideby-side with me-the present Chief SeCl'etary and the present Minister of Customs
among them-were prepared to join the
Opposit.ion, and to do battle to the death
in order to avoid repudiation. And what
is proposed but repudiation now? A
Tariff which, according to its promoters,
was to bestow prosperity on the colony
was forced on us, and after an existence
of a few months it is to he repudiated.
Why, then, should honorable members on
the Opposition side not feel that they
will be acting judiciously in joining with
the protectionists in an amendment,
which, if carried, might cause the Ministry to resign? Not that I think such
a calamity would happen, even if three
motions of want of confidence were carried. I say this because the Minister
of Customs, in the earlier part of his
address, spoke of being tired of office, and
of resignation in the event of any alteration in the Tariff; but toward::; the conclusion a remarkable change came over
him, and he stated that the Government
would not resign, but would aecept both
alterations and modifications. The amendment has struck terror into the Minist.erial
ranks, and Ministers ,themselves are going
about promising honorable members on
every hand whatever concessions will
please their constituents. To show how
this Tariff will benefit the local manufacturer, I may mention that I have been
waited upon by the representative of a
firm engaged in the manufacture of paper
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bags. They have imported machinery
valued at £4,000; they employ from thirty
to forty hands, and they have secured, not
only the Victorian market, but also an
intercolonial trade to the extent of onethird of their operations. I was assured
that the ad valorem duty on paper, which
is equivalent to £2 per ton, would destroy
their intercolonial trade, and would otherwise so cripple them that they would have
to close their establishment. Many traders
have declared to me that it will be absolutely necessary for them to keep a special
custom-house clerk, so harrnssing are the
new regulations; and I am sure that, if
the choice were afforded them, our merchants would far rather pay a poll-tax of
from £200 to £500 per head than they
would accept the present scheme. I do
not think that the country is prepared to
accept the Government proposal; and I
would press upon protection members the
propriety of fixing the Government to a
definite proposal. Either let the Government state distinctly what alteration they
will make, or let those honorable members,
Mr. Speaker, vote for your not leaving the
chair. If, sir, honorable members are
cajoled into permitting you to leave the
chair, the debates in committee will extend so far into the session that at last
we shall have to yield almost everything.
It is said that the Opposition desire to
prolong this debate. I admit that it is
not desirable that so important a matter
should be permitted to pass with two
or three nights' discussion. In a few days
I believe a strong feeling will spring up
in all parts of' the country against the
Government scheme. The country will
demand that the industries which have
been called into existence shall not be
destl'oyed, that more encouragement shall
be afforded to some few industries to be
named, and that in other respects we shall
have a free port, I am anxious, however,
that trade should not be crippled during
the few weeks this measure may be under
consideration, and I would strongly urge
on the Minister of Customs to consider
whether drawbacks cannot be allowed, so
that business transactions with the adjacent
colon~es may not be prohibited, or even
restricted. If Ministers will not do this,
discredit will attach to them more readily
than they imagine. It is to our continued
fiscal changes that I attribute what I
consider the non-success of our loan
The country
on the English market.
does not yet understand the circumstances
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under which this loan has been placed.
I do not wish to det.ract from the merits

of the Treasurer, who has made every
endeavour to afford speedy information
ot' the result of his mission; but it
cannot be forgotten that, in 1859 and in
successive years, the people of England
paid this colony a premium of eight
sovereigns for every £lOO debenture.
There is an impression that we obtained
£102 lOs. for our waterworks debentures,
but the fact is that we got less than £100.
Moreover, the credit of this colony is so
much depreciated, that English capitalists
would not take up the loan at the minimum which was fixed, and French capital
took it up instead. Eight years ago, when
Europe was in a very disturbed state, and
money was scarce, our debentures sold at
from £110 to £111, which, deducting
accrued interest, netted £ L08, so that
since then our credit has declined at the
rate of 1 per cent. per annum. I do not
think that the decline has been so
gradual as this. I am rather inclined
to believe that English capitalists have
been paying attention to our fiscal proceedings of late. It is true that the
applications were about three times in
excess of the amount we required, but
the're is nothing. wonderful in that. At
the very same time the applications for
the New Zealand loan were ten times in
excess of the amount required.
Mr. VALE.-At what price.
Mr. LEVI.-At an equally remunerative price, considering that the New Zealand loan bore 5 per cent interest, and the
Victorian loan 6 per cent., and considering
that the New Zealand" loan had been once
rejected by the public. Besides, half the
applications for the' Victorian loan were
under par. The lowest and highest prices
are stated in the London commercial intelligence of the Argus to have been £88
and £104 lOs. As I have already mentioned, the loan did not realize par,
although the country believes it did. The
£2 lOs. which is regarded as a premium
really represents accrue4 interest. It does
not appear, therefore, that the administration of our public affairs has redounded
much to our commercial credit. No
doubt we shall always be able to obtain
money for reproductive works. The
banking institutions would have done as
well in this instance without the Treasurer,
and in all probability they will always be
able to secure' capital ii'om some one
part of the world to _take up our

General Carey.

debentures at or slightly under par. I
find that, in a letter addressed to the
chairman of the associated banks in 1860,
and signed by Mr. James McCulloch it is,
stated that the price then obtained for
our debentures (£110) was not considered
sati sfactory.
At this stage Mr. LOVE called attention to the state of the House.
After wait.ing the usual time, 'it was
found that there was not a quorum present,
arid the Speaker, at eighteen minutes past
six o'clock, declared the House adjourned
until Tuesday, February 19.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 19, 1867.
Brigadier-General Carey-South-Western Province ElectionThistle Nuisance-Refreshment Rooms-Import Returns.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twelve
minutes past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
BRIGADIER-GE~ERAL

CAREY.

The PRESIDENT stated that he had
presented to Brigadier-General Carey the
address adopted by the Council, and that
General Carey had made the following
reply:"Brigade Head Quarters,
"Melbourne, 13th February, 1867.
" SIR,-It affords me great satisfaction to re.
ceive the address which you now present to me
from the Legislative Council of Victoria.
"I beg that you will do me the favour to
convey to the honorable members of that House
my grateful acknowledgments for the honour
which they have conferred upon me, tJ.nd for the
complimentary and kind expressions with which
they have been pleased to address me.
"1 have the honour to be, sir,
"Your most obedient humble servant,
"GEORGE JACKSON CAREY,

,. Brigadier-General, Commanding Troops,
.. Australian Colonies."
The Hon. G. W. COLE presented the
following message from His Excellency
the Governor : .. The Governor informs the Legislative Council that he will, with pleasure, transmit to the
::;ecretary of State, with a view of its being conveyed to His Royal Highness the Commanderin-Chief, a copy of the address from the Legislative Council to t.he Honorable Brigadier· General
Carey, C.B.
" Government Offices,
" Melbourne, February, 1867."

Thistle
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SOUTH-WESTERN PROVINCE
ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT intimated that, on
the 15th February, he received a petition
from one Robert Lewis, against the return
of the ~on. George Rolfe as a member for
the South-W·estern Province.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY moved that
the p~tition be referred to the Elections·
and Qualifications Committee.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion.
The Hon. G. ROLFE. -Is it not necessary that the petition should be read, in
order that the House may learn the
grounds of the objection?
.
The PRESIDENT.-The petition will
be printed in the Gazette.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Is the petition to go to the committee, then, without
honorable members knowing anything
about it?
The CLERK read the petition.
The Hon. G. ROLFE called attention
to an irregularity in the setting forth of
the names mentioned.
The PRESIDENT.-The House cannot deal with the petition now. If there
is any irregularity in it, the honorable
member can take advantage of the fact in
committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I do not know
whether there is any provision by which
my request can be met, but I would beg
to be excused from service on the Elections and Qualifications Committee, on the
abstract principle that no one should
adjudicate upon a matter in which he
is personally interested. I am interested
to the extent that I voted at the SouthWestern Province election, and, without
offence to either party, I may say that
I am interested in the result. On
this ground I would be glad, if it is
consistent with the practice of Parliament, to be· relieved from sitting on the
committee.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-1
do but express the personal belief of all of
us when I say that, whatever the position
of the honorable member (Mr. Sladen) may
be, he would prove. an unbiassed judge.
Still, though his wish may arise from a
feeling of over-delicacy, it is one which
should be respected. I, therefore, move.
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that the honorable member's name be
taken off the list of the committee.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL seconded
the motion.
The PRESIDENT.-1 find that it is
competent for the honorable member to
resign his seat on the committee, but the
resignation will, not take effect for three
days after his sending the letter to me,
"nor until the appointment of another
member" in place of the one so resigning.
As the committee cannot sit unless it is
fully constituted, and as the honorable
member cannot resign after the first sitting,
I would be glad to learn his intention
before calling the committee together.
Mr. SLADEN intimated that he would
forward his resignation to the President.
THISTLE NUISANCE.
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-In giving
notice of my questions-If the Government have had their attention drawn to
the thistles luxuriating in the reserve
round the Treasury-buildings and Printing
office, and in the adjacent streets?
whether the Government consider themselves responsible under the "Thistle
Prevention Statute, 1865?" and, if not,
to whom are the public to look for redress
against the nuisance ?-1 did not desire
that the application of those questions
should be confined to the reserves about
the Treasury-buildings. I only selected
the most palpable case-a case in which.
the thistles are growing under the V&ilY;
eye of the Government. I intended b.h~.
questions to apply equally to all reSil!"~S;';
because, if the Governm.ent allow ~is.tle~
to grow under their eyes, Q . .fprtil?.ri~.
thistles will not be removed. fil'i:>.n1... t~e,.
various reserves scattered tlw@.uiftou~ the,.
colony. Priva;te -persons m.eli it'. a. great~
hardship that th.ey sh~li1{c\~ b~., li;able to.
severe penalties if t~ fail' to: er~dicate,
thistles on thei·r proPEtl-ties, and that their:
expenditure should tll,~IhQe rendered uselesSi
by the growth of th.i~tl~s, ip the Government reserves.
Th~r~, ia. ~ ~l.ause under
which Gover~rnell;~ coql!l Q~. lj~uired to
remo.ve the thl stle~,. o~ nqtiGe 1?~i.ljl.g given,
but l~ would be. Llnpr~ctica.bl~ ~Q P'1;1;$ dl,Q
mUChlll€.ry in mQtiol}. so as to apply tQ
every l~ttle resel'\-;e in th~ colony. l
would lIke tu Know., ~herefore, what redress t~ose peJ;'so:J;l.s have w.ho keep theil;'
propertIes clear" wl,ti.\.e just outside thistles
are growing on Goverm:nel:l,t reserv-es ?
The Hon. Go. \V .. COLE.-l'o the ho~or.
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able member's first question I have to
reply, that the Public Works department
will destroy any thistles to be found in the
Pa.rliament House reserves. To the other
questions I have no answer, but I may
have by next meeting. The honorable
member has confirmed my belief that the
Thistle Prevention Act is a great nuisance.
It cannot be complied with, for a man
might just as well be called upon to
destroy all the weeds which infest his land.
:Moreover, as one honorable member told
us, thistles are of benefit to sheep and
cattle. All the sheep at the back of
Williamstown would have been lost lately
had they not had thistles to eat down.
The Thistle Act and the Scab Act are
,two great nuisances, and ought to be
repealed.
RATEPAYERS' RETURN.
The Hon. W. HIG HETT asked the
honorable member representing the Government when the ratepayers' return,
moved for during the previous session,
would be laid on the table of the House?
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I received
the return a long t.ime ago, and the impression was that it was presented in due
course. There has been a mistake somewhere. Inquiries have been made, and
no doubt the error will be rectified next
time the House sits.
REFRESHMENT ROOMS COMMITTEE.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT brought up
a report from the Refreshment Rooms
(Joint) Committee, recommending the
laying down of a ~-inch water pipe for
the exclusive use of the stables.
On the motion of the honorable member,
the report was adopted.
IMPORT RETURNS.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN, with the
leave of the House, moved, without
notice"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the value of the following
goods imported during the year 1866, the
package rate charged. and the amount collected
on the same respectively:-Boots and shoes,
saddlery and harness, leather and leatherware,
machinery, paper and stationery, drapery, carriages, hats and caps, musical instruments,
haberdashery, furniture, hosiery, apparel and
slops, jewellery, oilmen's sto,res, millinery."

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to five o'clock, until Tuesday, February 26.

Grant to Lady Darling.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 19, 1867.
Proposed Grant to T..ady Darling-The Police Force-Local
Insolvency Courts-Importation of Green Fruits-Debate
on the Budget.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
MINING DEPARTMENT.
Mr. VALE, in compliance with an
order of the House, dated February 12,
presented a return, showing the cost of
alterations and additions in the offices of
the Mining departmen to
OFFICES RE~TED BY THE
GOVERNMENT.
Mr. VALE, pursuant to an order of the
House, made on the 24th of January, laid
on the table a return of all buildings
rented by the Government for public or
other purposes.
BRIGADIER-GENERAL CAREY.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented the following message from His Excellency the
Governol':"The Governor informs the Legislative Assembly that he will, with pleasure, transmit to
the Secreta:r:y of State, with a view of its being
conveyed to His Royal Highness the Commanderin-Chief, a copy of the address from the Legislative Assembly to the Honorable BrigadierGeneral Carey, C.B.
" Government Offices, Melbourne,
"19th February, 1867."

GRANT TO LADY DARLING.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented the following message from His Excellency the
Governor : "The Governor transmits to the r~egislative
Assembly the copy of II. dispatch received by
him by the last mail, from the Secretary of
State, in reply to the dispatch in which General
Carey, the Officer administering the Government, forwarded, for presentation to Her Majesty,
the address to Her Majesty, respecting the
proposed grant to Lady Darling, adopted by the
Legislative Assembly on the 8th May, 1866.
"The Legislative Assembly will observe that
the Secretary of State has been engaged in a
correspondence on the subject of that address
with Sir Charles Darling, which correspondence,
at the date of the dispatch. was not concluded.
" Government Offices, Melbourne,
" 19th February, 1867."

On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
The CLERK read the despatch, which
was as follows : "Victoria, No. 47.
"Downing street, Dec. 8, 1866.
"Sir,-I have received General Carey's dispatch, No.7, of the 26th of May, in which he
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forwarded an address to the Queen from the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, praying that
Her Majesty will be pleased to sanction the acceptance by Lady Darling of a sum of £20,000,
which a select committee of the Assembly have
recommended should be granted to her.
"I have hitherto delayed answering that dispatch, because I have been engaged in a correspondence on the subject with Sir Charles
Darling, which can hardly be said even now to
be concluded. I request that you will inform
the Speaker of the Assembly that the address
has been laid before the Queen, who was pleased
to receive it very graciously, but that I am unable to advise Her Majesty to accede to the
request which it conveys.
"The rule that a Governor should not receive
pecuniary or valuable presents from the inhabitants of the colony over which he presides,
either during the continuance of his office or on
leaving it, is expressly laid down in the colonial
regulations, and for obvious reasons it has
always been rigidly enforced. It is plain that
such a rule would be merely nugatory if it were
held that what the Governor was precluded from
receiving might properly be given to his wife.
"It is, under these circumstances, impossible
that Her Majesty should be advised to sanction
the literal or substantial violation of this rule
by any of her servants; or, on the other hand,
that the acceptance of the proposed gift should
be regarded otherwise than as a final relinquishment by Sir Charles Darling of that
service, and of all the emoluments or expectations attaching to it.
"I have, &c.,
(Signed)
"CARNARVON.
"Governor the Hon. SirJ. H. T.Manners Sutton."

Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker,
perhaps I may be allowed to say, with regard to this dispatch, that, as it appears
the correspondence between Sir Charles
Darling and the Imperial Government is
not yet concluded, the Government are
not in a position to know whether it is the
intention of Sir Charles Darling to continue his connexion with the Imperial
Government, or to relinquish that connexion. When the decision of Sir Charles
Darling is known, if it is his intention to
relinquish his connexion with the Imperial
Government, a message will be brought
down asking the House to reinstate the
vote of last year.
PETITIONS.
Mr. BOWMAN presented a petition
from W. R. Whitehorn, praying the
House to take his case, as set forth in the
petition, into consideration, and either
allow a drawback upon the raw material
entering into the manufacture of mining
and military fuse, or impose such duty on
the imported fuse as would place this
industry on a footing to compete with
foreign manufactures.
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Mr. DYTE presented a petition from
the officers and committee of the Ballarat
Central Farmers' League, praying the
House would increase the proposed duty
on imported grain, &c.
Similar petitions were presented by the
same honorable member, and by Mr.
WHEELER and Mr. FRAZER, from
certain farmers, agriculturists, and others.
THE POLICE FORCE.
Mr. BURROWES asked the AttorneyGeneral if it was the intention of the
Government to introduce a Bill this
session to amend the law relating to the
police force?
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said it was the
intention of the Chief Secretary to introduce a Bill for that purpose.
LOCAL INSOLVENCY COURTS.
. In reply to Mr. BURROWES,
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM intimated that, in
a Bill relating to insolvency, which would
be introduced at as early a date as possible,
the question of establishing local insolvency
courts would be dealt with.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Minister of
Customs when certain returns connected
with the imports and exports for 1866,
which the House, some weeks ago, ordered
to be laid upon' the table, would be produced?
Mr. ~'RANCIS said he could only
repeat the substance of a remark which he
made on a former occasion, namely, that
the returns for the first three quarters of
the year were posted up, but that the laRt
quarter could not be posted up during the
present month, 8:t least without employing
an additional staff of officers.
IMPORTED GREEN FRUITS.
Mr. JONES (in the absence of Mr.
LOVE) asked the Minister of Customs what
duty he was charging on imported green
fruits, and if he had made any arrangements with importers of green fruits, and
what that arrangement was?
lVlr. FRANCIS said he had been furnished with the following reply from the
department : "A deputation from the importers of green
fruits represented the loss which they would
sustain if they were not allowed to take away
their fruit immediately upon the arrival of the
importing vessels, especially when they arrived
before or after customs hours, or on Saturday.
The following temporary arrangement was
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therefore agreed to, in order to afford the necessary facilities to the trade: - The proper
officer to grant permission for the removal of
fl'uit, upon the owners or agents of the vessel
undertaking to pay (during the summer only
and to the end of May) the undermentioned
duties on the following descriptions of green
fruit, the same being based upon the value
thereof as summer fruit at the port of shipment,
with the usual addition of 10 per cent. added:Tasmanian and Auelaide fruits, 2d. per bushel,
and 1d. per half-bushel, with the exception of
filberts, which shall be charged I s. 3d. Sydney
fruits, excepting bananas and pine apples, 6d.
per bushel or case, 3d. per half-bushel or case,
qd. per quarter-bushel or case. Exceptional
packages to be charged upon the basis of the
value thereof. Bananas and pine apples at 10
per cent. on invoices. In addition to the above,
there is a. charge of 3d., 6d., and 9d. per case for
harbour and wharfage dues."

DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
FIFTH NIGHT.

The debate on the Budget, and on Mr.
Richardson's amendment, condemning HIe
proposed alterations in the Tariff, w.as
lI.'esumed.
Mr. LEVI.-W:p.en the H<>use was
-counted out on Thursday evening last,
to give an opportunity, probably, to the
Ministerial supportf.rs to attend to their
:respective duties, I was referring to the
loan which had recently been placed on
the English market. I was anxious to
point out that the feeling of Great Britain
in reference to this country had considerably altered within the last seven or eight
years; that, whereas some years ago we
were enabled to place our debentures on
the English market at a net premium of
8 per cent., in the late negotiation we
scarcely have been able to dispose of them
at par. Without wishing in any respect
to detract from the merit due to the
Treasurer for the manper in which he
performed his mission to England, I mnst
say that the corre~pondence which has been
placed on the table in reference to this
subject, shows that we cannot express our
satisfaction at the result of the Treasurer's
mission in such. glowing terms as some
would have us to do. I find that, notwithstanding the large expense which the colony
must necessarily incur in maintaining the
monitor and the block-ship which we are
to receive from England, the- ships themselves will not be vested in the Government of this country, nor will they, in
reality, belong to the colony at all. I find
that the sum of £15,000, which we are
entitled to receive from the Imperial
. Government for the cost of coal and stores
consumed by the Victoria during the New
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Zealand war, and the estimated value of
that ship~ £10,000, making in all a sum of
£25,000, is to be considered our proportion of the payment towards the cost of
the two war-ships which are to be sent
out to us. I also find that, in the conditions upon which the ships are granted to
us, it is specifically stated that we are to
provide the armament for the vessels, and
no doubt, as jntimated by the Treasurer,
we shall procure guns of the very best
description which it is possible to obtain.
The terms are fully detailed in a letter
written by Mr. Adderley to Mr. Verdon.
After observing that the Imperial Government "fully appreciate the advantage
which Her Majesty's naval force on that
station will derive from the maintenance
in Australian waters of an additional
British ship of war, at the expense of the
colony," Mr. Adderley states"The cost of the ship is not to exceed £125,000,
of which the colony will furnish £25,000. The
cost of armament is to be borne by the colony.
The maintenance, manning, and command of the
ship is to be undertaken by the Colonial Government, receiving such occasional aid as heretofore in the selection of such officers and men
from' home as may be asked for. It is clearly
understood that this ship is maintained for the
protection of the important British as well as
colonial interests that require naval defence in
the waters of the colony. She will, therefore, in
time of war, be under the command of the
Senior Naval Officer on the station, who, in the
event of any serious emergency, will not be precluded from withdrawing her for a time from the
immediate waters of the colony, in case the
general safety should, in his judgment, make
such a temporary withdrawal absolutely necessary. The colony will bear the cost of fitting
out this vessel, of conveying her to Melbourne,
and when there, of manping and maintaining
her, and in time of peace of using her as a training ship for a local naval force. Steps will be
at once taken by the colony for raising such a
force. If either of these "essels shall cease to
be maintained and used for the purposes for
whieh it is given. the property in it will revert
to Her Majesty's Government, discharged of all
the above stipulations. The graving-dock, now
in progress of construction at Melbourne, will be
completed to the necessary depth, and with the
necessary approaches, so as to receive the largest
vessels of war now built, and will be at the command of Her Majesty for any of Her Majesty's
ships that may require repair; and with this
object, Lord Carnarvon understands that the
colony will be ready, on the requisition of the
naval officer in command, to move any other ship
out in order to allow Her Majesty's ships to go
into the dock."

I advert to this to show that we shall have
to expend a very large sum of money
annually, in addition to the amounts which
now appear on the Estimates, for defensive
purposes, and what benefit, I ask, shall we
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gain? The vessels which are to be sent
out here for our protection are not to be
the property of the colony, but are to be
withdrawn at any time on the authority
of the officer in command of the station.
In reality, we shall simply have a, temporary loan of the ships. I consider that it
would have been far better to have had
the vessels constructed at our own cost;
because, as it is, we shall have to arm,
equip, and maintain them at the expense
of the colony, and yet only have the temporary loan of them. I will now, sir,
refer to the results of some of the estimates
of revenue for the past year, to show how
unreliable they were, and how unreliable,
it may be presumed, are the estimates of
the same items for this year. It bas been
stated that the amount of revenue obtained,
compared with the estimate, showed a
decrease on twenty-eight items and an
increase on twenty-one, which seems to
prove conclusively that no reliance can be
placed on the Treasurer's estimates of
revenue for the present year. There is
the same likelihood-in fact, more likelihood-of there being differences between
the ainounts estimated and the amounts
realized this year than there w~s last year.
Coming first to the estimate of revenue
under the head of spirits,. I may remind
the House that the Minister of Customs
stated that the Government anticipated
that, by the alteration by which they propose to levy a uniform duty on spirits
as of proof, they would realize about
£20,000 per annum extra from that
source. If the Minister of Customs
had taken the trouble to reflect for a few
moments, he must have seen that he was
thoroughly wrong in his calculation. I
believe that many mercantile firms have
expressed a desire that packages of spirits
imported into this colony should be dealt
with as of uniform quantity-that is, that a
case purporting to contain two gallons of
spirits should be charged duty on that
quantity. But the proposal which the
Minister of Customs makes has nothing to
do with 'the quantity, it has simply reference to the strength of the spirits. All
spirits, it is proposed, shall pay a uniform
duty of lOs. per gallon. Now what will
be the result of that alteration? The
:Minister of Customs and his colleagues
can surely never for a moment think that
the exporters of spirits to this colony will
continue to send out spirits 10 or 20 per
cent. under proof, to be charged the same
rate of duty as proof spirits r How is it
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possible that the Minister of Customs
could come to the conclusion that an additional revenue of £20,000 per annum
would be obtained by the alteration in the
mode of levying the duty on Spil'itS?
The result of the alteration will simply be
that, while the consumption of spirits will .
not decrease, the quantity imported will
be less, and the strength of the spirits will
be reduced after they are imported. Very
few members, I think, will disagree with
me that this item of £20,000 will be
entirely cast to the wind. If the proposed
alteration were to come into operation immediately, I could understand that an
increase of revenue might result from it;
but, as· it is not to come into operation
until the 1st of July next, the importers
of spirit.s will have ample opportunity of
communicating with the exporters in the
meantime, and thus prevent the country
obtaining this extra £20,000 of revenue.
The next item is that of wine. The anticipation of the Minister of Customs of the
revenue to be derived from that item may,
in all probability, be realized. The esti·
mated revenue from beer, ciuer, tobacco,
and other items, may also approach to
correctness; but seeing that, in past years,
deficiencies on several items have been
made up in other directions, the House is
entitled to some more reliable data than
honorable members have hitherto had.
We find that in the Customs de...
pnrtment alone, notwithstanding that
there was an ,absolute deficiency last
year in the revenue on fifteen items,
amounting in the aggregate to something
like £20,469, yet there was an excess
on other items, which left a net ill crease
on the whole of £4,694. No explanation has been given of the cause of
these discrepancies.
The same remark
applies to the excise revenue.
I have
very little doubt that the revenue obtained
from excise duties ought to have been
much greater last year than it was. I
believe that there is a very large amount
of illicit distillation going on in the country. I do not wish to speak disrespectfully of any of the excise officers, but I
believe that if a stricter supervision was
maintained, and a larger number of officers
employed, if necessary, the revenue from
excise would be considerably increased.
The next head to which I will refer is that
of territorial revenue. I must express my
astonishment at the Government having
taken upon themselves last year to sell

lands in ex.cess of the estimate, to the
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extent of £80,569; and I believe that
neady the whole of that amount was
obtained within the last two 01' three
weeks of the year. I find that rents and
selections have realized £20,853 more than
was estimated; fees, leases, and licences
show an increase of £19,075 ; miners'
rights, an increase of £1,442; business
licences, an increase of £712. On the
other hand, the pastoral rents have realized
£5,192 less than the estimate, a:nd rents
under the Amending Land Act show
a deficieney of no less than £73,868.
I suppose that in a short time we
shall hear whether any portion of this
latter item is likely to be paid into
the Treasury, or whether the leases
have been absolutely forfeited, and the
lessees compelled to abandon the land
and lose the money which they may have
invested in it. I have referred to these
figures for the purpose of showing the
unreliable character of the Treasurer's
estimates. Nothing can be more startling
than to find Ministers miscalculating to
such an extent as upwards of £70,000 in
one item of revenue. The revenue derived
from public works might also be referred
to as showing a very large deficiency on
the estimate. Fines and forfeitures have
been less, and" miscellaneous" considerably
more than the amount estimated. A comparison of the revenue and Estimates for
the past year will, I think, show a greater
discrepancy than in any year s'ince I have
had the honour of being a member of the
House. Are the Estimates for this year,
then, reliable? Have they been prepared
with such care and sound judgment that
the people of the country will not have, at
the expiration of another financial year, to
be asked to consent to another change in
the Tariff in order to supply a deficiency
in the revenue? The scheme of taxation
which has been proposed this year has
been submitted because we want more
money.
We are told that a certain
sum of money must be raised, and that
to the Customs alone must we look to
obtain it. But the mode in which it is proposed to obtain the money, is one that is
inimical to the best interests of the country.
Certain industries, no doubt, have been a
little raised by the Tariff of 1865. I
alluded to one such industry on the last
occasion that I addressed the House;
and, though that may be called a trifling
industry, I would remind honorable members,that numerous small industries in the
aggregate give employment to a considerMr. Levi.
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able number of persons. A question was
asked this evening in reference to the
importation of green fruit. I have been
informed that, since the alteration made by
the last Tariff in the duties imposed on
imported jams, fruit has been imported
into this colony for the purpose of being
manufactured into jam. Jam manufactories
have been established, and certain fruits
which cannot be grown to advantage in
this colony have been imported in large
quantities, duty free, and have formed the
raw material for those manufactories,
which have been able to compete successfully with imported jams. J believe
that if the Tariff now contemplated
becomes law, it will destroy the interest
to which I have alluded, and the jam
manufacturers will be compelled to close
their establishments. Other members will
be able to point to other manufactories
which will have to be closed, simply
because no discrimination whatever has
been made in the proposed Tariff, and
that raw materials are to be taxed just
according to the view of the Minister of
Customs. There is one item in the proposed Tariff which calls for special attention, and, having alluded to that, I shall
leave other honorable members to deal
with other items. I refer to the duty
proposed to be levied upon wheat and
flour. ,I have listened to the petitions
presented by honorable members to-night,
requesting an additional duty to be placed
upon those articles.' I believe that no
class of the people of this country are more
entitled to consideration at the hands of
Parliament than the farmers. I do not
say that I am prepared to yield to a heavy
dut.y upon imported breadstuffs, ,but I am
prepared, as I have previously stated, to
support' a distinct policy that will tax
twenty or twenty-five articles which can
be produced in this count/'y, in preference
to giving my support to a scheme of
taxation extending over the numerous
articles that the proposed Tariff embraces.
And believing, as I do, that the farmer of
this country is incapable to a great extent
of relying upon the results of his labour;
that he is in an entirely different position
to that of the artizan, who completes his
labour and gets paid for it at regular intervals ; that his occupation is much more
uncertain, because it is in a great measure
dependent upon nature-believing this,
I say that, if protection is to be the policy
of the people of this country, the farmer
is the first who should receive considera-
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tion at the hands of Parliament. I am
informed that, in consequence of the proposed duty on grain and flour, millers have
already advanced the price of flour £2
per ton. The amount expected to be realized by the duty on flour is £8,000.
Now, I have made it my business to inquire what will be the effect of this duty
on the people of the colony. It may here
be not inappropriate for me to refer to the
statement made by the Minister of Public
Works, in which he represented that there
was not at present an intercolonial steamer
lying idle in our waters. I have already
named five steamers which are lying idle,
and I have since been informed that I might
have added one or two more. The Minister of Pu blic Works stated that the
population of the colony has increased
from 540,000 in 1861 to 640,000, and
that he considered that increase of population justified an increase in the national
expenditure from £3,000,000 in 1861 to
something like £3,500,000, or an increase of
about haIfa million. The Minister ofPubIic
Works is so well posted up in commercial
matters that he is at all times ready to
jump up and question the accuracy of the
figures of my honorable colleague (Mr.
Langton); but if, when alluding to the
increase of the population, he had taken
the trouble to refer to the statistics, he
would have found that during the five
years from 186 L to 1865 inclusive, there
were no less than 123,352 births in the
colony. During the same period there
were 49,452 deaths; and it also appears
from the Registrar-General's returns for
1866 that there were 24,943 births during
that year and 12,809 deaths. It would
appear, therefore, that out of the increase
of 100,000 in the population which has
taken place since 1861, 85,000 is accounted for by the number of children
which have been born in excess of the
deaths which have taken place. I cannot
Bee how the Minister of Public Works
can justify an increased expenditure of
half a million per annum on this ground.
Now, sir, I was about to observe that the
price of the 41b. loaf has been raised
ld., namely, from 6d. to 7d., within
the last day or two, and t.he reason of
this increase of price is attribu ted to
the fact that a duty of 20s. per ton
is to be placed on flour. Estimating that
700 loaves can be made out of a ton of
flour, an increase of Id. per loaf will give
a total increase of £2 18s. 4d. which the
customers will have to pay on every ton of
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:flour. A careful calculation has been
made by a gentleman connected with the
bread trade, who is well qualified to arrive
at .a correct conclusion, of the quantity of
bread consumed in the colony, and he esti.
mate3 it at five-eights of a lb. per day for
each man, woman, and child. Taking the
population a.t the figure given by the Minis·
ter of Public Works, namely, 640,000,
and allowing each person to consume on
an avera.ge five-eights of a lb. of bread
per day, and that 700 loaves can be made
out of a ton of :flour, the quantity of :flour
consumed in a year will be 74,185 tons,
and the proposed duty on :flour, by
increasing the price of the loaf ld.,
will put a total tax of £220,000 per
annum on the bread which the people eat.
Now, if this tax be put on for revenue
purposes-and I believe it is maintained
that it is proposed for revenue purposesJ am prepared to show that it must fail.
Even if it were 50s. per ton-or 2! times
what the Government propoee-it would
be a failure. I look upon the expectations
with regard to this item precisely as I look
upon the increase which the Government
contemplate obtaining from spirits. It is
anticipated that the wheat crop of the
present year will amount to upwards of'
4,000,000 bushels, from which will have
to be deducted 500,000 bushels for seed,
leaving a balance of 3,500,000 bushels,
which is equivalent to HO,OOO or 90,000
tons of flour. This calculation is founded
on the assumption that there are from
210,000 to 215,000 acres under crop, and
that the average yield per acre is 22
bushels. I believe that this year the
farmers have more reason than for many
years past to be satisfied with the result
of their labours. The estimated surplus
stock of flour in this country on the 1st
January was 30,000 tons. This added to
90,000 tons, the expected produce of the
present year, will make 120,000 tons, for a
population whose consumption of flour,
in the course of a year, does not exceed
74,000 tons. Does not this prove that
there is no likelihood of the revenue esti·
mated to result from the duty on flour
being realized? Then, again, with regard
to the proposed duty on oil, I believe that
some erroneous statements have crept in
with reference to the consumption of that
article. Oil is now used to a very large
extent in the various soap manufactories.
The price of soap ha.s been reduced
considerably, owing to 'the introduction
of cocoa-nut and palm oil into its manu-
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facture; but the taxing or oil will materially increase the price of soap, and will
. perhaps cripple the soap business in this
country, and again bring in the imported
article, after it has been driven out by the
local manufacture. I do not desire to go
seriatim through the various items of the
Tariff; but I submit that the course for
the Government is not so much to increase
taxation as to seek to limit the annual
expenditure to £3,000,000, and seek to
attract population to the country. I have
heard it stated that there are honorable
members who are disposed to look favorably on the initiation of a system of direct
taxation. I do not admit that it is the
duty of private members of the House to
point out the particular modes by which
revenue can be obtained. But there are
many modes by which that portion of the
community on whose behalf so many loud
professions are made-whether sincerely or
not I am not in a position to say-eould be
relieved of a large portion'of the burthen
of taxation. If the Ministry had come
down to the House and said, "Weare
going to put a tax on bread, but we will
abolish the balance of the duties on tea and
sugar," I could have understood their position. That would have been simply carrying out the idea propounded by the Chief
Secretary, to his const.ituents, in 1864,
of shifting taxation from one article to
another, so as to cheapen those commodities which, with the great mass of the
people, are the necessaries of life. I may
be expressing an opinion at variance with
the opinions of many honorable members
with whom I usually act, but I see no
reason why the duties on tea and s~gar
should not be entirely abolished. I don't
see why a step of that kind should not
be taken by an Administration who profess so much regard for the poor manwho desire that the poor should not be
made poorer, and possibly that the rich
should not be made richer.
If the
Government were disposed to come boldly
to the House and ask the House to affirm
a scheme of taxation easy of collection,
and at the same time not likely to operate
prejudicially against any class, they might
have proposed something like the policy
shadowed forth the other night by the
honorable member for Normanby with
reference to a property tax. According
to Mr. Archer's statistics for 1865, the
estimated value of the rateable property in
corporate towns and municipal boroughs
was, in that year, £20,476,266; and the
Mr. Levi.
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estimated value of the rateable property in
road districts and shires was £16,364,788,
making a total of £36,841,054. What a
large item is that for a Finance Minister
to operate upon! A tax of only 1 per
cent on such an amount-a matter of 2-!d.
in the pound-a mere trifle-would produce £368,400. But I presume it never
entered into the brains of Ministers to deal
with the question in such a way. I suppose it was too easy a task for them to
undertake-that there was not sufficient
in it to stir up the population to shout
"Hip, hip, hurrah" for the McCulloch
Administration. A tax of the kind would
not be felt by the owners of property, Dot
even if it were 2 per cent., which
I believe
would bring in £750,000.
that if these things were fully gone
into before the people of this countt'yif the operative and artizan classes
were to understand how lightly such a
tax as that which I suggest would affect
them as compared with the present
scheme of taxation, which will increase
the cost of a large number of commodities
by much more than the duties that will
be imposed on them-the country might
at last awa.ken to the fact that the McCulloch Administration are not everything
that could be desired, and that it might
be to the general advantage if they were
to be succeeded by a Government more
disposed to encourage local industry. I
now beg to call attention to a subject
which has been publicly mentioned before,
namely, the enormous amount which the
State is bound to find for the support of
the police force of this colony. I think
the time has atTi ved when this item of
expenditure, amounting to £217,559,
might fairly be borne by the various districts of the country that receive the protection of the police. I am Dot going to
underrate the value of the police force of
this colony. I believe there is no better
organized force in the world. But I
believe in the system adopted at Li verpool, Manchester, and throughout Great
Britain, of making each district pay for
the support of its own police. We still
might have a chief superintendent. The
principle which is sought to be carried out
in the case of the public health might be
applied to the police, and the police might
still be subjected to some central supervision. A small local rate, which could
not be looked upon as oppressive, would
be sufficient for the purpose; and the
arrangement would have this advantage,
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that the police would be under the control
of the local authorities. At present, the
corporation of Melbourne may make
by-laws, but they are without power
to carry out those by-laws, because
they have no control over the police.
Possibly every assistance is rendered on
proper representations being made to the
police authorities; but I think the power
of directing the police should be in the
hands of the local bodies. And if this
were so, the expense of several officers
employed as inspectors, and to perform
other duties, might be dispensed with.
Then there is the large sum which we
contribute annually towards the maintenance of charitable institutions. No
doubt, members of Parliament have always
been desirous of exhibiting liberality
towards the various benevolent institutions
of the country. But it is necessary for us to
be just before we are generous. We cannot
be just in distributing this money as we
have hitherto done, at the same time that
we put additional taxation on the people
of this country-taxation two or three
times heavier than necessary if a different
system were adopted. I think the subject
one that may fairly occupy the time and
attention of honorable members in connexion with any financial scheme that
may be submitted to them. Many public
works, which perhaps it is the duty of a
new country to perform, have been entered
upon in this colony; but in these matters
I hold that retrenchment is now necessary,
and that retrenchment can be effected
without exposing ourselves to the imputation of being parsimonious. I find that'
the estimates of expenditure in connexion
with the Government Printing-office
amount this year to £54,000. I do not
say that the work executed at that establishment is not properly done; but I
venture to assel't that any private establishment in Melbourne would undertake
to do the whole of the printing for the
colony of Victoria at a very considerable
reduction on the amount which we are now
called upon to pay. The amount of this
item has been brought year after year
under the attention of the House. Still no
reduction has beeu effected. The probability is, that if special attention were
directed to that and other departments,
such a careful "weeding out" could be
accomplished, that a considerable reduction
in expenditure would be the result. I
may here mention that a most extraordinary circumstance has been brought
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under my notice this day. It is quite
open for the accuracy of what I state to
be challenged by honorable members of the
Ministry. I have been told that an
individual who took a conspicuous and
prominent part in disturbing various
meetings at the last election for East
Melbourne has, within the last few days,
received a cheque for £78 or £87 from
the Postal department; and that this
individual was outside this building on
Thlll'sday night last, as he stated,
"waiting instructions" -whether these
instructions might be to go up country as
Crown lands ranger, or attend meetings
for certain purposes, I know not. Whatever his instructions may .have been, he
was at a meeting in a public room the
same night, brandishing a stick, marshalling people, and assisting in creating
a great disturbance. And this man a few
days previously was receiving Government
money. Now I helieve that money comes
out of a sum set down in almost every
department as "contingencies." I don't
know whether this is to be designated "secret payments" 01' "payments on account
of secret service." I saw in the newspapers
recently something about secret service
money, and spies being employed in different
departments. I may state that a large
sum is annually voted for" contingencies,"
but the manner in which this sum is appropriated is apparently unknown to members of this I-louse and the people of this
country. Now I do not desire to cast
reflections on any member of this House,
but I contend that when the people desire
to assemble in public meeting to discuss a
Tariff-to discuss proposals for taxationthey should be able to do so wit.hout
molestation or hindrance; at all events
molestation or hindrance ought not to be
paid for out of the moneys voted by Parliament for the public service. If people
want to create disturbances at public
meetings, let them find the means for the
proceeding out of their own incomes; let
it not even be thought that they derive
any aid in the transaction. from the
national revenue. I find that at every
public meeting which has been held within the last few days on the subject of the
proposed alterations in the Tariff, disturbances have taken place. and these disturbances many people attribute to the action
of partizans of the Government of the
day. I now come to the subject of our
railways. They have always been looked
upon as a great national undertaking; they

•
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are a credit to the country; but from
some cause or other-probably because the
• office of Minister of Railways has not
been continually filled by somebody who
has had no other duties to look afterthey do not yield as large an income as
with proper management I consider they
should do. The interest on the railway
loan is £513,100; and the working expenses of the railways amount to £273,240,
making together an annual expenditure of
something like £800,000; and yet our
railway income does not approach that
amount by nearly £200,000. Now I
think it our duty to see whether that
state of affairs cannot be altered. The
assertion which I made during the debate
on the Border Customs treaty, relative to
the probable falling off in the traffic on the
Echuca line, as a result of that treaty, I
am not prepared to withdmw. I believe
that we shall not send less goods to the
other side of the Murray, but I believe
that a different means of transit will be
found for those goods. Since the middle
of last month, there has been a considerable diminution in the traffic as compared
with the corresponding period of last year.
I think inquiry should be made into the
working of the Railway department, with
the view of ascertaining whether it is
possible to reduce the number of employes
-whether it is possible, by a reduction of
passenger fares and goods rates, to increase
the traffic. I do not altogether approve of
leasing the rail ways, and particularly at a
time when a scheme has been propounded
in England for 'placing the whole of the
railways in the mother country under the
control of the Imperial Government. But
I am sati!:!fied of one thing-namely,
that the existence of the Railway department affords facilities to the officer administering it to find occupation for those
faithful and ardent supporters who might
be supposed to be occasionally a little
changeable, to have a little doubt on their
minds in reference to public questions.
I don't say that it is wrong to give rewards in this way. All things being equal,
possibly these parties ought to receive the
favours of the Government. At the same
time, I submit that every means should be
taken for diminishing the expenses incurred in working these railways and increasing the revenue. The only way to
maintain our commercial position in the
mother country-bad as it may at present
be -is to make these public works reproducti vee 'Well, sir, allusion has been
Mr. Levi.
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made to the savings banks. I find among
the special appropriations for this year,
"Interest on savings banks' deposits,
£12,000." Now I suppose something
or other comes from that. I presume the
Government must save the amount from
the interest which they derive from the
banking institutions of the country. Certainly there should be something to show for
it on the other side of the account. But
we find nothing about it in the financial
statement. I say the accounts are not
brought before us in a way to command
our approval. In fact they are so jumbled
up that it is almost impo::!sible to understand them. If the documents had been
prepared avowedly for the purpose of
mystifying honorable members, the object
could not have been more effectually accomplished. With regard to the amendment
proposed by the honorable member for
East Geelong, I think it one that may
fairly be accepted by all honorable members who are not what are designated
thick-and-thin supporters of the Government. 'The amendment says that the
"proposed alterations in the Tariff tend
nei ther to the encouragement of colonial
industries, nor to the extension of commerce." Now I think it has been clearly
demonstrated that not a single item in the
alterations will benefit either local indust.ry
or commerce. On the contrary, I believe
the alterations proposed are such as will
be destructive of our various industries.
When the thin end of the wedge of protection, as it is called, was sought to be
inserted into the Tariff of this country, I,
with other honorable members, endeavoured to show that the freer we could
have commerce the more beneficial would
it be for the entire community. We failed
to a certain extent in carrying home conviction. We were out of season with our
views. I am bound to admit that the
country has willed a change in our fiscal
policy. It has demanded th30t certain
industries shall be encouraged. Those
industries are well known to a certain
section of members of this House, who, if
they are true to the principles which they
have avowed-if they are not prepared to
sell their consciences-if they are not prepared to forswear themselves-have now
the opportunity of stamping upon the
Statute-book of the country provisions
by which the protectionist policy may be
fairly tested, whether the period of duration be two, three, or five years. I Bay
that an alliance to accomplish such a result
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is perfectly warranted. If it were known
that our laws are to some extent fixeuthat they last for a certain period of timeand that the manufacture of a limited
Dum bel' of articles would be encouraged
by the State for such a period, the class of
population that we are so much in need of
would, no doubt, be attracted to the colony.
If ever it was necessary to appreciate the
effect of the saying, "Union is strength,"
now, sir, is the time. Those who are
interested on behalf of the farmers of the
colony must clearly perceive that the
paltry modicum of taxation proposed to
be afforded by the Tariff to that body will
be of no use whatever. Malt; to a very large
extent, is imported into this colony. But
bere there is a climate unsUl'passed in the
'world for the growth of barley; and malt
~an be made here, I believe, nine months
out of the twelve, as against six in England. J do not know why it is that those
who have been clamouring "loud and long"
for protection, should not have thought of
an article, the cost of which, for many a
long day past, has averaged something
like 9s. and 10s. per bushel, and yet which
can be grown here, with a handsome
profit to the grower, for something like 5s, 3d.
or 5s. 6d., and can be converted from barley
into malt at Is. tid. per bushel, making the
price at the outside 7s. per bushel. I
believe that a duty on that one item alone,
so long as the fal'mel's are Dot disposed to
grow barley, would yield a large amount
to the revenue of this country. As I
hav'e said, it is an article which can be
grown here with the greatest success. It
could be grown in sufficient quantities to
supply all the breweries of the colony,
and at once shut out the imported article.
There are a number of other things which
-could be treated in a similar manner;
which could furnish a test as to the advisability of adopting a policy which so
many consider will be of advantage to the
-community, inasmt:Jch as it will give occupations to the rising generation. Coming
back to the E.stimates of expenditure, I
should like to have some explanation from
the Treasu-rer as to the large increase in
the vote for educational purposes. Little
objection, I apprehend, will be raised by
bonorable members to the Stat.e dealing
liberally with the various sCHools throughout the country; but I think we should
guard agai nst the extension of our
liberality being the means of causing too
much reliance to be placed on the aid that
is to be obtained from the State. I
VOL. Iu.-2 G
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believe that when the two systems of
education were in existence, the sum
voted for educational purposes was less
than that required after the passing of
the Common Schools Act; but this year
a still further increase has taken place in
the item; and I think, in the general
statement made by the Treasurer, we
should have had some intimation as to
the reasons which induced the Government to ask for something like £40,000
in excess of what has been the stereotyped
sum for a number of years. Another
matter to which I desire to call attention is, that we have had no estimate of
the probable savings during ISo7. We
find that the savings of last year include
every variety of work that could be contemplated. Roads and bridges, which the
House determined should be constructed,
have not been made. We ltave not been
told, as in fOt'mer years, that the sums for
these purposes will be held over for the
purpose of being re-voted. Again, an
item of £60,000 or £70,000, intended by
Parliament to be voted to the introduction
of population, has not been spent. Other
votes have not been expended. By this
means the Treasurer is able to make his
deficiency very much less than otherwise
it would be. It may be that after we
have gone through the trouble of passing
the Estimates for 1867-after we have
assented to the means proposed by the
Government for raising the revenue-we
shall find, at the expiration of the year,
that we have not received £8,000 from
flour, nor an additional £20,000 from
spirits; that the unfortunate people who
have been induced to settle on the lands
have been incapacitated from paying their
rental; and that in consequence of the
income being, from these and othel' canses,
less than was expected, certain public
works for which moneys may be voted
have not been carried out. I say that the
Treasurer, in asking us to accept his
Estimates, should have informed us as to
the probable savings of 1867. There are
certain items of expenditure which I think
may very well be postponed. I don't
think the public need, at the present time,
the pUl'chaoe of Cole's and Raleigh's
wharfs so much as some provision against
the disastrous floods of the last two or
three years. There are other items of
expenditure which might well be deferred
if our income is not likely to reach t.he sum
required, without resorting to this new
system of taxation. I concei ve it will be.3
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false step if you, Mr. Speaker, are allowed
to leave the chair, in order that the House
may go into committee to deal with this
new system of taxation proposed by the
Government. I remember when a former
Ministry, to which some members of the
present Ministry belonged, were politely
requested to take back their Estimates
and remodel them, the request was complied with, and the result was that a new
8chp,me of finance, satisfactory to the
House, was submitted and adopted. I
hold that if honol'able members in the
Ministry, instead of being political chameleons, were to act a little more consistent.ly with t.heir past professions, it would
redound far more to their cl·edit. There
was no one who formerly declaimed more
loudly as to the small sum received from
the pastoral tenants of the Crown than
the Minister of Mines. I recollect when
some of the periodic9.ls of the day intimated
that it was a race as between the honorable
member for Rodney and the then honorable member fol' Maryborough, as to which
should be instrumental in securing a larger
amount of revenue from the 37,000,000
acres of land which were then in the occupation of the pastoral tenants. I should
like to know whether the honorable member for Rodney is now (If the same opinion,
or whether he desires that the pastoral
tenants should continue in their holding's
at a nominal rental? If the latter, I
should like to know what the honorable
member's constituents, the miners, think
of this change of opinion. I believe, sir,
that if you are permitted to leave the
chair, the various items of the Tariff will
be thoroughly discussed in committee, and
that these discussions will extend o.... el',
perhaps, six weeks or two montl;ts. This
action will be taken, not wi th the view of
retarding the pa'3snge of the Tariff, but
with the desire that any changes which
may now be made shall be in force for a
certain period of time, so that an impetus
may be given to the industries which may
be called into existence, that population
may be attracted to our shores, and that
Melbourne may continue the· great commercial entrep6t of Australia.
Mr. WILSON.-It appears that, on
such an important question as the prescnt,
honorable members generally are expected
to give some reasons for their vote. I
may candidly state that I did not approve of
the fiscal change as at first laid before us
by the Treasurer. As an incidental protectionist, I am prepared to go a long way
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in support of any industry we can establish "here. I am willing to raise our
customs revenue from articles we can produce ourselves; but a proposition to tax
all commodities was rather more than I
could agree to. However, when the
. Minister of Customs told the House that
the Government were prepared to accept
amend'ments, I considered that it would be
my duty to vote for the Tariff being dealt
with in committee, and to lend all the aid
Io could in committee to improve it for the
well-being of the community. Honorable
members 'opposite object that Ministers
ought to adhere to their Tariff as though
it were one of the laws of the Medes and
Persians, not to be altered one jot or tittle;
but surely that would be to deprive the
House of one of its first legislative functions-its right to consider and amend the
measures submitted to it. What Land
Bill, or other important measure, ia ever
carried through as originally laid on the
table of the House? 'What is the use of
legislators being sent here unless they are
to bring their collective wisdom to bear
upon a measure, to render it as perfect as
possible? Besides, all legislation is a compromise. What is good for Melbourne
might not be good for my constituents.
Protection, pure and simple, and as strong
as the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) and the honorable
member for Ballarat East (Mr. Jones)
would administer, would not suit my
constituents.
Doubtless, those honorable members are doing their duty in
endeavouring to get as much protection as '
they can; but it is also my dut.y, as a
representative of a country district, to consider the interests of that district. While
I am willing-for charity sake, I may
say-to give a helping hand to new
industries, by means of incid~ntal protection, I must not see the country burthened
by a greater revenue being raised than
is legitimately required. Free-traders, I
consider, ought to sacrifice something to
encourage new industries which will give
employment to the young, and in this
view I am borne out by John Stuart Mill;
for the colony is one of those young rising
communities to which that writer's exFreeceptional clause fairly applies.
trader as Mill is, he states his readiness to
make snch sacrifices of his principles as
the circumst.ances of his country require.
He regards the navigation laws as particularly obnoxious; but he admits that if
it could be shown that seamen were
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l"equiredto man the British fleet, in order
to protect the country from invasion, and
that those laws provided a nursery for
seamen, he would in that case support
them. Unless we are prepared to make
similar sacrifices with a view of fostering
trades and industries here, we have no
depth of character in us.
There are
many items in the Tariff I object to. I
would certainly excise piece goods. The
duty on many articles which we can
manufacture here I would raise from 5 per
cent. to 10 per cent. In committee I will
propose these alterations, and will. endeavoul' to make the Tariff as perfect a
one as is possible under the circumstances.
Whatever may be got this way, I do not
see what better is to be obtained from a
combination of the extreme protection and
free-trade parties. As to the latter party,
I am reminded of Bishop Colenso, who,
instead of converting the Zulu Katfirs, was
converted by them. According to the
utterance of the honorable member for East
Melbourne (Mr. Levi), the extreme freetraders have themselves been converted,
and are ready to go in for protection to a
great extent. But how can protection be
possibly limited to some few articles, as
that honorable member suggests '? If you
protect one, you must protect all, and that,
to my mind, is the strongest objection
urged against the protectionist principle.
I do not see how you can protect some fi veand-twenty articles without protecting all
round.
Mr. LEVEY.-What are you then?
Mr. WILSON.-I am an incidental
protectionist. I am willing~ with my eyes
open, to violate free-trade principles in
order to foster native industries. I will consent to shift our duties on to articles we
can produce here. I am not ignorant of
the fact that fiscal changes are injurious to
commerce. I will take the consequence
of this in consideration of developing our
resources; but I will not consent to our
raising any more revenue than the circumstances of the case require.
.
Mr. McCANN.-Tea and sugar.
Mr. WILSON.-Tea and sugar are as
much consumed by the poorer classes as
any articles are.
Mr. McCANN.-Then why not remit
the duties altoget.her ?
Mr. WILSON.-Because each class
should bear its due proportion, and 3d.
per lb. on tea and £3 per ton on sugar are
but reasonable imposts. I shall do my
best in committee to amend the Tariff for
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the benefit of the country, and it will be
for Ministers to say whether the Tariff
which comes out of committee is the
original one or not. No doubt the freetrade oration the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Langton) is about
to favour us with, will demolish the protectionist views we have had propounded
to us, and no doubt the honorable member
for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) will in
turn demolish the theories of his new
ally, the honorable member for East
Melbourne. "Ve shall then have an excellent opportunity of judging what an
admirable Tariff the two extreme parties
in this House would be able to agree to.
I am sure of this, that had the free-traders
shown less factious Opposition, and a
firmer adherence to principle, they would
have been nlOl'e likely to have succeeded
in ousting the present Ministry. Whatever may be the politics of the country, it
approves of consistency. It certainly is a
pitable t.hing to see honorable members
lending themselves to all the tricks politicians are capable of, in order to compass
their party ends. Let the Opposition show
that they are prepared to cat'ry ou t a dis. tinct policy-and not subscribe to extreme
protectionist doctrines, because it suits the
stratagems of to-day-and they will be
more likely to strengthen their own position, as well as to advance the interests of
the country.
Dr. HEA TH.-I do not propose to
follow the last speaker in my remarks,
which will be on the question before the
House, and which will apply to the past,
the present, and the future. As to the
past, the honorable member fOl' Ararat
(Mr. Wilson) has told the Opposition that
they should advocate a policy definite and
distinct, and not the policy of a day.
Now, I think the policy this House pursued last session and the previous session
was of a distinctly protective character.
Honorable members returned on protection
principles sedulously advocated those
principles. and it is a matter of surprise
to me that honorable members who so
. vigorously exerted themselves in the protection cause should now be diElposed to
desert that cause. They have not the
excuse even of having given it a fair trial,
and moreover, so far as it has gone, it has
proved a signal success. According to
the glowing speeches made last session,
protection was to give us happy homes
filled with smiling faces, contentment was
to reign supreme, the workman was to be
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employed, and in fact, protection was to be does not afford sufficient encouragement to
the summum bonum of everything we native industry. If you start with 10 per
could desire. If such was the case then, cent., and then tax raw material 5 per
I do not see why the same policy is not cent., it looks very like giving only 5 per
good now. It is for that reason that I cent. ("No.") Well, as far as I can see, if
refer to the past. We have only tried this you take five from ten only five remain.
policy for ten months, and now, if we Is this new Tariff honest either to those
object to depart from it, we are told that who have invested capital in liew indusour only end is to oust the Ministry. For tries, or to those Rtaunch protectionists
my part, I have no wish to turn Ministers who gave the government their support
from the Treasury benches, which they last session? I do not think that it is.
so gracefully occupy. All that I desire is, After we have bolstered up the Governthat they should be as honest to me as I ment policy during two sessions, Ministers
have been to t.hem. I do not care who now turn round and say they will alter
sit on those benches, whether' the Opposi- that policy, whether it meets our views or
tion or themselves. Whoever may be not. Again, t.he Tariff is satisfactory
there shall have my hearty support so long neither to one party nor the other. It does
as they promulgate measures for the not satisfy the free-traders, and I am sure
benefit of the country. and no longer. My that it does not the protectionists. The
first defeetion from the Ministry was on a fnct is that Minister~, between the two
clause of the Health Bill last session. I parties, are like Capt. Macheath in the
felt that, 'if that clause stood, an our fig-ht "Beggar's Opera," w hen he sings-" How
for industries would prove a sham. My happy could I be with either, were t'other
second defection was concerning the Border dear charmer away." Last session it was
Duties ar-rangement. I thought some ar- said that the Tariff was the t.hin end of
rangement wit.h New South Wales was the wedge, and that the following session
necessary; but I also thought that we we were to drive it home, but the endeavour
shou ld conserve our own interests first. now is to pull the wedge out altogether.
The pledges given hy protection members I would ask honorable members seriously
to the country were of such a kind that to consider this question-are our artiI defy any man to believe that those zans to pay the penalty because there is a
honorable members can have altered their deficiency in the Treasury? Tightness of
views in twelve months. I have not the chest is a very unpleasant disease, as
altered my mind. I am to-day what I was many honorable members know besides
eigh t years ago. When I first came to the . myself; but surely some other remeny
colony, it appeared to me to be a great than taxing t,he working classes could
mistake to 'be employing the poor of other have been found. It is not the investors
countries instead of starting industries to of capital, 110r their employes, who have
employ our own. There must be a great occasioned the difficulty; and I. do not see
inconsistency either on the part of some why they should have to pay the penalty
honorable member!? -or myself, and I do -for the penalty they will have to pay,
not think that it rests with me. I dis- and that in a very marked degree if this
agree with the proposed fiscal policy in Tariff be carried. It shows a great want
toto, for by it thousands of' people will of moral courage on the part of Ministers
be thrown out of employmE:lnt, and I that they have not found another way.
would ask how are the hungry to be Had they carried out a systematic retrenchfed, and the naked clothed? The burthen ment-beginning with themselves, and not
must fall upon the State, and surely it is with taking sixpence per day from poor
better to establish industries than to build hard-worked men-I questiou if the defibenevolent asylums and industrial schools, ciency might not have been made up.
or to allow the youth of the colony to idle Attacks have been made upon honorabout the streets and become educated in able gentlemen who think fit to differ with
crime. I adhere to the present manner of the Government on this question. One
collecting our duties. I remember that honorable member says that we are in
many honorable members denounced the ad open rebellion. Another speaks of an
valO1'em system as immoral, and, if it were unholy alliance; and a third charges us
immoral ten months ago, I fail to see how with forswearing our allegiance. Butit can be virtuous liOW, merely because it
"Manv a shaft at random sent
Finds mark the archer little meant."
suits the Government policy of to-day. I
do not approve of that policy, because it And the shafts these honorable gentlemen
Dr. Heath.
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have thrown return to themselves. The
rebellion is not against the Government.
It is they who have rebelled against the
constituencies who have sent them here.
The unholy alliance is not on our part; it
lies in their endeavour to pass a Tat"iff
they would not have dared to consent to
twelve months back. They have forsworn
allegiance to their principles and their constituents ; but we maintain our allegiance.
I oppose the proposed Tariff, and I shall
continue to do so. If it be carried, I am
afraid thaf", instead of employment, of
smiling faces and of perfeet contentment,
we shall have misery, destitution, and
crime. Instead of happy homes, we shall
have blighted hearths. Moreover, we
shall destroy all confidence on the part of
inYestors. What confidence can be placed
in a Ministry which seeks to undo its own
work ten months afterwards? We were
told last session that protection would be
increased this. It is because the proposed
'fariff does not give that increase, but goes
l"ather in an opposite direction, that 1 have
seconded and shall support the amendment.
Mr. WATKINS.-I think honorable
members opposite must admit that, if they
have been consistent in their opposition,
now and for two years past, the Government must also have been consistent in their
policy. One thing the Government may
be sure of, that so long as they retain that
opposition, they will receive the sympathy
of the country, and perhaps be aLle to
realize the Attorney-General's idea of
meeting the countt"y as a Government in
1868. Every impartial man must admit
that, during the last eighteen months, the
Government have had to contend with great
difficu hies, created by honorable mem LeI'S
opposite. First of all, those honorable
members anticipated a deficiency at the
end of the year, and now they attack
Ministers for saving the country from that
calamity by not expending all the money
voted. If expensive litigation has prevented the Government undertaking all
the public works they should have done,
those honorable members who caused
that litigation must take the blame
to themselves. Had the foresight of
the Chief Secretary not prevented a
deficiency, would those honorable members have acquitted the Government from
blame? No, they would have said" This
shows what altering the Tariff will do."
-1 agree with the Treasurer, that a deficit
would have been a great disgrace at the
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present moment, when we have just horrowed flO much money on the faith of our
financial position. As to the proposed
Tariff, many of its items have been objected to; but I would like to know what
Tariff was ever introduced which was not
open to objection. Even in old countries
the objections are just as strong in the
first instance. It is only by the experience
of years that the wants and the circumstances of a country can be ascertained,
and a Tariff conformable to the requirements of the people can be adopted. This
must always be the case. As Fox says of
a kindred subject"If a number of the wisest and ablest men
that ever adorned and improved human bfe,
were collected together. and seated around a
table, to devise a Constitution for a State, it is
my pel"suasion, notwithstanding their ability
and virtue, they would not succeed in adopting
a system to the purpose required. but must
necessarily leave it to be fitted by great alteration in practice, and many deviations from their
original design."

'Ve cannot wonder that the Tariff should
have defects; ind~ed one of the greatest
objections I saw to the Border Duties
treaty was, that it might be supposed to
bind us to a particular Tariff for five years.
In forming a Tariff, the collective wisdom
of the House must be brought to bear;
and I think, therefore: that the honorable
mem bel' for Geelong (Mr. Richardson)
would have shown more of his usual spirit
of fair play had he allowed us to go into
committee, with a view of suggesting
those fair and reasonable amendments
which the Government have stated they
are willing to accept. Still I must confess
that I should have been better pleased had
the Treasurer, instead of proposing taxes
to meet an increased expenditure, endeavoured to make· the expenditure meet
the revenue. Retrenchment' and economy
seem the most difficult things statesmen
have to deal with. Taxing, it has been
said, "is an easy business; any projector
can contrive new impositions, any bungler
can add to the old, but the most singular
thing is, that amid all the schemes a
Minister devises, he never thinks of
economy." At the same time, I would not
call a reduction of public works economy.
Roads and bridges are not expenditure,
but investments. It is to our expensi"e
est.a.blishments that I think the pruning
knife should have been applied. I trust
that the Opposition will submit some
scheme of this nature during the discussion
Qf the Estimates, in order that the country
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may see their profession of a desire for
economy is not a sham. Although a protectionist, I must object to the proposed
duty on corn; and I do so because, as
the Treasurer stated, the duty is intended
for revenue, and not for protection.
Bread, of all things, should come in
free to a country which does not produce enough for its own wants.
If
such a tax had been imposed during the
last few years, we should have felt the
consequences very materially. Dur~ng
1864 the wheat and :flour we imported
amounted in valiN to £984,000, and in
1~65 to £921,261, so that, had the duty
been in force, we shou ld have paid
£ 17,039 the one year, and £ 19,842 the
other. So long as we do not grow suffi.·
cient for our wants, a tax on corn must
be injurious. I acknowledge that the
farmers require protection. They require
roads and bridges, and they require also
protection against low prices. I find that
in 1862 the price of wheat averaged from
4s. 9d. to 6s. 8d. per bushel; in 1864,
from 7s. 9d. to 12s. 6d.; and in 1865,
from 8s. to 9s. 9d.; showing, on the
whole, fairly remunerative prices. It is
notorious, however, that most of the
farmer.:3 are obi iged to send their corn to
market during three months of the year.
It is during these three months that low
rates invariably rule; and were we to
protect the farmers during 'that period, so
as to enable them to realize at a moderate
price, we should secure an increased
prod uction of corn and lower prices all the
yeflr round. We must not overlook the
importance of the farming interest. I find
from statistics that 47,000 persons are
employed in farming pursuits here, at an
expenditure in wages and rations of
£1,755,000 per annum. The total annual
expenditure, including rent, horses, cattle,
wear and t.ear, and 10 per cent. interest on
capital, amounts to £3,533,422; while
tbe total produce raised is estimatp.d at
£3,942,033; showing a profit of £408,000,
which I find, when divided amongst the
total number of farmers, gives an average
annual profit of £22 18s. 6n. each.
This is the great profit to reduce
which we are now inducing people
to settle on our lands. It caunot be denied
that a class in this position desenes protection. A fixed duty would, however, compel the farmers themselves to pay duty nine
mont.hs out of the twelve, as for three
months they are seUers of corn and for nine
they are buyers. What they require is aduty
Mr. Watkins.
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. on a sliding scale, which would secure
them from 5s. to 5s. 6d. per bushel. If
we give them that we shall enable them
to extend their operations, and we shall be
doing justice to those whom we are inducing to go on the lands at the present
time. I cO,nsider that in speaking out my
objections I am discharging my duty as an
independent supporter of' the Ministry.
I feel assured that in committee many
concessions will be made - that the
Government will feel pleasure in receiving reasonable suggestions. At the
proper time J shall state the alterations I
think necessary, not in a spirit of oppo~
sition, but with a desire to strengthen the
hands of the Government, and to assist in
establishing the credit and the prosperity
of the colony.
Mr. LANGTON.-The Bndget of the
present year, Mr. Speaker, will, I think,
be memorable, in the history of this colony
at least, on two accounts-on account of
the extraordinary circumstances under
which it was introduced, and also on
account of the curious propositions which
it contains. As to the curious circum ..
stances under which' it was introduced,
I need not remind the Honse that a fortnight ago to-night, the honorable the
Treasurer-in a speech not of very great
dUl'ation. not over-burthened with either
words or figures, and a speech, too, which
was clear and intelligible-explained to
the House part of the proposals of the
Government. He took a review of the
financial procedure of the present year,
and stated what were the proposals of
the Government for the year to come,
and at the same time indicated certain
changes in the Tariff which the Government propose at the present time. The
honorable gentleman did not then explain
all the proposals which the Government
have made.
Amongst other changelJ
which he indicated was an alteration of
the spirit duty. He told the House that
the Government propose a change in that
duty which would not take effect till the
1st of July, and at the same time he
informed the House that, when the proper
time came, his honorable colleague the
Minister of Customs would explain the'
reasons for this proposal. Further on in
his speech the honorable gentleman told us
thl1t the Governmen t proposed to change
the system of duty by measurement to ad
valorem duties; and the reasons for that
change also he gave the House to understand would be supplied, not by himself,
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but by his honorable col1eague. Now the
House, for some inscrutable reason, had to
wait a week before the second instalment
of the Budget speech was supplied, Not
until a hostile vote was tabled would the
Minister of Custows fulfil the promise
which his honorable colleague had made
on his behalf; and the honorable gentleman told the House that it was consistent
with Imperial precedent for him to delay this
second part-this supplement, as it were,
to the speech of his honorable colleaguefor a week; that it was quite right and
proper for the House to commence a discussion on the proposals of the Government before all the reasons and explanations which the Government had to afford
were before the House, Sir, I must confe!:>s
that I am at a loss to conceive to what
precedent of the Imperial Government the
honorable gentleman referred. Looking at
Imperial precedent, I fiud that there is one
startling distinction between the mode of
introducing the Budget on this occasion,
and the mode which always has prevailed
in the old country, The Chancellor of the
Exchequer ne\"er devolves the responsibility of unfolding to Parliament his financial and ~scal proposals upon anyone, but
takes thewhole responsibility upon himself,
nor is he scarcely ever assisted by a colleague, even in the course of the discussion, for I do not think that any colleague
of a Bl'itish Chancellor of the Exchequer
would venture to intrude into his special
department, and attempt to enlighten the
House on matters which belong peculiarly
and properly to that department. But,
Rir, the Minister of Customs gave us, as a
supplement to the Budget speech, a speech
longer, I think, in point of duration than
any to which this House has ever listened
-an harangue in which bad grammar
and worse logic, and almost unintelligible
figures, were so much mixed up together,
that I think it was something wonderful
that the House preserved its equanimity and
good temper as long as it did. The reference
of the honorable' gentleman to Imperial
precedent reminds me of one other mark
of distinction between the course of proceuure here-between the position of' the
Tl'easurer here and the position of a
similar functionary in the old country.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer not only
takes upon himself the sole responsilJility
of the Budget speech, but he is also the
sole head of the revenue department.
And this leads me to express to the
House an .opinion, which I have for a
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long time entertained, that it would be
a most excellent thing, that it would tend
to promote the business of the House, and
be for the interest of the revenue, as well
as for the convenience of the puLlic nt
large, if we adopted the same course;
that is, if the l'reasurer were the sole
head of the revenue department, and if
he had not, either as a colleague or a
subordinate, a political head of ~he Customs department. I think that the course
of events for the past two years will lead
many honorable members who may not
agree with my opin ions generally to endorse the view which I now express, for I
submit that really there is nothing for a.
Commissioner of Customs to do which
requires such a Minister to be appointed,
unless he be of the same mind as the
present occupant of the office, who deems
it his special function to meddle with and
annoy traders, and ruin, if possible, the
commerce of this port. I venture to say
that under the administration of the honorable gentleman the custom-house in this
country has become an unmitigated
nuisance, According to common notions
on the subject, that establishment should
be a temple sacred to revenue and to
business, where political influences and
poli tical consiuerations should be as much
out of pla~e as were the tables of' the
money-changers in the temple of Jerusalem.
But whenever disputes have arisen during
the past two years between merchants and
the custom-house authorities, whenever
there has been a diffei'ence in the reading
of the Tariff-and it is notorious that even
the Tariff which wo abandoned a fortnight
since was not particularly clear, and that
it was quite possible to place uifferent
constructions upon it-I say that whenever a difference of interpretation arose,
and merchants felt it necessary to go
to the custom-house, wItat did they
find?
Did they find there a plain,
bland official, having before him but
one aim and purpose, namely, to see
that the revenue, which he was specially·
appointed to protect and conserve, waf3
protected, and that that was done with ns
little annoyance to the community as possible? Not at all. Merchants, and particularly if they have had t.he misfortune
to be opponents of the present Govern ..
ment, have found a violent political partizan, who was not always very courteouli
in what he said, and who in almost every
case in which any difference of opinion
arose, and where there was any possibility
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of bringing in to play such petty powers
as the Act of last session enabled him
to do, brought those powers into play,
and merchants had to pay 5, or 10, or 20
per cent., as the case might be. It is
notorious that instances of this kind have
occurred not once or twice, but repeatedly.
Leok at the very case which was brought
before the House by the Commissioner
himself the other evening. The honorable gentleman submitted to the HOllse, to
the great merriment of honorable members,
what he persisted in calling a hat, but
which he afterwards admitted was only a
piece of felt used in making a hat, and on
that ground proposed that such articles
should be admitted duty free, or at a
low rate of duty. Now I am credibly informed that so long as these "pull-overs"
were imported by the trade, it was
never discovered that they were liable
to duty; but directly Messrs. L. Stevenson
and Sons and Messrs. Laing and Webster
imported cases of these" pull-overs.'" it was
found that they were liable to duty.
There wa3 another case mentioned the
other night, of which some sort of explanation was given by the Minister of
Mines, about some silks being charged at
a lower rate of duty than they ought to
Lave been, because the invoice was
"salted." I am afraid that plea would not
have had much influence with the Minister
of Customs if it had come from Messrs.
Stevenson or from any other merchants
who are known to be in opposition
to the Government. I see no reason
why the change which I have indicated
could not be made, namely, that the
Treasurer should be supreme in his own
department. The Customs department is
really the Treasurer's own department,
because the collection of the revenue is a
matter than which nothi,ng could be more
properly made over to two or three commis!o':ioners, non-political personages, who
should be directly responsible to the
Government, and who would not be influenced by political considerations. A
very strong reason for the adoption of that
cours..e at the present time is a circumstance which occurred at the end of 1865.
If there had been three customs commissioners in this colony, as there are five in
England, who manage the entire customs
revenue of the United Kingdom, would
notices ever have been posted on the
doors of the custom-house to say that
afteL' a certain day only half the duties
fixed by law would be collected? That
Mr. Langton.
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would not have been done; and none
of the scandal, disgrace, and unfairness
which that procedure created would ever
have arisen. All that is to be traced to
the fact that we have sanctioned a bad and
objectionable practice of handing oveL' the
administration of the custom-house-the
collection of the revenue there, and all the
opportunities of exercising favoritism,
tyranny, and oppression which that position gives-not to quasi-judicial persons,
but to one who is essentially, by virtue of
his position, a politicia.n, and who, in the
person of the present Minister of Customs,
is so far committed to the Tal'iff, of which
I believe he is the father, that he does not
care nt all what becomes of the trade of
the port, how much merchants are robbed,
what inconvenience they suffer, or what
permanent injury is inflicted upon the
country, if he can only succeed in getting
his pet scheme forced upon us and compel
tho country to be satisfied with this Tariff.
It may be said that, in making these remarks, I am doing an injustice to the
Treasurer. I don't think so. I was disposed to have waited till it suited the
Treasurer to make the statement which
the House required; and I venture to say
that anyone who list.ened to the long
statement of the Minister of Customs the
other night, will agree wit.h me that aU
the information which it contained might
have been mastered by the Treasurer
in one afternoon, and detailed clearly
and intelligibly to the House in twenty
minutes. But although the Budget has
been introduced in this curious way,
although an interval of a week has elapsed
between the two parts of it, it seems to
me that we have not yet had the whole of
the Budget statement. Up to the present
time we have no information as to the
reasons which led the Government to
propose that the change in the duty on
spirits should not take effect till the 1st of
July. The Government may have most
admirable reasons for that course, but the
House is completely iil the dark as to
what they are. For my own part I
cannot conceive what those reasons are.
If the change is based on the fact that the
rise in the duty on spirits will be very
great, and that time should be given for
an alteration to be made in the mode of
shipment, that argument will apply equally
to other duties which have citlJer been
raised or imposed for the first time. It
may be that the difference would not be as
great, but then the difference is only one
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of degree. The least that the House
could expect, after the statement of the
Treasurer that we should have this matter
fully explained, was, that we should have
been favoured with the explanation. I
have not met with anyone, either connected
with the trade or otherwise, who can
assign any reason to warrant the Government in coming- to the conclusion that
they will obtain £20,000 additional revenue
by the proposed alteration in the mode
of levying the duty. It seems to me, as
it does to everyone to whom I have
spoken on the subject, that, a certain quantity of spirits being reqnired, we shall not
import more than we require, whether
those spirits be mixcd with water or not.
We may presume that after the 1st of July
no more spirits under proof will be imported, because they would have to pay the
full rate of duty, and we may reasonably
conclude that the same amount of duty
will be realized as heretofore. There is
another feature in connexion with the
financial statement of a very curious
character. In the Estimates which were
submitted by the Treasurer, I find that the
full amount expected from Customs during
the present year is not carried into the
column of receipts, but that a sum of
£60,000 is deducted for "refunds of duties
to be made to New Sou th VtT ales, according to agreement." I believe that this is
altogether unprecedented, both in tbis
colony and in the old country. I know
of no money having been deducted from
the receipts of the Customs department, or
of any department, at home, except under
some special Act of Parliament. I don't
know on what authority this deduction
can be made; but it is very certain
that, up to the present time, we have
had no information, either from the
gentleman who delivered the first part
of' the Budget speech, or the gentleman
who delivered the last part. I want to
know why this sum is deducted from the
receipts? What is a "refund"? If I
turn to the Customs Act, although I cannot find the word "refund" there, I find
what the Audit Commissioners allow when,
in one of the columns of their accounts,
they sanction certain refunds to Parliament. In the 22nd clause of that Act I
find that in certain cases, where it is shown
"that the duty so demanded and deposited
was not the proper duty due and payable
upon such goods, but that a less duty was
payable thereon, then the difference between the sum so deposited and the duty
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so found to be due, or the whole sum so
deposited, as the case may require, shall
forthwith be returned to such importer,
with interest." Now that is the only
authority which I have been able to findand I have consulted several legal friends
-for refunding any portion of duties
collected. It cannot be said that this
authOl'ity applies to the case to which I
am referring, because it is not proposed to
refund these duties to the parties who pay
them into the Treasury, but it is proposed
to hand over £15,000 a quarter to a
neighbouring Government.
I want to
know how the collectors of customs are
to manage this? Either the sum is to
go into the puLlic account, or it is
not. If it is not, on what authority is it to
be kept out of it? I willjust call the attention of the House for a moment 01' two to
the provisions of one important Statute.
'N e have an Act for the audit of, public
accounts, and the prot,ection of public
moneys, which describes, in a most specific
way, what shall be done with the public
moneys when they come into the handR of
the various collectors and receivers of
revenue. The 11 th clause of the Audit
Act provides that"Every such collector and other person as
aforesaid shall pay all money which shall come
to his possession or control, for or on account of
the consolidated revenue, to the receiver of
revenue at such town or place, and in such
manner as the Governor in Council shall from
time to time appoint, and at such intervals as
the Treasurer shall from time to time direct;
and if any such collector or other person as
aforesaid shall fail to pay the same, as herein
before directed, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding £ 100,"

The money, being collected, is to be paid,
under a penalty of £ 100, to a receiver of
revenue, and the 15th clause provides that
every receiver shall, pay the money to an
account in a bank, to be called "The
Public Account," under a penalty of not
exceeding £500. Under the 17 th clause,
every collector and receiver of revenue is
to send to the Audit Commissioners a
monthly return of all moneys he has recei ved, accompanied by a declaration in
the form set forth in one of the schedules
to the Act. Finally, the 43rd clause provides tbat,. If any person shall make and subscribe any
such declaration as het'einbefore mentioned,
knowing the same to be false, or if any person
in the course of his examination before any such
judge as aforesaid, or before the said commissioners, or anyone or more of them, shall
wilfully and corruptly give false evidence, such
person so offending shall incur the same penal-
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ties as are or may be provided against persons
convicted of wilful and corrupt perjury."

I apprehend that the terms of that Act
are sufficiently clear, and the penalties
attaching to any infraction of it are sufficiently onerous, to induce the Government (if they were dil!1po~ed to yield to
such considerations) to be very careful of
the feeling and reputation of their public
servants, especially when those gentlemen
stand high in the service. I want to know
whether the Government, in this particular instance, propose to imitate the
course which they adopted on a previous occasion-whether they intend to
treat the receiver and collector of customs
in the same way as those gentlemen were
treated before? I should like to know
whether the Government have so little
regard for the honorable feelings of
their employes as to place them in
such a position that they must either
make a declaration 'which they Jmow
to be false or tamper with the form of the
declaration? That is the position in which
the receiver, collector, and inspector of
customs were placed in 1865. Of that no
explanation has been given. The committee on the Uncollected Customs Duties, of
which I was a member, had before them two
gentlemen, and the Audit Commissioners
prouuced their declarations in the printed
form as set forth in the schedule to the
Act; but those declarations had been tampered with. I very much regret that the
Audit Commissioners did nOL deem it their
duty to report that fact to the House. I
regret to find that in the report of the
Audit Commissioners, presenteu about a
week ago, not one word is said about the
fact that the declarations for November
and December, 1865, were tampered with,
and were not in the form set forth in the
Act. What is the use of the Act if the
Government intend to evade it whenever
they think fit? Why is this £60,000
placed in this anomalous position, and why
is it taken out of the custom-house
receipts? I don't know who is responsible for this proceeding. I don't know
whether it is another of the dodges of the
Attorney-General-whether illegality has
such a charm for that honorable and
learned gentleman that even when there is
nothing to gain by it he will resort to it.
The Attorney-General reminds me of an
anecdote about a member of the profession to which he belongs, who was dining on one occasion with a number of
his brother lawyers. The learned genMr. Langton.
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tIeman, who was somewhat of an
epicure, remarked that he had a very
delicious dish before him, and, to make
his happiness complete, he only wanted
to be a Jew to have the satisfaction
of sinning at the same time that he
was enjoying the dish. The honorable
and learned Attorney-General, if he can
possibly violate the law, will go out of his
way to do it. He delights if he can in
any way show his disrespect for constituted authority; and if he can set up his
own will in defiance of the Statutes which
this House is called together to pass, he
does it. I suppose that, as he has succeeded so far with impunity in violating
the Audit Act, and in treating in such
a disgraceful way two officers high in
the public service, he will look with
such complacency upon the position in
which he has placed those two gentlemen, that he will be disposed to repeat
what he has done. However, we are in
the dark as to the reasons which led the
Government to deduct £60,000 from the
£1,532,05"5 which they expect to receive
from Customs. We are utterly in the dark
as to the way in which they intend to get
that £60,000 conveyed to New South
Wales, and how they mean to indemnify
their servants for an infraction of the
Audit Act. This is not the only point on
which we are in the dark. There is one
other matter to which I will call the
attention of the House. In the speech
which was delivered by His Excellency
the Governor at the opening of the
pl'esent session, there is one clause to this
effect : "Bills will also be introduced for the amendment of the law relating to public health, the
treatment of lunatics and the management of
their estates, the collection of court fees, and
,
duties on legacies and succession."

Now we have not heard one word about
duties on legacies and succession. We
don't know whether it is the intention of
the Government to carry out the promise
which they made by the lips of His Ex:cellency in reference to the collection of
duties on legacies and succession. We
don't know whether that is included in
the present Estimates or not. We are
utterly in the dark on this point also.
I find that the amount under the
head of miscellaneous estimates of revenue
is very much larger than in any previous
year. The last item under the head of
miscellaneous, "all other receipts," is
£110,000, but in previous years it has
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generally been estimated at about £30,000,
and the actual receipts in 1866 were
£51,000. Now whether this estimate is
swollen to the amount at which it appears
this year by the duties on legacies and
succession, we don't know . We are in
that position that we must endeavour to
find out the information for ourselves.
There is another matter on which we have
not been enlightened. A return was laid
on the table the other night of certain
. verdicts and awards which have been
given against the Government. I find
that some of these are provided for on the
Supplementary Estimates, but the unsatisfied or unprovided for portion amounts to
£258,000. What is going to be done in
the cases of Cornish and Bruce v. The
Queen, and Young v. The Board of Land
and Works?
Is the Attorney-General
going to attempt to jockey Mr. Young out
of his money, as he attempted to jockey
Mr. Ecroyd last year? If Mr. Young is
to be paid, then there is a liability of
£11,000 on account of the year 1866, and
the Treasurer's wonderful balance of
£1,108 is destroyed ten times over. We
have not heard a word from the Government on the subject. As the Government
entered into the arbitration, I suppose that
the award will have to be carried out,
unless the Attorney-General intends to
appeal.
The House is entirely in the
dark as to where the money is to come
from. Even if only this amount is to be
paid, the accounts for 1866 are not
"square," as the Treasurer said, but by
this item alone they will show a deficiency
of £10,000. The award in the case of
Cornish and Bruce amounted, I believe,
to £157,000, and there is also an award of
£70,000 given in the case of Williams v.
The Queen. In reference to none of these
three cases has the House received any
information. If these moneys are to be
paid, they are certainly liabilities on account
of the year 1866-they cannot come into the
accounts for this year. If that be the case,
instead of there being a balance brought
forward from 1866, there must be a large
deficiency on that year. In common with
most members of the House, I was a .little
startled when the Treasurer announced
that there was no deficiency on account of
the year 1866. I want to know what is a
deficiency? Is it a deficiency when the
Treasurer's revenue does not amount to
within a large sum of the amount which
he expected to receive when he submitted
his Estbnates? 1. submit that is a defi-
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ciency. If we test the financial statement
in that way, we shall find· that there is a
very large deficiency. Taking the Treasurer's own statement, and accepting his
own figures, I will refer to the customs
revenue, omitting fi'om the consideration
at present wharfage rates, new duties, and
the gold duty, because the gold duty has
only within the last year or two been included in the customs duties, the new
duties have not been long imposed, and the
wharfage rates do not properly belong to
the Customs department. But taking the
other items-the items on which the main
amount of revenue is derived-there is a
deficiency of £109,000 as compared with
the Estimates. Of that amount £62,000
was in spirits, which we have been assured
by the Minister of Customs is to be accounted for chiefly by the fact that a very
la.rge quantity of spirits have been pro·
duced in the colony during the past year.
But when we look to the fact that
£14,171 was received from spirits distilled
in the colony during the year, which at
6s. a gallon would only give a total produce
of 47,000 gallons, and that to make up the
deficiency of £62,000, 125,000 gallons
would be required, there is still a defi·
ciency of about 78,000 gallons to be ac·
counted for. So that, on the most reliable
and prolific portion of OUl' revenue-on
that part of it from which we have·
hit.herto derived the far larger portion of
our income-we find, as a matter of fact,
that there was a deficiency of £109,000
for the year, although the duties on tea.
sugar, and opium were collected for some
forty-nine days longer then the Treasurer
expected them to he when he submitted the
Estimates. The Treasurer has stated that
the new duties realized £4,696 in excess
of the estimate. I challenge the correctness of that statement. I will endeavour
to show that the House was not fully
informed of all the facts of the case when
that statement was made. The Estimates
were submitted on the 21st of February
last year, and it was expected that
£200,000 would be received during the
year from the new duti~s. There was a
delay of forty-nine days, namely, till
the 12th of April, before those duties
were finally adopted. If a proportionate
reduction is made for the forty-nine days
that the duties were not collected, the
sum of £31,000 will have to be de·
ducted, leaving a balance to be received
during the year of £169,000. There
was collected, according to the Treasurel"s
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own statement, £149,000, so that there
was a deficiency of £19,940, instead of an
increase of £4,696, 'as exhibited by the
Treasurer. I can easily understand how
this trick has been played on the House.
The Treasurer, although he submitted his
Budget on the 21 st February, has reckoned
as if he had collected the duties from the
1st of January; but, inasmuch as the
Tariff was not then passed, and as the
House itself was not in existence till
February, and inasmuch as the Treasurer
did not make his statement till the 21st
February, those duties could not be collected from the 1st January.
The
Treasurer expected to get £200,000 from
the new duties between the I st of February
and the end of the year; but when it was
necessary to put the best possible face
upon the matter, he calculates as if the
duties were to be reckoned from the beginning of the year. If this is not an
attempt to mislead the House on an
important matter, I do not know what is.
The Treasurer estimated that the revenue
for the year 1866 would be £3,186,265.
Now, allowing for the forty-nine days
during which the new duties were not collected, but taking no account of the fact that
during those forty-nine days full rates
were levied on tea and sugar, the net
revenue for the year should have been
£3,154,000. There has beeu actually
received £3,046,000, about £80,000 of
which has been obtained by selling lands
in excess of the quantity authorized by
this House to be sold. If we are to test
the accuracy of the Treasurer's Estimates,
we must bear in mind the basis on which
they were made and the circumstances
under which they were submitted. Deducting £SO,OOO odd from £3,046,000, we
find that the sources of revenue on which
the honorable gentleman relied have only
yielded £2,965,000, or a deficiency' of
£1~9,000 on the year. As to the policy
of selling lands in the way in which the
Government have done, I will not say
much on the present occasion. As a
matter of fact, it is notorious that large
blocks of land were put up for sale, and
that, on the average, every other allotment
was disposed of-that only those allotments were picked up of which the soil
was of superior quality.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LA~ GTON.-Of course I speak
under the correction of the Minister of
Lands; but I am informed that all the
allotments of special value were selected
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at the upset price-that only in one or two
cases did they real ize over £ l per acre.
The result is that, for the present generation, at all events, some 160,000 acres
have been alienated at lOs. per acre; for
that is what it comes to.
Mr. GRANT.-It is not true. Eighty
thousand acres.
Mr. LANGTON.-What I want to explain to the House is, that this £80,000,
which the Treasurer obtained to supplement h is deficiency, was obtained by the
alienation, at least for the lifetime of the
present generation, of some 160,000 acres
of land.
Mr. GRANT.-No; 80,000 acres.
Mr. LANGTON.-I will not trouble
the House at any great length with
figures, as I have a lively recollection of
the infliction which was cast upon us hy
the Minister of Customs. But, turning to
the other side of the account, 'how is the
account for 1866 square, as the Treasurer
tells us it is? Ifrom the balance-sheet
which the honorable gentleman distributed, I find that there is a balance of
£225,000 brought forward from the year
1~65; but when I look at the balancesheet submitted twelve months ago, I find
that only £21,000 was the balance anticipated to be carried forward to 18()6. Now
how has this little difference arisen? It
is made up in the same way as the accounts
are at the enn of the year. £51,000 remains unexpeIJded on account of the year
1865, and, according to the statement of
the Treasurer, £169,000 is unexpended on
account of last year. These two items
make £220,000, which is unexpended for
works ordered to be done by the House;
£80,000 has been obtained by the sale of
land at lOs. an acre, in excess of the
quantity which the House authorized to
be sold; and there is £258,000 for verdicts and awards not provided for.
Mr. VERDON.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-If I am wrong I
shall be glad if the honorable member will
correct. me.
Mr. VERDON.-I will correct the
honorable member on one point. The
honorable member is actually assuming
that the railway works are chnrgeable
against the annual revenue, forgetting
altogether that any money which may be
recovered by Messrs. Cornish and Bruce
is a charge on the railway loan.
Mr. LANGTON.-I, in common with
other honorable members, ought to be
obliged for this explanatioD. But inas-
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much as the 8um of £1 1,000, awarded in the
case of Young v. the Board of Land and
Works, must be a charge on the revenue
for 1866, it is not to be wondered that
honorable members should conclude that
the larger sum was also a charge on the
revenue for the year. Adding together
the sums awarded in the case of Cornish
and Bruce v. the Queen, Williams v. the
Queen, and Young v, the Board of Land
and Works, a total of £227,000 is shown,
which would make a deficiency on thil
year 1866 of £321,000 if the estimates of
expenditm.'e had been carried out. But
putting out of sight the liberties which
the Government have taken with the
estimates on both sides - the liberty o~
selling land they were not authorized to
seli, and of not expending money they
were instructed to expend, there are still
liabilities unprovided for at the end of
the year far in excess of the balance
which the Treasurer brin~s forward.
Accepting his explanation about the two
railway actions, there is still £11,000
arising out of the case of Young v. The
Board of Land and Works, which has to
be reckoned as a charge against the
revenue for the year, which destroys the
Treasurer's balance and mak-es it £10,000
on the wrong side of the account. The
House has had no explanation about this
matter. Then there is a deficiency of
£73,000 on rents for leases under the
Amending Land Act. I want to know
how much was due on account of rents
at the end of the year? As far as I can
make out from the annual report laid on
the table by the Minister of Lands, there
is something like £50,000 owing for rents
and leases under the Amending Land Act.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LAN GTON.--I don't know whether
the amount has been reduced during the
month of January, but at any rate there
must be a large sum owing.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-The account shows
there was a certain amount falling due
during the year, and that it was not
reached by £50,000.
Mr. GRANT.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-However, some portion of this £50,000 must be for rents and
leases under 1his Act. I want to know
what portion of it, and how much is likely
to be realized on this account; because it
will be obseryed that, although the Treasurer laid great stress on the desirabili ty
of making our accounts square at the end
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of the year, ir there is only 10 per cent.
deficiency on the £50,000, our accounts
are not square, and we shall not only be
under the disadvantage of not making our
accounts square, but we shall be under
this further disadvantage-that we have
been attempting to cook our accounts, and
leading the public to believe that we were
in a better position than we really are. I
will make a few remarks, sir, in reference
to our expenditure. That expenditure has
been growing for many years past. Ever
since the present Government has been in
office the expenditure has been steadily
increasing. In 1864 the expenditure, according to the Treasurer's own figures, was
£3,000,000; and in 1865, £2,9t!3,000. In
1866, if the amount on the Supplementary
Estimates be expended, the expenditure will
amount to£3,32 1,000, and£3,379,OOO is the
estimated expenditure for 1867, showing an
increase of some £400,000 since 1864. I
think it would be a very excellent thing
for the House to pass a resolution somewhat in the form of a famous resolution
passed in England nearly a century ago,
declaring "that the expenditure of the
country has increased, is increasing, and
ought to be diminished." We have been
told that in 1860 something like threequarters of a million was derived from
spirits alone, but then we expended much
larger amounts on public works, and
upon the permanent improvement of the
country. I find t4at in 1860 the votes
for roads and bridges and the grants to
municipalities, road boards, &c., amounted
to £1,147,000. In 1867 it il:i pl'oposed to
expend on the same items only £665,000,
showing a sum of £482,000 less to be
expended on permanent reproductive
works than in 1860. If the increase of
our expenditure was owing to the increase
in the amount expended on public works,
there would be some excuse for it; but
when the far larger portion of it is under
the suspicious head, " contingencies,"
and spread ovel' the whole expenditure in
such a way that it is difficult to find under
which thimble the pea is, it is time that
the House took some decided step to cut
down the expenditure, and declare that
£3,000,000 was enough for all public
requirements. I may refer to two items
of expenditure to indicate the way in
which I think r.etrenchment may be made.
There was voted for the department of
Roads and Bridges in 1t!65 the sum of
£145,000, and in 1866, £103,000, making
together £248,000.
Of this amount
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£135,000 was unexpended, leaving a sent up to Melbourne only 50,000 tonsbalance of £113,000 expended. Now the less than one-sixth of the entire amount.
expenses of the department for the I have no means of ascertaining what
supervision and administration of this portion of this 50,000 tons wad sent over
£ 113,000 amounted to no less than the other lines, but certainly not a very
£26,000, or more than 23 per cent. large proportion. I do not suppose that
of the entire amount. I doubt whether more than 25,000 tons out of the 339,000
such a costly department is to be found in tons were carried over the Williamst.own
any other country. I find that on the rail way, as a link between the pier and the
Estiinates for 1867 there is £53,200 for trunk lines. Amongst other matters in
the department of Roads and Bridges, and connexion with the Williamstown railway,
that the expenses of the department will I find that 77i per cent. of the receipts
be £ 13,545, or 25 per cent. of the amount at the pier are actually swallowed up
expended. I cannot help thinking that a in expenses. I don't know how much
reduction might safely be made in this de- longer an enterprise like this is to be carried
partment, if, indeed, the department might on at the same cost. I don't think it
not be abolished altogether, seeing that so would be carried on in any other British
large a proportion of t.he public works possession; and only as long as we deem
which have heretofore been carried out by ourselves to be excessively opulent can
the State have been transferred to local it be carried on here. When we come
bodies. It would, perhaps, be safe, econo- to look at the passenger rates we find
mical, and ad vantageous to abolish the a remarkable discrepancy between the
department, and simpiy have one or two rates charged on the Williamstown railinspectors connected with the department way and the rates charged on the ot.her
of Public Works to supervise works lines. I think that the up-country folk
carried out by local bodies towards the have reasonable ground of complaint that
cost of which the State contributes. the Williamstown people should be allowed
Another item has occurred to me in which to travel at such low rates, while they have
I think that there is plenty of room for to pay more. According to all experience,
retrenchment. J don't wish to harass the the longer the line, the less the passenfeelings of' the Treasurer by referring to gers should have to pay, because there is a
it, but I find that t.he v\-~illiamstown rail- less number of servants required on a long
way has not in any year paid its working line in proportion to the number required
expenses. Without including the interest on a short one; and of course the expenses
on the cost of its construction, we are . in proportion are less. According to the
running the Williamstown line at a loss. last report, the average receipts per mile
The cost of that line; taking into account per passenger was 2*d. on the Murray
the proportionate expense of the Geelong line; on the Ballarat line, barely 2d; but
Junction and of the railway sheds, was on the Williamstown line, less than lIT of
about half a million of money, the interest 1d. If the rates on the Williamstown line
on which, at 6 per cent., amounts to were raised to the same level as the rates
£30,000 a year, so that the Williamstown on the Ballarat line, the receipts would be
rail way is run at an annual cost to the doubled, the loss on the current expenses
colony of considerably over £30,000. would be easily destroyed, and we should
What is the explanation of this? That have a large sum towards paying the
the fares charged over a railway nine interest of the cost of the construction of
miles long are about the same as the the line. The Government have not pro~
charges over the Hobson's Bay Rail- posed any reduction in the expenditure,
way, which is only three miles long. but, on the contrary, they propose to proThis is a ruinous competition, which vide for increased expenditure by new
no private company could incur for taxes. 'fhe country has already had a
a week, because the shareholders would taste of these new taxes. The 'freamrer
never be content to lose all interest on ·has told the House that there has not been
their capital, and be caUed upon for an sufficient time to ascertain the effects of
annual contribution to defl'ay the working the changes in the Tariff; but it is strange
expenses. I may be told that the goods that he should make such a statement when,.
traffic on this line is very large; but, from for all practical purposes, the Tariff of
the report for 1865, I find that the total last year was in operation for two years.
goods traffic for all the lines was 339,000 The country was subject to all the inconvetons. There was landed at the pier and nience and annoyance of the changes of the
Mr. Langton.
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Tariff in 1865, and trade was affected by
it to the same extent in 1865 as in 1866.
Now I ask the Treasurer whether that
'Tariff has improved our revenue? At the
present time it is proposed, not merely to
maintain the principle upon which the
Tariff of last year was based, but to extend
it. The House is entitled to inquire
whether it bas improved our revenue.
Although new and burthensome imposts
have been laid upon us, I find that,
since 1864, not only has our customs
revenue seriously declined, but our imports and exports have seriously fallen.
off. .And here I will just refer to the
relative trades of different colonies. I
find that the total amount of the imports
and exports to Victoria for the year 1864
was £28,~73,OOO. In 1865 the amount
fell at once to £26,408,000, showing' a
deficiency in our imports and exports
during the first year of the operation of
the Tariff of £2,465,000.
Mr. VERDO~.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-These figures are
taken from Mr. Archer's blue-book, and I
challenge the honorable gentleman to contradict them. The imports and exports
had been steadily increasing from 1862 to
1864, and directly the Tariff is adopted
there is a falling off of two and a half
millions.
Mr. VERDON.-In the valuation.
Mr. LANGTON.-I have yet to learn
that there is any alteration in the mode of
valuing the goods. The amount derived
by ad valorem duties in 18G6 was, I think,
not above £30,000; and yet there has
been a reduction in the imports and exports
in the first year of nearly £2,500,000.
Now, I venture to say that the honorable
member cannot substantiate that position;
that he will not be able to satisfy the
House that to that fact is attributable this
enormous decrease in the foreign trade
of the country. I turn to New South
Wales, and I find that, while our trade has
fallen off, the trade of that colony has not
fallen off. The imports and exports of
New South Wales amounted in 1864before our experiments in finance were
made-to £17,9.53,000, and in 1865 to
£18,119,000. If we turn to tonnage, we
find the same result; and it is reasonable
to presume that, if there is a falling off in
imports co-existent with a falling off in
tonnage, there is an actual falling off in
trade. I admit that, according to the
partial statements with regard to 1866
which have issued from the Customs
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department, there appears a discrepancy
which may seem to warrant the conclusion
to which the Treasurer points; but how
does the honorable gentleman account for
the decrease to the extent of 81,000 tons
which took place in 1865 as compared
with 1~64? From 1861 to 1~64 there
was a progressive increase in tonnage; but
in 1865 there is the decrease I have named.
And where did. it go to? Our Sydney
neighbours seized nearly the whole of it.
Mr. VERDON.-New Zealand.
Mr. LANGTON .. -The increase in tonnage to New South Wales was, in 1865,
71,000 tons, as compared with 1864, or
wit.hin 10,000 tons of the entire amount
which we lost. Trade was so disturbed
that it would not pay to land goods here,
and therefore they were shipped on to
Sydney. I say that if our Government
had been in the interest of New South
Wales they could not have brought forward legislation better calculated to increase the trade of the port of Sydney,
at the expense of this community, than the
legislation of 1865. To show that there
was no cause applicable to other colonies
for the decline in our trade, I may mention
that in South Australia the tonnage increased in 1~65 to the extent of 36,000
tons. Then, as to the intercolonial trade,
I presume that is a trade in which all
honorable members, whatever their views,
take some interest, from the fact that it
is the means of employing a large number of persons about our wharfs, in the
Bay, and in houses in town-draymen,
storekeepers, carters, clerks, porters, and
stevedores-that it causes a large sum
of money to be spent in this community,
and that it leaves a good profit to the
merchants.
I apprehend there is no
protectionist so rabid on the subject of
protection, or so hostile to the mercantile
community, as t.o stand up here and
express the belief that it is to the int.erest
of this community that our merchants
should not make good profits. vVell, this
intercolonial trade has fallen off in a
larger proportion than has the entire trade.
The exports to the neighbouring colonies
-like the imports and exports, and also
the tonnage-steadily increased up to 1864.
In that yea~ the exports to the neighbouring colonies amounted to £4,213,000. In
1865, the first year of the Tariff, they
fell to £2,900,000, showing a decrease of
£1,300,000. We have not yet had the
statement for last year; but before the
promulgation of the civil service regula-
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tions, which prevent honorable members
and other people obt.aining the information which it is necessary for the
public convenience that they should derive
from official personages, I went to the
custom-house, and ascertained, not from
the Minister of Customs, but from a
respectable and civil gentleman in the
department, that the exports to the neighbouring colonies during the first half of
1866 amounted to £1,329,000, making for
the eighteen months ending June 30,
1866, £4,200,000, whereas if the trade
had continued according to the rate of
1864, they would have amounted to
£6,300,000, showing a decline of over
£2,000,000 in the eighteen months.
Honorable members ought to bear these
facts in mind in considering this subject:
because it cannot be in the interest of any
section of the community to drive away a
trade that has been steadily increasing.
If there is any explanation of this, let us
have it. Some honorable members have
stated that there are large transhipments,
and they have imputed to me the absurd
remark that the profit on these transhipments is 20 per cent.
Now, from the
answer gi ven to the question which I put
to the Minister of Customs at the beginning of the session, it is very clear that
there is no possibility of ascertaining the
extent of these transhipments, because, if
a return of them would tell in favour of
the Government-if they would mitigate
the ill-effect and the damaging influence
of the statement I have just submittedwe should have had them laid on the
table before the present time. I am disposed to admit that there have been large
transhipments ; but to tranship goods is
one thing - to carryon a fine export
trade is quite another. What is transhipment? It is merely shifting goods fi'om
one vessel to another without breaking
open the cases; and in most instances, as
I am assured by large mercantile firms in
Melbourne, this process goes on with very
small profit, and in many instances at a
loss. The chief reas~n for these transhipments was, that it did not pay to land the
goods, and therefore they were sent on to
Sydney or some other port, where there
was either a lower rate of duty or a
greater demand for the goods'. I venture
to say that the whole transhipping trade
leaves a very small proportion of profit to
the merchants of this colony. But the export trade is wholly different. Goods are
landed and brought into town; and buyers
Mr. Langto1f,.
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come from New South Wales, Tasmania,
South Australia, New Zealand, Queensland, and even from Western Australia.
These goods are opened up and sold, n
little from one case and a little from
another, to these buyers. Very few of
them can buy a whole case of one class of
goods; and many of them do not have in
their stores at one time as much as would
stock a small shop in Bourke-street.
Directly you put an embargo upon that,
you put an embnrgo on the intercolonial
trade; and you prevent the carrying on
of a trade which has been increasing, and
which has been a source of profit and
wealth to this community. At a very
moderate computation, the genuine export
trade, not touching transhipments, is worth
20 per cent. on the amount of it to this
colony; and this without any regard to
the fact that it leads to an import trade
also. Taking into account wharfage rates,
the cost of cartage, stallage, and other
charges, 20 per cent. is not nn exorbitant
amount, and that per centage on the
£2,000,000, which we lost in eighteen
rnonthfol, is £400,000, of which less than
£60,000 is lost to the merchants, the remaining £350,000 having gone out of the
pockets of the labouring class in and about
Melbourne. I also desire to point out that
there is no cause, outside the colony, for
this fnlling off in our intercolonial trade,
because, while our trade has fallen off,
that of our neighbours has not suffered.
On the contrary, the intercolonial trade of
New South Wales has increased. New
South Wales has been steadily creeping
in; and I say that, if the members of the
present Government had agreed for a con ..
sideration to do the best they possibly
could to promote the trade of Sydney at
the expense of the trade of Melbourne,
they could have done nothing better than
make the fiscal changes which cnme into
operation in 1865. Then there is another
feature of this intercolonial trade, to
which I must direct the attention of
the House. There has been springing up
for. years past, both hAre and in New
South \Vales, a very respectable trade in
articles of domestic production. I exclude
for the purposes of comparison articles
which are of pastoral production or the
production of the gold fields. The articles
of domestic production (exclusive of gold,
wool, and tallow) exported by Victoria
amounted, in J862, to £702,000; in 1863,
to £999,000; and in 1864, to £698,000;
but in 1865 they amounted to only
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£529,000, showing, as compared with the VISIOns which we exported in 1862 was
pre\ious year, a falling off to the extent £13,000; in 1863, £23,000; in 1864,
of £169,000. But, while this decline has £24,000; and in 1865, only £8,000.
taken· place with us, the trade of our
An HONORABLE MEl\1BER.-That may
neighbours in these commodities has been be accounted for by the drought.
steadily extending.
The export from
Mr. LANGTON. - Now, sir, the
New South Wales of articles produced drought to which the honorable member
ana manufactured in the colony-salted refers did not happen until the end of the
provisions, soap, carriages, and machinery year 1865. The immediate effect of that
-was, in 1864, £1,065,000, and in 1865, 'was to load our market with cattle just
£],183,000, showing an increase as against suited for curing at a lower price than they
our decrease. I find that the trade in were sold at for a considerable time before.
The number of cattle we imported across the
machineryMr. RAMSAY.-There is no duty on Murray in 1864 was 98,500 ; and in 1865,
105,000. The cause of this increase was
machinery.
Mr. LANGTON.-I don't dispute that. that, towards the close of l865, the feed
I am not speaking of duties. I say that, in Riverina became very scanty, and
in articles which duties do not directly in consequence a large number of cattle
touch, the trade has fallen off. I have . were pushed into the market, and were
always contended that one effect of im- offered at as low a figure as they had
posing duties of this kind is to destroy the been sold at any time during the pretrade, not only in the particular articles vious ten years, and this just at the
affected, but in other articles as well. time when the curers were reaely to sell
The machinists thought they would be their goods. On this subject I have not
benefited by protective duties, but the trusted to myself, as I have not had anymachinists' trade in Melbourne has never thing to do with the particular business
been so dull as at the present time, partly for some time; but I have had the assistbecause a large portion of it has gone to ance of a gentleman who has distinguished
Ballarat, and partly because the Sydney himself in the preparation of salted propeople have outstripped us in the New visions. I refer to Mr. Smith, the ham
Zealand trade. The exports of machinery curer, of Victoria-street, who has received
amounted in 1863 to £5,790, and
1864 a medal from the hands of the Exhibition
Commissioners. He tells me that, during
to £10,879.
Mr. RAMSAY.-That represents about 1862, 1863, and 1864, he exported salt
provisions to the value of from £.lO,OOO
.
two engines.
1\1:1'. LANGTON.- These. facts are to £ 15,000 per year. During the first
rather awkward for the Ministry and their year of the Tariff, owing to the duty on
supporters, or they would not interrupt me salt (£1 per ton), which cost him nearly
so much, or attempt to weaken the force £200, and which he could not recover
of what I have to say. Well, the exports from his customers, his exports of salted
of machinery fell in 1865 to £6,890, show- provisions fell to £2,000. This falling off
ing a decrease of £4,000 in the first year is undoubtedly attributable in part to the
of the Tariff. Was there any cause for this fact that there was not so large a demand
outside the colony? If so, why did it not in New Zealand for salted provisions as
affectN ew South Wales as well as Victoria? there was before. But it is attributIt did not affect the sister colony; but she able, also, to another fact. Mr. Smith
has seized on the trade which we have lost assures me that, directly this duty was
ever since the Minister of Customs has imposed, he was at a disadvantage. As
been the despot at the custom-house, and soon as steam communication was estabforced his crotchets down the throats of lished between Sydney and the various
the people of this colony. The exports ports of New Zealand which he had prefrom New South Wales of machinery pro- viously supplied, he was driven from port
duced in that colony were, in J 864, £8,600; to port until his trade was lost; and the
and in ] 865, £11,500, showing that what reason was that he could not comnete with
we lost our neighbours gained. There is th~ Sydney exporters. At th~ end of
one article which we have been exporting 1865 there were fresh gold discoveries at
for some years, and in which the falling Hokitika and Greymouth, on the western
off, under the Tariff, is more marked than coast of New Zealand.
Steamers were
perhaps in anything else. I refer to salted laid on, and Mr. Smith exported £8,000
provisions. The value of the salted pro- worth of salted provisions during the first
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two months of 1866 ; but. as soon as steam
communication was opened up between
Sydney and the western ports, he was
driven thence, and his trade was completely
done for, so far as New Zealand was
concerned, Mr. Smith is subjeet to a
duty of 62 per cent. on the salt he uses,
against a duty of 17~ per cent. in Sydney.
This is a disadvantage sufficient to crush
any industry, as anyone in the trade very
well knows. Mr. Smith further informs
me that, whereas formerly he cured as
many as 10,000 pigs in the course of the
year, last year he cured no more than
2,240; that he has no trade outside the
colony; that the internal market is glutted,
although scarcely any bacon, as compared
with previous years, w!ts imported. last
year; and that his trade, which up to the'
time of the creation of the Tariff was a
profitable trade, has ever since been a
10ding trade. Before the Tariff was imposed Mr. Smith employed fourteen men.
Now he is able to employ only seven men.
His ability to employ labour has therefore
declined one-half since the enforcement of
the Tariff. Now this' gentleman does not
come to this House as a mendicant. He
does not ask for a protective duty or a
bounty. He simply wants to carryon his
business, and to be let alone. But the
absurd decree has gone forth that there
shall be a dULy of 62 per cent. on salt-a
most absurd tax-and Mr. Smith's trade
has been completely ruined. Probably a
number of other persons may be in a
similar posit,ion. Now where has this
trade gone to? It has gone where all our
trade has gone to-namely, Sydney. While
our trade in salted provisions has fallen
off, the trade of New South Wales in the
same commodity has increased. The value
of the salted proyisions exported by New
South Wales was, in 1862, £18,000; 1863,
£25,000; 1864, £28,000; and 1865,
£35,000. The Sydney people have taken
nearly the whole of our intercolonial trade;
and, if this second and worst edition of
the Tariff be carried, the little left of
the intercolonial trade will disappear by
the end of the year.
But there are
other ways of testing the effects of a
change in our fiscal system. When
changes of this kind are made in England,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer usua)ly
entertains the House of Commoris with an
elaborate dissertation on the condition of
the people, showing how much money the
people have been able t.o lay by in the
course of the year, how much has been
Mr. Langton.
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invested in savings banks, the amount of
dutiable goods consumed, and how many
paupers and criminals there are. These
tests are looked upon as tolerably safe
tests of the condition of the people of
England, and the success or otherwise of
the fiscal system in force. N ow it is
perfectly true that we are far away from
the old country-that we
" Walk by the long wash of Australasian seas,
Far off. and hold our heads to other stars,
And breathe in converse seasons."

But we are eminently British in our
habits. We don't deny ourselves any
luxuries which it is within our power to
procure; we don't curtaiL our expenditure
unless there is some cause for it; we
don't lessen our' savings unless we are
obliged; we don't become paupers unless
some pressure is brought to bear upon us;
and I am inclined, also, to think-although,
I dare say, some honorable members will
not agree with me-that, as in the old
country so here, when provisions and employment are scarce and wages low, there
is more crime in the community. Now I
say let us apply some of those tests to
this colony. We rer.eivedfl'om the customhouse (exclusive of the gold export duty,
the new duties, and the wharfage rates), in
1863, £1,020,000; in lR64, £1,039,000;
in 1865, £949,000 ; and in 1866, £832,000.
These figures show that there was a falling
otfbetween 1864 and 1866 of £207,000.
This may be accounted for to the extent
of £73,000 by the reduction of the
tea and sugar duties. Still the fact
remains that in the first year of the new
Tariff, with an increased population, there
is a falling off to the extent of £134,000
in the revenue derived from customs
duties. I say. then, that the first of the
ordinary tests which a British Chancellor
of the Exchequer would apply on an
occasion of this kind tells against the
Government. We have some means of
arriving at the amount of distress existing
in Melbourne, and we can see if that distress has increased since the Tariff came
into force. We have in Melbourne two
institutions which enable us to form a
tolerably correct idea as to whether there
are at the present time more persons in
indigent circumstances than there were
two or three years ago. The number of
persons relieved by the Immigrants' Aid
Society was, in 1864, 7,958; in 1865, the
first year of the Tariff, 16,375; and in
1866, 32,356. Certainly, if the effect of
the Tariff has been to open up fresh
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branches of industry, and provide increased the amounts deposited in savings banks.
employment for the population, it has not I find that the amount deposited in the
llad that effect in the neighbourhood of savings banks steadily increased up to
Melbourne, if we may judge by the number 1864, and that since then they have
of persons who have been relieved by declined. The amount deposited was,
the Immigrants' Aid Society. There is in 1861), £4~4,000; 1~61, £582,000;
another institution which is engaged in 1862, £634,000; 1863, £70 I ,000; 1~64,
relieving the destitute. I refer to the £769,000; 1865 (the first year of the
Ladies' Benevolent Society. I find that Tariff,), £719,000; 1866, £642,000.
the number of cases relieved by that
Mr. VERDON.-One result of the Land
society was, in 1863, 2,520; in 1864, Act.
3,278; in 1865, the first year of the Tariff,
Mr. LANGTON.-I fully anticipated
4,026; and in 1866,4,412. Now I put that objec~ion. The accounts of the
together the numbers relieved by the two savings banks are made up to the end of
societies, and I find that in 1864 the total June in each year. I see by one of the
number was 10,470; and that in 1866, or daily papers that the deposits on the 31st
the second year after the Tariff came into December last were only £601,000~ as
force, the number was 36,768. Certainly, against £769,000 on the 30th June, 1864.
if we are to judge of the condition of the Of course the sum of £57,000 in the Postpeople by the number of indigent persons office savings bunks has to be considered.
around Melbourne, we cannot conclude But even then there will be a difference in
that the condition of the population has the deposits, between the close of 1866 and
improved by this Tariff. I now come to the last year of the ol~ Tariff, of £ I 11,000.
another branch of the inquiry.
How The Treasurel' suggests that this decl ine in
about the criminals? Have.they increased? the amount of deposits is thp- result of the
Of course honorable members may have Land Act. But there was a land law in
their own theory on that subject; but I force before the famous Act of 1864, which
have a vivid recollection of a very able immortalized my honorable friend the
article in the Edinburgh Review, on the Minister of Lands; and under that law
intimate connexion between poverty and some settlement took place, some land was
crime; an article which forced me to the enclosed, and some land was cultivated.
conclusion, that whenever we raise the Between 1862 and 1864, when the Duffy
price of commodities, by so doing we not Land Act was in force, ] ,309,000 acres
only lower wages, and diminish employ- were enclosed, and 68,000 acres were"
ment, but, as the worst consequence of all, brought under cultivation. Between 1864
we drive more persons into the paths of and 1866, no more than 1,259,000 acres
crime. I find that from 1860 to 1~64 were enclosed, and only 22,400 a~res
there was a steady diminution in the were brought under cultivation. I gather
number of our criminals. . I regret that this from returns made up to the 31st
we cannot have some of these statistics in March in each year; and I quote from the
a bald shape, without being arranged so last statistics that I am able to obtain.
elaborately as we find them in the blue- The figures I have given show that, in the
book. We might get them more early in first period, three time~ as much fresh land
the year, when, on au occasion like. this, was brought under cultivation as compared
of discussing a policy which either has or with the other period ;, and yet i IT the first
has not had a disastrous effect on the period t.he savings banks deposits increased
community, they might be of service to us. .by £135,000, while in the latter they fell
The number of criminals convicted and of by £ III ,000. I may be told that the
sentenced was, in 1860, 755; 1861, 744 ; far larger port.ion of t.he land was enclosed
1~62, 688; 1863, 653; 1864, 620; IH65
and cultivated by squatters and specula(the first year of the Ta.riff), 697. Whether tors, and that, after all, this was no cultithere has been an increase or a decline vation. In reply to this, I will state"to the
during the past year, I cannot pretenp to House the number of acres in holdings of
say. We have not the figures. But I less than 100 acres which were enclosed
say that this fact of the increase in con- during the two periods. The extent of
victions in 1865-which if it stood alone . ~nclosed land embraced in holdings of less
I should not notice-standing beside the than 100 acres was, in 1862, 314,000
increase in the number of paupers, is one acres; in 1864 it had increased to 384,000
that deserves attention at the hands of the acres; and between 186-1 and 1866 it
House. Now, sir, there is another test in increased to 403,000 acres; so that. in the
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first period, when there was an increase sequences of submitting a Tariff which
in savings banks deposits to the extent of they cannot carry. I don't apprehend
£135,000, there was an increase, in the that will be the case, but I am assuming
holdings of less than 100 acres, of 69,000 that it will, because it is perfectly well
acres; and in the second period, when the known to every observer of politics in the
savings bank deposits fell of by £111,000, old country that there is scarcely a subject
the extent of the small holdings increased which a British Government can submit
by only 18,000 acres. I make the honor- to the House of Commons in regard to
able the Treasurer a presen t of the Lan d Act. which, and to alterations in which, they are
If that is the best excuse he can give for more jealous Hnd sensitive than the annual
the decrease in the savings bank deposits, fiscal and financial scheme.
By the
the case of the Government is utterly Government determining to impose duties
bopeless, One other feature in connexion on nearly every article imported into the
with this subject to which I desire to call colony-some at 10 pel' cent., and some at
attention is, that while the great increase 5 per cent.--certainly one objection to the
of pauperism has taken place in Melbourne, old Tariff will be to some extent removed.
and while unquestionably the greatest There cannot be the same inequality of
injury which the Tariff has inflicted has duties as under that system. Being subbeen felt in Melbourne, the main falling of jected to a duty of 10 per cent.-supposing
in the deposits in savings banks bas been there is anything like honesty in the transin Melbourne also. I have not the figures action-the goods must pay a rateable
with me,bnt I think the falling off in proportion of duty. But. it is proposed to
Melbourne is somet.hing like £43,000. return to a system-the ad valorem system
Now, if this decline had taken place in -which has once before been tried in this
counh:y districts where large allotments colony. It is rather strange that since
of land had been opened up for selec- this colony separated from New South
tion, the observation as to the Land Act Wales, we should, in fiscal arrangements,
might have applied; but statistics won't have gone all round the circle. We started
endorse that at all. We have also the with a Tar'iff of 160 articles, which we
other fact that, with a larger amount of inherited from our Sydney neighbours.
settlement between 1862 and 1864, the That was condemned by almost the entire
savings bank deposits largely increased. community, because of the great inconNow all these test.s, which are ordinarily venience which resulted from it. I have
applied by the British Chancellor of the here an extract from the speech of the
Exchequer to the condition of the people, present Chief Justice (then the AttorneyteU unfavorably against the present General), delivered in 1852, when moving
Tariff. I don't see any possibility of dis- the second reading of the Tariff Bill of
puting these facts. There they are. I that year-a measure which proposed the
challenge honorable members to test the levying of duties on only six articles in
facts for themselves from books within place of 160. After reciting Adam Smith's
their own reach. Whether those books canons of taxation, Mr. Stawell observed:are of the unreliable character of the
"By the present Tariff all these rules were
balance of £1,108 proposed to be brought set at defiance. In it there were 160 items of
the mode of collection was often
forward from 1866 to 1867, I am not taxation;
vexatious and invidious; and the revenue was
prepared to state. But I say that some much open to fraud from the system of ad
one is bound to give an answer to the facts valorem duties."
which I have submitted to the House, or Having had the experience of an ad valorem
else the fiscal system which has brought Tarifl~ the Government, no less than fifteen
such disaster on the colony must be aban- years ago, abandoned it. Then came into
doned. But instead of abandoning this force a Tariff which, for simplicity and
fiscal scheme, it is proposed by the Govern- economy of working, and at the same time
ment that we shall have a second, and, I for yielding a large amount of revenue, has
may say, an aggravated edition of it. seldom been exceeded, if ever equalled, in
Instead of having duties on a small num- a British colony. It answered our purber of articles, there
to be a dut.y on pose admirably. It afforded us a very
nearly every article that is imported into large revenue at a minimum of cost and
the colony.
I will assume that the inconvenience to the community. And
Government are disposed to act in this now it is proposed that we shall go back
matter as most British Governments act, to the ad 'lJalorem system. For that change,
that is to say, they will abide by the con- I must again complain, we have had no
Mr. Langton.
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very clear or satisfactory explanation. The
Minister of Customs did not treat the
House to any very precise explanation of
the reasons which led the Government to
adopt that system, nor did he meet
the objections which were urged upon
previous occasions by himself and other
members of the Governmen t to ad valorem
duties. I need not trouble the House
with quotations from a speech deli vered by
the Treasure\, only in 1865, in which he
stated that the Government had succeeded,
in the Tariff then submitted, "in avoiding
the difficulty, confusion, and perhaps the
immorality of ad valorem duties." Not
only did he object to those duties on the
ground of difficulty, confusion, and immorality, he objected to them also on the
ground of cost. He stated· that they
would cost twice as much to collect as the
dudes then submitted. Now, honorable
members must be acquainted with the fact
that the ad valorem system has been tried
in most countries, and in every case has
been found wanting. It has been found
that its operation is fraught wi th serious
difficulties; that it leads to the perpetration of frauds on the community, and the
demoralization of the whole mercantile
body. About a hundred years ago, a Tariff
of that kind was in force in England; and
one of our poets has left some traces of the
opinion then held regarding it. It led,
as under the present Customs A.ct, or
rather the Customs Act passed last session,
to the administration of oaths; and custom-house oaths became a by-word" And men were sworn on every slight pretence,
'I'ill perjuries were common as bad pence;
And thousands, careless of the damning sin,
Kiss'd the book outside that ne'er look'd in."

The ad valorem system has been in force
-as honorable members no doubt knowin the United States for some time. I
have here a work by no less a personage
than Daniel 'iN ebster, who, on this subject,
quotes President Buchanan, as follows:"Our ad val07'em system has produced great
frauds upon the revenue, whilst it has driven
the regular American merchant from the
business of importing, and placed it almost
exclusively in the hands of the agents of
British manufacturers.
The American importer produces bis invoice to the collector,
containing the actual price at which the
imports were purchased abroad, and he pays
the fair and regular duty upon this invoice. Not
so the British agent. The foreign manufacturer
in his invoice reduces the price of the articles
which he intends to import into our own country
to the lowest possible standard which be thinks
will enable them to pass through the customhouse without. being seized for fraud. And the
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business has been hitherto managed with so
much ingenuity as generally to escape detection.
The consequence is that the British agent passes
the goods of his employer througb the customhouse on the payment of a much lower duty
than the fair American merchant is compelled
to pay. In this manner he is undersold in the
market by the foreigner, and thlls is driven
from the competition, whilst the public revenue
is fraudulently reduced."

And then Mr. Webster himself says : "What is the great fact that makes ad valorem
duties unsafe as a general principle of finance?
I must confess my utter consternation when I
heard the other day the honorable chairman of
the Committee of Finance say that he did not
believe that a case of fraudulent under-valuation
had ever been made out. Why, it is the notoriety
of a thousand such cases occurring every year
in this Government, and in all Governments
where the system of ad valorem duties in any
degree prevails, and the value is ascertained
upon the invoices or proof from abroad."

Further on he goes into details, and gives
a specific instance how the revenue is
defrauded : "A highly respectable firm in Boston have
for many years been dealing in hard ware, and
in the habit of making importations of certain
articles from the north of Europe. In these
articles they found themselves constantly undersold by the dealers in New York. They could
not understand the reason of this for a long
time, but last spring the secret came to light.
They had ordered a small amount of hard ware
to be sent to them, and in due time the goods
came, and two invoices came with them. In one
invoice the cost was stated at 958 thalers, and
in the other at 1,402. And the letter accompanying these invoices says, 'You find herewith
duplicate invoices of the greatest part of your
order, &c.
The original I send by Havre
packet. You also find herewith an invoice milde
up in the manner like [that which] the most
importers of your country require, perhaps to
save some duty.'"

And when finally expressing his opinion,
Mr. Webster says, speaking of England : "What is the case with England? In her
notions favorable to free trade, has she rushed
madly into a scheme of ad valorem duties? A
system of ad 7Jalorem duties is not free trade, but
fraudulent trade."

That is the opinion of one of the most
eminent Americans of the present century,
after he had had ample opportunity of
observing the working of this ad valorem
system. And yet it is proposed to introduce that system here. I would ask
honorable members who have been long
in the colony, and who have had transactions with the other colonies during the
time the ad valorem system was in force
there, whether they cannot corroborate,
from their own experience, the statement
of Daniel Webster, that the ad valorem
system drives the honest trader, in many
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cases, out of the market, and leaves the
I have been
assured of this by persons who were
engaged in business in Tasmania at the
time the ad valorem system was in force
there. I should have thought that the
experience of the Minister of Customsunless he prefers handing over the trade
of the colony to the class I speak ofwould have Jed him to resort to any proposal rather than ad valorem duties. It
has been, and is, I understand, the practice
to forward duplicate invoices to Adelaide
and Sydney, merely in consequence of the
existence of ad valorem duties; and I am
told that but a slight difference is sufficient to turn business from one to another.
If this has been done in the United States
and in Great Britain, why should it not
be done here? I want to know whether
the Ministry wish to demoralize the entire
mercantile community of this plare?
Take the case of a man disposed to be
"indifferent honest, as this world goes."
On the whole, he would rather do right;
lle does not want to do wrong; but if he
does not do the same as his neighbours,
his trade is gone; and thus'he is impelled,
by mere force of circumstances, to a course
to which otherwise he would not resort.
I say the House ought not to sanction a
. system which leads to such consequences.
In the name of the morality of trade, J
protest against it. I call upon the House
to be no part.y to the revival of a system
which has demoralized traders and trade
wherever it has been in force. And not
only are we to have an ad 'l.·alorem
syst.em, we are also to have what may be
termed a universal system of taxation.
Very few things are to be exempted. It
must be a source of satisfaction to the Attorney-General to know that his Administration will be the first in this colony to
impose a tax upon light and knowledge.
The tax upon glass will diminish the
number of windows in the smaller houses
and among the poorer people, as a duty
on boots and shoes causes the larger number of children to go barefooted. I venture
to ask, with 36,000 persons in. need of
relief during the last twelve months, how
can the Government expect that state of
affairs to improve under the imposition of
this taxation? I say that the tax on glass
is a tax on light and air. Again, the imposition of a duty of 6d. per gallon on oil
has at once raised the price of kerosene to
the poor people of Collingwood Is. per gallon. I have always contended that duties of
Mr. Langton.
field entirely to the rogues?
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this kind raise the price to the consumer
in a far greater ratio than the duty itself.

One of the objections continually urged
against such duties is, that they cause the
consumer to pay a large tax, in order that
a small one may go to the Treasury. They
conflict with the fundamental principle of
Adam Smith-tl).at no tax should take any
more out of the pockets of the tax payer
than is paid into the coffers of the State.
These duties do so. Has not the duty of
9d. per cwt. on flour raised the price of the
4-lb. loaf a penny? Honorable members
cry out upon the bakers, that they are
imposing on the public. Now no class of
men work harder, or earn their money
more fairly, than the bakers; In comparison with them, the lot of the engineers
and the machinists, who have come before
this House as petitioners for assistance, is
far preferable. The bakers work a longer
number of hours; their trade is more
injurious to health; and their profits are
less in proportion. The position of the
masters is very little better than that of
the men; they, also, do more work for
smaller profits. I cannot concur with
the opinion which seems to have gone
abroad, that the bakers are imposing
on the public. They must raise their
prices. Have not millers raised the price
of flour? Has not flour gone up more
than lOs. per ton on account of the duty?
Honorable members well know that these
taxes augment as they go from hand to
hand. until the consumer has to pay an
increase of 200 per cent. on the amount
which goes into the Treasury. The Government tax light and knowledge. J do
not think that the Attorney-General, when
he comes to reflect on his career, will look
back with sati.,Htetion to this part of itto his being a party to the revival of the
most obnoxious of those taxes which it is
the boast of' all the moderate and enlightened statesmen of Great Britain to
have assisted in sweeping away-taxes on
light., on knowledge, on cleanliness, food,
clothing, and industry. We have wellnigh reached the condition which Sydney
Smith describes:"Taxes upon every artide which enters into
the mouth, or covers the back, or is placed
under the foot; taxes upon everything which it is
pleasant to see, hear. feel. smell, or tasle; taxes
upon warmth, light, and locomotion-taxes upon
everything on earth and the waters under the
earth-on everything that comes from abroad
or is grown at home -taxes on the raw material
-taxes on every fresh value that is added to it
by the industry of man-taxes on the sauce
which pampers man's appetite, and the drug that
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restores him to health-on the ermine which
decorates the judge and the rope which hangs
the criminal-on the poor man's salt" (which is
literally true in Victoria) "and the rich man's
spice-on the brass nails of the coffin and the
ribbons of the bride j at bed or board, couchant
or levant, we must pay. The schoolboy whips
his taxed top j the beax:dless youth manages his
taxed horse with a taxed bridle on a taxed road;
and the dying Englishman, pouring his medicine. which has paid 7 per cent., into a spoon
that has paid 15 per cent., flings himself back
upon his chintz bed, which has paid 2~ per cent.,
and expires in the arms of an apothecary who
has paid a licence of £100 for the privilege of
putting him to death. His whole property is
then taxed from 2 to 10 per cent." (which is not
literally true here). "Besides the probate, large
fees are demanded for burying him in the
chancel j his virtues are handed down to posterity on taxed marble, and he is then gathered
to his fathers-to be taxed no more."
Under the present Tariff that is the only
place in which people can escape taxation.
When they are safe in the grave-but not
till then-they will be beyond the reach
of the Minister of Customs. The Mini5ter
of Mines says that this is a more extended
system of taxation, and he quotes a paragraph from Arthur Young, in which
the writer expresses his approval of duties
on a large number of articles, because
they press lightly on a great number of
points, heavily on none. . But how will
this apply to the Tariff? The tea and
sugar duties, which pressed on the poorer
classes, have been reduced; but is it 'proposed to substitute taxes which press upon
auy other class? Will the labourer and
the artizan, who consumed the tea and
sugar, be exempted now? On what points
will the taxes on moleskins, slops, calico,
woollens, boots and shoes, and hardware
press? It is an utter fallacy to talk of
the shifting of the pressure of taxation.
You remove a duty the working man did
not feel, and you impose others which he
must feel every time he makes a purchase.
The pressure is alld will be, not on the
pockets of the wealthy class, but of the
numerous consumers, those who live
chiefly by the labour of their hands. If
Arthur Young's remark has any application at all, which [ doubt-for though
the honorable member who quoted it
may have a taste {or vague generalities,
I never could discover. any meaning
in this one-it certainly does not apply
to the Tariff. We do not shift the
pressure of taxation. The pressure remains in the same place, with this difference, that the people have to pay 1'ery
much more than before. This brings me
to the fundamental objection to any such
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scheme of taxation as this, namely, that it
is unfair and inequitable to levy duties on
articles of consumption. The poor are the
more numerous, and therefore, when we
levy taxation on articles of general censumption, the poor pay the' greater pal'~.
The Minister of Mines assumed that the
Tariff was a change from an unj ust to a.
more equitable system; that it would shift
the burthen from the labouring population
to 'the rich; but the honorable member
submitted nothing to warrant such a con-'
All political economists h~tve
clusion.
denounced taxes on consumption.
M.
Thiel'S, who is as staunch a protectionist
as any member of this House, says"Towards taxes on consumption the contribution of the poor is grt:!ater than that of the rich,
because the poor are the most numerous."
Another eminent Frenchman, Leon
Faucher, says of these duties.. They crush with their weight the workme~
and artizan in the towns. The sums which they
exact are levied in an inverse ratio to the means
of the contributors j it is but· too clear that the
owners of property have made the law, and that
they have made it in their own interests."
The same author also states that this
system of raising revenue by taxes on
consumption, is "founded on iniquity,"
and that it "impoverishes the poor and
starves the starving." These men, be it
remembered, are not speaking from theory,
but from practical experience. Another
eminent Frenchman, Coudillao, replies thus
to the objection that the poor can reduce
their consumption:"Those who only earn from day to day a bare
subsistence for themselves and families, how
can they reduce their consumption ?"
But I need not go so far as France. An
honorable member, no other than the
present Minister of Justice, submitted, on
the 13th July, 1865, a resolution, of which
I heartily approve, and which I will be
prepared to support if introduced again.
Mr. BINDON.-You did not say so at
the time.
Mr. LANGTON.-Because, not being
a member of this House, I could not. This
is the resolution:" That inasmuch as the owners of property in
this country' do not by the present system of
taxation contribute more than the working
classes towards the defences of the country ot
the protection of property, it is, in the opinion
of this House, expedient that some measure
should be introduced next flession of Parliament
. to abate this injustice, and make the amount of
taxation paid by each individual in some degree
proportionate to the amount of his wealth, and
the protection which it receives from the institutiollS of the country."
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Now that is a most unexceptionable proposition. The honorable member went on
to support it:"It was not for a private member of the
House to bring down a Budget, or to propound
financial schemes. His duty was simply to
submit resolutions, and leave the Ministry to
give them practical shape..... Nothing was
more important in a young country than to
establish right principles, especially in matters
of government, finance, and taxation. Was it
right that the whole onus of taxation for defences should be thrown equally on the poor and
the rich? Why the great bulk of the customs
duties were collected from the working classes,
and yet the working man was called upon to
contribute as much towards the £881,000, for
the national defences, as the richest man in the
community."
At the present time we have not only a
repetition of the evils which the honorable
member condemned, but an aggravation
of them.
I regret that the honorable
mem bel' has not had the courage and
manliness to try and give practical effect
to the opinion he submitted to the House.
At the end of a session, when a resolution
could have no other effect than trotting
out a hobby, the honorable gentleman
could speak eloquently on the subject;
but I have not heard his eloquent tones
denouncing the Tariff, nor do I see the
slightest indication that he has exercised
any influence to induce his colleagues
to adopt. the views he formerly insisted
upon. I will content myself with another
extract : "In conclusion. he contended that he only
asked that which was just and reasonable, viz.,
that the man with the greatest amount of
wealth should pay more in proportion than he
who had none at all."
Another remarkable circumstance is, that
the motion was seconded by the present
Minister of Public Works (Mr. Vale), who
expressed himself in as strong and as
decided terms as those employed by the
Minister of Justice, and yet his accession
appears to have had no influence, either.
wit.h the occupants of the Treasury
benches. At the close of the discussion,
when the motion was withdrawn-and the
honorable member never anticipated any
other fate for ii-I find that the Minister
of ,Justice remarked that honorable members appeared afraid of his motion. Is the
honorable gentleman afraid of it himself
now?
Mr. BINDON.-No.
Mr. LANGTON.-Then why does not'
the honorable member carry out his concluding promise, "that although he withdrew his resolution, he would next time,
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if the Ministry did not introduce it in a
practical form, take care that a Bill was
submitted to give it practical effect." I
have said enough to illustrate and explain
the fundamental objection I have taken to
this Tariff. If anything more is wanting,
I may refer to the first speech delivered
by Richard Cobden in the House of
Commons, in which he points out that the
then existing duty on bread amounted to
an income tax of 10 per cent. on the
labouring man who earned 158. per week,
the per centage getting less and less until,
in the case of the large landed proprietor
drawing £lOO,OOO per annum from his
estates, it amounted to but one halfpenny
per cent. U n]ess you have some tax on
property, which balances and equalizes
the others, it is clear that taxes on consumption can but plunder the poorer
classes for the benefit of their wealthy
neighbours. The truth of this principle
is supported by the experience of Great
Britain. What has been done there? Step
by step the system of duties on consumption has been abandoned, and the last
report of the British Commissioners of
Customs discloses a Tariff w bich is a
model of simplicity, as simple as the one
we abandoned in 1864. In IR65 they
raised, in Great Britain, no less a sum than
£21,770,000 fi'om ten articles. A sum of
£25,000 was raised on a few other items, but
these are retained only to counterbalance excise or custom dues on othei' articles. While
indirect taxation amounts to £42,000,000,
a sum of £21,000,000, the balance of the
revenue, exclusive of the proceeds of Crown
properties, &c., is raised by direct property taxation. Thus, even in aristocratic
England, said to be governed by the upper
classes, the principle has been recognized
that the entire revenue ought not to be
raised by means of duties on consumption
alone. In France, also, they have abandoned this system. Readers of history
will remember that one of the most potent
causes of the French revolution was the
gross inj ustice of the system of taxation,
a system under which the Clergy and the
nobility paid little or nothing. The owners
of property made the law, and they made
it in their own interests. The taxes fell
on the tiers-etat, and they rebelled against
it. It is to the credit of the present sagacious Emperor that, during the twenty
years of his ndministration, he has been
studiously engaged in increasing the duties
on prQperty, because he knows that a
throne based on universal suffrage must
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also he founded on justice. The United
States are abandoning, or rather they never
adopted the system in force here. The
year before the war the United States'
expenditure amounted to 76,000,000 dollars; but nearly all the expenditure which
we find on our Estimates was defrayed by
State taxation, which is direct taxation,
and which amounted to 40,000,000 dollars.
Although the general revenue is raised by
taxes on consumption, yet by the faet that
they do not include in the expenditure of
the central Government works for improving the value of property, nor the administration of justice, nor the maintenance of'
the police, nor the other multitudinous items
of our Estimates, there is not the injustice which is committed here. Property
in America has to pay its fair proportion.
In addition to the 40,000,000 dollars, there
is a large local expenditure in counties
and villages, and by these and other means
taxation is equalized. In Canada the same
thing obtains. A farge proportion of the
cost of education, and nearly all that of
public works, is defrayed by property.
To roads and bridges the central Government contributes very little, to municipal
endowments nothing, and one hospital
alone is recognized. . The system now
supported by the Government here has
been tried in Canada, and found
:wanting. Some time ago the late Minister of Justice, in a lecture which was
crowded with distorted facts, quoted the
Honorable Mr. Galt, Finance Minister of
Canada, to show that a similar policy had
been most beneficial in Canada. Unfortunately the honorable gentleman was not
aware that six months before Mr. Galt had
recanted those views, if he ever held them,
a circumstance which I take the liberty to
doubt. In his Budget speech of 1864, in
the Montreal Weekly He1'ald, Mr. Galt,
speaking of the fact that a larger revenue
was required, said" The great agricultural interest and population, the very stem and trunk of the prosperity
of the country, as the largest consumers now,
have the greatest weight of taxation."
Now I ask honorable members representing agricultural districts to look at their
side of the account, and see what their
·constituents have to pay under this system
of taxation. I think they also must come
to the conclusion that it falls upon the
great agricultural class and upon the
other working classes of the community.
Mr. Galt further said"It became imperative upon us, therefore, to
consider if we could so re-arrange our customs
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and excise as to yield us the largest amount of'
revenue with the least oppressive burLhens on the
great body of the people. . . . In any readjustment of our taxation we had to choose
between American and European systems. He
said European, because the principles of British
taxation were gradually spreading, and they
could no longer. avoid making the choice. If
they took the American system of protecting
every interest by high duties, he did not believe
the people of the country would approve of it.
If they adopted the European, as opposed to the
American, it was calculated to bring in people
from abroad with capital seeking homes and
employment in this new world. We could not
do better, in organizing a fiscal system for ourBel ves, than seek light from the great nations of
Europe, and so make this a better country,
governed by wiser financial principles. . . .
Looking to Britain for defence as we do, asking aid
of all her forces to protect our frontier, our
inland waters, and our fishermen on our coasts,
we may well consider whether we should not
make our fiscal policy more in accordance with
hers, and whether we are not able to do what
would be at once graceful towards her and beneficial to ourselves."
Mr. Galt did not propose to do away with
the whole of the duties on imported manufactures, but he reduced a great many, and
he said" He wished that the Government were in a
position now to abolish the customs duties on aU
these articles; and he hoped the day would
soon come when, if not he, the honorable gentleman opposite, or some one whom he could
support, would be able to make a clean sweep
of all duties on manufactured goods."
Before turning away, I would wish to
make one comparison. In Itl64 the entire
revenue of Canada was three dollars
seyenty-nine cents per head, and the custom dues were two dollars thirty cents. In
Victoria the revenue was twenty dollars
per head, or six times the Canadian average, and the Customs dues were six
dollars. In the United States the customs
dues were only one dollar thirty-six cents,
or one-fourth of the amouut levied by the
same means in this colony. On reference
to our Estimates I find that two-thirds of
the items which are contained therein are
defrayed in Canada, the Vnited States,
and Great Britain, by local bodies; so
that while we depend on duties on consuniption, other countries are absolutely
meeting two-thirds of our expenditure by
taxes on property. Looking through the departments, I find that the expenses defrayed
by local bodies in other countries amount
to £1,370,000, and with similar charges
included in the special appropriationf; they
amount to £2,225,000, out of an entire expenditure of £3,400,000. These facts are
sufficient to substantiate my position in
challenging the justice of the proposal
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the Government have submitted. The
present scheme aggravates the injustice.
One special fflature is, that a large propOl·tion of the proposed expenditure is
for roads and bridges and other public
works, the direct .effect of which is to
enhance the value of property in the
neighbourhood; so that we are taxing the
artizan and the labourer at the same rate
as the landowner himself, for the improvement of' the property of the latter. I cannot conceive anything more unjust than
that. Either abandon a large part of the
duties on consumption, or transfer these
expenses to local bodies. Whether this
Government or some other Government
undertake this change, sooner or later it
will have to be made. I do not believe
that the people will be content to remain
long under a system so unjust and indefensible as the one which now prevails,
and which it is proposed to continue and
extend. Weare told that the Tariff can
be changed in committee. No doubt the
Government will agree to anything, Virtually they have said, "Here is our
measure; you may treat it as waste paper
if you like, provided that you allow us to
keep our places." This may be consistent
with Ministerial ideas of government, but
it is altogether foreign to British practice
and preceuent. No British Government
would be cont.ent to have its financial
plans thus pulled to pieces; nor· is it held
that a committee of the House of Oommons is a competent tribunal to form a
Tariff or frame a fiscal policy. If this
House is to have the revision of financial
schemes, what is the use of a Government
at all? Even if you can change details in
committee, can you change principles? J
object to this Tariff on principle, and now
is the time for me to state my objections.
Before we are invited to consider deta.ils
which can only complicate the question,
I object to the Tariff as unjust, and I consider this to be a sufficient reason for the
Opposition declining to go into Committee
of Ways and Means to consider it at all.
The late Minister of Justice maintained,
in his lecture, that it would be wise to
gi ve incidental protection to local productions, and to allow other articles to
come in duty free. This, the honorable
gentleman urged, fell within the limits of
Mill's exceptional clause. Do th'e Ministry.
endorse that view, and if so, why do they
not give effect to it? Why not·ask the
House to endorse such a policy? Why
are they content to allow their followers
Mr. Langton.
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to alter the Tariff, and inaugurate a policy
they themselves are ashamed to own? I
will tell them why. It is because they
have no principle in fiscal or any other
matters. They have no policy. Instead
of leading their followers, they are content
to take their policy from them, and be
their most humble and obsequious servants.
Their sole object is the preservation of their
own worthless existence as a Ministry.
They care only for office. As a Government, they will submit to any humiliation
and degl·a.dation. Their principles cannot
be discovered; their policy it is impossible
to find.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-What would you
give for office?
Mr. LANGTON.-I can say wh!1t few
honorable members can say, that I was
content to suffer five defeats rather than
come into this House a traitor to my principles.
Mr. BURTT.-At whose cost?
Mr. LANGTON.-At the cost of those
who held the principles I advocated. Very
few honorable members on the Treasury
benches can say that they hold their seats
by an adherence to princi pIe. Does the
Chief Secretary adhere to the principles
with which he entered political life ? The
Chief Secretary was 'Once-it would be too
much to sayan admirer of mine, but he
did me an honour which he did very few.
As Treasurer of the Nicholson Administration he called upon me when I was
almost unknown, and urged me to stand
for Rodney, in the interests of the Nicholson
Administration, aga.inst Wilson Gray; and
afterwards the honorable gentleman repeated his visit and begged me to oppose
Mr. Heales. This is a fact which, but for the
taunt levelled at me I would never have
mentioned. Has the Chief Secretary adhered to the principles which we then held
in common? The honorable gentleman at
that time was a staunch free trader. He was
not committed to that struggle for existence
upon which he has lately been engaged-a.
stl'llggle which has led him to resort to
courses which he would then have revolted
at, and which I firmly believe, in some
future time, he will regret having ever
entered upon. I am sure that no honorable member, not ·even the AttorneyGeneral himself, can feel more humiliated
at the position he now occupies than the
Chief Secretary. Every step in his career
during the past two years has been a
downward step. Did not the honorable
gentleman obtain office by voting that the
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squatters' rents should not be increased,
and did h~ Dot increase them, the moment
he assumed power~ in an unfair and backhanded way? The honorable gentleman
haa deserted his party and betrayed his
principles. I have sustained five defea.ts,
and when I desert the principles which
ultimately returned me, the taunt of the
honorable member may carry some force
with it. At present, I can assure him it
does not. I was about referring to the
consistency of the present occupants of the
Treasury benches, and more especially to
that of the Attorney-General. Before
I entered this House, no member of the
community had a higher respect for the
abilities and the consistency of that
honorable gentleman than I had. That
respect has been almost destroyed. The
honorable gentleman has declared that he
is a free~trader, so strong a one that he
would not hold office in any Government
proposing protectionist measures; and yet
he supports a Tariff which is supported
by the majority here, because of its protectionist tendency. Why not distinctly
repudiate such assistance? The honorable
gentleman is not in a fog on the subject,
like his colleague the Minister of Customs.
He does not partake of the delusions of
Colonel Sibthorp, Mr. Chowler, and men
of that class. The honorable gentleman,
with his keen and cult.ivated intellect, sees
through all these fallacies, and recognizes,
perhaps more clearly than myself, that the
present system of taxation is unjust, and
opposed t~ all received canons on the
subject; and yet, for the purpose of fulfilling his prophecy that he will continue
in office until 1868, he is content to
endorse and uphold these fallacies. Sydney
Smith, who wa3 a wise man as well as a
witty man, advised a statesman once" Do what you believe to be right, and take
place and power as an accident. On any other
principle, office is a labour, a sorrow, and a
wrong."
How great a sorrow,. and how great a
labour, office on other terms is no one
could tell us better than the honorable
gentleman. But to turn from these personal matters. I will close my observations by saying that the facts and arguments to which I have called a.ttention
wa1'l'ant me in my conclusion, that the
present system of taxation is essentially
unjust; that the ad valorem system is
demoralizing; that the Tariff, so far as it
has been tried, has lessened our revenue,
increased our paupers and criminals,
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diminished our foreign and almost destroyed
our intercolonial trade. And then, after
all these things, instead of our being freed
from the necessity of further ta.xation, we
are to be SUbjected to heavier burthens
than, comidering the nature of our present
population, we have ever been called upon
to bear before. I believe that, in spite
of the present power of the Government, in spite of the influences at their
command, in spite of J.P.-ships, and in
spite of appointments for the sons of their
supporters, in spite of all these things, the
delusion regal'ding the present Ministry
will come to an end. I can do no more
now than enter my protest against a
system which I regard as unjust and
iniquitous; but I believe the time will
come when a policy which year by year
necessitates increased taxation, and which
impoverishes the community, will not
secure popular support; but that the
people will prize an Administration, not
because they impose taxes, but because
they strive to imitate her whose deed our
greatest poet has portrayed, that she
"Took the tax away,
And built herself an everlasting name."
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-I do not think
that I have ever heard the last speaker
address himself to the House without leaving a rancorous and venomous personality
behind. I cannot see what justification,
or even what provocation, there was
for the honorable member's attack on
the Attorney-General, nor can I conceive how such personalities are likely
to elevate the character or facilitate
the business of this Assembly. I regret
as much as anyone that the honorable
member should pursue this line of conduct, for I listened to much of his aduress
with pleasure. He has said much concerning taxation which honorable members
on this side of the House ought to hear,
and which it is time the country heard
also.
The honorable member talked
of principle. But what is the use of
arguing principles of political economy
here? It is no use evading the fact, tha.t
no principles of political economy exist in
this House. Protectionists and free traders
sit on this side, and protectionists and free
traders sit on the otller side. This side
deals out homooopathic doses of protection,
the other side would administer allopathic
doses, provided that thereby office could be
secured. There is no free trade party in
this House or in the conntt'y,
Why, a
free-trade Ministry were the initiators of

